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TAPE MMEER: XVIII, SIDE Olffi

May 16, 1966

EUTTING: Of course, there were other art schools in

Los Angeles; there seemed to be rather a burgeoning of

art instoTuction, especially in the period immediately

following the war. Some of the most important ones,

besides Chouinard and Otis, were the Art Center and the

Kahn Institute of Art, which I thought was quite a good

school. Kahn himself was a modest sort of a person and

an excellent teacher. He kept his school going for some

years, but like many other projects of the same sort, it

went on the rocks because of poor business management.

After all, if your school gets beyond a certain size,

it becomes really a business proposition and has to be

run by somebody from that angle with a thorough knowledge

of that sort of thing. Kahn had a very pleasant school

and some very good instructors who have since become

well-known painters.

I thought that Jepson's school was excellent. He

had a very fine staff of teachers with varied points of

view. The most influential member was Rico Lebrun.

And Jepson himself is a fine draftsman and teacher of

drawing. I used to visit the school quite often to see

the fine work that v;as being done there. Chouinard,

of course, kept up high standards, and Otis was more or
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less in a state of transformation.

When I first came to Los Angeles, the teaching there

was still more or less the teaching that I was used to

when I first went to art school. They made highly-

finished charcoal drawings from still life and the same

sort of periods of painting and sketch classes, with a

course in commercial art, as nearly all art schools have,

.[tape off] The principal change that I saw in the spirit

of the art student was their impatience, their terrific

desire to get something done very quickly, to learn

something very fast. They wanted to form a style right

away. They liked somebody's style or somebody else's

style; the idea of one's patient climbing of the ladder,

remember it as a young person, seemed to have been

dissipated to a certain extent. I remember one associate

professor at UCLA who spoke of one girl who joined the

painting class (she was going to major in art), and after

all the formalities of registering and getting her

materials to start in her work in the art class, the very

next thing she did was to go downtown and engage a

gallery for the following year to have an exhibition,

[laughter] Well, in my day I think the girl would have

been laughed out of school. I thought that was rather

startling, because as a yoTing fellow that was unheard of.

You didn't even know whether you were going to begin to
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make the grade, largely because much of one's preliminary

work in a serious art school seemed an endless grind. It

was in a way. They set you down before a plaster cast,

and you labored day after day, and the paper got worn

out and dirtier and dirtier from all the rubbing. It

was often disheartening, and it looked as if the chance

of ever getting any place was desperate. And when you

•could graduate into a life class and then to the painting

class, you took it for granted but always looked forward

to a long period in which you would not be acceptable

for any really serious exhibition. But in some ways,

although we've lost some of that spirit which I don't

think was too bad—it is a problem; you have to take it

pa.oj.eiiuxj ±u uxQ iia.vc Lne u.j.ticiu. v an ocig,c oiictu uiic auu.u.ciio

whose talent, which might be genuine, is still rather a

tender plant and easily damaged. I remember that at the

school exhibitions, when they had a great number of

life drawings on the wall, the first impression was of

a one-man show. They all used their charcoal in the

same way; the drawings were the same size; the treatment

was the same.

I have illustrated what I meant, _when I spoke of how,

when I began to teach at Layton School, I threw overboard

that idea and commenced to look for the individual talents

and, in some cases, was able to really nurse them along.

When I noticed a boy could do a thing v;ith spirit and
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significance, using that as a starting point, we could

also get the other thing. Another student might have

quite a different point of view, but again by enlarging

his experience, you finally got the whole thing pulled

together into real development which is much more rapid

and which I found was also much more pleasant for the

student and he was much happier in his work, because his

work then had some meaning.

I suffered from the fact of doing quite a lot of

work which really had no special meaning; it v;as gust

drudgeiy, just practicing scales. I think some-

times that that spirit became a bit grotesque, the fact

that we were required to do charcoal drawings. No serious

drawing was done in the life class except in charcoal,

and the Boston school was always hard charcoal, whereas

maybe another school favored a soft charcoal [producing]

a broader, tonal sort of drawing, while a hard charcoal

drawing emphasized line and high finish.

I remember in Boston 1 got quite enthusiastic when

I was at the library one day looking at some of the red

chalk drawings of the late Renaissance, the drawings of

Del Sarto and Michelangelo and people who were very fond

of sanguine as a drawing material in contrast to the

silver-point drawing of the early Renaissance. I thought

it was such beautiful material that I turned up in the

life class with my sticks of Conte red chalk, but I
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didn't work very long, not because anybody objected, but

they all razzed me so: "Oh, look at Nutting! He thinks

he's a real artist. He's using red chalk now. [laughter]

He is not a serious student. He is trying to show off."

And so I went back to my hard charcoal and tried to

catch up with the other students in that class who had

been working longer than I and were more advanced, which

is a pretty tough situation for a student to be in. It

gives him a feeling of inferiority which isn't too easy

to bear. Well, of course, there's nothing v;rong with

the fact of making a very accurate drawing of hard

charcoal from the model— I'm not arguing against it

—

but 1 do feel that the student should have some sense of

its meaning, not a theoretical one but should feel from

his heart that this will be part of his idiom, part of

his language, and have some meaning to him. If that is

lacking, then it becomes such sheer drudgery that he gets

discouraged, and sometimes a quite genuine talent is

nipped in the bud. On the other hand, the rather extreme

feeling that they have in so many classes now is simply

to express themselves. They often do very interesting

things, and quite important things, in constructions

and in using transparent papers and in making collage and

putting together strange objects in the study of texture

and form. It has the advantage
, when it is

successful, that a student in expressing himself, even
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very crudely and in a variety of media and materials, will

get a sense of being an artist, even if only in a very

small way, how expressive a thir^g can be when used in a

certain way or in a certain context, that it's quite an

adventure. That in turn, if it is successful, will then

open up the beauty of fine craft, that you must have a skill

in using these things, that you must understand them and

also be able to manipulate them in order to get the highest

expression. It's not that you can just put your fist

down on a piano and say, "Well, that has a beautiful tone.

It's Steinway, don't you know." You must have your

fingers cultivated with a skill that you can pull out of

this Steinway something that's terrific. When Michelangelo

found a block of marble and visualized some interior

spirit that he could draw out of it, it was through

years and years of marvelous use of his hands to make

this thing something great. Whereas, the young artist

very often, I think, gets the idea that if you simply

have talent, then it's boTind to be really worthwhile,

no matter what happens. If you have talent, all you've

got to do is to throw things around and it's bound to

be very expressive and important, which of course is

extremely fallacious. I notice that same thing with

young actors. When I was with the Wisconsin Players,

there were young people who seemed to have quite a lot

[of talent]. They had tremendous enthusiasm and they

worked hard, but to me, they did not seem to realize that
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to be a good actor is much, more than just having talent

or being good-looking, that it's a craft to be patiently

studied like any other. When Glagolin insisted on my

taking part in some of his productions for the Wisconsin

Players, I was very glad to do it because it was a very

interesting experience, but I didn't kid myself in the

least that I'd ever be even a good actor, because without

dedication, without a great love of what really is a

craft, I don't see hov; anybody can be especially important,

even though they may get great popularity. There is,

among the people who know, who have real feelings for the

theater, an instant knowledge of the person who is an

actor, both by talent and by dedication and by training,

and the one who simply has a fev; facets to his personality

which are marketable on the stage. That is very true

with the painter. The result, of course, is that v/e have

our galleries full of things now. I don't v;ant to sound

cynical or pessimistic, because I do admire enormously

the talent that is burgeoning in this country; but if

you go up and down the galleries on La Cienega, the

people really don't know painting. They don't knov/

drawing, and they, therefore, resort to certain dodges

and tricks. Maybe they're not insincere; they may really

think they are producing great art. But I feel that it's

a very small proportion that actually do. Of course,

that's always been true. So again I suppose there's no
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harm done especially.

I am amazed at the number of people, who should

know better and who have sensitivity in these things,

that can be taken in. Forgeries, for example: the

other day I was walking down Beverly Boulevard and went

into a gallery. Very beautifully framed v^as a drawing,

with a little plaque under it, "Modigliani, " supposed to

be a pencil drawing. It was really shocking, because it

was no more Modigliani than anybody would do by putting

a piece of tracing paper over Modigliani and running a

line around it. It had the shapes, head, funny eyes and

long neck and all that sort of thing, but the essence

of Modigliani was so completely absent.

Sometime ago there were a lot of drawings of Kodin

around Los Angeles, and I had a friend, who really had

quite a good feeling for art, who bought one of these

because it seemed extraordinarily cheap for a Rodin pen

drawing. Well, again, to anybody with a sense of drawing,

it was a shocking thing to see. A large number of those

apparently sold very well. In fact, there \-ias an article

not too long ago in Life magazine about this guy. I v;as

quite interested in seeing it, because I had seen his

things when they were first circulated around Los Angeles,

and he made quite a good living at faking Eodins. They

reproduced a true Rodin and this man's fake, v;hich when

you saw them side by side, with a little bit of feeling.
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I think you could sense that they were different. Well,

the person who really acquires the quality of a Modigliani

or a Rodin so that what would look in the hands of any-

body else to be simply a careless scribble to a person

who has a eye for that sort of thing—as a sensitive

lover of music has for the performance of a Rubinstein

or a Horowitz compared to that of a lesser person, or a

fine violinist compared to simply an accomplished

violinist—the meaning is significant of the activity.

I'm speaking now of the make of the thing, not his ideas

or what we might call his message or what is he trying

to do, but the mere touch of his hand has a magic which

can be sensed and has a thrill for the person who really

loves that, to whom that sort of thing has meaning,

to a degree which I think sometimes would be quite un-

believable. I don't want to stress that point, but

sometimes I'm rather surprised myself. It is like hearing

a distant note of music and recognizing it, even very

faintly, as being something of a certain importance.

Going through a bookstore, I turned over a page of

a big art book, and here was this pencil drawing, which

was an extremely simple sort of a drawing. I think that

ninety-nine percent of art lovers would even think,

"Well, that's a very beautiful drawing," but they could

name, oh, maybe ten or fifteen or twenty people who

might have done that drav/ing. My first reaction to it
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was, "Why, I never saw that dravrLng of Corot's before."

Then I was rather puzzled and said, "Why did I say

Corot? Is it really Corot?" And I looked down at the

name, and it was a drawing by Corot. I still don't know

why it is, except that that sensation, that strange

feeling in the make of a thing, that strange magic will

be in many of the arts. It will be in that little some-

thing that makes a great actor above a good actor; a

musician may do something wonderful, but then somebody

else gust does something that's superb. And you don't

know why it is. The love of the make of the thing, that

quality. I think in most of the things that rather

discouraged me among the young artists, the lack is what

I feel. They do it well, of course, but in just plain

words, I suppose you'd say it's a lack of sensitivity

—

at least what I consider a lack of sensitivity. And why

so much art should be accepted as significant puzzled

me, why people should think, "Well, that looks modern.

There must be something very good about that because it

looks so queer." [laughter] A gallery shows things of

that sort and apparently with some success. But as I

say, that doesn't mean that I don't feel there's a

remarkable vitality in our art, and the gallery-goer has

to—at least I have to—wade through this vast amount of

stuff, always on the lookout for something that seems to

him good, that seems to be a little bit greater labor than
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we ought to be subjected to. A dealer—again this may

be a bias on my pajrt— should have really higher standards

because he should know, a man who has been in the

business all his life. And if he's successful, it's

because he loves his work. Like anybody else, you're

not successful unless you love your work. You acquire

sensibility, you acquire insight. There may be things

you don't understand, but along certain forms of art,

you do have insight and understanding. If the dealer

gives in his galleries what he feels to be the best,

you can feel it right away. And, of course, a great many

of our reputable dealers do. There are numbers of them

who do exactly that sort of thing. Of course, the public

has to suffer, because if they're out to see modem art

in the galleries and exhibitions, I regret that they have

to try to differentiate when there ' s really too much

that is confusing for them. It ought not to be. Of

course, that is then the responsibility of our museums,

like our beautiful new museum down here, at exhibitions that

they will have, and other such places that we have growing

everywhere in this country, where the best art of its

type can always be seen.

My own activity as a painter was somewhat restricted

to a certain extent, partly on account of lack of the time

and energy, what with other things to think about,

especially during the war, during the forties. I used to
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send things to the local shows, such as the Los Angeles

and Vicinity exhibitions. I stopped sending things to

the Eastern exhibitions, partly because it's rather an

expensive thing to do and it's not profitable unless you

keep it up. I limited myself to the exhibitions in

San Diego and Los Angeles and Santa Barbara and San

Francisco. Even so, I didn't make any too great effort

to promote my work, so to speak, in the way of having

exhibitions or getting into small shows. I felt that

if you're going to be a professional painter, the thing

to do is to at least show as much as you can in the major

exhibitions. One year I got the third prize at the Los

Angeles and Vicinity show. They used to have quite large

shows, held at the museum down at Exposition Park, quite

representative shows of Southern California art, and one

year I was a prize winner. But prizes, I think, are very

often things that are worked for, and that is something

that I would never do. I've known painters—and very

sincere, very dedicated and very honest painters—with

the reputation of being successful, who at the same time

keep their ear to the ground and try to sense what's

coming, what the juries are most interested in, what is

most likely to win the prizes. If it's back in the days

of social significance, why those were the days when

Benton and Curry and the social significance art was

bo3?n, and the Mexicans, Orozco and Rivera, would have
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an influence. So with a certain amount of that, at least

a touch of it, you had more chance of being recognized

by a jury, because they felt, I suppose, it was the most

up-to-date element in painting. Whereas, I have very

often been accused by my colleagues of being out of step,

maybe not because I wanted to be. But any overemphasis

in the spirit seemed to stimulate in me something of a

reaction in another direction. In that way, my things

that I sent to a show were never quite what would be in

the spirit of the times. However, they also gave me a

one-man show down at the museum. That is to say, they

didn't give the whole gallery to me, but they gave the

whole wall of a big gallery one year, and I showed my

work down thex'e. It didn't stir up any tremendous

enthusiasm, but on the other hand I was quite well treated

by the critics. They didn't find it bad, but they didn't

go wild over it. Nor did I make any big sales to the

museums or get any very great commissions out of it,

which again didn't disturb me too much—maybe not as much

as it ought to.

I have had people who have been very much interested

in my work. I got a telephone call one day, and a man

introduced himself as James Tyrrell., He said he'd seen a

picture of mine, which was really a still life, the sort

of thing that I don't very often exhibit, a flower thing,

things that I do for study but which I very seldom shov;.
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But I had this at a small show in town, and he saw it and

liked it very much and said he wanted to buy it, v;hich he

did.

He also came out to see me, and we became quite

good friends. I was pleased that he liked my picture and

bought my picture before he even saw me or knew me really

from Adam, because I hadn't been out here very long at

the time. Sometimes people will buy your things, and

you feel a little bit biased. They kind of like you and

other feelings are involved, but in this case there v;as

none whatsoever. So our friendship started from his

interest in my painting. Through the next few years, he

acquired quite a number of things. They were a family of

North Ireland, I gather rather v;ell-to-dc, and a family

of some lineage. He mentioned once in a while some of

his ancestors which gave me a clue to the fact that his

family tree apparently was a rather long one. His brother

was knighted; his brother was a surgeon and head of the

medical affairs for the Royal Air Force and was knighted

after the war for his services along those lines. My

friend came to this country as a young man and went into

the lumber business and learned it from the ground up,

and when I knew him, not long before his retirement, he

was with a big lumber company. He used to come to see

me very often, and I visited him a great deal. He and

his wife Vivian were very warm hosts and had some quite
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interesting friends, and tie had a very large collection.

He bought things because he liked them; he wasn't a

collector in the sense of making investments. The walls

of his house were covered with work, and what pleased

me was that he concentrated on the local painters. If

he found somebody in California or some part of the West

whose work interested him, he would try to get an example

of his work.

He told me how his interest in art started. He

began first by trying to make pictures with a camera, and

then he found that his pictures weren't too satisfactory.

He liked pictures very much, and he started collecting

colored prints, good reproductions, and he had large

portfolios of examples of masterpieces in large color

reproductions. That was his hobby for a while. Then

from that, he went to autographic prints and had a large

collection of etchings and lithographs and woodcuts, and

he sold his collection of reproductions and concen-

trated on buying examples of good etchers and good

lithographers and good wood engravers and things of

value of that sort. From that, he gradually commenced

to buy small paintings, and then he forgot all about

print collecting and bought paintings, oils and water-

colors, especially of the California painters. He wound

up v/ith quite a large number of my things. Once in a

while, people seem to have a special sympathy for an
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artist's work; they collect it and that has happened with

me, he being the outstanding example. His house, v/hich

was not a large house, had not only the v;alls completely

covered but also had a room set apart with storage. I

don't knov; how many canvases and things under glass he

had in racks—also a very nice art library.

Although I have never been a person to need many

people, I'm very fond of people and like to be out in

pleasant company, but I never made it a point to be at

gatherings and to see everybody and to meet everybody. I

never outgrev; a certain introversion formed in my boy-

hood and to get sufficient extroversion to en;ioy that

thing too much. But there were a fev; people in Los

Angeles, among the great many that I've mer and v;as veiy

happy to have met, v:ho have meant quite a lot to me in

my life here.

I think that probably Walter Arensberg was one who,

in his quiet way, meant quite a lot to me. Vij meeting

him came in a way through my work but not through my

painting, through some writing that I was doing.

S. MacDonald-Wright for some time v.-rote very witty

and excellent art criticism in Rob Wagner's Script .

For some reason he got tired of it; I imagine because,

in order to do that sort of thing, you have to do quite

a lot of running around and that meant that twice a month

you had to go out and see shov;s. It is a chore. It's
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almost more work than the actual writing of your column.

So when he decided that he'd give it up, he wanted to

pass it on to me and took me out and introduced me to

Mrs. Wagner, with the result that I took on the depart-

ment. Sometime afterwards, as a matter of fact, Mrs.

Wagner sold the Script . It was not easy work. Twice

a month you had to be sure that you had rounded up the

exhibitions and sometimes they're pretty far apart.

There were things even out in the Valley I felt I ought

to see. It's difficult because of the great many things

you have to pick and choose from, and very often you don't

feel that you've done really the right thing, if you take

your work seriously. Some important exhibition you found

you've missed, ror some reason, you thought it might

not amount to anything, and then afterwards when you saw

it, you regret very much that when you had a chance to

give the man some publicity for something that seems

superior, you missed the boat. You feel a little com-

punction, especially if you spent your time on some lesser

figure. But it was work that I enjoyed very much because

I'm an insatiable looker at pictures—good, bad and

indifferent— I always look with interest to see what

things are

.

Of course, it forced me to get out and to really

get acquainted with what was going on among the artists

in this part of the world. Some of the contacts that
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I made through this work were interesting. Elizabeth

Taylor's father had a gallery in the Beverly Hills Hotel

at that time. He used to have exhibitions of the more

conservative sort that I liked, people like Augustus

John and some of the English painters, for example. I

was rather surprised to find that if a thing's once in

print, though very few people read it, sometimes it's

read by someone who may be very far away. I had no idea,

for example, that a paper as local in spirit as Script

would be read by anybody outside California, especially

Southern California. But one day I got a letter from a

man in London, through Taylor at the Taylor Gallery, and

he had read an article that I had written in Scri-pt , and

he decided to come to California on the basis of this,

[laughter] I have no idea why, but because of something

I had said about art life in California, he decided he'd

come. And sure enough, he turned up. He seemed to be

quite a successful painter. I've forgotten his name now.

He wasn't a famous one, but one of the sort that exhibits

at the Royal Academy, you know. He painted somewhat

along the spirit of [Sir Alfred] Munnings, v;ho was

president of the Royal Academy and did horses v;ith a

tremendous skill. This man too painted horses very well

and with very tremendous knowledge of horses. I haven't

seen him since. I don't know whether he stayed out here

or not; I haven't even seen his name. It probably was
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more of just a temporary visit on his part.

He was very much impressed with California the first

time he'd seen it because he said, that in painting

out-of-doors in England, you had great difficulty in

finding anything but green to look at in your composition,

and here you could go out, with our golden hills and the

color of the California landscape, and very often you

have to look around to find something green to put in

your picture, [laughter] Just the reverse of it. I

think that his first impression of California was our

landscape.

We had very interesting and very important charac-

ters in the art life of Los Angeles. A man who I think

thoroughly deserves taping, whose life v;ould be intensely

interesting, is Earl Stendahl. It was Stendahl's Gallery

over on Wilshire when I first came here, and I used to

see quite a bit of him, and later his family.

Another man who was very important and a very strong

character and figure in the galleries of the city was a

man like Frank Perls. Again it would make a wonderful

tape. Hatfield also. Each man was interesting in a

different v^ay; each represented a different attitude

toward art. Stendahl— I'm inclined to use the French

pronoiuiciation on account of the writer of that name

—

began with anything but the sort of life that you would

think would lead him into being an art dealer, and a
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very successful one. One of the rather quaint things

was the fact that at the time that he had a gallery on

Wilshire, eveiy year at Christmastime he had beautiful

boxes of candy for sale at the gallery, which he made

himself, because at one time he had become not only a

candymaker but a man with a thorough knowledge of it,

and apparently he'd had a number of careers in which he

has been very knowledgeable and very successful. What

should have developed his intuition really for matters

of art is one of these mysteries. From contemporary

painting, he went into pre-Columbian art and formed some

of the most important collections of pre-Colum.bian

art that we have in our museums, [tape off]
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proper place. It's simply the ending of one period of

my life, and that is my wife's illness and death. I

told about certain difficulties that she was feeling in

strength, but that in spite of it, it was perfectly

amazing how much inner resources she had in the way of

interest in her reading, her drawing, her translation

from the Italian, her extraordinary catholic taste in

literature, so that she was a woman who was never bored.

She could always find something interesting to do. When

she had to spend a good deal of the time being inactive,

of course, it meant a great deal. But it made it very

complicated very often for me, especially when I was

teaching, because I never felt safe in leaving her alone
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too long. Due to her thyroid operation, largely her

heart condition was not good and she had to be careful

about that. Being concerned that everything was all

right, I would rush home from my teaching for lunch and

very often would go without lunch, because of the time

it took to do that. Eventually, what I had feared to a

certain extent happened, though what actually happened,

of course, I didn't anticipate. I left her at noon

feeling quite all right and went back to my work, and

when I came home in the afternoon, I found her lying on

the kitchen floor with a broken hip. She didn't know

how long she had been there, but it had apparently been

for some hours because she hadn't been able to move.

jZhen I called an ainbulance, whxch took her to the hos-

pital, where she was operated on. But the chances of

her recovery were manifestly going to be difficult and

at best very slow, and she was in the hospital for some

time.

In those days the hospitals were crowded, and it

wasn't long before they were complaining that they had

to have the room, and she must be moved to a rest home

or something of that sort. So that was my introduction

to what I think is one of the horrors of our life just

now, and that is these rest homes and places for people,

especially the old and ill. I found that they seemed

to me surprisingly expensive for what they gave you.

I kept her in the hospital for much longer than I v/ould
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have in spite of the continual complaining that they had

to have the space—there was no more that could be done

in the hospital. The operation had been performed and

everything and now it was simply a matter of having some

care, and they couldn't do that in the hospital. Eventually,

I found a place.

I was very fortunate in having a good doctor. That

•again had been a great trouble. I had been getting

doctors that were highly recommended, but whom I found

extremely unsatisfactory. It was very nerve wearing,

but eventually I found a very delightful New England

doctor. A friend had recommended him. He was of New

England ancestry. He was a surgeon really, but was fine
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ments seemed to be efficacious. He himself became quite

ill, which again threw me into very much of a dilemma,

but he recommended a doctor who was a doctor of internal

medicine. He also turned out to be a very delightful

personality, a man who could handle nicely a person of

a very nervous, high-strung condition. He also had

ability. I have always been very grateful to him, because

he took very serious care.

I did succeed in getting a place, which was far

from being ideal but which 1 could afford, and according

to Dr. Messer, the care was good. I asked him to keep

his eye out for anything that he felt v;as the slightest
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bit remiss about this rest home, and which I think he

did. He said that so far as he could see, the care was

excellent; they seemed to be very efficient, and I had

nothing really to worry about. I did feel so many of

these places were really a sort of institution that

would make good material for a Keinholz—the sense of

depression they would give you in their treatment and

of attitude towards people in a bad condition. So I

relaxed, but she did not recover and gradually grew

weaker. And her mind wandered; that was one thing that

concerned both me and the doctor. There was quite a

long period that she would imagine herself back in

Europe, for she'd say, "I think we ought to go out to

California." And I'd say "V/h"^ "^ou are in California= "

And she'd say, "Why, no, we're not." I said, "Why don't

you look out the window? Don't you see the palm trees

out there? They don't grow in Europe." And she'd look

at them rather puzzled. But she grew gradually weaker

and weaker, and she died in the spring of 19'^7. So that

ended one period of my life, [tape off]

I did have another responsibility in a v;ay to my

father who was living in Alhambra. In 19^, he and my

aunt, with whom he was living, both had pneumonia and

were extremely ill. My aimt, Aunt Anna, died, but my

father recovered and recovered very well and lived until

March of 19^- He was a man of amazing vigor. He was
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in his nineties. But he'd walk to the market and do his

marketing, come home and mow his lawn. He was well in

his eighties v/hen he decided that a tree in his yard had

to be cut. It had grown so big that it was pressing on

the house, and all by himself, he got up on the roof and

topped the tree, sav;ed off all the main branches and cut

off the top. Then he got down and cut the tree close to

the ground.





TAEE NUTffiER: XVIII, SIDE TWO

May 25, 1966

NUTTING: My father, after his house burned in San

Gabriel, bought a house in Alhambra, where he eventually

died, and I'm very sorry that I couldn't get out as much

as I would have liked to have seen him in his last days.

In 19"^, my aunt died. They both had pneumonia and were

very ill. Father survived, my aunt did not, and that

left him alone, which of course was of serious concern

to me. But on the whole, I think I was fairly fortunate

because the expense of a housekeeper to take care of him

and the house would have been more than I could have

manageu, uut -u xounu. a woman wno was expenenccu. m
nursing and who had a little boy was very happy to take on

the work in order to have a place to live. Inasmuch as

there was also extra room [in the house]^ she had one

other man who had been a very successful doctor in Pasadena,

but owing to a brain operation, he couldn't carry on

with his career, so he also had a room in the house. It

worked out that the care was not ideal of course—it

never can be—but I think it was very good, and she took

good care of the place and was experienced in taking care

of people who v;ere ill. So that was quite a relief. Even

as a man of ninety, he was a man of amazing energy, and

his mind was as clear and sharp as could be.
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About this time I met Muriel Tyler at Lorser

Feitelson's. She was studying painting with him, and

Lorser one day showed me some of her work. He was quite

excited about it, and we both agreed it showed beautiful

qualities. Afterwards I met her, and we became friends.

She was one of a little group of people that met quite

often. One day she went out with me to Alhambra but

what I didn't realize at first was that once before when

I had taken one of my friends out, my father was very

much disturbed (this was some months after my wife's

death), and I couldn't make out what it was. But it

eventually came out that he thought that I was serious

about this friend of mine, and he didn't approve of her.
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for such a very short time, and she was very pleasant and

didn't seem to me to have any characteristics that he

could take exception to. Another occasion, I went out

with Muriel Tyler, and my father fell for her immediately.

He liked her very much and told her something about my

mother, what a wonderful woman she was and described

one of the events in our life out on the coast when we

were out in camp. I don't think that I mentioned any

of that in what we've talked about before, but this was

a rather striking, vivid thing.

rty mother was a person who, as a girl, until the

time of her first marriage, was brought up in a very
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sheltered life, not one of any great affluence but a

very comfortable one, with a beautiful home. Her father

was one of the rising young lawyers in her part of the

country, and she had servants and horses and rode very

well. But to switch from that into the life that she

lived when I was a youngster is an amazing change. In

the wintertime along the Washington coast, the rivers

swell and sometimes the floods, as we know from recent

news, are quite serious. I can still remember that one

of the rivers that we camped on got very high, and there

was a very big tree which very slowly was driven dovm

the middle of the river by the current. It took two or

three days for it to pass the camp. Well, across the

river v.'as a little store; a man had a claim there, and

he kept the store and traded with the Indian reservation

which was at the mouth of the river. Mother got word (the

river x-ias more or less impossible, but somebody got

across) that the young newly married woman, the daughter

of the proprietor, was going to have a baby, and there

was nobody to care for her. I don't know how Mother

learned of it, but it was at nighttime, and she promptly

went down to Father's camp and told the men that she

wanted to cross the river. They all protested that it

was impossible, that it was too dangerous and nobody would

dare cross the river in that condition. Our boats were

dugout canoes. They were the only small watercraft that
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we had around there at that time. They were beautifully

made canoes, but they certainly were not the sort of

thing that you would want to go out into a dangerous

stream with, especially when, on the other side, with the

overflowing of the banks, you'd have maybe a hard time

finding a landing place in the underbrush. But Mother

berated the fellows and said that if she had the courage

to do it, she thought somebody else ought to have the

courage to go and do what they could for somebody in a

serious condition. One man said he would do it—if she

was game he was too— so they set out in the dark across

the river. Ihey went upstream quite a ways and then got

across, and by hugging the other shore, he finally found

somewhat below this property. He and Mother got out and

they fought their way through the underbrush and up

to the store, and she spent a couple of days with the

woman and cared for her. Everything came out all right,

and it was just one example of the courage and drive that

both my father and mother had. They were really people

of the old school, with a tradition of discipline and

courage which is amazing. Father told this story to

Muriel, and I could see that he wouldn't do that unless

he felt immediately something deeply sympathetic in her

nature, in her character.

Well, in the meantime, Lorser Feitelson, who is a

very energetic and ambitious man, had the idea of a
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gallery. He'd had some experience before in running a

picture gallery and wanted to do it again. When I first

knew Muriel, that project was very much in her mind. She

was also interested and thought it would be very interesting

work. She and Lorser were looking around for property

and some sort of a setup for that idea, which eventually

culminated in the building of a place on Clark Street

(now San Vicente Boulevard), with a large room for a

gallery and exhibitions. I'm quite sure it could have

been a very successful project, but unlike most dealers

who start in a small way, Lorser had a very exaggerated

idea of bursting into the field of art dealing. I

felt—and it was brought home to me in my conversation

T.n -hVi n-hVie^r' -non-nl o in T.nc: li-ncrp'l e^c TiVp S+^^''^dhal and

Hatfield and people who really were tops in their

business—that that wasn't the way to build up a success-

ful business, unless you had an infinite amount of money,

which of course he didn't have. Lorser didn't have it, and

Muriel didn't have too much, compared to what would be

required for what Lorser had in mind. But in spite of

that, he spent money in a way that some of these people

that I have mentioned found rather absurd when I asked

them about it. For example: to buy a full-page ad in

New York art magazines, which is not a cheap thing to

do and is of no special value unless you can keep it up,

as they explained to me. But, of course, I didn't say
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anything. I wasn't in the business and I wasn't consulted.

But I did feel it quite definitely. However, the story

of the Twentieth Century Gallery was I think one of a

definite contribution to art in Los Angeles, with some

very excellent exhibitions by men like di Chirico and a

very fine exhibition of Eugene Berman. The list v/hich I

can eventually give will show what interesting work was

done

.

I got to know Muriel better when we formed a little

party and went to San Francisco on a vacation. There was

Lorser Feitelson, and Helen Lundeberg, whom he afterwards

married, and Arthur Millier, before he married his

present wife, and myself. We spent a few days in San

Francisco. T wa.s writing for Script then, and I wrote

my column on some of the things that I saw in San Fran-

cisco, including the murals in the post office which had

recently been completed.

In 19'^8, Muriel and I were married and announced our

engagement to Lorser and Helen, who took it very nicely

and seemed to be quite pleased and wished us all happiness

and that sort of thing. We went away for our honeymoon

to Ensenada, and coming back, I can remember distinctly

that we rather anticipated our return. We felt sure that

Helen Lundeberg would have a dinner ready for us and

we'd have a reunion and start our life together on Clark

Street, [tape off]
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Yes, I forgot to say that when we got to Ensenada,

I got a telephone call. Lorser had been having con-

siderable trouble in getting me, and I foiind that my

father had died rather suddenly. Well, there had already

been a delay of a day or so, but Father's funeral in a

way had been anticipated and the arrangements to a certain

extent had been made. Father was brought up in a Con-

gregationalist atmosphere in New England; my grandmother

and my aunt were both quite devoted to their church. When

I was a youngster. Father became somewhat of an agnostic,

and in the latter part of his years became very much

interested in theosophy, and he was a member of a theosophi-

cal group here.

One thing that was rather curious was that although he

was very fond of music and both he and my aunt had good

voices, he objected very much to having any music. That

is one thing he stipulated in his funeral. All this v/as

arranged with the members of the theosophical society,

because Father felt that he didn't have too long to live,

and so with the help of this woman who was keeping house

for him, everything was arranged according to his wishes,

and he was very rigorous about that. He was going to be

cremated, and he didn't want any flowers. He didn't v;ant

any monies i and his ashes were to be disposed of in the

simplest possible way. He'd have been furious, I think,

if any fuss had been made. He mentioned several times to
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me that he looked upon his passing as simply the dis-

carding of old clothes, and he thought it was disgusting

to make a fuss over cast-off garments. He wanted to be

treated as you would anything else you'd gotten rid of

because it was no longer useful and could be throvm. away.

So I think that it worked out all right.

We were driving, and so the funeral was over when I

got back. We stopped at Clark Street and rather expected

a warm greeting from Lorser and Helen who had one of the

apartments of the triplex that Muriel had built v;here

the gallery was, and to our surprise, they treated us

rather coolly and said they were sorry but they had an

engagement to dine out that night. So, we went out for

dinner wonderin^" what it was all about because there

wasn't the slightest hint when we left. Our marriage had

been there at Clark Street with a small group of people,

and everybody was in fine humor and good wishes all around

and so forth, so that nothing could possibly have happened

in the few days that we were away that would bring up

this coolness between us. But this coolness was very,

very definite, and was really a coldness. But the strange

thing was that we could not find out exactly what was

bothering him. I felt very badly about it because I

had seen a great deal of Feitelson, as we both had been

teaching at Art Center. I had left Art Center before our

marriage. I set about very seriously tiying to [discover
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the cause], first of all, simply by asking him. But he

was always very evasive, and for three months, I did

everything that I could to find out exactly why—what

really amounted to animosity. His rudeness and coldness

was inexcusable without some veiy definite reason. But

I wasn't at all successful. I wasn't ingenious enough to

devise any method of penetrating the mystery, so I

finally gave up and called it off. Once in a while, I

see him in the distance, but if he sees me, he fades out

of the picture as fast as he can. It's a very, very

strange situation.

Well, the very first thing we did on getting back

was to go over to Alhambra the next day, and Muriel and

I stayed there to put things in order and settle up

Father's affairs. Thanks to Muriel's knowledge and

experience with houses and the purchase and sale of

property, she knew exactly what to do with the place.

Father had had some carpentry work done in the house to

make the house more convenient for him, but Muriel saw

right away that that didn't contribute to its salability.

So we got the carpenter to come and put the house back

in the shape it previously had been. It was painted and

prepared for sale, and we sold the property and then

came back to live on Clark Street and to carry on with

the Twentieth Century Gallery, [tape off]

To go back, v;hen we decided on our marriage, the

first person I think that we talked to was Father McLain.
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I've forgotten his first name, but Father McLain v/as a

very delightful person and, incidentally, owned some

very fine Chagall s and was apparently a warm friend of

Chagall. But he said he would be very glad indeed to

marry us, but it was in Lent and he'd have to get what

you would call a sort of a dispensation from the bishop

for marrying us in Lent. But the bishop refused, to our

great disappointment. Father McLain had promised that

we'd be married "under one of his best Chagalls, and

when he had to tell us that he couldn't marry us until

after Easter (this was some time before Easter), he said,

"Well, that's all right. You go away and have your

honeymoon, and then when you come back, I'll marry you."

r 1 Qno""h+-o-r"l TTo i.ro c o TT"i g-Vi 'R'^'l cf^r^n^l -io-n TViol-i oiro Vio

had been a professor of literature at Princeton or some-

place. I'll check on that. I always felt that when

Father McLain died we lost a very delightful, very

intelligent and very interesting man.

Apropos of Chagall, he gave a very interesting talk

once on Chagall, and I'll never forget the ending of his

talk. He said that he was talking to Chagall one day

and Chagall said to him, "You know, after all. Father

McLain, it's only people like you and me who are flying

through the air who have their feet on the ground.

"

[laughter] And you know that Chagall has these figures

floating around up in the sky, but we're the only ones
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that have our feet on the ground, [tape off]

The Twentieth Century Gallery was opened on October 18,

19^7, with a showing of Lundeberg, Feitelson, Moore,

Tanguy, Tyler, Grosz, Merida, Picasso, Teasdale, Wright,

Helion, Miro, Roesch, and Zadkine. Quite a mixed show,

and very excellent representatives of modern artists.

Of these, a number were lent by Mrs. Maitland (Mrs. Mait-

land was the widow of a distinguished doctor who had a

very fine collection of art) and Vincent Price and Adolphe

Menjou and Veree Teasdale.

Then we had a exhibition of photographic art. It

was photography used in a more creative way; it wasn't

just examples of good photography. It was some of the

TTinrlpr'n A-Ffm-'+yc i -n f^-y-np^-pn TnPTi+inn •nVin+rna-paTi'h-v Ac T cnirl
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there were one-man shows, such as the beautiful one of

Eugene Herman. Many of his pictures are quite large,

and though the gallery is good-sized, I felt it would be

difficult to show them except in a very large gallery.

However, it was a very good presentation of his work.

Then we had a show of di Chirico, which was

interesting because it showed the development of the

man's change. As we know, di Chirico is a rather

strange figure in modern art. As a young painter, he

produced things of great interest and had a great deal of

influence. I think that Berman, for example, was quite

influenced by the early di Chirico and some of Dali's
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idiom is definitely swiped from the early di Chirico.

But fairly early in his career, he turned his back com-

pletely on his early work. He wouldn't have anything to

do with the ideas or admit that there was any validity

in anything he had done, and the later work, which we

see so very little of, although it's not artistically

as important or as interesting as his early work,

historically it made an extremely important show.

There were, of course, other showings. Muriel Tyler

herself had one there, [tape off] Ve don't hear so much

about Leonor Fini now, but at the time she was quite

important in the Surrealist movement and was living in

Rome—a very accomplished painter of very fanciful sort

of things. I believe she's now living in Argentina;

I think that's where she came from originally.

That in turn was followed by a group show of

Knud Merrild and Emil Bisttram and Boris Deutsch and

Ralph Peploe. Knud Merrild was a very interesting man.

He wrote a book of his acquaintanceship with D. H. Lawrence,

because he and D. H. Lawrence were in Taos at the same

time, and in ^3^-8 he had been for some years in Los Angeles

and was doing some quite interesting experimental sort of

things in what he called "flux, " which was use of color,

by floating it onto a canvas or a panel. In a way he

would be sort of a precursor of Jackson Pollock in the

sense of letting the medium do what it wanted to do without
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too much interference, the actual manual manipulation of

it. Jackson Pollock poured or dropped or splattered his

work onto the surface. Knud Merrild in these little

paintings of his did some quite fascinating things in

simply dropping his pigment or his paint into a thin

medium. I don't know exactly what his technique was,

but he could partially control the flow of the material

over the surface, could do some things that were acci-

dental but at the same time were very definitely Knud

Merrild.

And Bisttram, of course, was a modern painter who

also had a very excellent art school, because in spite

of the abstract nature of his work, his knowledge of

fcU. O cUiU- UX Jjctxiioxng, Wctto SUCn oncLU lie ouuxu. gjxvc ii^o

students an excellent foundation for any sort of career

that they wanted to embark on. He now has, I believe,

and has had for years, an art school in Taos, New Mexico.

I think it was later than 19^8 that Boris Deutsch

won a big prize; Pepsi Cola had an art competition and

Boris Deutsch got the first prize for a very Expression-

istic work. Boris Deutsch is one of our elder painters

of Los Angeles, and in many ways one of our best. He

also was interested in being an art dealer. I think

what he had in mind, maybe not so much as making it a

successful business, as giving a chance for the showing

of what he felt was the most significant of the young
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artists of Los Angeles. I have an idea that he used his

prize money—which was a rather considerable sum—in

starting a gallery here over on La Cienega. He had it

for some time and did some quite interesting work in

the way of promoting some good talent.

Ralph Peploe was a member of the Serigraph Society.

Not only a very good sculptor, his wood carvings are

•excellent. We sold from that show a very nice thing of

his to Huntington Hartford. H-untington Hartford came

around and picked out this piece of Ralph Peploe 's and

purchased that.

The next show was somewhat my fault. When I was

living in Rome, one of my best friends was a young

Italian painter by the name of Tommasc Caccella. And

his father was a painter and also published a very

interesting magazine called Illustrazione which was

rather of a large format and was an art magazine. He

had two sons, Tommaso Cascella and Michele Cascella,

both of whom were painters. I thought Tommaso was by

far the most talented and the most able, and didn't see

very much of the younger brother's work.

A man came around to see us one day about a show

for Michele Cascella. Well, I was very much interested,

and sure enough it was the Michele Cascella that I knew

in Rome. He said that he had a large collection of his

work and he'd like to have an exhibition of it, so we
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gave him an exhibition. Well, Michele Cascella has had

several exhibitions out here since. Apparently, he does

quite well and has shows in various parts of the world.

As a matter of fact, he shows in Argentina and has

exhibitions in this country and I believe lives now in

Portofino. But, although his work is accomplished and

colorful, it didn't represent anything that the Twentieth

Century Gallery was supposed to stand for. So I got some

civil criticism for showing his work, and I had quite a

hard time really explaining why I did it, rationalizing

it. But I don't think it was quite fair, because although

his work is not representative of any of the modem move-

ments, it's very proficient.

I think we recouped our prestige in the next show,

which was a very good one of Cha2ining Peake and Howard

Warshaw and Milton Zolotow. At that time Howard Warshaw

and Fanny Brice's son. Bill Brice, were together a great

deal and both were very promising young painters. Chanjning

Peake 's work was extremely interesting, especially from

the graphic point of view—very vigorous drawing. He had

a ranch not far from Solvang and raised quarter horses,

and he was back and forth from Los Angeles and Texas

with that business and also a very industrious and dedi-

cated painter.

Zolotow was a friend of Howard Warshav;'s. It was

on his recommendation that we showed his drawings along
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with the work of Warshaw. Varshaw is now a professor of

art at the University of California, Santa Barbara, and

has since done excellent work..

The next show that was interesting was the Mexican

painter Federico Cantu. I had only know Federico Cantu's

work in reproduction from a very fine book by MacKinley

Helm on Mexican painting which gives an account of him

and reproduces some of his work. We met him and found

him to be a very charming person. He had quite a large

collection of his work up here; we showed both his painting

and his very excellent engraving. He uses the burin

on metal quite beautifully, and some of his plates are

quite large. They're not etched; they're really engraved

TiT_ates and I think he is amon°" the best of ""^rintmakers of

Mexico.

We spent a vacation in Monterey, Mexico one time,

and he did some decorations in engraved silver around the

altar for a very modern church, which was very nicely

done. Not only did he use his abilities as an engraver

and as a printmaker but also he did work in silver in

a decorative way.

Then Muriel Tyler had an exhibition of her work.

I didn't show at the gallery. Sometime before, my

friend JimTyrrellhad been very anxious for me to have a

show at Esther Robles Gallery. Well, it didn't come off,

and I finally decided that I v;ould have a one-man show;
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I hadn't had one for a long time. So I arranged for

Esther Robles to have a show at her gallery, v;hich I

did in 19^9-

Then we gave the first show out here of a very

interesting artist, Ted De Grazia, who for many years

had been living in Tucson. He was versatile— a graduate

of the university at Tucson and a musician and a self-

taught painter. I doubt if he took any art courses.

But he was a very original character. He built himself

an adobe house, which at that time I suppose was practically

out in the desert. Now Tucson has grown up aroiind it. He

lived a very free kind of life. He refuses to be tied

down. He made pottery, ceramics, and those sold quite

he was really short of cash he apparently had enough

experience in mining so that he could go out in the

mountains and pan enough gold to pay his necessary

expenses and go on with his work. Part of his life as

a boy I think was spent in a mining district of Arizona,

so it was something that he understands quite thoroughly.

He carries out very original ideas up in the hills

above his house in Tucson. He built a church. Well, he

is not at all—at least in his conversation— a religious

person, and it seemed rather strange that he should want

to build a church; but he and an old Indian built this

adobe church. I don't think he really had any plans
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for it. He just made the bricks and piled up this

strange structure, just because all of a sudden he got a

brainstorm that he'd like to build a church, and so he

went ahead and did it. [laughter] He was a little bit

like Glagolin that way: if he wanted to do something,

why, go ahead— if you want to build a church, go ahead

and build a church. What's stopping you? Sure enough,

he did, much to the bewilderment of some of his friends.

There was an old lady who said, "You are building a

church?" And he said, "Yes." "Why do you v/ant to build

a church?" He said, "Oh, just for the hell of it."

[laughter]

The water had to be carried up in drums to the place

where he was building his church. He was very much

puzzled, because he'd get a drum of water and take it

up there for the old Indian v;ho was working with the

adobe and found that the water disappeared very rapidly.

And he asked the old boy, "What in the world happened to

the water? What are you using all this water for?" He

couldn't drink it, and he knew he v;asn't taking too many

baths with it, and so he couldn't understand it. The

old boy said, "Well, the bees drank it." Ted had to be

satisfied v.dth that explanation, but he found out v;hat

it was. He v/as making some kind of a fermented drink

from cactus or some plant up there, and that used up more

water than he used for anything else.
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Well, he got his church built, and he also painted

murals inside of it. It's a strange sort of a structure.

The roof has sort of a narrow opening that runs the

length of the building to let the light down into it.

You can buy color postcards of it in Tucson now. It's

one of the curiosities for the tourists to see.

Ted is very fond of the Indians and the Mexicans and

•the native people; he speaks Spanish and dialects. I

don't think his church has ever been consecrated, but

the Indians (I believe they're the Papagos and another

famous tribe) gather and have celebrations and carry

candles and things. At least I've seen pictures of them

doing that.

As I say, his first show of painting out on the coast

was at our Twentieth Century Gallery. We had a beautiful

exhibition of the drawings of the painter Jack Starr who

was then living in Santa Barbara. He had not shown his

drawing very much heretofore, at least in shows, but it

made a very fine exhibition. He has a fine sense of color

and was essentially a painter. He was in the habit of

doing drawings which were more or less of a uniform size,

studies for the compositions of his paintings, and they

were extremely interesting.

That exhibition was followed by one of Gerda With,

the wife of a professor of art who was then at UCLA, a

very remarkable man, I think. We became very fond of
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Karl With, and his wife, Gerda. Karl With had been

director of the museum at Cologne, which in the field of

museum direction I gathered had really made history.

It's obvious when people like Sir Herbert Read, for

example, mentions his work at Cologne as being very

important and what he had done for the art museum. With

the Hitler troubles he came to this country, not because

of bis being Jewish—because he is not, nor is Gerda

—

but because of his violent antipathy to Hitlerism, which

he apparently didn't handle too diplomatically, because

he left without being able to bring av/ay anything but

what he could bring with him. As he described himself,

"I came to this country with two suitcases and I50 words
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reputation [rests in] his work that he had done in

Germany, as well as a great deal of writing he'd done.

Curiously enough, I had in my library a book in which

he had written the introduction, a book of photographs

someone had made on the island of Bali some years ago,

and the text was by Karl With.

We gave Gerda With her first shoX'\f in the United

States. Gerda was from Hamburg, Germany, and she studied

art at the Kunstgev/erbeschule in Berlin. Well, the

German Kiinstgewerbeschule (I believe you would trans-

late the name roughly as arts and crafts) is not like

our commercial art school, and it's not like the courses
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in the academy. I know the one in Munich was quite

impressive. The students learned drawing and painting

under the very best instruction, but they learned much

more in the way of technique. Gerda With was a fine

craftsman. She could do anything, from a book illustra-

tion, paint a portrait, various ways of drawing for this

purpose or that—and very proficiently—and she did a

nxomber of beautiful watercolor studies done from nature

in the woods, of flowers and ground plants. That v;as her

first showing here, and was in our gallery. She gave

us a finely made lampshade made of sheets of acetate with

leaves and flowers pressed between them. She has since

become quite a distinguished painter. Very methodically

^iv-»/-? iTQ r iw -1 v^/^m c-H-r>T^*-»Ti oi TT c?Vj_0 ]n_Q o dsvelc^ed her talent to

produce a quantity of excellent and quite beautiful work

of its sort. She has had many shows, both here and in

other parts of the country.





TAPE MMBER: XIX, SIDE ONE

Jiine 6, 1966

NUTTING: After my marriage, I gave up my position at

Art Center, not entirely with tlie idea of not going on

teaching but in the first place I felt I had been rather

overworked previous to leaving Art Center. I wanted to

completely enjoy the new life I was now entering. Muriel

was familiar with various aspects of building and dealing

in real estate, because her first husband was an archi-

tect and a builder. She'd spent many years in close

contact with all of the problems of that sort of thing.

It was something that also appealed to me, because in my

ancestory, my father was an engineer. My grandfather

was in a way a builder, and my great-grandfather was

what was called in New England in those days, a "master

builder." That is, he was an architect, builder, carpenter,

contractor, and everything all combined. As a matter of

fact, the New England church at South Amherst is a very

nice example of one that he built, so it was a little bit

in my blood, and it appealed to me very much.

Muriel suggested that instead of going back to

teaching, to getting a salaried job, we take what resources

I had, and we would work together on other projects,

which at that time was especially good because there was

a shortage of houses, of places for people to live. That
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in itself was an attractive thing—you were providing

something that people v/anted.

The first project of that sort was on Kelton [Avenue]

in Westwood, and we built a triplex. We always tried in

planning a house not to do the conventional thing but to

find some little angle to make the house somewhat dif-

ferent; in this case it was a small patio in front of

each of the ijinits. On the plan they looked too small,

but as a matter of fact, it worked out very nicely.

Since then, I've noticed that that same idea has been

used again and again, but at the time it seemed to be

rather a new idea. A certain little planting area, even

though very small, I see is used in front of a place

And in this case that's really what we did, and with

careful planting, the smallness of the little patio

wasn't noticed. It was big enough to be useful for

outdoor living to a certain extent, from the sliding doors

of the units. The house was quite attractive and v/as

quite successful. The units rented at very good rents

and very quickly, so I felt quite interested and en-

couraged. It was not only the fact that it was a profitable

investment, but I also found it to be very interesting.

It was creative work to think about houses and living,

and to know something of the building was nothing that

seemed to me foreign from my general feeling in creative

art.
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The next place we tried was in Brentwood on Saltair.

Then I did something that seemed to most people quite a

crazy idea. I suggested that we have a large studio with

the house, because the artist has quite a difficult time

in this town—if he doesn't build a studio—to find a

decent one. Well, artists aren't supposed to be especially

affluent, and from the real estate man's point of view,

it didn't seem very practical. But, we did that. We

designed a very nice house that fitted a lot with a

rather interesting formation. It had a certain dip at

the back with a stream; it was a semi-hillside, semi-flat

sort of a lot which lent itself to using your imagination

to fit the place. Ve built a place with a large studio,

and at first it seemed that it wasn't too much of a good

idea, because people would come (we built it for sale

and not for rent in this case), and they wanted to know

what in the world this big room was for. The real estate

people would try to explain to them what a wonderful

rumpus room this would make. They had various explanations

for it. They didn't think an artist's studio was very

saleable. Well, nobody wanted a house quite that odd,

but there's always somebody for anything—if you have a

real idea somebody in the world wants it, and they can't

get along without it.

And sure enough, a man turned up who was a commercial

artist and had been for many years. He was a very
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successful designer of calendars for Brown & Bigelow, the

calendar company. He did girls in pastel, and they [the

calendars] were very popular. So he had plenty of money,

and that was exactly what he wanted, [laughter] He

had a very nice home, with a big fireplace and comfort

and adjoining this large and very practical studio, so

he nabbed it up. The fact is, I think, that we could

have asked a higher price and he wouldn't have blinked

an eye.

Then from that we went to Pacific Palisades and

bought eight lots there. On one lot we built a home for

ourselves and moved from Clark Street to Pacific Pali-

sades, [tape off] In 1950 we moved to Pacific Palisades.

Muriel's daughter, Ruth, was married to Robert

Brittingham, and they were living in Dallas at that time.

We went to Dallas to visit her in 195^, a trip that we

enjoyed very much. It was my first experience with Texas,

Up to that time, I never had any desire to go to Texas.

It's one of these iinfortunate things in a way, especially

if you're living in a part of the world where you see

your compatriots mostly as tourists, but I got a rather

dim view of Texans which is not altogether fair because

the reputation that the American has as a tourist is not

really true to life. A very small group of people will

make themselves felt in a strange coiontry, and to the
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native they become tlie type, whereas the quiet and

well behaved and civilized people are not noticed. I

experienced the same sort of thing with the Texans, and

when I got to Texas and spent a little time there, I

was delighted to find wonderful people. And in many

ways, the life was superior to what I had had in many

other places.

Ruth's husband was starting a business there, the

manufacture of tile. He had a process which, as I under-

stood it, was a single firing of tile instead of two

firings. I don't know what the technique of tilemaking

is exactly, the glazing of it and that sort of thing,

but it enabled him to manufacture tile quite profitably.

He v;aG then starting a business and afterwards became

very successful. We not only enjoyed staying with Ruth

in her very beautiful new home, that she had to a large

extent planned herself and with the help of an archi-

tectural designer had completed, but we also took a trip

to Mexico with her. That was in a way eventful to me,

more so than it would have been otherwise.

My half-brother, Merritt Carpenter, was then living

in Pharr, Texas, down near the Rio Grande, and I hadn't

seen him for a great many years. He stayed in Mexico

when I left as a child. Later he was still in Mexico

when we were in Tampico, and after that I went to New York

and Boston and eventually to Europe and then my years
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spent in Milwaukee, I didn't see him—he didn't come

north, nor did I go south— so that many years had elapsed

since my seeing him. So we had a reunion; it was a

very short one. Maria, whom I remembered as a young

and vivacious Spanish girl, was now an old lady; Merritt

wasn't too well and was in retirement in Pharr. He was

about sixteen years older than myself. He was my mother's

son by her first marriage; she was married when she was

very young. We had a visit with him and then drove on

to Monterey where Bob Brittingham' s brother, Jack

Brittingham, was in the same sort of business. The visit

there was interesting in a way that it wouldn't have

been otherwise, because they knew a great many people.

«» C xxdvx a. chance to see more of the home life of Monterev

and meet other people at gatherings, instead of just

being a stranger visiting the town. We also had an

opportunity to have a very pleasant excursion to Saltillo

and see some of the country and the landscape of that

part of Mexico, [tape off]

Ever since my childhood, I've had sort of an ambition

to know Spanish. I never have learned it; I can read

simple Spanish without any trouble at all. But after

living in Italy, I had difficulty because there's so

many words that are more or less the same in Spanish and

Italian. It's very easy to mix the two languages and

make a curious kind of salad when you're speaking, and
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the first thing you know, people burst out laughing

because you say something in Spanish and all of a sudden

it turns into Italian. Especially if you're not using

the language, you have a sort of a reference in the back

of your mind of the two languages, and things get all

mixed up together. I wanted very much to get a little

practice in using Spanish when I was in Mexico, to get a

little familiarity with it. But I found it was quite

difficult. You'd go into a store and they always had a

clerk who would spot you as an American and would start

speaking English, and the same way in the hotels. They'd

pride themselves that they could speak English, which is

all very fine, but I didn't want to speak English, so I

devised a trick. I'd go into a store to buy something

and would walk up to the girl and say, "Bonjour,

Mademoiselle, parlez-vous francais?" And she'd look at me

blankly, and I'd say, "How do you do? Do you speak

French?" And when she couldn't speak French, then we

have to struggle along in Spanish, even though she might

know English perfectly well. [ laughter] In that way

I got a little exercise in Spanish, but I was rather

surprised that I found it so difficult, at least in

places like Monterey and, I suppose, in places near the

border. The people with education learn English more than

we learn Spanish and were provided for by people who were

meeting the tourists very much, [tape off]
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After our return from that trip to Texas, and

after a short time living on Muskingum Street, Alan,

Muriel's oldest son, had a heart attack, v;hich v;as quite

a serious affair because it interrupted his work com-

pletely, and during his convalescence the problem v/as

what he could do with his life from then on, because the

doctor was very insistent that he should do no manual

labor, anything of physical effort, which for him was

very difficult. He was a man who was very ambitious

about his work and, as a builder, was on the gob personally

more than most builders are. He didn't like office work,

but he liked to be right there and superintend the making

of a house. If the work was going to suit him, he'd

like to set the example, to pitch in and set the pace.

so to speak, both for quality and the efficiency of the

work. Well, that of course v/as something that v/as ruled

out completely, and we felt that, for the time being at

least, he should find some line of work or activity in

which there 'd be no temptation of anything of that sort.

Ve thought of all sorts of things. We used to have

family discussions—what he would like to do, what he

was interested in, and what we could do to help him to

get into an activity.

Well, for some reason—which I've forgotten now—we

got in touch with an Englishman v/ho had spent all his

life in the confectionery business. It'd been something
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in the family. He had been a manufacturer of candies in

Australia or New Zealand and then came to this country

where he opened a school for the training of people for

that sort of thing. He seemed to know all about it, from

the business point of view and everything else. Mae

(Alan's wife) was anxious to contribute to the family

fortune as much as possible, but she wasn't trained in

something that would pay well in salary, so we felt that

that might be a rather interesting thing to do. She

could learn the making of fine candies (they also taught

such things as cake decoration and other things that go

with that kind of a business), and they could start one

someplace.

There's one other reason why v;e decided on that, and

that is that Mae's brother had for some years manufactured

candies in Texas. He was by no means a person who made

things at all deluxe or especially fine. He manufactured

the ordinary grade of grocery store variety, apparently.

But at least he knew the business, or certain aspects of

the business, that would be useful and also had contacts

that would be helpful for Alan in starting that sort of

thing. Altogether it seemed like that might be something

they could try, at least until Alan could find himself

in some other line of work.

That resulted in our going to Kilgore, where this

brother of Mae's lived, and which seemed to be a very
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promising town because it had Kilgore Junior College,

which was quite well-known in Texas. Although it was a

small town, it was one of the towns where they first

struck oil in Texas and there was lots of money—or had

been. But, as we found out afterwards, the oil wells

were somewhat giving out, but it left quite a large

number of people of considerable affluence in the tovm,

and they built a very nice school, Kilgore Junior College,

with a fine big auditorium.

It's interesting that it was the first time that

I had ever heard Van Cliburn play, because Van Cliburn's

mother was a music teacher in Kilgore. It was the

very small town of Kilgore which not too long before had

UO^XJ. ^j U.O u J.J.W pj-cxv^c; a. tj c3._Lj_, ex .lXouX^ owwpp_i-ii^ jyj^cx^^ wxj.

the road, but after the discovering of oil, it had become

extremely prosperous. We heard Van. Cliburn play in

the new auditorium of the Kilgore Junior College, and he

had a fair audience. The auditorium was about half

full; the town came out to hear him. I don't know how-

many of them really enjoyed his music, but he had had some

success before that. He'd played with the Houston Symphony,

or something of that sort, that gave him a little start

as being somebody important in the town. We enjoyed his

playing very much.

Well, we sold our house in Pacific Palisades, and

we had for quite a long time toyed with the idea of getting
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a trailer. We thouglit it was an easy and pleasant way

—

it seemed from watching other people—to see the country,

of getting out and exploring during our vacations. But

we weren't at all sure whether we would like it or not.

So we put our things in storage and bought a little

secondhand trailer, just to try it out and see what the

possibility was of our liking that sort of thing. It

•was quite small but had quite adequate sleeping quarters

and a little stove and all the other necessities of life

so we could live and sleep comfortably.

Ve got into this trailer with our two cats and

started for Texas. The experience with the cats was an

Odyssey all in itself. It was quite an experience! We

Kilgore to see what could be done in the way of finding

a place. We were going to go in business with Alan, and

that was especially desirable because Muriel's business

ability was quite necessary. Not that Alan didn't have it-

he had quite a lot—but she had very much of an under-

standing of things of that sort. We fo'und Kilgore rather

an interesting little town, and it seemed as if the idea

might work out very well, especially with this junior

college, which in season had a great crowd of young

people, and available right near the college was a place

which was much bigger than we needed. It wasn't too big,

though it had been at one time a Piggly Wiggly store, a
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rather small store of that sort but, as I say, bigger

than we required. So we took it and pgirtitioned off the

front and decorated it and made a very attractive room,

not only for the confectionery but also for the serving

of malts and other things for the school kids. In the

back we had ample space for the equipment for the making

of all the other stuff that goes with that sort of a

•business, [tape off]

We got them started and then came back to California,

stopping at Dallas on the way to again visit Ruth. We

decided we liked the trailer idea very much; all we

needed was a bigger trailer. We had sold some property

here at that time and decided to put some of the money

into a bigger trailer. We v.'ent dov.TL to trailer lots with

Ruth and looked at all kinds of trailers and finally

settled on an aluminum, thirty-five-foot trailer, which

we were assured we could handle very easily with the

Mercury that we had, which wasn't quite true. But still

it worked out all right.

Among these huge trailers on the lot, our trailer

didn't look so awfully big, but it did look very

attractive. It had a stateroom, with berths, a shower,

a kitchen, a sort of dining alcove and the area in the

rear was a small living room, so to speak, which v;as very

comfortable and all in what seemed to be a very small

area. The fact that it didn't seem too big at the time
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was a little bit of an illusion, because it was really ,

by comparison v;ith a lot of tliese quite enormous house

trailers that they have, and this thing looked a bit

modest. But when they got us hitched up and I pulled it

out onto the highway and got out to look at it, I nearly

had a heart attack myself, [laughter] It looked

monstrous! But, very gingerly, I started on our way

home

.

Well, it had one great advantage over the little

trailer. It had brakes that you operated from the car.

As I had occasion to learn later in pulling a small

trailer, that is a great advantage. To have a heavy

weight behind you that you can't control from the dash-

boaj?d is very dangerous. Bu.t this worked beautifully,

and you could put on the brake and slow down. It wasn't

long before I got over my squeamishness, and we got along

very well.

We came back to California, and v;ent up to visit

San Francisco and Cambria, and then stayed at Paradise

Cove. We parked our trailer there and stayed there by

the ocean for some time, [tape off] But again we had a

serious misfortune. Muriel became ill, and her doctor

diagnosed it as a gall bladder that had to be attended

to quickly, so she went to St. John's Hospital, where

she was operated on and v;here she convalesced for a

while. Ruth was then on a vacation at Newport, where
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she had taken a cottage. So she wasn't far away and

came to do all that she could in the situation. She

stayed with me for a while in the trailer. But for

some time, I was driving back and forth everyday from

Paradise Cove to Santa Monica. Ihe operation was

successful and gradually Muriel got her health and strength

hack, [tape off]

We went back to Kilgore and took a house. Our

furniture was all shipped to Kilgore, so we could furnish

it quite nicely, and we stayed there for some months

and helped Alan in the management of his business.

Another event in the family was that Ruth was getting

a divorce from Bob Brittingham, and we left Kilgore for

a v.'hile and staj'^ed v/ith Ruth in Dallas durins that time.

One question that was worrying us quite a bit was: where

do we want to live? Because once we got Alan on his

feet with the business and helping him to get started,

we felt decidedly that we didn't want to live in Kilgore.

The next town of importance was Dallas, which is a very

attractive city. We decided to explore a bit and see

what appealed to us, so we spent some time traveling

around. We went to Austin and to Houston and to San

Antonio and decided that we must make up our minds and

choose one of the four places: Dallas, Austin, San Antonio

or Houston. Houston is very attractive in lots of ways.

Of course, the principal difficulty—especially with
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southern Texas, but with all of Texas so far as we're

concerned—were the very hot summers. We'd have to count

on leaving in the hot weather if we were going to really

enjoy life. Otherwise, we found lots of things about

life in that part of the world that were very attractive.

We finally settled on San Antonio.

Upon our first return to California in the big

trailer, I had a letter from the head of a society con-

nected with the McNay Museum in San Antonio, offering

me a position there in the art school. I've forgotten

exactly how they got in touch with me, but a pupil of

mine in Milwaukee married a young man who was a sculptor

and also a teacher in Houston, and apparently they knew

recommendation, apparently, because they Just offered me

the position outright to teach at the art school there.

Well, I turned it down the first year and wrote back that

I wouldn't be able to.

We finally settled on San Antonio; we decided that

that was maybe as interesting a tovm to live in as v;e

saw in Texas, and not too far from Kilgore, so we could

be in touch with Alan and Mae and visit them quite often

and even still be some help in their business. It seemed

as though it would be quite a satisfactory situation.

We bought quite a nice little house in San Antonio

and got our furniture and settled down there. And then
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again, there was a delegation ttiat called on me one

afternoon and asked if I would teada at the art school.

I accepted it for that year and taught for the years of

195^ and 1956.

We were quite justified in many ways. Speaking about

it recently, maybe if we had gone to Houston, it would

have been more profitable in some ways. But they v/ere

very delightful people in San Antonio, and also there

was a lot of energy there, a certain civic pride, the

beautiful use they've made of the river that goes through

the tov.Ti. The art school was quite small, but they had

no money worries. The [Marion Koogler] McNay Art Institute is a

beautiful place. Mrs. McNay was a wealthy woman who

was also an artist and had very good taste in buying

pictures; so the nucleus of an excellent museum was

there. With the beautiful place and with the fine

nucleus of that sort, it had every chance in the world

of becoming more and more v/orthwhile.

There's quite a difference we found in Kilgore and

in San Antonio. I think that especially Southern

California suffers from its roots not being quite old

enough; the old families are too few. But in Texas

—

though it's by no means what you'd expect on the Eastern

seaboard, in New England or Virginia—you have the

feeling that people know each other and all about each

other. There's a community of feeling somehow, also a
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hospitality and generosity. We are much more suspicious

out here, and with good reason, whereas there, they're

not. We were quite impressed with that in money matters,

for example. At the hank in Kilgore we'd go in as per-

fect strangers, and immediately we were treated as old

customers and have all the privileges and courtesies of

people who'd been banking there for years. There's an

.atmosphere which I don't think you'd find so easily in a

newer part of the country. San Antonio, of course, had

old families and had a good deal of the atmosphere of the

people who had established a certain tradition, and a

gratifying proportion of them were not at all of the

type which I mentioned, having established a certain

feelin"" that I had towards the Texsn es''~>eciall"'^ when I

lived in Europe and used to size up the crowds of

tourists that you would run into always. For some reason,

I got an idea that Texas was not a part of my country

that I wanted to spend any time in. But I got over that,

but not completely. There are certain reasons why I

prefer not to live in Texas, but there are many things

that make it very, very attractive, and I'm very grateful

for having had a chance to know my country better and to

modify some false impressions, [tape off]

One thing that we enjoyed very much about San Antonio

was that there was a very genuine feeling for cultural

things. They have a symphony orchestra which maybe at the
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time wasn't tops, but it was good and very delightful.

I never have heard such a series of fine chamber music

as I heard at San Antonio. They had a series of string

quartets the winter that we were there, the very best

obtainable. Not only was the music fine but the whole

atmosphere of the audience was rather \inusual. It was

given in a hall that was not too large, but it was sort

of an occasion, and you foiond very soon that you knew so

many people and you looked forward to the next quartet

evening, not only for the music but also because you

would mill around and meet people. There was a community

of feeling and interest in the audience which to me was

rather iinusual. I can go to affairs here and maybe not

see a soul that I know, even though we have interests in

common. That's not always true, because sometimes I

meet a good many people that I know at a concert or an

opening or something of that sort. But it can easily

happen that I see no one. Whereas, in San Antonio, not

being a very large city or very small, you had quality

and also had a certain feeling of intimacy and a mutual

enjoyment of that sort of thing, which is not at all

common—at least in my experience. The two art insti-

tutions there, McNay and the Witte museums, were doing

excellent work, and they spared no pains to get the

very best, partly I think because the money problem was

not as serious as it very often is with institutions of
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that sort. They could afford it. But also, they were

very definitely people who were understanding and with

a surprising amount of very genuine talent. The exhi-

bitions in Texas of the Texas artists are as good as any

place that I have seen—the ones in Dallas and the ones

in San Antonio. The Houston museum has some excellent

things; the activities are quite important. For one

thing, I never saw as fine an exhibition of the work of

Gauguin as I saw in Houston, and they had sculptors like

Carl Milles there. A very real and vital institution.

We were both struck in driving around Houston to see a

certain civic pride, more so than you see in most towns.

You see it to a large extent—that is to say that a

buildings that look nice and [will be] landscaped to make

it as attractive as possible. It seems to us that they

were unusually successful from that point of view in

Houston. You could even drive through industrial

districts, v;hich in some cities would be quite gloomy,

but there it would be very attractive. So the spirit

of living and of nice things was very much in evidence.

I only taught that one winter because then we came

back to California, but in some ways, I vrauld have liked

to have stayed in San Antonio and worked with the young

people there. I think it would have done me a great

deal of good, because the understanding of modem art,
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having a very genuine feeling for its significance

without trying to be modern, was gratifyingly true of the

people that I worked with. [ tape off]

The people were very hospitable in San Antonio, and

it wasn't long before we had quite a group of friends.

The curator of art at the Witte Museum was a very charming

lady. Her father had been a painter, and Miss Eleanor

Onderdonk (she had the Dutch name, and I thirJc that the

family originally came from Yonkers) was quite a witty

and charming person. We enjoyed her very much.

Amy Freeman Lee was one of the strong forces in

art in San Antonio at that time. She herself worked very

industriously. She did rather abstract watercolors, which

had a certain amount of success. Hatfield here m jjOs

Angeles handled her work. She was very articulate and

quite energetic. She was not an especially strong person,

but with a great vitality and spoke very fluently, so

that in the organization of societies and on all occasions

where somebody was required who was articulate and could

express themselves and iinderstand art from, I'll say, the

less conventional point of view— she didn't subscribe

wholeheartedly to anything very advanced artistically,

but she did have a definite and very fine feeling for the

modem movement and for modern tendencies— [ she pro-

vided] a talent that was really needed there. Because,

as one can \inderstand, the general feeling is more sharply
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divided between the old and the nev/. Either you were all

for or all against anything that was modern. It seemed

to be more so than you would feel in a larger city. You

have the violence of feeling in Los Angeles, for example,

but you have inbetween a sort of a buffer. But in San

Antonio I felt that that wasn't quite true. [There

were] people who went all out to support v.'hat they thought,

which was against all these modern, unhealthy tendencies,

and to keep up good old-fashioned culture and ideals;

and [there v;ere] the other groups, who felt that we had

new life and vitality in other points of view. We had

not only the school and the exhibitions, which were

excellent, and the interest in music, which was very

genuine and very enjoyable, but also the speakers for

these various groups would be brought in.

We had at one time Sir William Rothenstein, director

of the Tate Gallery in London; they flew him dovm for a

lecture, which was quite interesting.

One delightful evening was when [Alfred] Frankenstein,

who was the art and drama critic of the San Francisco

Chronicle , was there. [John D.] Leeper, director of the

McNay Institute, worked out a rather amusing program

for him at his lecture. He brought out quite a number

of slides to be shown which Frankenstein hadn't seen and

then he would comment immediately on these slides— say

who they were by and make some sort of a comment about
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them. Leeper tried to be rather tricky, which isn't

too hard to do, because you can find very easily things

by quite famous people that are perfectly genuine but

which don't look at all like the man's work. But he

didn't trip him up very often; a few times he did. The

audience started Joining in to identify slides. I

played the game too, and I came out all right. I could

identify the slides about as well as anybody else, [laughter]

including Mr. Frankenstein. It was quite a lot of fun;

it was quite interesting—to see a thing by Odilon

Eedon which vrauldn't look at all like Odilon Redon, but

I Just happened to know it was, maybe accidentally, but

I was sure it was. "Well, how could it be? It doesn't

lock like his work." "Well, it is just the same!"

The schools there in San Antonio impressed me. It

seemed to me that all of the schools and colleges were

very busy enlarging and remodeling and improving their

facilities.

I don't think my own ideas of teaching were altogether

what people expected of me, because there was an idea

that a person should be a modern artist, should represent

definitely modem tendencies, which I don't in my work.

But for some reason they seemed to think that I would in

my teaching. The idea that a student should simply

express himself and nothing else always seemed to me to

be a very shallow basis for any artistic development.
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It's perfectly true that he should be led as quickly as

possible, I think, in any of the arts—whether it's in

languages or in music or in the visual arts—to find

meaning and to find himself in his work. But you can

only do that by a certain understanding of what this

thing is in itself. What is this craft that I'm going

to learn? What is this language? What are its charac-

teristics that I'm going to use? What are its instru-

ments? What can it yield in which I will make part of

myself? So some of my teaching may have seemed to some

of them rather conventional. In painting a still life,

not to be immediately, extremely inventive about the way

you transpose your forms and values and colors, but look

at it and see what's going on, what texture and form and

color are. You can really make that. First of all,

I don't mean that it should be a boresome gob of slavishly

copying the thing; however, it should not be what my

emotions are before this subject, but rather what this

subject is; what is the unique quality of this form,

this figure, this aspect? What does it mean to me when

this happens against that, in contrast to this happening

against that, or this to this? And then to say clearly

on your paper or with your paint that that is that.

It isn't that we don't want to do things, that we don't

want to put out the effort, but we don't know how to find

some organization in the activity that would build up,

even in a very modest way. All too many simply depend
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upon the fact: "Well, I have talent or I haven't talent."

As I mentioned once before, I think there's something

quite fallacious about that, and although I don't want

to be accused of being old hat or academic in my attitude

towards art instruction, there was just a little something

that was valid in the old idea that the beginner wasn't

supposed to have talent. He was supposed to learn his

job; he was supposed to be able to draw correctly or to

conjugate his verbs without error or to play the scale

without missing a note, and those were the things that

were primary before anything else. You could talk about

his talent afterwards, whether he had talent or not. If

he could learn to do these things, there might be some

hope, but we'll see about that later, which very often

—

and all too often—was kind of a discouraging entrance to

the field of art. But, as I say, I think there was just

a little bit of truth in it. A certain humility about

entering a field has to be present before very much will

be revealed to the student.





TAPE MJMBER: XIX, SIDE TWO

June 13, 1966

NUTTING: I'm rather sorry we didn't see more of

Susan Kirksey v/hile v/e were in San Antonio. She wasn't

a person who mingled very much. She had what I thought

was a very successful class of young people at the Witte

Museum. She seemed to have ideas which combined an

encouragement in a creative way with a cultivation of

technical ability.

It so happened that in our discussions about art I

mentioned Herbert Read's Education Through Art, a book

that I thought especially [appropriate] if she v/as working

with young people, and another book that I had which I

loaned her was by Mrs. Lily Cohen, entitled The Artist

Within Us . She wasn't familiar with either one and was

very enthusiastic about them; the result was that we

were invited to her house. Apparently, even people who

knew her quite well had not been invited to her house.

One reason, I gathered, v/as that she had an extremely

interesting and really valuable collection of Oriental

art, and she seemed to be rather concerned that this

should not be known. She was living alone in this big

house and I rather gathered that she feared the possibility

of burglarizing if the word got out that she had things of

value. Otherwise one would not ordinarily think that the
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place would be worth robbing. For that reason, people

didn't even know very much about her collection. Very

few people, not even her friends, seemed to know very

much about it. But thanks to a community of ideas and

feeling—and I suppose to a certain extent her appreci-

ation for lending these books and any other material that

I might have had that would be interesting to her—she

entertained us and showed us what she had, much of which

wasn't on display, mostly in cases. Objects of very

fine quality.

One of the first things that happened after getting

to San Antonio was their having a show of my work at

the Witte Museum. Of course, that was quite a natural

thing to do, as I was a new instructor there for that

year, and I suppose they wanted to give me some sort of

publicity, as well as the school. I was pleased that it

was quite nicely received. I sold quite a few things

and one watercolor was purchased for the permanent col-

lection of the museum. Not long afterv/ards, a club

called the Bright Shawl, that was interested in promoting

art, gave both myself and Muriel a showing of our work.

So we got pretty well displayed in San Antonio.

Among the people that we met there were tv/o painters

I already knew—one was a friend, Michael Frary, one of

the talented young painters of Los Angeles, one of whose

pictures v;e bought during the time that we had the Mid-

Twentieth Gallery, and the painter Etienne Ret. Etienne
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Ret I didn't know too well, but I had met him several

times. His work was being handled by Hatfield here in

Los Angeles. I didn't know that he had gone to San

Antonio, but I found that he was there and was very

active. They were the two painters.

When I was teaching at Art Center, Michael was

looking for a teaching position and went to see Adams,

the director of Art Center, with the idea of getting a

job there. But Adams turned him down very flatly. He

told him that he had students in his second-year class

who could do better work than he did [laughter], which

was not too unlike Adams's way of treating one sometimes.

But what made it curious was that very soon aftei; Frary's

work got recognition, more and more so. He was living

in San Antonio and had married and was very active there

-

The recognition had led to a position, which I think he

still holds, at the university in Austin. I suppose it

was an assistant professorship, I'm not sure just what.

But, apparently, he's very much liked and a very success-

ful teacher. It rather surprised me in a way, because

Adams at Art Center seemed to be on the lookout for

people with what he would simply call, "modern trends,"

which from his point of view was very shrewd, that the

commercial artist should be introduced to some training

in some of the modern movements because it's more

or less like Pilissli said of William Blake, "They're
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damn good to steal from. " [ laughter]

While I was at Art Center, John Ferron, who has

since become a very well-known figure in abstract art,

was teaching, and also there were one or two others that

were there only for a short time.

The thing is that I don't feel that Adams recognized

the talent that would be useful in his organization,

and he slipped up on Michael Frary, v;ho apparently is a

very attractive personality and a very sympathetic teacher

from what I've heard of his work.

There were other professional artists in San Antonio.

There was quite a brilliant portrait painter by the name

of De Jori who was there. I don't know whether he felt

he was there permanently or not. I say he was ve2?y

successful; his work is extremely accomplished and ap-

parently he's doing very well. He got himself a nice home

in San Antonio, and he was a very interesting person to

know, especially with his European background (he was

from Vienna)—and very musical. Both he and his wife

were people that we enjoyed very much.

Among the people that worked with me in my class

were especially the older people. General Waitt had

a background of science— I think his specialty was chemi-

cal warfare, but he was retired—but was veiy much alive

to all sorts of thought and ideas. He not only listened

to a symphony with pleasure, but he carefully made notes
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of the programs in a very neat notebook in which he had

things that he'd heard and comments. Apparently, he not

only wanted to enjoy music but to understand it, and he

entered upon his painting with the same concentration

and intelligence that he applied to other fields. He

began with me, painting still life.

I find it very difficult to get over the idea—

i

suppose to a large extent it's because of the period in

which I grew up—that fundamentally the artist's work is

a craft. He has to learn something, hov; to make things

—

whether you make it with words, whether you make it with

sounds, whether you make it with gestures. You simply

can't do a ballet by simply emoting movements. There is

something that you have to learn in body control to even

be an ordinarily good dancer, how to do it, how to use

your body. A certain science seems to be in everything.

I think that a certain amount of what most people would

think of as academic training is rather indispensable.

Otherwise you're left up in the air and get quite un-

happy with the work that has that sort of a foundation.

I explained to General Waitt what I had in mind,

that the painting of a still life and ;making it look

like a still life was for that purpose, and how he

applied the knowledge afterwards, of course, was some-

thing that one must think about from the very beginning.

He seemed to understand very easily v;hat I v:as driving

at, and after I left, he worked with a young painter who
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was much more abstract in his work than along the lines

that I had laid out for my students, but the general

seemed to be in a position to do it quite successfully,

and since then, I have heard that he is being accepted

in pretty good shows and has gotten quite a lot of satis-

faction from his work.

Mrs. Wray was another of my very serious students

-

She was the kind of a student which is delightful to have.

They listen to what you say and consider it carefully,

which puts the teacher on his mettle, because you know

that they're not going to throw it away. You have to be

careful to be veiy clear in what you have to explain,

or give—what's your theory and so forth—because they're
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look foward to the results accordingly. Mrs. Wray made

excellent progress. She took every hint that I gave her

veiy seriously, even how to organize the use of her

material—the cleaning of her brxishes and things of that

sort—and I suggested that I had a certain method (by a

combination of a sieve and a coffee container) for keeping

my brushes rinsed while I was working. She not only got

one but she would bring it to class with her [laughter],

which rather surprised me because I didn't expect that

she'd go to all the trouble of bringing her studio equip-

ment to class.

Of course, there's one thing [true] about any craft,

that if you have it organized so that you save time and
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energy, you have that time and energy to put into your

work. That was understood thoroughly by all good crafts-

men, and maybe to the nth degree by the Oriental painter.

For example, you read that a Japanese painter not only

prepares his work but he has a certain spot for each

tool, for each b2rush, for his ink slab, and then the

posture of body and some breathing exercises and a certain

routine. There's not a detail of preparation to his

activity that isn't very, very carefully considered. It

may seem to the Occidental sometimes rather an extreme

idea, but the essence of it, I think, is very important.

No matter how disorderly a painter may be, I think you'll

always find that the success of any artist or workman

is due larp'el'v to a certain amount of orci"anization-

though sometimes it's diametrically opposed.

The case of a painter, for example. There's a very

fine painter here. Max Band, who at one time I saw quite

a lot of. And a friend of his, Moise Kisling (who was

quite an important figure in French painting and modern

movements in the twenties and thirties and has remained

one of the important painters without being what the

^French would call a chef d' ecole , like a Derain or a

Matisse) was out here, and I went painting with them. Band

at that time didn't have a car and, of course, Kisling

didn't have one; so I provided the car and the three of

us would go out painting out-of-doors. Both were very

fond of working out-of-doors from nature. It's a habit
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that has decreased to a very large extent in popularity

among painters, it seems to me. But they were of the

period in which one naturally spent a certain amount of

time painting out-of-doors, and it was fascinating to

watch the two men at work.

Max Band's color is superb in his good things and

his paint quality is excellent, but to look at his palette

you'd wonder how in the world a man could work under

those conditions. He never cleaned his palette. He would

squeeze out his colors, and when they dried, instead of

scraping off the palette, he simply squeezed some fresh

color on the pile until his old palettes must have

weighed. . .oh, I'd be afraid to say how much. They were

heavy objects. It not only seemed to be an awfully

cumbersome thing to use in the studio, but such a bulky

object to carry out-of-doors to go sketching or

painting.

At the same time, here was Kisling, with his big,

very nicely organized canvas case, in which he had his

canvas, his palette and his paint; and Kisling, on the

other hand, brought out this palette that looked as fresh

as though he'd just brought it from the art store, and

he would set his palette very carefully and at the end

of his work would carefully take off all of the color

on the palette and wash his palette with turpentine, clean

it off and polish it, and put it back in his case. What
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I'm implying is that it was not necessary for the one to

work the way the other did. It was more or less what I

said about Otto Bank. When you say, "Ought I to do this?

Ought to do that? Ought I to work this way?" Then the

question comes up, and you can ask yourself very seriously,

"Why the hell should you?"

Those are problems that are dictated by the objective

of the worker—a point which, in my efforts to teach, I

can't help stressing without getting tiresome. But I

keep hinting that you must find out for yourself what

your work demands, what it is trying to be. Don't force

things. Watch what happens. Find what you can subscribe

to, and then use your intelligence to see what is hindering

it or v/hat is necessary to carry it still further. And

it may not be anything that anyone else would think was

even sensible, but you must not worry about that. If

you come to a certain point in your work where it '

s

necessary to go down and stand on your head in the middle

of the intersection of Hollywood Boulevard and Gahuenga,

why, that's the thing to do. You don't say, "Well, I'll

be arrested," or this sort of thing. You go ahead and

do it, if that is what is needed before you can move this

thing over into something, or at least has the possibility

of being moved into some field, in which it will be more

significant to you.

I present that sort of an argument when people say.
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"Should I study anatomy? Ought one to know perspective?

Should one do this? Should one do that?" Theoretically,

in a course in which you can prepare and in which the

student will agree to follow, you can say that you should

because we have agreed to do it, and this is the course.

It won't do you any harm. But, not to think that there's

any great intrinsic value in it, just because it happens

•to be in the course. To me, the discipline that artists

have submitted themselves to has always been a very

fascinating thing to watch in the history of art, and

also in the living artists that one can see at work and

talk to. Very early in the game—and usually I think

it's a sign of real talent—they are obsessed by certain

things v;hich, from the school routine, is more or less

jTimping the track and they sometimes become rather

difficult students. But you have to be sympathetic with

them. It's all right for a Michelangelo or a Da Vinci

to dissect a cadaver with such intensity—in the case of

Da Vinci because of his interest in the subject itself;

in the case of a Pollaiuolo or a Michelangelo or a man

of his generation, it was because it provided them with

the vocabulary that they needed for artistic expression.

Rembrandt, although he paints a very famous picture,

The Anatomy Lesson , which has a cadaver and is very

marvelously done, obviously wasn't at all sensitive to

that sort of thing.
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Etienne Ret was teaching at Chouinard when I was

there, and his class was very good. He had the French

upbringing, and I think that one of the great strengths

of French painting is that they have not only a thorough

knowledge but a very fine feeling for tradition. It's

not simply that a picture of fifty or a hundred years

ago is old hat, unless it happens to be by some great

master, and even then I find that a young student is apt

to look upon it rather suspiciously. Etienne Ret, for

example, when he was teaching at Chouingird, had the

students doing different things in the room, according

to their talents and their ability; I remember he had

one student makir-g a very careful copy of Vermeer, and

he spent a long time on it, whxch xs one way oj. mastering

it. The Vermeer, of course, was a good color reproduction,

not having the original of Vermeer accessible, but it

gave a clear enough idea of the quality of painting for

the student to learn quite a lot. That, of course, is

one thing that is extremely old hat in any of the schools

that I have seen. I haven't seen for a great many years

a student making a careful copy of another man's painting;

whereas, up until 1900, a certain amount of copying was

a matter of course with a student. In the earlier periods,

it was much more a part of his training than later. All

of the important painters have not only examined things

and studied them but in one way or another have done a
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certain amount of copying, simply because it's a very

pleasant thing to do. It's very profitable. One of the

last things that Ingres did, when he was a man over

eighty years old, somebody found him working away, making

some pencil drawings, copying the paintings of, of all people,

Giotto; and Ingres, his work being associated with the

classic art, one would think that he would think Giotto

maybe had something rather primitive, but he derived an

appreciation of Giotto. And they asked him v;hy he was

doing that? He said, "To learn." [laughter] He was

still learning. The careful copy of things for the trade

wasn't in that category at all. The great copies of

Rubens are always variations on Titian and Veronese and
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made one copy which is fairly faithful. But Ingres did

a great many studies and copies from the masters' drawings,

paintings, as he would say, "To learn." However, it

was something that I always urged students to do and

even showed them examples of how Degas, for example, v;as

a very assiduous copyist, and it didn't kill his talent.

They are so afraid of a student being influenced, and

they want him influenced by something they feel is more

modem, more alive. When Degas made veiy careful copies,

and drawings and paintings, from both the old and the

new, he v;as nourishing his creative ability as much as

anything else he could have done, [tape off]

We settled on San Antonio as our place to live. It
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was not near, but not too far away from Kilgore, and we

kept a room in the house that Alan and his family were

living in. We furnished it so that we could go up there

at a moment's notice and have a place to stay, which we

did at certain times when the business should be looked

after. We made quite frequent trips, vihich v;ere always

very pleasant, because it was through very nice coiintry

in east Texas. We used to enjoy the ride, if nothing

else. We got this house in San Antonio, and we decided

to get rid of the big trailer, v/hich had given us a great

deal of pleasure and in many ways a very, very profitable

experience.

Mrs. Nutting thought that it would be a very good

ide^, to trade that we could bu""" a house in San Antonio

and use the trailer as the downpayment on a house. She

spoke to some real estate people, but it was a brand-new

idea to them, and they took a very dim view of such a

deal. But she was quite right. She got on the phone one

day and called up some people (she sav/ some houses ad-

vertised for sale) and suggested this. The result v;as

that from one phone call we had three very interesting

propositions, very nice houses on which the trailer would

be taken. We settled on a house that was recently

finished, very modern and very nicely designed, and v;e

made the deal. We promptly rented the house for a very

good rent, which disposed of that problem. The business
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in Kilgore was obviously not going to be one that was

sufficiently profitable to carry on, and we saw that that

interest was not going to last and decided to come back

to Los Angeles. The fact is that the business in Kilgore

was faced v/ith bankruptcy. We dissolved the partner-

ship with Alan, and he sold the business for enough [to

cover] the debt. Otherwise it was quite a loss to all

concerned. We decided to come back to Los Angeles, and

sold our place in San Antonio. We packed up and shipped

our household goods by Bekins. We decided to bring our

library and paintings in the station wagon. We had a

station wagon then which we had used for pulling the

trailer, and to save the job of packing the paintings and

•^ictures v/e ci'ot one of these small trailers a U—Haul

and had that packed with the pictures. The U-Haul was

packed by professionals who were supposed to have done a

very good job, and I guess it was, though I don't think

it was as completely balanced as it ought to have been.

Anyway, we started off, and, of course, vre were very

heavily laden. The trailer was very heavy, and books of

course are extremely heavy. We had quite a lot of them.

I sold quite a fev; in San Antonio, but this still left

us with quite a heavy load in the station wagon. Every-

thing went fine ^^itil we got into western Texas a day or

so after. We c _e to a stretch of road which v;as being

repaired; it was being resurfaced. There was traffic
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over the road, but the final surfacing hadn't been done,

and it v/as fairly like a dirt road. I could see it ahead.

I saw the change in the road, and I became a little

apprehensive. Luckily I slowed up to a very slow speed,

because, although the road wasn't rutted, it was grooved

sufficiently by traffic so that when the U-Haul with its

heavy load struck the unpaved road, it commenced to

weave and swing from side to side. Being so heavy, the

station wagon wasn't heavy enough to hold it down, so it

threw the back of my car from side to side, making it

impossible to really hold the road. I couldn't do it.

I did for some time; and of course, I was afraid to put

on the brakes, the U-Haul not having the electric brakes

unau uiie Dxg ux'tixxex' XLaCL. xiiex-c wcta nu oxixxig, uu u.u uuo

slow down as easily as you could. I didn't use the brake

at all; I simply tried to let the car roll to a

stationary condition. But it didn't do that. It whisked

the back of our car off to the left, which headed me

straight out into open country, and luckily there was

no big drop and no fences or anything to get tangled up

in. But it got us out into the flat and threw the car

completely over on its side—on my side, incidentally

—

so that I was at the bottom of a great pile of books.

The sudden, almost violent stopping of the car threv; all

of the contents from the back of the station v;agon on top

of me. I had my face buried in gravel and, I suppose.
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broken glass, though fortunately I didn't get cut. I

was in complete darkness because of this great weight

of books on my head, and I had no idea how Muriel was.

I called out, and she answered me. She seemed to be all

right. But it was a kind of a pickle. Fortunately,

there were a couple of young fellows right behind us,

and they came and opened the door and lifted Muriel out

and then excavated me. I crawled out, and we foiuid

that we weren't hurt; but what I never could understand

was that there was an ambulance there in no time at all.

I never found out exactly how they got word. There were

people ready to care for us, and when they found we weren't

hurt, they took us to town, which was about seven miles

away.

We got a wrecking company to come out and pick up

the remains of our car and trailer. The side of the car

looked pretty terrible, but the inside was not damaged.

I think we were two or three days in this town. They

got us in perfectly good running order. But the rest of

the way back to Los Angeles we were rather a scandalous

sight. The side of the car was pretty well raked and

dented and peeled. We had no body work done; we simply

got the car into running condition as quickly as possible

and came on. The insurance company handled it very

quickly and nicely. It was Allstate. We had no trouble

at all. So here we were back in Los Angeles in 1955*

[tape off]
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When we were living in Pacific Palisades we became

interested in the Great Books group; we found that there

was one there and joined it and enjoyed it very much.

It's been really a part of our life ever since. In

San Antonio, we found there was one meeting in the

library there, a very pleasant group of people doing

the great books of the Great Books Foundation. We used

•to meet regularly with them. When we came back to Los

Angeles, one of the first things we did was to join a

group here. I never have been very much of a joiner,

not because I have any objection to people joining things—

I think it's an excellent idea—but it's just that

temperamentally I don't seem to last very long as a very

active member- of a group. I seem to gel a little bil of

claustrophobia somehow when we all meet the same people

and the same prejudices and the same ideas and that sort

of thing, which so often happens if you belong to a club.

One club that has meant quite a lot to us is the

Severance Club here in Los Angeles. Emil Kosa was the

one who introduced us to the Severance Club. He doesn't

attend any more, but at that time he was a member and

used to be there at the meetings quite, often, [tape off]

Well, just the facts of history are that we got back

to Los Angeles, and our daughter Ruth and her new husband

lived at 1009 North Clark Street, where we formerly lived

and were married, and when she knew that v/e were coming
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back, she found us a place not far away, sort of a motel

for temporary living. We stayed there and looked aro\ind

to find some way of resettling ourselves in Los Angeles.

Usually that sort of thing takes driving around and

looking at all sorts of possibilities. We were even

considering living some other place; for example, we

always found Santa Barbara a very attractive town.

Across the street was a little white house with a steep

roof, which really had quite a little character and in

its way was rather attractive. And one day Ruth said,

"You know, that house across the street, I hear it's for

sale." At first we didn't think too much about the idea,

because it seemed so small. But then we went over and

looked at it and foxind that it was for sale, that a

German-born owner and his wife were living there, and

in many ways it was quite attractive. It had a little

unit in the back of the lot, which was in good condition

and was easily rented and had a garden and some possibilities.

We finally decided that might be the answer, with the result

that we bought the place and really enjoyed it very much.

I'm a kind of a magpie, and the result is that we

were more or less bursting at the seams. The house, in

spite of the outward appearance, was really two stories

because the attic had been lived in and fixed up into

three rooms; so we made our library upstairs and also

kind of a workroom. The next problem was a studio and
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someplace to work with room enough at least to get out

materials and do something, which was quite a serious

problem. We decided that the most economical thing was

to make use of the little house in back. It was simply

a matter of taking down a partition. Somebody found a

large window that was very cheap. The carpenter or

painter who was working there said that a fellow had

.one in the back of a garage someplace near where he lived.

It turned out to be a perfectly good plate-glass window,

about six-feet square I should say, and that was set into

one side of the house, and I was in business, with

quite a nice little studio, which I used for some time.

With the idea of making the property more profitable,

especially in that region, we decided to build on the

back of the lot. We built three units, very nice ones,

and that involved taking down this little house. There

was plenty of room at the back of the lot across the

street, at 1007, 1009 and 1011, for the building of a

studio, and Leslie Tyler built me a very nice studio

there. That was my studio until we sold the property,

at which time I used one of the units at the back of

1012 Clark Street for a studio. We designed the ones

at 1012 with the idea of their being used by artists,

sort of a real studio apartment, in the sense of having

a workroom, a kitchen and bath, v/ith the emphasis placed

on light and space, which wasn't a bad idea at all because

places of that sort are more in demand than I think
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builders realize.

We had one very nice tenant who was a commercial

photographer and did covers for record companies and

quite interesting accounts. He got married, and once

the tenant gets married, why, then they have to have a

bigger place and they move out. And that's what happened

with him. We also had a couple of young painters who

were very good tenants and very interesting ones, too, and

they shared the place. That same studio was occupied

for quite a little while by Murray Fromsen, who's now

over in Viet Nam as correspondant for NBC. At that

time, he'd spent quite a lot of time in the Orient. He

seemed to be quite an authority on the Orient, I see

him reporting on 'TV once in a while. Well, he too got

married, and he was replaced by another tenant. We were

very fort^Inate in our tenants there; with one exception,

they were all pleasant people to have. Also what is so

important, if that is your source of income, is that they

paid their rent, daughter]

After selling the place across the street, I used

one of these places for my studio in the meantime and

also gave my monthly talks there, while the place on

Huntley was being built. We settled on the Huntley place

after seeing a great many possibilities, both in Los

Angeles and in the Valley. Somewhat to my surprise, it

seemed only to me such a very short time before that
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vacant lots were available. Even in that place that we

built in Westwood, which was a very nice walking distance

from the center of Westwood, lots were available. But

when we commenced to build our place on Huntley, we found

that a vacant lot just seemed to be nonexistent unless

you went way out. The result was that we had to finally

settle on buying a lot and with a house which seemed a

rather of a shame to destroy, not only was it in quite

good condition—it had been well cared for—but also it

had not long before been repainted and was clean and

nice, with the idea of being ready to rent for occupancy.

But it seemed to be the only thing to do.

The house was destroyed, which was the first time

I'd ever watched one of these operations from beginning

to end. It is certainly quite impressive, the way

machinery can move in and convert a house that took a

reasonable amount of time to build and in no time at all

reduce it to matchsticks. This bulldozer would not only

shove it down but then pile it up and then climb on top

and turn around and gtround on it and grind it down into

small bits so it could be shoveled up and taken av/ay in

trucks.

Building to me was always quite an exciting thing,

to watch the making of a structure of any sort. Ever

since my boyhood, I have been quite an avid sidewalk

superintendent; I like to look through knotholes and see
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exactly what's happening, [laughter] When it's your own

place, and the place you plan to live in, of course it's

quite thrilling.

The first thing that happened was the designing of

this house. We all put our heads together and made floor

plan after floor plan. We would do them on cardboard and

then cut the rooms apart and readjust them, hut always

saying, "Well, now how big is that going to be?" And

then I'd measure our rooms at 1012 and say, "Well, it

will be so many feet bigger than this and so much wider

than that." Then we'd try to figure out if we could

afford to have it just a little bigger. And we always

had that idea—gust a little bit more room. We suffered

for some years from a sense of being squeezed into a

place that we wanted elbowroom and kept thinking of that

continually.

Well, when this house was finally framed in and I

commenced to walk around the rooms, it kind of took my

breath away, because at first it seems much bigger than

it's going to be, really. And, of course, most people

on the street thought it was going to be several apart-

ments, and most of them were quite amazed to find that

there are only two apartments in this whole structure.

But once we found that we could do it and the house was

finished, we've been very happy. We also managed to

figure things out so as to give me not only a nice big
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studio but a studio divided so that I have a room with a

workbench—which is something that I always yearned for

but never had quite enough room for—to do all sorts of

dirty work or carpentry or fussing around.

As I've often noticed, most artists love to tinker

with things. I'm not a very good craftsman; in spite of

the ancestry of my father, my grandfather, I never acquired

any great skill in the use of tools and the care and

precision [necessary] to make a thing very, very nicely.

If it will work, why, I'm quite happy.

I had occasion to bring that up the last time we

had this talk on American painting. In speaking about

Samuel F.B. Morse, I found to my surprise that nobody

in the group had very much to say about him, except ti_i.au

he had invented the telegraph and the Morse Code, which

isn't quite true, because the principle of the telegraph

was already well known and the Morse Code, in a rudimentary

sort of form, was used in signaling and was only adapted

for the use of the telegraph. Bat what I said at the

time was, and I think it's true, that the artist is very

much inclined to love gadgets; he likes to make things.

I have a little bit of that in my blood, and so having

a place in which to do it is one of the things that I've

enjoyed here.

Morse ' s dream was to be a painter. He was a very

accomplished painter and did some very interesting things.
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He did a very important portrait of Lafayette on Ms

second visit here, which is owned by the City of Nev/ York,

a very accomplished thing, and very good. He painted

quite a remarkable thing of Congress in session which,

not only from an historical point of view, but also from

an artistic point of view, is worthy of more notice than

it is given. What really happened was that Morse was

another one of these fellows who like to tinker around

with things, and what he really did was to persuade

Congress to put up fifty miles of wire so he could

telegraph "What hath God wrought?" over it and get every-

body all excited. That's all that people remember,

what he accomplished, which I think is in a way a bit of

a tragedy because he had his dreams of art and of being

somebody important. At first I suppose he thought it

was a little toy and then thought, "Well, there is good

practical value in it. Let's see if we can't persuade

them to put it on the market," which in a way gave him

the satisfaction of becoming famous and making money.

But I always think of Morse as being a disappointed man.

I may be wrong. I see there's a book about him now

published. I'd like to read it and see if there's

anything in what I have to say. [tape off]

We got into [our house] Just in time to celebrate

Christmas in 1965 • Ruth and her husband moved in down

below a little bit before, and they were more settled.
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So we had our Christmas festivities in our new home.

Ruth is an ardent gardener. She loves to spend her

Saturdays in the garden, and we were very glad to turn

the landscaping completely over to her, and everything,

except on our balcony, is her idea and largely her

handiwork. She and her husband put in good hours of

labor in the planting, and I think: quite successfully,

[tape off]

One important thing about the painter, and still

more the sculptor, is that he has to have a place to

work. I've seen the writer sitting out with a composition

book and composing by the hour, which in actually producing

something in painting can't always be done. If the canvas
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felt that we could have afforded it, the only difference

in my studio would have been a more or less vertical

skylight above the floor, about four feet, which is more

or less the idea of the French studio, and which is very

economical. It provides a north light, which is a steady

light, and if you're painting, it is extremely useful

and eases things up a lot. In that case, it is like the

French studio, v;hat the French call a soupente—that is,

with a balcony from one end of the studio which provides

a little bedroom upstairs and do\Mi below you can have a

little reception area, and then the rest of the floorspace

can be used for work. At the opposite end of the room,
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depending on the street, there ivould be a north light

so that your canvases don't shine and glare from re-

flections. Especially in working from the model, this

light is steady and doesn't change in quality during the

comings and goings of the sun, which sometimes for the

realistic painter is quite annoying. Otherwise, I have

a studio and v;orking space in v;hich I'm quite happy and

have a nice library where I have all my books out.

Before, I had to fish aroiind in cupboards and in one thing

and another to find things, which is no longer necessary.

So that is our present life in Los Angeles.





TAPE NUI^BER: XX, SIDE OKE

June 20, 1966

NUTTING: We had all sorts of ambitious ideas in the use

of our Spartan trailer, some of which v/e carried out.

We didn't do as much as we planned, because we found that,

although pulling a great thing of that sort is quite a job,

by not huriying and taking things leisurely and enjoying

our trips, we could get a great deal out of them. I

don't knov; how it is now, but in those days it was rather

inexpensive. Usually for a dollar, you could park in a

parking place. It was very simple; all you had to do

was to drive in and then screw in your water hose, plug

in your electric light, go in and take a shower, and

then you were all set. I was very fond of getting up very

early. I gust loved to get started just before sunrise

and see the dawn, and so our method of traveling v;as to

drive in the morning and then stop early in the afternoon.

In that v;ay, we could cover a fair distance. Then we

had the rest of the time to do what we wanted to do.

We had all our books and things with us, and everything

was quite liveable. We dreamed of quite extensive trips

of that sort, going to the East and even up to New England,

none of which we really carried out. But in spite of the

fairly short time we had the trailer, I think I pulled

it about sixteen thousand miles in our trips between here
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and Texas, and up to San Francisco.

One of the largest contributions, at least to my

knowledge of my native country, was our trips into

Louisiana and down through the Cajun country, which of

course was very different from anything I had known

before. I have at least a speaking acquaintance with

most of the United States—New England, the Middle V/est,

'the Northwest—due to my father's work which took him to

various places, and with the experience of my childhood

in Mexico, and one short trip into the Carolinas. The

trip that we made into Louisiana was really quite dif-

ferent. We found the people in that region very delight-

ful, very hospitable. Things would happen that you

don't expect to happen out here.

I remember once we v;ere driving around and drove

onto a man's property. I didn't intend to [laughter],

but the owner came over and was very pleasant and wanted

to know what we wanted. And I explained and he said,

"Why don't you make yourselves at home? Drive down through

the pasture. I've got a nice little bunch of cattle."

He seemed to be very proud of them. So we drove in, and

the first thing I knew all these animals seemed to think

that we came to feed them. We found ourselves in the

midst of a little herd of cattle, all trying to shove

their noses into the car. We then drove out and thanked

him, and he was very pleasant, very hospitable.
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There's a place not too far from Longview [Texas],

Cross Laice; it's an artificial lake, but good-sized and

quite a delightful place. We even toyed with the idea of

getting a place there to live. It was near Shreveport

and not too far away from the amenities of living, and

[we would] still have all of the delights of country

living. That's one of the reasons. . .

NURIEL MJTTING: The house is on fire! [tape ends]





TAPE mJMBER: XX, SIDE ONE (SECOND PART)

August 8, 1956

NUTTZNG: At this point on J'une 20, we were very rudely

interrupted, as we can hear from Muriel saying, "The

house is on fire," and it certainly was. She opened the

door of the studio and found the place full of smoke

and v>rith flames at the back of the place coming up over

the dividers. Both she and Don Schippers v/ere marvelous.

They kept very quiet and did exactly the right thing.

Muriel went to the phone and very quickly got in touch

with the fire department and then commenced to look

after other things. I rushed for the hose, and Don very

efficiently took down a lot of my paintings, including a

couple from the studio which he could reach, and neatly

stacked them in the backyard, as 1 discovered later, and

after the danger was ovei; brought them back. I took the

hose around to the side of the house where there's an

entrance to the studio from another stairway, and my

first concern was for our little cat. We have a black

cat, which of course we are quite fond of, and at first

I was quite sure that he was in the studio. So I played

the hose rather low over the floor and around the furniture

to see if 1 could find the little animal. Then all of a

sudden, 1 remembered that hardly less than half an hour

before, he had wanted to get out. I let him out from
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that very door, and I felt very much relieved.

Then I was conscious that the firemen had arrived.

After I realized that the cat was safe, I started playing

the water over the top of the divider v/here the flames

seemed to be the strongest. Of course, it wasn't at all

efficient. I foxnid that one of the boys from the fire

department was by my side. He didn't have a hose, and he

found me up there with my little hose and a pitiful little

stream of water, which was extremely ineffective, and he

kept admonishing me, which was quite right, of course,

to keep my head dovm. Ify tendency was to raise my head,

and he kept shoving my head down to the floor. 1 played

the hose back and forth, but very soon the other boys
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you'd better get out of here." And I said, "I'm awfully

glad to do that." I went down and left that part of the

work in their charge and went to the front of the house.

What I wanted to do at first was to get to the back of

the house and up where Don and Muriel were carrying things

out of the place. It's rather curious, but at the time,

I felt that I had considerable presence of mind. I

realized afterwards that I didn't really, because I was

rather hypnotized by two things. One was the fact that

the firemen seemed to present the effect of a slow-motion

movie; their motions all seemed so very slow and very

deliberate. From the sidewalk, I could see into the studio
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through the big front window. In the meantime, as a

matter of fact, the boys that had come into the door

where I had been before had gotten in and broken the

glass, so it was v;ide open and you could see the flames.

Even the floor was burning, and the sight was somewhat

petrifying, especially, as I said, because they seemed

to be so slow in getting any water up there. They

weren't. They were very efficient; they came very

quickly. They said that they were on the scene three

minutes after they got the telephone call. I had the

feeling that 1 couldn't get to the back because of the

water and falling glass (they were breaiking the windows

on each side of the studio, and glass kept falling and

the water came out of t^"^ wind'^''«''s ") . wi^i'^i^ w^^^ nni "hp ^fJT'nn^.

because all I had to do was to go into the neighbor's

yard and go back and climb over the wall. But the fas-

cination of the scene through the window was so strong

that it kept that idea out of my mind, so I was quite a

useless part of the scene for some time after the fire

started. They called three companies, not because of

the need for the equipment but for the men, they said.

Well, it was my first experience in that sort of

thing. I thought afterwards that it seems to be rather

in the history of the family, that each generation seems

to have had one serious fire. My father did, and his

house was completely destroyed; and my maternal grandfather
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lost a great deal in a fire in his hometown in Illinois;

and my paternal grandfather lost his business in a

serious fire, [tape off]

Something that I didn't realize, from a very decided

lack of experience, is how freakish a fire could be.

The firemen threw out quite a mountain of rubbish, and

one of them who inspected it, partially in trying to

d' "^ermine the cause of the fire and where it started

and that sort oi thing, saw that there was very strong

evidence that it started under the sink, which puzzled

me very much because I had nothing that I thought was at

all inflaimnable iinder the sink, only things like Ajax

and cleaning stuff and things that you use around a

place. But he pointed out that the fire was especially

hot there, that it completely burnt the drainboard, and

it left the sink isolated. In other places, the heat was

also quite puzzling. For example, it more or less melted

the metalwork on the frame of the big sliding doors onto

the balcony, when there was nothing that seemed to be

especially inflammable around that part of the room,

and with all that heat, not more than six feet away,

was an open can of paint thinner that I use for washing

my brushes, standing on my paint stand, and that was

untouched. And other things that you thought would be

explosive, like cans of paint thinner and turpentine

and alcohol (I buy them in gallon cans and I had them in
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a cupboard) , but thanks to tbe fact that they were under

the cupboard and the doors were shut, I suppose, kept

it from doing any damage. In other words, the really

inflammable stuff that you would think v;ould cause a lot

of damage wasn't hurt. All the little bottles of things

that I had out burnt, but they were small and couldn't

account for very much. Apparently, oil paintings can

generate a lot of heat, and my racks of painting, I

imagine, caused most of it. Some of my larger things

that were on the v/all burnt so completely that I couldn't

even find pieces of the frames or stretchers. There

were simply the patterns of the pictures on the wall,

which in a way was rather useful to me afterwards,

because in making out the things for the insurance, I

could get the exact size. I didn't have any records of

the sizes of my pictures, but 1 could measure these

ghostly forms on the wall and get some information that

way.

SCHIPEEES: What was the cause of the fire as they

determined it?

NUTTING: They didn't come to any conclusion. Of course,

my wife says—and I think quite iinderstandably—that it

was cigarettes, because I do smoke cigarettes a great

deal. But once before, over in my other studio, there

was a small fire that didn't cause any serious damage.

It took place in a metal wastepaper basket, and it was

due to the fact that 1 emptied an ashtray into it too
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soon. But since then, I have been very leery of cigarettes

in wastebaskets, and usually I soak them before I put

them in, or at least crumble them all up with my fingers,

because that was rather a startling experience. So it's

hard to think that I did that, and also I wasn't back

there that morning. I did a little work in the front

of the stuidio, but I didn't do anything back there. I

don't remember even going back. I may have. The building,

being rather new, it's hard to believe that it was anything

to do with the wiring, because I think that fires from

faulty wiring are due partly to the age of the building

and partly to the fact that a lot of installation of

that sort has been done years ago when they were not so

strict in installations. But, of course, the installation

here was up to the standards of the building requirements

nowadays, so it's hard to believe it was that.

The other possibility, and what does start fires,

was oily rags. If you use an oil that is a drying oil,

it oxidizes rapidly if it is shut up in a closed place,

but my paint rags were not. And I didn't have too many

around. The ones that I had v/ere dry; they weren't oily.

The fact is that they don't get too oily. It's not like

where you use rags and okum and that sort of thing to

swab oil on machinery, or something of that sort, where

they really get saturated with oil. But it's a possibility,

and so far as the cause of it, that's where we stand for
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the time being.

SCHIPEEES: You told me also that Just a few weeks

previously you had sent out several of your paintings to

your agent, and they were also destroyed.

NUTTING: Yes. There was a young man v/ho wanted to give

me an exhibition last October of some of my work, and at

first I was inclined to refuse because I hadn't felt that

I could put together an exhibition that would be really

representative of what I would like my work to mean to

the public. But I consented; so he took out about some

thirty canvases, and he arranged a showing at the Royce

Galleries on Sunset Boulevard.. I had nothing to do with it

really; he framed it and attended to everything. He

also had a number of my things down at his store. He

wanted to have them in stock, and my interest was not so

much whether he would sell them or not, because I feel

that the selling of v/ork of that sort—unless you're

doing purely commercial work and manufacturing stuff

like you see in hundreds of galleries all over tovm—is

a rather slow process. You build on what reputation

you have and keep yourself before a public which is more

a collector of a painter than simply a buyer of something

to put on the wall. But, I was interested to have some

of my things out where people would see them and see

what sort of a reaction I vrould get, because it's not

only the quality of your work but also the general taste
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and feeling of the public that's continually changing,

and maybe I would be quite surprised that some of the

things that I thought might have no appeal at all would

have appeal. It would be an interesting experience.

It so happened that Dirks, who had the galleiy on

Melrose and who had these things in his gallery, had a

fire which gutted his place— I imagine very much as my

studio was— so that I lost what was there except for

tv;o things—one that I sold to him and another which by

some fluke escaped destruction. [The latter was] a

small painting of a head. Nothing of any special im-

portance [was lost in the gallery fire]. Really my

important things were in my studio. The most serious

thing about that loss, so far as I v/as concerned, was

that I had things which represented something of every

year of my lifetime, and especially things that had

gotten some recognition.

When I first came back from Europe, I showed a

canvas that I had shown at the Autumn Salon in Paris.

It had got noticed, and in another gallery in Paris it

again got quite a favorable notice. I sent it to the

Pennsylvania Academy, which is rather -an important and

rather difficult annual to get into. But I had this

canvas [in the studio], and I rather valued it.

SCHIPPEES: Which one was that?

NUTTING: That was the three figures that was up over the
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door, an earlier thing of mine. The three standing

figures with the black dog was painted in the early-

twenties and was the beginning of my real ambitious

canvases. I showed that at the Autumn Salon and also

showed it here at the Los Angeles County Museum, in a

group of things that I had there, and I showed it at the

Witte Museum in San Antonio and at the museum in

Milwaukee, [tape off]

Of these pictunes that I mentioned, the most important

one I would say went back to the early twenties. The

last large thing was a thing which I gave the Proustian

title of Remembrance of Things Past , a rather romantic

composition, but it was an effort to be rather painterly

and also well organized in design, which represented my

work of about ten years ago. So probably all of these

things [represented] periods that were definitely past

but which would be very important if I should have a

retrospective show— supposing that I should do more

exhibiting than I've been doing lately and should get to

a place where curiosity would be stirred as to the back-

ground and the past of this painter in reference to the

work that he's doing now. So that was the principal

loss. It wasn't so much what I felt would be the money

value of it, but the fact that they had Remembrance of

Things Past at various places. I showed it here in

Los A^ngeles, and it was shown at the Pasadena Museum, and
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at the Witte Museum in San Antonio.

There were also my files in folios and also cases

that I had made. I had about a dozen or fifteen boxes

that I made myself, for holding drawings and prints, and

that contained my collection of prints to a large extent.

Some of the things were not too valuable but a very fine

dry point of Pascin, an excellent etching of Charles

du ii^esne, and quite a charming etching of Marie Laurencin,

and some etchings and prints of contemporaries. Also

things like a rather nice collection that I made of the

Images d'Epinal which is more or less to the French public

what Currier and Ives are to us. They're popular prints.

The principal industry of the little \,o\<sn of Epinal has

been that sort of thing for a very long time. I've

forgotten how far back it goes, but well back into the

sixteenth century, if not earlier. They made popular

prints, v;oodcuts, and then later metal, and still later

lithographic pictures. I was sorry to lose that col-

lection because I think they're increasingly difficult

to get. At that time in Epinal, they had quite a lot

of authentic old prints that were still for sale and at

quite reasonable prices. [I lost] a lot of my sketch-

books, folios of drav/ings, some portrait sketches of

people from my Paris and also Roman days and of some of

the characters and people I met up on the Italian front.

In the evening I used to make little portraits of them.
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and some of the drav/ings are quite elaborate and people

of some importance, so the loss was, I felt, quite severe.

So far as how the loss affected me, personally:

at first I sort of flattered myself in a silly sort of

way that I was being philosophical about it, that after

all I had on occasion in war-torn Europe (Prance and

Italy) seen destruction that was so much more serious and

seen people suffer personally so much more in which the

actual loss was far more important than mine that it

was foolish to take it too seriously. At the same time,

I couldn't help noticing that no matter what you may

think about an experience of that sort, you find that it

has a very definite effect. I tried to find some way of

exactly describing it, but I don't thini: there is. It

is a part of yourself that is gone, and that sounds as

though it was some kind of an amputation, which does

vaguely suggest it, but it's something more from the

inside of you that has vanished, and in some way you

feel left with not quite so much to fiinction with.

That sort of thing, of course, is idle thinking, but I

think a psychologist, maybe a Freud or a Jung, might

like to find your reactions and complexes and see just

what a person undergoes in terms of losing that v/hich

has been the projection of himself into his work. It may

be a very wholesome, a very educational thing to have

that sort of experience. That, though, of course, is
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more or less beside the point. It is perfectly true,

though, that so far as my own evaluation of things of that

sort (as I think I mentioned once before), it may be a

very slight thing or it may be something that is more

traumatic, like an experience of this sort, that really,

if approached in the right way, can be very valuable to

a person in finding himself and in realizing himself,

and being deprived of what was probably a little bit

—

maybe, more than a little bit—of overvaluing something

simply because it's part of your experience, or part of

your thought and your feeling, may be in a way some kind

of a fetishism which is good to have nipped in the bud

or amputated or extirpated. I don't know. It puts you

in a state of greater psychological freedom of some sort.

[tape off]

Quite a few things of my own work were saved because

they were hiing around the apartment, including one or two

of my possibly more important things, which unfortunately

wasn't true of Muriel's paintings. She has very little

around the apartment. She has a very good attitude

towards her work, which I have never been able to really

develop. When she starts a v/ork, she sticks to it and

brings it to some sort of completion; whereas, a lot of

my work I destroy or give up halfway through and start

again. So all her pictures were brought to the state in

which she felt they were to be preserved, and if not, she
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did not destroy them. She didn't have as [great a]

number of things that were simply in the process of being

made as I had. She had practically all of her work in

the studio. She has done a great variety of things; she

does things on a small scale very delightfully and very

often can carry them onto quite large canvases successfully.

So it is very hard to say exactly what her loss was.

Neither of us catalogued our work, v/hich I think was a

great mistake that we made. Our important things, of

course, should have been. Several times I've started to

do it but never have kept it up—dimensions, material,

dates and all that sort of thing. Very little of our

work survived the holocaust.

v^ne thing that was extremely interesting, just at

present it's very annoying, but if you look at it ob-

jectively, I find rather amusing. We have an excellent

man who for many years has handled our insurance, but our

agent slipped up in a strange way, because when we insured

the contents of our place we made no distinction between

things of our home and things that had to do with our

profession. It seems that when you read the fine print,

it turns out that we're not insured for things that you

are making as part of your livelihood, unless you have

a special insurance for that sort of thing, which is

understandable for the person who is manufacturing

something or who is licensed to a certain activity. I
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can see where that's quite clear-cut. As one insurance

[representative] pointed out, if a lawyer has part of his

law library at home and his home burns up, that won't be

covered by insurance except by an insurance applying to

his things in his law business and his lav; practice and

offices. But in my case, you can run into some rather

amusing things as to what constitutes a professional

artist—v/hen it is his profession and when it is more of

an activity in which what he produces is for sale, because

practically anything one owns is for sale.

When I v/as a boy I played the violin a little bit,

took lessons, and supposing, for example, if I would

take my fiddle and go out on the street comer with a

tin cup and play some tunes and collect some perjnies,

would that make me a professional musician? And does

my fiddle and my tin cup have to be covered by separate

insurance? [laughter] Or supposing I have the standing

on the violin of a graduate of some famous conservatory

like Juilliard and can get a job any time I want in an

orchestra— I have professional ability—but, instead of

that, I make my living in the insurance business or

something. What happens then? Does the fact that I

would accept a o'ob, filling in sometime with a professional

organization, make me a professional musician? Of course,

in that case you have something, that is to say, that the

professional musician is a member of the union. But I'm
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not a member of a union. And th.e fact is that, legally,

I'm not licensed to manufacture objects of art for sale.

I found out I can get a license. What you get is a

peddler's license. You make an application and you axe

then licensed to make pictures and to go out and put

them up for sale in various places as a peddler, [laughter]

But I hadn't a peddler's license. I'm not licensed to

do that sort of thing. In other words, your activity is

primarily a way of life—that's one way of expressing it

—

as contrasted to the person who is a [professional]

writer, for example.

Tou speak of the hack writer as a man who makes

something for publication according to the demands of

his buyer and according to specifications and thirds

that are wanted. He's a professional writer. The man

who is a creative artist, such as a novelist, is professional

if he sells his work, but he's not primarily professional.

A great deal of the things he writes, maybe his finest

stuff, he has no idea of even presenting for sale. So

it seems to me that it leaves a person in my situation

in a very foggy situation when it comes to what is

professional and what is not. If it so happened that

a substantial part of my living was dependent upon my

producing and selling, I think that might have standing.

But it's not. So that's why I would say that this

argument seems rather foolish and has very little legal
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status. There's no way of defining sufficiently the

border line between what I do for my own possession

and that which may or may not be bought.

SCHIPPERS: And what have been the reactions of others

to that particular?

NUTTING: First, in this argument with the insurance

people, I listed the things which had been offered for

'sale. The principal ones were the ones in this showing

last October, that I just mentioned, the only one of the

sort that I've had for years. I haven't been exhibiting

my work very much, especially for one-man shows. The

only one-man shows that I've had have not been primarily

for the sale of pictures. They were like the one at the

Witte Museum at San Antonio. It was an invitation affair

by the museum to show my work, because I had taken a

position at the McNay Art Institute as instructor for

that year and, of course, it was of interest to the art

people of San Antonio to see what sort of work this man

had been doing. The fact that I did make some sales from

that show was secondary (one thing was bought for the

museum and other things were sold) , but that was quite

secondary to the primary purpose of exhibition. That

was also true of my exhibition years ago at the [Los

Angeles] County Museum. I was invited to show quite a

large group of my work. I have no memory of it, but for

insurance purposes or that sort of thing, some evaluation
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was put upon the canvases. But I didn't put the prices

on the canvases, or show my pictures with the idea of

selling them. It was a presentation of my work to those

people who were interested in local California artists

and that my place might he found by such an exhibition of

my work.

Another show, that was quite a long time and that

was the same sort of an exhibition, was a rather large

one at the Layton Gallery in Milwaukee. Then we were

both invited, Muriel and myself, to a showing at another

place in San Antonio, where we showed quite a large

number of our things. So problems of this sort aire

exasperating, and at the same time I find them rather

aDiusing. [tape off]

On the advice of our lawyer, we got a number of

letters—which in itself was rather an interesting

experience—from people v;ho knew that my more important

and larger works, that went back over a great many years,

obviously had not been presented for sale or put into

the marketplace and were really a part of my private

collection, people like Esther Robles of the Robles

Gallery on La Cienega. Ve've known her for a long time,

and she's known my work for a long time; years ago I

had a showing of quite a nimiber of my things at her

gallery. She felt that the whole [insurance] thing

was ridiculous. Maybe her insurance agent was more
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aware of what the problems were, and, of course, it was

much simpler in her case. We were fortunate in knowing

a number of important people in the art world who have

known our v^ork for many years and v/ho were able to write

a letter testifying that these things were definitely not

in the category of the things that had been produced for

the market, so to speak, that they had been hanging on

our walls for many years and were part of our private

collection, along with works by other artists and other

ob.jets d'art that we possessed, antiques and things

that belonged to our art collection. Some of the best

letters—and the most understanding, I think—were by

people like Don Schippers and Arthur Millier.

I've knov.fn Arthur Millier since I first came to

Los Angeles, and he's known my work since then, and being

the principal art critic on the West Coast for many

years, I feel that what he has to say will bear weight.

Then there were other excellent letters by people who

seemed to understand the situation and expressed themselves

very well.

Muriel and I both feel rather adamant about the

situation, but we hope we won't have to cariy it to court

because that's an expensive idea. I think that we would,

as much as a matter of principle as the monetary interest

involved. If it were carried to court and cleared up,

it would be a precedent for other people in the same
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situation, [tape off]

One of the things necessary, as everybody knows in

a thing of this sort, is to have someone v;ho is supposed

to be an authority to appraise the work. One was the

stuff lost in the studio in the way of furniture. The

principal loss, the one that I regretted most, was a

library set that belonged to my mother. It was solid

oak and very elaborately carved. I had no idea of its

value. There were some other things, aside from the

paintings, that had to be appraised. Apropos of those,

I called up Jake Zeitlin, the bookdealer of the Red Barn.

It happened that he was out of town, but Eoy Squires,

who is with him in the store there, explained that he

was away and wouldn't be back. I told him what my

problem was, and he gave me the name of a man across the

street who he said would be excellent. I called up this

fellow, and he was very apologetic and said he was just

about to leave town himself. He wouldn't have any time

to come around, but he gave me the name of another man.

Well, if I had knovm, 1 certainly wouldn't have engaged

him. I phoned him, really apropos of the furniture,

but he said that really his specialty was paintings and

art objects, so we felt that was wonderful. Well, he

turned out to be a very fast talker. He had a little

recorder, and once in a while, he would hold this up and

dictate something to his stenographer: "Pearl...."
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[laughter] Pearl was supposed to take it down. Well,

he charged us fifty dollars for about an hour. We

telephoned our lawyer about something, and he came right

over to talk to him. I think he was very professional;

probably his job is all right, [tape off]

We found that he was working for quite a large number

of insurance companies and was cutting things down as

much as he possibly could, apparently. So then we thought

of a neighbor of ours across the street, Mrs. [Dorothy]

Paul, who is a member of a society of interior decorators

[AID] . I think she was at one time an official in the

organization. She remodeled the place where she now lives.

We gave her a ring, and she was very nice. She came over

on the various things that could be identified. At

first, I had some kind of hopes that maybe this set that

belonged to my mother, if it were sandblasted and treated,

might still be rather interesting furniture, but it was

too badly burned to do anything but to dispose of it

completely. But there was enough left for her to

recognize what it was and give us an appraisal.





TAPE NUMBER: XXI, SIDE ONE

Aug^ist 15, 1956

NUTTING: There are a few things in driving through

Texas that we were struck with. One was the very nice

stopping places along the road, rest parks, where you

could stop and get out your lunch and sit at benches

and tables. They seemed to make such nice provisions

for that sort of thing.

I made the acquaintance of a man who had been sort

of an agricultural editor—at least that was his specialty-

for a Dallas paper. He was with one of the big Dallas

papers for a good many years. I told him one thing that

impressed me while driving through the country were these

ponds that every farm seemed to have. He said he was

very glad that I'd noticed that because he thought that

was a very important thing that Texas had done in the

conservation of water. If I remember rightly, they

called them "tanks." A farmer or rancher could get a

subsidy from the state for digging these things, and

sometimes they made quite substantial lakes. They could

be stocked with fish, and people in that part of the

world seem to be crazy about fishing. I noticed that

in my first trip South. At every ditch by the roadside,

people were sitting quietly with their pole, hoping to
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catch some fish, and I'm told there would be fish in some

rather surprising places. It's one of their favorite

pastimes.

Well, one of our trips which we enjoyed very much

and which was quite illuminating in lots of ways was

going into Louisiana, north and then south—through

the Cajun country and then back the southern way. One

lake that stands out in our memory is Cross Lake. It

was a charming lake in many ways. There were the

cypress with their big knees, and there was all the

picturesque qualities of a Southern landscape and swamp-

land, along with this fairly large body of water. We

even played with the idea of settling there for a while,

getting a house.

Of course, I had the business there to help look

after. So we drove around the country quite a bit in

that region. The same sort of thing happened to me

there that has happened, I think, quite often before. As

I've mentioned, in a region which has been settled for a

long time and there is a certain homogeneity of feeling

and people know each other and families know each other,

there's a certain hospitality, that in newer country,

such as in Southern California, you are not av;are of,

even though it may exist more than we realize.

On the trip which we made south through Louisiana,

we stopped at Shreveport which in many ways we found to
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be a very charming town. We met some quite interesting

people there.

One little thing rather surprised me, an \inexpected

sort of a thing. When I lived in Rome many yesirs before

as a student, one of the young fellows who was a Prix

de Rome came for his period of work at the Villa Medici.

I didn't meet him, but on one of my rather frequent

visits to the villa, I left my card with this boy, and

the next day I found his card at my studio. We never

made any contact there, but I did when I fo\ind he was in

Shreveport. He'd been there for quite a long time and

he was quite a well-known portrait painter in that part

of the v/orld. That was very unexpected—to find, so far

from Rome and in such an entirely different atmosphere,

a little fragment of my Rome experience.

Then we drove south through Louisiana and eventually

into the Cajun country, [tape off]

The weather, the climatic conditions, are quite a

contrast to those on the Pacific Coast. The contrast is

much more dramatic in the Middle West or Mississippi

Valley, where you see the tremendous thunderstorms and,

of course, the tornadoes which, fortunately, we had no

experience with. And they have much more dramatic skies

there. I think the clearest memory I have of New Iberia

was on the first day we got there (we spent two days

there). After we found a very nice place for parking.
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we went into the town and Mrs. Nutting went into a drug-

store to do some shopping, while I stood outside. And

there was this tremendous black sky. If we had seen that

out here, we'd think that something very serious was going

to happen. I rather looked around apprehensively to see

if anybody else was noticing it, but they weren't paying

any attention to it whatsoever. It was a very common

sight apparently. But it got very black and very dark,

and then the clouds parted. Apparently there was a heavy

storm that bypassed Nev; Iberia that time, so we didn't

even get wet. But it gives a certain drama and color.

I have always loved thunderstorms, ever since I

was a child in Montana. We used to go up in the mountains
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see the lightning in the mountains coming from all

directions and hear the thunder. I always found it

extremely exhilarating. So in east Texas and through

that part of the country, the change in weather and the

dramatic sky gave a certain color and drama which I

enjoyed very much, probably more so than many people do,

of course, who are afraid of thunderstorms.

New Iberia also interested me because, after living

in France, I was interested in what had happened to the

French language in other parts of the world. I found

that it was still spoken very much down there and was

quite understandable French. It wasn't patois. Usually,
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if you don't know the language too well and you run

against some sort of a patois or dialect, you're completely

lost. I found that especially true in Italy, though at

one time I spoke Italian, rather fluently. It is rather

like when we asked a friend of ours if he spoke French,

he said, "Oh, yes. I speak bad French very well!"

[ laughter] I imagine that was what I did in Italy. I

spoke bad Italian quite fluently. But, I could at least

understand and enjoy the theater, movies, and could read

Italian. But to get to a region which has had any shift

in dialects, sometimes it's quite hopeless. Of course,

sometimes, it is an entirely different language, like

Neapolitan. The Venetian dialect is impossible to a

-P^\-r»(^-i mv^ Ci -r» r 4-OT\£i /-\-p-f*1

I'm sorry that I haven't studied language more

seriously. I was very lazy in my European life about

learning good speech, good grammar, so as to be able to

write it well and that sort of thing, although I did

write my little paper at the Sorbonne in French, and it

got by pretty well. But I couldn't do it now. I was

interested in the French that v;as spoken in Louisiana,

and from what I could overhear in the little eating

places we went into, I foiind, v:here it was the language

of the people, that it was quite understandable and very

close to the French that I was used to. At least it v;as

close enough so that I could have gotten along quite well

in conversation. We didn't stay long enough for me to get
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a chance to experiment in French conversation with

anybody. Of course, my French is something that I'm

very shy about now. It is so terribly rusty that I

feel embarrassed in ordinary conversation, though my

pleasure in reading it and hearing it has persisted.

The country also was interesting from a sentimental

point of view, it being the country of Evangeline. We

visited a house which was dedicated to her. I also

learned, what I didn't realize before, that the word

"Cajun" is a corruption of "Acadia." From "Acadia,"

it finally became "Cajun, " which, if it happens with

many of the words, would completely disguise the French

language, but I don't think it does. I don't know

whether the people who are using French would call them-

selves Acadian, or whether that is not an English

approximation of what they hear them saying.

We got a beautiful souvenir of a cypress root, which,

I'm sorry to say, got burned up recently. I had enjoyed

it ever since and had made quite a number of rather careful

drawings of it. Those cypress roots which are sold to

tourists are very attractive. That is nature's wood

sculpture—the beautiful form, the texture of it. It's

very delightful.

I appreciated another experience we had there. Ever

since I commenced to grow up and saw the changes in our

countiy, and especially so recently, I have been sensitive
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to the destruction of our country. The hills around

Hollywood used to be quite beautiful hills when I first

came here. But being a material that they can very easily

bulldoze, they're carving it up like a big piece of cheese

to put developments on them. I find it extremely de-

pressing, partially because of the way the natural beauty

of the country is being cut up, and also because so often

the stuff that is put on it is so depressing. So you

have all these problems: such as the incredible thing

of a great lake being so polluted that the fish can't

live; the problem of the Hudson River and the Mississippi

River; the pollution of our waters; the destruction of

our wild life; the terrific effort to preserve our forests

and the natural beauty of our country; and recently I

saw on TV where the animal life in Florida is being

flooded out and you find fawns struggling through the

water and starving to death. But there are a few bright

spots that are encouraging like the work in Brazil where

I saw a man who had saved, I forget, how many thousands of

animals from the flooding of a country. But, on the whole,

there's so much of the destruction and extinction and

pollution of our very beautiful country that it depresses

me.

There are certain improvements, of course. When I

first came out here years ago, the one thing that struck

me enormously in driving along the highv/ay was the number
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of beer cans and whisky bottles—billions of them, it

seemed to me—by the roadside and the v/astepaper and all

sorts of stuff. Now this [anti-litter] campaign seems

to have had quite a definite effect and these things

are very much improved, but there's so much to be done.

At one time, the egret feathers were such a important

part of a v/oman's decoration, along with the ostrich

•feather. When I was a child, the ostrich plume was a

big business, but I believe now it doesn't amount to

anything.

We visited a place which was called Avery Island,

which is a sort of an upthrust of land in the swampy

country. I've forgotten the exact dimensions of it,

but it was four- or five miles, I believe, at its greatest

diameter, a plateau region surrounded more or less by

water and approached by water. The ovmer of that property

was a man by the name of Edward Avery Mcllhenny,

famous for Tabasco sauce, oil, and I've forgotten what

else was his source of revenue on this property. The

first owner, Avery, started a little aviary of egrets,

but after they had propagated, he found that they

flourished and laid eggs and he raised others. He turned

them loose, and to his delight, they came back. He

raised more egrets on the same property, and now there

are thousands of them. It is a beautiful refuge, which

is appreciated by the birds, and they really have

prospered. So you look across this little lake that he
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has there, azid there's just clouds of them flying aro\iiid.

This resurrection of a bird that was on the road to

extinction was a very happy sight. I hope we can do the

same with the whooping crane.

From there we went on to Houston, and I was surprised

to find Houston in many ways a much more attractive city

than I expected. I enjoyed very much their very excellent

art museum. They were building a substantial addition,

with all the modem perfection of air conditioning and

all that sort of thing for the valuable works, and had

one of the sculptures of Carl Milles. I think it was

one of the last things that this quite important Swedish

sculptor did in this country; he did a great deal of

work. One of my disappointments in nilvaukee was that

when they were erecting a statue to Lincoln (it was being

financed by some society of the Civil War, with the very

few surviving veterans in those days who were especially

interested in it), Carl Milles submitted a sketch, but

they couldn't see it. It was too fantastic, too modem

for them. Otherwise, Milwaukee would have had a very

nice example of Carl Milles' sculpture.

Houston at that time had a very impressive show of

the work of Gauguin, quite a large and very representative

collection of his work, which to me was one of those

things that made the visit memorable. From there, we

drove on back to Kilgore. [tape off]
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Our night in Houston wasn't too successful. V/e

found a trailer park, which seemed quite attractive^ and

after we got settled there was a carnival nearby that

started up with its night festivities and kept going

until the small hours of the morning. It kept us awake

practically all night. So what we did was to get up

quite early and get on the road in order to find a more

attractive place for our next night's stop. Well, the

trailer park happened to be somexvhat below the highway,

which was perfectly all right because I had no difficulty

in driving down to it. But going up, I made a mistake,

which to a person with not too much experience is under-

standable, and I went up the grade at too much of a

^ -i-^a~L u cu-j^-i-*^ w v_/ \j±2.^ J. v^ a.*-*- . \y j^ *^i^utj.oo, -i- vvdo a.-i- j_ a. _»_ \j. kj\j £)^

at too much of an angle to the road because there was

always a feeling that the trailer might tip over,

[laughter] It wouldn't, of course. You can go at quite

an acute angle to the road, and it's quite stable. So

I don't think there was any danger, unless you were

driving a very high truck or something of that sort.

Then it would be quite a different matter. Well, going

at too much of a right angle to the road when I got up

to the highway, it caused the middle of the trailer to

come too close to the gro\ind and it dragged ar.d stuck,

and I couldn't back up and I couldn't pull it forward.

For a while, we seemed to be in a rather desperate
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condition. But as usual, very friendly people and

experienced truck drivers do seem to turn up at the

right moment. I've forgotten who it was, but somebody

who seemed to understand the situation came and got us

out onto the road after a delay of possibly an hour.

I was quite seriously worried, because it didn't seem

that anything less than a crane could lift up the trailer

•onto a place where the trailer was back to level ground.

We finally got on our way and drove quite happily a

good part of the morning, when a car came by of the state

police and stopped us. I pulled the trailer off to the

side of the road and got out and wanted to know what was

the matter. He examined the trailer very carefully and

decided that we had a trailer that was too long; it was

against the law to pull a trailer of that length on the

Texas highway. Well, we'd already crossed the state, I

don't know how many times, and nobody had ever said any-

thing; so I was quite surprised. But he assured me that

[pulling] more than a certain length of car and trailer

was illegal and that you had to have some special permit

for driving such a trailer, that I'd have to go back to

the little town that we had passed some miles back, called

Sugar Land, and see the justice of the peace there. He

was quite polite and nice about it. He took us to his

car and drove us back there. We drove up to a very plain

little house, and the justice of the peace wasn't in. It
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seems he ran a filling station across the road. They

went and got him away from his work at the filling station

to come in and do his duty to these violators of the law.

While we were waiting for him, there was a whole crowd

of little kids that crowded aro\ind and looked at us with

great curiosity. The Justice of the peace turned up

and got out his hook and his papers and was very serious

about it, and the family stood around to take it all in.

It turned out that we had to pay a fine— I think it was

ten dollars or something like that— and that at the next

town we would stop at a certain office and make arrange-

ments to do this thing legally. Though I don't knov;,

we sort of felt as though the justice of the peace got

a little something extra "beyond his income from the little

filling station, and maybe the police got something, too.

I wouldn't put it past them. Anyway, it was a very

quaint, a very amusing kind of an experience, [laughter]

especially under these rather primitive conditions and

the solemnity in which the procedure was conducted. It

was really a very serious matter. That was finally

settled, and we got on our way. That was our second

adventure of the day.

We made Austin, and we had the address of a place

that sounded veiy good and had been highly recommended.

Pecan Grove, and with the map of Austin, I thought we

would have no difficulty whatsoever in finding the place.
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But in driving down one of the streets, we came to quite

a steep incline, and I looked at the map and decided

that there was no necessity in going down such a steep

incline, because apparently the street next to it at the

top of the grade that turned to the left would take us

straight to the place where we wanted to go. It was a

smaller street and rather winding. We took the street

and had driven maybe three or four blocks when we found

it was a dead-end street. Well, that's the time when

you regret very much that you haven't learned some of

the finesse of driving a trailer, and I'd always intended

to do it. It wouldn't have been too much of a job. I

could take off maybe a day, or at most two days, and

find some part along the road which is not populated,

especially if you can leave the road and get out on a

flat, and practice backing a trailer. Although it is

very tricky, it's amazing what the boys can do who learn

it. We have noticed that truck drivers will back a huge

truck right up to a loading platform with absolute

precision, with just a very small crack between the truck

and the platform and will never graze it. Sometimes the

parking people at these trailer parks would park my

trailer for me, and they had the same skill. They could

move it right up next to a cement sort of a platform

which divided the stalls for the trailer. Well, I could

back a trailer, but not with precision, and when it comes
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to rather a small and winding street and you have to

back this trailer out into traffic, I found it rather

trying, to say the least. But by doing it very slowly

and with Mrs. Nutting standing to guide me—because of

the curves there were some things that I couldn't see

too well—and by moving inch by inch, inch by inch, we

worked it out eventually to the highway. When I finally

was able to drive ahead instead of backwards, the relief

of course was terrific, and although it was not a hot day,

my clothes were completely soaked. I had perspired from

the strain of managing this huge contraption and, as I

say, into a street which had fairly heavy traffic. Although

I dreaded the traffic part of the episode, it didn't turn

out to be too dj.fficult, because as scon as I got out

there, I found that I had no difficulty in swinging the

trailer around. I didn't obstruct traffic at all. I

got into position and drove down the hill and to the

Pecan Grove where we spent that night, [tape off]

At this time, we were looking around for someplace

to settle, at least temporarily, because v;e didn't want

to live in Kilgore, but someplace v;here life would be

more interesting and where it wouldn't be too much of a

trip to visit Kilgore, maybe once a month or so. We

considered Austin, and in many ways we foiind it extremely

attractive. We drove out aro^ond the country and made

some inquiries as to properties, and in the meantime we
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enjoyed the town itself very much. There was the house

of 0. Henry, which I imagine is very much, if not exactly,

in the appearance and state that it was when he lived

there. It's now kind of a museum, with mementos and so

forth of his life and work.

A rather surprising and also very interesting thing

in the sights of Austin was the museum, which was originally

the home of a woman who came to that country in the early

days— I say in the early days, in the middle of the last

century—and settled and built herself a stone house, which

was quite substantial, and also made a pond on her property,

on which she had a boat, and she and a woman companion

were very fond of going out and spending hours on the

water of her little lake. She v;as a sculptress, Elizabeth

Ney, and a very able one. There is a life written of her.

She was quite a friend of "Mad" Ludwig of Bavaria and

lived an extremely interesting life as a young woman,

with friends such as Schopenhauer and people in the

intellectual world and artistic world of Germar^y in those

days, and why she should pick up and come to that part of

Texas, which must have been rather a desolate sort of a

place and life for a person with her experiences, has

always seemed to me very much of a mystery. She seemed to

have given up her sculpture for a number of years and

devoted herself to ranching of some sort. But her place

now is a museum of her work and has quite a few mementos

—
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her books, her library and equipment, photographs, and

one thing and another. If it hadn't been for the woman

who was some sort of a companion to her, her life and

experiences would have been [found to be] extremely

interesting. After she died in this house, her companion,

in putting her things in order, was to a large extent

extremely destructive. Apparently, she would go out

everyday v;ith her apron full of letters and papers and

all that sort of thing and throw them on a bonfire. With

her contacts with Europe, which I imagine she must have

kept up, and with her experiences out there and cor-

respondence, the material would have been fantastically

interesting, I think, especially because it was that of

a uniLquc psrsonalj-ty and of a character who mau.e txiis

part of Texas her home and in a way made her contribution

to life and culture of that part of the world. If I

remember rightly, at the time of the World's Fair in

Chicago in 1895, she did some portrait sculpture which

got some recognition, and from that, she got some commission

and got back into doing her work, which is nothing showing

any genius, but when you consider the amount of very bad

portrait sculpture we have around, hers was really quite

able and quite acceptable. Anyway, she had quite a

genuine talent and must have been a very interesting

personality. She was looked upon as a very eccentric one

in her time, which is understandable.
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We also met a few people in Austin. There was one

man of German birth, Heiligenhal his name was, who died

a few years ago, and with whom I enjoyed very much cor-

responding. He had quite a beautiful home and some very

interesting heirlooms and furnishings that belonged to

his family in Germany, I met him because he was very

much interested in painting and was trying quite hard to

paint. He built himself a little studio on his grounds

and submitted things to local exhibitions and took part

in the activities of the art life of Austin.

However, we did not settle in Austin. We finally

decided upon San Antonio, and for a few years v;e had our

home there, except for the summers, when we made use of

o\ir trailer for some explorations that I've been

describing, [tape off]

Well, I think I must have met Mrs. Nutting first in

19^6. I first met her during my first wife's illness.

I had a problem of the place where we were living, of the

house being sold, and for awhile I thought that I would

buy the place myself, which meant selling all of the

sources of income that I had. In those days it was

extremely hard to find a place to live, especially to

take care of a person who v;as ill, and I didn't want

to move her. Through Lorser Feitelson I met Nuriel Tyler,

and she was extremely helpful, with her years of experience

with escrow. She looked through some papers and gave me
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some good advice about them, and so we "became acquainted.

About that time she and Lorser Feitelson were

interested in starting a gallery. Lorser had had some

experience of gallery management and seemed to be veiy

ambitious to start something that would promote contemporary

art in Los Angeles. Muriel had been doing some work

with him in painting and was also interested in that

idea as well. The upshot of it was that she built on

Clark Street a very nice place, more or less a studio

apartment. They were studio apartments in the sense of

apartments which could be used by artists, with very

large north windows, with very pleasant, comfortable

living quarters, with a very nice garden. In the front

of the building, adjoining the first apartment, was a

larger room designed especially for exhibition purposes,

using artificial light. It was a good-sized room, the

full width of the building, and with ample depth; it

made a very attractive art gallery. They opened, curiously

enough, on my birthday in 19'^7, with a showing of

Lundeberg and Feitelson, Moore, Tanguy, Tyler, Grosz,

Merida, Picasso, Teasdale, Wright, Helion, Miro, Roesch,

Tunnard and Zadkine. It was a quite a -mixed showing of

a variety of artists and a variety of nationalities

—

Tunnard being English, Zadkine French, and also American

painters. A number of things were lent by Mrs. Maitland

and Vincent Price and Adolphe Menjou and Veree Teasdale.
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That show was followed in December by an exhibition

of photographic art and then the one-man show of Helen

Lundeberg and then a one-man show of Muriel Tyler in

January of 19^8. Then, from New York, representatives of

the French painters, Jacques Herold and Henri Goetz.

They had a veiy interesting show, and we both acquired

works of Jacques Herold (the ones that I had were lost

in the fire). Then in March an excellent show of Eugene

Berman. He is a prolific and many of his canvases are

quite large, but in spite of that, the general aspect

of the show was excellent. The gallery was quite suited

for the showing of his work. In April, L^onor Fini;

in May of that year there was an exhibition of people

like Knud Merrild, Emil Bisttram, Boris Deutsch, and Ealph

Peploe

.

Then in the autumn of 19'^8 they had a show of Michele

Cascella. I wouldn't have wanted to show Cascella's

work except I was rather moved, I'm afraid, by sentimental

reasons. He is quite an able painter. He's had several

shows in Los Angeles since and seems to do quite well.

But he certainly was not a painter who in any way

represented modem art or any modern movement in art.

But we were persuaded by a friend of his who had a large

number of his paintings and who was trying to represent

him in Los Angeles. I think it was probably the first

show he had in Los Angeles. Since then he's had others.
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When I lived in Eome, his brother was quite a warm

friend of mine. He was a very delightful boy, who died

not long after, and he really was a more talented painter

than Michele Cascella. The boys' father was a painter

and also an editor. He published a very good art magazine

in Italy, with some success. It had very good color

reproduction, which in those days was more rare than it

is now. He had given the boys excellent training in

drawing and in painting. My friend was rather a more

original, more talented painter than his brother. Moved

by my memory of the Cascella family, I voted to give

Michele Cascella a showing, for v;hich I was criticized

by some of our artist friends, I think somewhat unfairly,

because his work was creditable, was good.

That year [19^8] ended with a showing of Channing

Peake and Milton Zolotov: and Howard Warshav/. Howard

Warshaw is now quite a well-known artist of California,

connected with the University of [California], Santa

Barbara.

One showing that I enjoyed very much, was very glad

to give, was to the Mexican painter, Federico Cantu.

He personally was quite a charming man and in his way,

I think, has a very genuine talent, both as a painter

and as an engraver. He has not exhibited any etchings,

but he works directly on large pieces of copper, with

the burin, a regular engraver's tool, and with great
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ability. In Monterey, Mexico—the last time I saw his

work—he had engraved silver plaques that had to do with

the decoration around the altar of a very modem church

there. In that case the engraving was itself the object,

not the print from the engraving, though the technique

is the same. It was a decoration of a silver plaque

through engraving. It's rather rare among the Mexican

painters to use religious subjects, but apparently he was

a good Catholic, and many of his paintings in the showing

that we had at the gallery were somewhat of a religious

nature

.

I think that the gallery had an excellent record

in its showing. Besides the people that I have mentioned,

there was Bill Brice, who is now connected to UCLA and

one of the well-known artists of this region. We had

some very delightful drawings by an excellent painter

—

I'm sorry we didn't have a chance to show his painting

—

and that is Jack Starr of Santa Barbara.

I think we gave Gerda With, Professor With's wife,

her first showing in Los Angeles. She is a talented

painter, with excellent training, the sort of training

that I rather envy. In Germany, [that type of training]

was rather more successful than it has been in other

countries. We have schools of commercial art which are

very definitely devoted to what we understand as commercial

art, which is art in business and advertising; but the
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German Kunstgewerbeschulen are schools which have

excellent courses and excellent teachers—at least they

used to have when I was there—and differed from the

academy, where you entered the atelier of some well-known

painter of the period, in that you were trained in a

variety of work. In other words, not only would you

learn to draw and to paint but also you would get an

all-around experience which would give you more of a

chance to make your living at art than simply developing

your genius under the tutelage of one painter with his

special style. If I remember rightly, Gerda With went

from Hamburg to Berlin to the Kunstgewerbeschule and left,

after graduation there, with the ability to do almost

any sort of work that might be asked of her—the illustration

of a book, the painting of a portrait, the doing of a

decoration or of a craft. She gave us a lampshade which

she had made, a very beautiful design of autumn leaves

between acetate, which was in its way a very creative

piece of work. The ability to use her tools and her

materials would be appreciated more by Renaissance artists

than it would be by a great many of the people who exhibit

and feel that they are our artists nowadays, [tape off]

One thing that the gallery was well adapted to was

meetings. We had quite a number of them. The Council of

Allied Artists, of which I was one of the charter members

and at the time also an officer, would hold meetings there.
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Artists Equity had quite a meeting there one evening when

the Eastern president of it, a Japanese painter— I can't

think of his name for the moment—was visiting the Vest

Coast and visiting the chapters of Equity. In those days

Artists Equity was rather stronger than it has been

since. (That was not long before he died.)

Albert Hoxie at that time was giving lectures. He

gave a lecture, quite an interesting one on engravings,

to the Council of Allied Artists. After we had these

meetings in the gallery, he gave a course of art history

lectures, very good and very interesting ones.

Also we used to have interesting parties. The most

memorable one was quite a large Christmas party that we

gave in the gallery, and Karl With volunteered to make

glfihwein (mulled wine) for the party. It was really

quite a huge success, except that Karl With let himself

in for a little more of a job than I think he counted on,

because the glfihwein was extremely popular. The result

was that he spent practically the whole evening out in

the kitchen preparing new batches of mulled wine. So

the rest of us would mill aroiind out there; the only

chance he had to Join the festivities -was by people

visiting him in the kitchen. This is somewhat of an

exaggeration, of course, but we felt some compunction in

having him do so much for the party and it taking up so

much of his time.
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I'm not sure whether that was the party where I

had a rather curious experience—one of these things

that kind of mystifies you for a moment and you wonder

what's happening. The crowd was rather thick and I

would go in the front door and gradually work my way

through the apartment and into the gallery, then go out

the door of the gallery and come around front and start

all over again. I made the rounds of the crowd in that

way. I was talking to a girl at the exit of the gallery

and then I left her and went straight across the garden

to the front door of the apartment, and there she was

—

standing in the doorway. I thought, "My this mulled wine

must be having some peculiar effect on me that I have

never experienced before." Just a second before, here

she was standing [at the rear door of the gallery, and]

I knew she had no chance of getting through this mob to

the front door as quickly as all that. Well, what I

discovered was they were twins! [laughter] And one had

happened to be at the door of the studio and the other

one happened to be at the door of the apartment. But

for a moment it gives you one of these strange sensations.

You're completely lost for an explanation.

SCHIPH:rS: What brought the gallery to a close?

MJTTING: Well, it was, of course, an immense amount of

work, because we couldn't afford it. It wasn't making

money. It might have. With patience and perseverance and
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investment and a lot of hard work, and I think especially

with what's happened in the art world since, we could

have done something very interesting. But it would still

have "been a full-time job. For example, the mailing

—

sitting up all night addressing envelopes every so often

—

is nothing to he sneezed at, as a drain on your time and

energy. And both of us wanted to do things— I wanted to

paint, we wanted to get out of town once in awhile, we

wanted to live a bit—and to have a concern of that sort

which was not well enough financed to make it easier, because

we had to do so much of our own work—hanging pictures,

correspondence, mailing lists, contacts, and all that

sort of thing—it just didn't add up to the kind of life

that we looked fo3?ward to.

The perfect thing is [ a concern] like the Perls, for

example, where it's been in the family, and it is in

their blood to be art dealers. The people have the

experience of art dealing all their lives. It is not a

thing that you can go into, it seems to me— as we were

tiding to do—without having experience on that side of

the game. The only experience I ever had was as an artist

who exhibited in a gallery, who had somebody handling

my work. But that, of course, is a very small part of

the responsibility and work of the man who is running

the gallery and trying to promote your work. So it put

us in that position, as well as trying to be creative
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artists. My advice right away, especially after Lorser

Feitelson had failed so dismally in his part of the Job,

was to forget it. It was a rich and interesting experience,

but we had had it.

SCHIPEEES: How were the exhibits received?

MJTTING: Very well.

SCHIPPEBS: You also indicated that in view of what's

happened in the art world since, does this indicate that

you were a little avant-garde in your effort?

MJTTING: No. What I had in mind was the enormous increase

in art galleries, and how they pay their rent I often

wonder! But you go up and down La Cienega, you see a

tremendous amount of commercial art, commercial art in

the sense of art which is simply manufactured by people

who turn something out like flapjacks to sell, and people

apparently buy them. But that's just on the periphery

of a more real art world in which the collectors are

much more innumerous and prices are bigger and people

take more pride in owning paintings. I think that is

one of the striking things about what's happened in the

last few years. In those days there was more of a feeling

that if you have a good reproduction of a Cezanne on the

wall, why isn't that as good as a Cezanne? But now, even

quite simple people will spend good money for a perfectly

worthless painting because it is an original painting.

SCHIPEEES: Were there many art galleries in the city
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at the time?

MJTTING: Not anywhere near like there are now.
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NUTTING: In speaking about one's development as an

artist, while I tbink it could hold true and work in any

field, in retrospect it's like looking back from a point

of view which makes so many things clear which at the

time were a complete mystery. It makes me think of being

in a labyrinth while traveling in England, and my wife

and I wandered around quite a long time, trying to find

our way out, but the man up above finally came to our

rescue. (He was there for that purpose) and said to go

so far, turn to your right, then your left, then your

right, and all of a sudden we were out. And looking

back on one's career, I think it's as if one were

wandering in a labyrinth—you pull this way, then that

^ay? yo^ take this turn, you take that turn, you doubt

yourself here, you have the courage to do something at

another point—and one regrets that one can't go back and

straighten things out and make the road much shorter and

leave you that much more time and energy for some sort

of an accomplishment. I think it's also true ol^ what

shall we call them, creative workers. Our culture has

not a sufficient knowledge of the intuitive life or the

instinctive life for the development of the youngster.

I can't look forward too much, but I am expecting
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tremendous developments along those lines. There are

certain things that I've mentioned to people, and they

don't seem to take them quite seriously enough really

to think about them, or maybe they do, but I never have

gotten into any very interesting conversations on the

very impressive fact, in the case of the artists, that

a child is so free in expressing himself graphically and

very often, before the age of ten, will produce some

things that would put an adult to shame. It's really

embarrassing sometimes to see what quite beautiful things

they can do. Now it's an exaggeration to say that they

are specially significant as works of art. That is not

exactly the point. The point is that they have a certain

freedom of impulse that is lost. I don't think that we

can assume that it is simply a matter of the natural

development of the child. Something happens. And what

happens is— I have noticed it so often and have been so

impressed by it—is that a youngster, doing these beautiful

and creative things in a childish way in the childish

world, will all of a sudden lose that. It happens

tov/ards the approach of adolescence, usually at about

the age of ten or eleven at the latest. All of a sudden,

it is as though a blight fell on him. It's very much

like you have a garden that's flourishing beautifully,

and all of a sudden the plants are attacked by some kind

of a disease and wilt and disappoint you.
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The same things happens, I've noticed, in childish

speech. The yoiingster v/ill invent quite an amazing

way of expressing himself sometimes, very vivid, and he

uses metaphor in an astonishing way. And again, as he

grows older, he falls into the speech that is common

among his associates, and he has an especial adjective:

it's "cool" or it's "neat" [laughter], and no matter v;hat

it is, he hasn't any other way of making a real expression

of his experience. It's a value judgment, but that

ability to give a vivid picture of a situation by some

kind of a turn of phrase or use of a metaphor is lost.

It's very much the same thing that happens with a child

who is drawing or painting. Not only is the use of energy

astonishingly weakened and his apparent interest in

expressing graphically the world around him, but also it

seems to have an effect on his nervous system. His line

becomes timid and cramped, where before he could spread

all over the place with great joy. It's pitiful to see

an adult, who has complete control in all sorts of manual

dexterities, start to draw and is afraid to touch the

paper with a pencil. It's one. of the first things that

you have to get over. There's so many of them. Why that

should survive is to me very much of a puzzle, because

they may sign their name v;ith great vigor, which is of

course a form of drawing, but you ask them to draw a

box, for example, and they commence to put little timid
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touches on the paper and tease a line along and try to

do it very delicate. A stage fright seems to taie

possession of them. Though they would deny it vigorously,

it does have that effect in what they're doing. Well,

I think that when we speak of a really talented youngster

he is one whose instinctive life is so strong it overrides

a lot of the difficulties in our culture as he gets

older. The fact that this is so, opens up a tremendously

wide field. What is our civilization? What is our

culture?

One book that really has had quite a lot of influence

on what I am saying just now (of course, there are quite

a number that I think have contributed, but one that I

reread not too long ago) was Ruth Benedict's Patterns of

Culture . I think I mentioned before that I had the

pleasure of meeting Ruth Benedict at Walter Arensberg's

one afternoon. There were only a couple of other people

present, so I had a chance to really hear her talk and

even have some interesting conversation with her. She

was a very charming, delightful person to meet. In her

Patterns of Culture , I think she ' s done a very significant

work, and that is that in a certain civilization or

culture a person has a place of value, where in another,

which may be equally advanced and significant, he has

a much lesser place and may even be looked upon as some-

what of an outsider. I think that that is one of our
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great problems now in our relations with the East and

the West. We don't know our cultures and the demands that

the instinctive life makes upon us.

Whether Freud's Civilization and Its Discontents

is a very great contribution is not too much the question.

But I think it ' s a very significant one. Another writer

who I admire very much is Herbert Read and his book on

art as education. That's not the title [ Education through

Art] exactly, but I think it's really quite a signifi-

cant thing, not only from the point of view of the

education of the artist but of education of all sorts.

As I look back in this labyrinth of my experience,

and my memory does go back rather vividly to my early

childhood, though there's just an enormous amount in

between that has been lost and that I don't recall,

what I think happened to me was that I would have developed

much faster in every way except for the concern of my

parents. There is where a youngster very often gets into

trouble, because although they're not exactly demanding

of him, they make him feel that they expect so much of

him and along certain lines, not only of attainment but

in the sense of Values of life. If a yoxuigster is

taking up the arts, such as painting or sculpture or

music or acting or playwriting or being a creative writer,

he has to unconsciously struggle against his impulses,

in the sense of those life values that are imposed upon
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him by his family, which in turn represent their highest

ideals of the culture of their country and their period,

and [this struggle] works almost complete havoc on a vast

number of youngsters. That may be all to the good,

because although these others will conform to the values

of their country and their period, there are the few

that are strong enough to ride over it and become really

significant; and so we will have a few geniuses instead

of simply a lot of talented people who are well-developed,

which would be very nice but which after all may not be

too important. Maybe the difficulties have their value

after all.

In my case, there were two things that mitigated

against a full development of my emotional life; one

thing was that, as a youngster, we moved about a great

deal. Ily father's work as an engineer would take him

one place, and when that job was finished, why, then he

would be transferred to some other place. That happened

so frequently that it kept me from getting a formal

education \intil I went to high school. The loss, as 1

said before, was not too great, because I found that I

was very well prepared and got along very well in high

school. But it did keep me from associations that I

ought to have had with other youngsters of my own age

and learning to live with people and \inderstand people in

a broader way than I would with youngsters who are settled
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in one place and have a lot of friends and meet youngsters

of all sorts and get to know them and luiderstand them.

Partly, it was because of not being able to take the time

to make friends in the places we went and usually there

was a period in the summer when there v/as no school.

My mother, who was a perfect lady of Southern

traditions, also had certain ideals of behavior and was

very much concerned that I should not associate with

people who might have a bad effect upon me, and she v;as

overly solicitous along those lines. I can remember that

when I was a youngster in Butte, she overheard the

language and the conversation of the youngsters next

door and was so horrified that the next thing Father did

was to build a board fence between our properties. So

all I could know of these youngsters was from looking

through a knothole. One time, climbing up on an oil can

to look over to see what was going on down there , I fell

and cut my lip, the scar of which I have to this day.

I don't think, of course, that it would have been

completely ruinous if I had known these yoiingsters.

They were maybe not the nicest kind of youngsters, but

I don't think it would have done me any harm, and in

some ways my development would have been better.

There is another thing in the development of a

talent. Again it goes back to these strong impulses; a

boy or a girl will get very much excited about a certain
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thing, and I think it is sometimes rather difficult for

an adult to realize how intensely interesting a subject

may be or some sort of an activity. I once knew a

youngster of about twelve or thirteen v;ho had an extremely

high I.Q. and had an interest in many things. He got

quite fascinated by butterflies. Well, from a practical

point of view, a boy going out by himself chasing butter-

flies doesn't seem what a family would be especially

proud of. He would be much better off on the ballfield

or something of that sort and living the life of the

community than going off all by himself and spending the

whole day chasing butterflies. But ,in an amazingly short

time, this youngster became quite an authority on butter-

flies. He got library books. His father fortunately had

the right idea—at least in my point of view—for he not

only encouraged it but also made him presents of equip-

ment for that sort of work, such as a nice set of cases

where he could moxint his specimens and so forth. Well,

how long an enthusiasm of that sort will last isn't very

important because I think that it integrates with the

personality and development of the child in any walk of

life and gives life meaning, though it may come up later

in some entirely different form.

My mother was very critical of my work, and although

she had a fine sense of literature—she was a great

reader— she didn't have too much of an understanding of
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the visual arts. Either it was a beautiful picture or it

v;asn't a beautiful picture. Anybody could see that with

no trouble at all. If it was a beautiful picture, why,

that was a good picture, that was fine, and that's the

sort of thing you ought to do. But if she thought it

was an ugly picture, why, you mustn't look at that. In

some ways she was a little bit discouraging. If I got

a sense of humor and wanted to do things grotesque or

something of that sort, why, she thought that was ugly.

You must always search for beauty. That's what is really

important.

Or caricature. She hated caricature. She thought

that people shouldn't make caricatures of people. That

wasn't beautiful. Well, in spite of being a very broad-

mdnded person in every way, that was perhaps a little

narrowness on her part and a little bit unfortunate so

far as I was concerned because then I tried very hard to

do pretty pictures. So as I grew up, I would assume that

[the work of] the adult, with his years of experience

and knowledge, was superior to anything that I might want

to do, and if I wanted to accomplish anything and learn

something, I must subscribe to their ideas and follow

their teaching, and then I'd be all right. Again a pretty

dangerous thing, as I've learned in my own teaching, and

something that I have strenuously tried to avoid ever

since the first year that I taught in the Milwaukee school.
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when I suddenly realized that I was all wet and that the

kids had a lot more to teach me really than I had to

teach them, which I was very glad to learn.

Well, one of my first efforts at being a painter

—

and one that I remember most vividly, because it probably

had a certain emotional result, so far as my pride was

concerned—was in Jalapa, Mexico. I think: it was the

first box of watercolors that I had been given. My little

brother was still living, and we had this box of v;ater-

colors. Before that, I had had crayons and colored

pencils. So we were extremely happy with the watercolors,

and we went out to the kitchen and got all of the sheets

of wrapping paper we could find and spread them out on

the floor. We had a grand time. I say that I remember

that as one of my first experiences in painting because

once we were in a room doing these pictures, which we did

quite large, we'd spread the paper down and splash paint

around and have a grand time with it. Mother was enter-

taining some friends in the salon of our house there,

and among others [present] was the French consul from

Tampico. I can still remember his name. He had a German

name of Schoenfeld. He had his family -in Jalapa because

it was a much more wholesome place than Tampico, and I

think he commuted back and forth. It gave me the idea

that he didn't spend too much time on his Job in Tampico,

but maybe he didn't have too much to do. His wife was

an Englishwoman. They were very charming people, and
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there were some other friends of Mother's there. I

wandered in and Mother introduced me and I did my manners

to the company and they asked, "What are you doing?"

And I said, "I'm painting. " Mr. Schoenfeld said, "What

are you painting?" I said, "My mother and father gave me

some watercolors and we are using them." "Well, show

it to us. Show what you've done." I said, "I haven't

done anything. I don't know how to paint." I was very

diffident about it, and I wanted to go back to my amusement.

And Mr. Schoenfeld insisted, "Oh, we must see what you're

doing. Now be sure and go and get that." He was' so

insistent that I went and got my big sheet of wrapping

paper and held it up for him to see. He burst out with

a roar of laughter, and they had more fun with this thing.

I think there were some other people there that were not

altogether sensitive to a child's feelings, you know,

and made comments on what it looked like, and this ought

to be this sort of thing, and is that supposed to be this,

or is that supposed to be something else. Of course, I

was terribly embarrassed [ laughter] , and I think Mother

was quite put out with the behavior of her company. She

didn't think that was quite the way to treat a youngster.

However, it didn't discourage me, and I really enjoyed

my materials, even long before that.

Here v;e come again to something in this mysterious

thing, like this boy all of a sudden seeing a butterfly
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and wanting to follow up the idea, or another youngster

sees something he likes to work with and from that he

maybe goes on to being a builder, a mechanic or an

engineer or something. The making of the structure of

things fascinates him. I can feel very definitely that

in the case of the writer, it's not that the child wants

so much to get out ideas that he turns to writing, but

rather it ' s because of a certain magic in the actual use

of a word. To a youngster who has talent as a writer

words are like very wonderful playthings. They're like

what jewels might be to an adult xvoman, something that

she can feel and spread out and look at and pick out this

one or this one. I think one gets a very definite feeling

of what I am driving at if one thinks of Dylan Thomas,

for example, who as a youngster had a passion simply

for writing. Not that he had any noble ideas or wonderful

things he wanted to express, but he loved to wTite. He

loved to use words. One day, he wanted to write a poem,

and he asked his sister, "What shall I write about?"

She said, "Oh, write about the kitchen sink." So the kid

goes ahead and writes a poem about the kitchen sink,

[laughter] Why? Because he ' s a writer. Not because he

was especially interested in modern plumbing or anything

of that sort or information on the system of plumbing in

the house, but because of words ! Using those words in

relation to his experiences was to him a very thrilling
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and very deep thing.

To a large extent, I think that one of the strongest

influences I had as a youngster was the charm and the

wonder of materials in which you could make images.

There was clay. You could shape it this way and that.

And paper was simply marvelous. 1 thought paper was the

most wonderful thing. When we left Butte, going to

Jalapa (I was six or seven years old then), my father

threw out a lot of stuff from his office which included

some long rolls of profiles in a survey. When profiles

were made from a survey, the result was in a roll.

Usually, it's about twelve or fourteen inches wide and

as long as a survey might be. I suppose it might be

close to twenty or thirty feet of paper in a roll; in

working on these on the drafting table, they would roll

them out and make their calculations and cuts and develop-

ments. The back of these was good heavy paper. He had

some of these things that he threw out and also some

field notebooks, which were leatherbound things that

the engineers carried in their pockets in the fields,

with lots of blank pages, and also some other things.

I was simply entranced when he gave me these things and

this gift of paper. It nearly broke my heart when we

got down to Jalapa, and I found they hadn't brought all

that stuff with them, [laughter] Nothing could quite

compensate for those maivelous masses of paper and the
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pencils and crayons. I was very, very sad about that,

and no toys or mechanical gadgets or anything would equal

the delight that that stuff would give me.

To tell the truth, I still have a lot of that. I

never see a piece of paper or a piece of something with

which you can make something, that I don't v/ant to look

at it and see what it does. In Seattle in 1907, they

had an exhibition in a big case of all kinds of paper

from Japan, Just white paper, and I wandered around and

around and around this case of paper. I couldn't touch

it, but I could see this kind of paper and this rice

paper and this sort of stuff and this one, and they all

looked so exciting. I think it's now understood in art

education—it wasn't rhen—that that element is very

largely felt in a child's art education.

I still have certain old-fashioned ideas about the

art education of youngsters, that there is something in

the simple skill of drawing— to be able to express an

idea on paper, if it is a map of a country, you can say

that Viet Nam or Australia or Texas is shaped like this

and this and this, and you can take a pencil and show it

in a way that you cannot do with words-. I thirik it's

unfortunate that people don't have more facility in

graphic expression. Of course, most people can. You'll

say, "How do you get to your place?" They'll draw a line

[to show that] this is this street and then you turn two
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blocks to your right and this is this street and this

and this street. They will do that on the "back of an

envelope and you have that with you and you'll find where

they live. Whereas, if it's Just words, you probably

might forget it \inless you wrote it down very carefully,

and even then it wouldn't be as vivid. There's so many

ways in which an adult can use graphic expression; there-

fore, I think it's unfortunate that it's not more cultivated,

I only say that because I'm still trying to do that

with people. I have some friends who come in to study

drawing and painting, and I help them out with it. But

they have too much the idea that they must be artistic, that

they must do something creative. I don't think that the

talented boy thinks of that at all when he is drawing.

He simply v/ants to put down on paper what he thinks about,

how it is and maybe what he feels. But I don't think he

says, "I am an artist." He may think, "I want to be

one." \Ih.en he sees work that he admires very much and

he is told, "Well, that's by a great artist." And he

says, "I too would like to be a great artist." But the

primary thing is that he simply wants to make images in

the same way that he wants to tell you about something in

words, and if he can do it clearly and in good language,

he has a great accomplishment, and if he can do it

clearly and with good graphic means, he has another fine

accomplishment, which, if he wishes to pursue it, may
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develop into what you may call his entering a field of

the fine arts. But that's not necessarily the principal

value of his work.

I can cite all sorts of instances of that sort that

I have watched with youngsters, how they won't even show

their work because they don't think it's interesting to

other people. Even after putting a lot of energy and

work on a drawing, they will roll it up and put it up

on a shelf in the closet, and the family wants to frame

it, but they don't want that, because that's not what

they're doing it for. And there you have a really good

instinct. Whenever you have the show-off idea in a

youngster in doing his work, this indicates it's rather

shallow. You find the deeper one is, he finds it really a

means of self-realization. He wouldn't use those words,

but what it really amounts to is externalizing his thought,

his life and becoming, therefore, stronger and more at

home in this very mysterious, confusing world around him.

It gives him a certain stability. Just why, is hard to

say. But any activity primarily does that, whether you're

chasing butterflies or repairing your automobile or building

something or writing something or taking part in some

activity that you believe in, because fundamentally that

is the purpose of it.

The youngsters now have a surfeit of inspiration

that when I was a child didn't exist, and if I could

have looked forward to it, I Just wouldn't believe my
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eyes. Just go down to the drugstore and see some of the

children's books, beautiful color reproductions, and the

whole range of thought and feeling that's accessible to

them. In my days as a youngster, I was limited to

children's books that were too childish. When I began

to read, there was hardly any of it that interested me

very much. I wanted much more adult stuff than was

provided for me, and from the point of view of art, of

course, the life that I led then was not in large cities

where anything was accessible. It was usually either in

small towns or out in the wilds. The years of my early

adolescence were out West and often quite far from any

center of civilization, without libraries or exhibitions,

so what little I did have was inspiring and was very

precious to me.

To get back to this thing of the natural feeling

and instincts of a youngster trying to do something and

how it varies—he doesn't know why he wants to do it,

but it gives him a strange excitement and satisfaction

in doing it. I think that one value that one has in

looking back to the very beginnings and trying to trace

this labyrinth up to where you are now, and how you see

things and what you're trying to do, is to see where you

have had a path which could have been very fruitful, but

you lost it because you didn't trust your intuitions

and your instincts. You mistrusted them because they were
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not given value by th.e people in your environment. If

you had the material, I don't think it would be at all

hard to demonstrate exactly what I mean.

There's a man in New York, Carl Holty, v;ho is one

of the most distinguished among the abstract painters.

He has great ability in a conventional way of drawing

and painting, but he developed through the influence of

Cubism and Picasso onto other forms of art, which have

given him quite a place in New York among the abstract

painters. At one time I knew him, and the last time I

saw him was in Nev/ York. He is from a Milwaukee family.

That's how I happened to know him. When I visited him in

New York, he showed me his work, and among other things,

he brought out some things that he did when he was a

child. I was very much struck because when he was a

yoiongster he made drawings of Indians and Indian tepees

and things of that sort. He was interested in the wild

and wooly West apparently, and he liked to make pictures

of that sort of thing. Now, the tepees were geometrical,

these triangles, and in a series of tepees you had the

germ of the same feeling that he had in his mature work

as a more Cubistic sort of an artist. He loved straight

lines and formal relationships, and that apparently

persisted, no matter what other fields he explored, until

he developed a very fine style and became a significant

painter.
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By the same token, I look back on my ovm things,

which were somewhat silly. I haven't any of my really

early things, but I can remember them. I would try to

do what my parents would admire, what Mother would think

was pretty. That's a pretty picture, and if it were

more than pretty, it would be a beautiful picture. Of

course, I couldn't do it. And the subject matter had to

be very innocent, like flowers and birds and things that

were nice, but nothing disturbing should enter my thoughts

or be given expression in my drawing, [laughter]

But those were the things that influenced me, and

there's an element to this day in the very first things

I can remember. I'm very often asked, "What sort of a

painter are you? What kind of work do you do?" And I

say, "Well, I'm an incorrigible Romantic." The reason

I say that is that I think it's largely true. Again,

it's an aspect of my work that raises problems I've never

been able to solve.

When I v/as in Paris and in the midst of the modem

movement, when Picasso and Braque and people of that sort

were so much in the ascendancy, I felt quite strongly

that I couldn't really say, "Well, they represent what is

significant and, therefore, I must go ahead and follow

what they're doing." Because even if I tried to make

myself more modem in that sense, it resulted in what the

French call : Plus ^ change , plus c'e'st la meme chose !
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(the more it changes, the more it's the same thing),

and I found that I was simply doing the same thing over

again, except in an idiom that wasn't really appropriate.

That problem of finding an idiom that really is

appropriate to the forces forming the thing on canvas,

of course, is a terrific struggle. The first picture

that I can remember as a child was when I was four years

old. I can remember I was four years old because I

remember the house in which I had this book. It was a

book of a collection of odds and ends put together for

children, and among other things, it had a woodcut or

wood engraving of the Deluge from Gustave Dore, one of his

Bible pictures. Well, I suppose a psychologist would

^^-r-r -t-'U.-.-l- A +- -r.^^^ J-V /-. „ ^^ 4- ^ -^ -t- „ -P -l-V. ^ „ ^ „ 4-, , ^ „ 4-V „ J- ..
OCL^ UJ-XO. U -L. V VWCkO UJ_LO ^WX-LL/OXJ.L/ WX UIXC p_LV^ UU.XO Oi-LCL O 1/VcXO

important. It was the sea and there was a tiger up on

a rock holding her little cub, and there was a woman down

below reaching her baby up to somebody who was trying to

rescue the baby from the rising flood. It's one of the

early pictures of Dore's Bible illustrations. Well, all

of those things I found rather fascinating, because I

had never seen the ocean, and here was the ocean, and I

was glad that the little baby was being saved. But it

wasn't that. It was the same interest that Carl Holty

had seen in the shapes of tepees, their geometric forms.

It had something of an analogous meaning in this case of

the Dore picture. There was a certain movement, a certain
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rhythm of drama, of form and of space in this thing, that

I'm sure preceded any interest in the content of the

picture. Of course, as all youngsters are, I was

interested in pictures and I can remember lots of things

that I looked at that I found very interesting, hut for

some strange reason, I still recall the vivid experience

of coming in contact with this picture, which is not very

important or especially good. Dore was an amazing

illustrator and had a quite a fascinating talent, but,

of course, not great. So it wasn't a matter of being

great art. It was simply a type of vision, of imagination,

of intuition, that I felt at one with and felt in some

way expanded by looking at it, independent of what the

thing was about at all. I'm sure of that.

Well, why [should Romanticism appeal to] a youngster

who was living a very realistic kind of a life, in the

sense that the whole atmosphere of my childhood was very

definitely one of very serious work and preoccupation?

It was a period of hard times, for my father Mas often

having a very hard time to keep things going, to get work

and really support his little family. Ily half-brother

was also living with us, and he was deprived of the

schooling that he yearned for because he had to work—and

work very hard. In those days, labor was not in the

ascendancy and the life of a working man was not an easy

one. So, I suppose some people would say, "Well, you
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sensed the atmosphere of concern and anxiety around you,

and this sort of art was escapism." But I don't think

that's true. But that was an age in which I really

decided in some way to mai:e art my career. I had a very

slight idea gust what that meant, and my parents had

still less. My father was very dubious about it. But

little by little, we'd point out the fact, for example,

that Charles Dana Gibson was making S75,000 a year,

which in those days was quite a sum for anybody to make

that was very popular. His popularity was of course

enormous

.

I think the first thing I ever read by Jack London

was a story in St. Nicholas . I think that Mary Mapes

Dodge, being rather well known as a writer herself, had

influence with her writer friends so that they would

write for St. Nicholas . Albert Bigelow Paine, Mark

Twain's biographer, added a little department called the

St. Nicholas League. I used to send drawings, but I

never succeeded with my drawings, although I did with my

writing. I got a gold badge for writing. There were

some very clever youngsters who did drawings for the

League in those days, some very nice things. My work was

not too clever. In efforts to follow out this career of

an artist, I used to take down the Encyclopaedia Britannica

and turn the pages until I sav/ a name that said "painter.

"

I'd usually read only the first part of the article, because
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I wasn't too much interested in what happened in his

mature life. I wanted to know how he got that way. What

did he do to become a great artist? Well, almost invariably

it would begin by saying he was born in so-and-so and

at a very early age showed remarkable talent. Well, that

was very discouraging, because by my wildest stretch of

the imagination, I could not see that I was showing any

remarkable talent, [laughter] So it didn't help me very

much, but that was one of the discouragements I had to

overcome. Very often, however, it did give you some

clue as to what sort of a life he led and what led to

doing certain things that afterwards became important.

I found that it was done in very, very different ways.

That leads me up to my adolescence, and my yearning to

become an artist, at least to follow that road, was

becoming stronger and stronger.

It's rather curious that when I saw a real painting

at the Metropolitan, much of it I admired enormously, but

the color rather disturbed me. It was something rather

new. In a way I was right, because very often in that

sort of painting, especially illustrative painting

and academic painting, the color definitely is not part

of the painting. It's sort of a superimposed sauce to

make it look nicer and make it more palatable than the

black and white would be. While I didn't know why, in

a way I was right, because afterwards I found that for the
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real painters, the great painters— a Cezanne or a Rembrandt

or a Titian or a Rubens—painting and color are the same

thing. It's not colored pictures. It's a creation in

color. Then you have real painting. But it led to 1117

efforts being rather monochromatic, and again I later

foTxnd considerable consolation in that fact, because

early Van Goghs were quite monochromatic. The early

Rubens were quite monochromatic. The early Cezannes had

not much color, and yet they all became the greatest of

colorists. Odilon Eedon, whose things you alv/ays think

of as most delightful because of his wonderful use of

color, for years did things in black and white and

charcoal and in black-and-white lithography. It was

only later that he entered the field of color, and when he

did, it became extremely significant. So I don't think

that this being disturbed by color in the beginning was

too important.

The painting, of course, made a terrific impression

upon me in the Metropolitan Museiim, but at that time they

had a large collection of master drawings on one of the

balconies above a court, in screens at right angles to the

wall. Those fascinated me beyond measure.

The stay in New York must have been rather trying to

Father in a v;ay, because he wanted me to enjoy it and

wanted my mother to have a good time. That's what we

were there for. He would say, "Well, Son, what do you
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want to do this morning?" And I would say, "I want to

go to the Metropolitan Museum. " The poor man must have

been bored stiff. He was interested the first time, but

once was enough. He saw a picture called Forging_fche

Shaft , which was here recently at the County Museum,

and he thought that was wonderful because you could see

that white-hot metal, just about to go into the furnace.

"It would be marvelous if you were able to do that. Now

if you can only learn to paint like that you'll be a

real painter!" But I never did paint any white-hot metal

going into a furnace, and I don't think my pictures ever

really satisfied him very much. They were unfinished.

He couldn't understand them. I would have liked to have

given him more pleasure as an artist. He tried to be

sjnnpathetic , but I don't think that he got too much

satisfaction from my work.
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NUTTING: Aside from my efforts to learn something about

drawing and my reading of Ruskin and my evenings spent

in libraries looking up art books, I don't remember that

what anyone would call a really creative effort began

before I had spent some time in art school. That again

brings up the fact that, as I look back, one of my

mistakes was that I was always looking for an authority

or a guide, for somebody who knew, and I didn't really

turn loose and trust my own instincts—in other words,

to look upon my work not too seriously, at least not

self-consciously, which I think is almost the hallmark

of a talented boy. He's not too concerned whether people

like his work or don't like his work. He likes to do it.

That is all. I had lots of other activities which I

enjoyed for the same reason: they were an exploration

of a life experience. In other words, I think that a

youngster— I won't say with an artistic mind, but one

who may follow some of the visual arts— is simply a maker

of something. He likes to make things; he likes to use

his hands; he likes to feel things; he likes to put things

together, and he explores the world in a certain tactile

way, which, in the case of the artist who is a writer, it

may be completely lacking. As I think I've mentioned.
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one of the most impressive things I found about Joyce

was his extraordinarily helpless hands. To shake hands

with him, you felt there was a hand that wouldn't do

anything so far as constructing or making or putting

things together, which always seemed to me rather ainusing,

because he called himself Dedalus, and of course

Daedalus was the artisan par excellence, a man who makes

things.

Now I think that the most valuable approach to any

of the arts is: What is he making? How is he reaching

out and impinging his personality on his environment?

That is not what he has to say and what his message is.

He simply wants to increase his sense of the wonder of

the world by putting his hands into it and feeling it and

putting it together and constructing it according to his

heart's desire; and along those lines, he may become a man

of a possibly narrow life. As a matter of fact, I don't

know, for example, what Rembrandt did besides paint and

etch. His life doesn't tell us, but we do know that a

genius like Da Vinci was not unique at all, especially

in the Renaissance. All of the great artists were great

makers of things; Michelangelo was an engineer. He was

an architect, and I suppose most anything you wanted

made, he would make it for you. He knew how to put things

together, the principles of things. From that, it would
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grow into the use of certain materials and certain

techniques which can be handled and which is a work of

art. But the work of art is fundamentally an object,

and should be taken as such. "What is this thing?"

And not to stand back and ask: "What is this supposed to

represent? What is he driving at? What does he have in

mind?" You should have a definite feeling for the mere

fact that he has projected himself on material—his

personality, his feeling, his psyche—whether it's a

mechanism or whether it's a portrait or whether it's a

decorative design or a great painting by Velasquez or

Rembrandt. In essence it's the same thing. He has made

something, and what is it he has made?

More and more I felt this drive to express myself

graphically. Ihe drive was strong, but there were certain

things that influenced me, a moral responsibility, don't

you know, of "what's the use of this?"— a sort of

Puritanical idea of what you ought to do. "Tou're wasting

your time!" "Well, no, I'm going to be a great artist."

I didn't say that to myself, except that I felt that I

ought to. For that fact, I was always searching for the

best guidance, and when I went to art school, I'd suppress

my feeling about things and listen to my teacher and try

to do what he would tell me to do, which is all right.

There's nothing wrong with that. I wish I had had more

superior discipline and schooling of all sorts. If I

had to live my life over again, I would subscribe to lines
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of work, study, and education which would be conventional,

but which would be the discipline which would give me the

strength and facility in lines that I could make use of

in my life.

But when it came to my own painting, I think I felt

it most keenly in Boston. In those days, the Boston

Museum's School of Fine Arts was a very excellent school

of tremendously accomplished painters—Tarbell and Benson

and Paxton were the principal ones, men who are somewhat

forgotten now, but excellent artists in their way—and

they had a certain approach which really stemmed from

their academic training in Paris, which I tried to follow

and not very successfully, not because I didn't try very

hard, but because there was this conflict. I would

leave the art school, and before I went home (I was living

in a suburb of Boston at that time) I would go to the

art library, and would spend an hour or so there.

Modern art in those days was not very much publicized.

That was even before the days of the famous Armory show.

The English and the American art publications and books

gave hardly any attention to anything to the important

movements or the important people. Van Gogh and Cezanne,

of course, had already produced, and Van Gogh had even

done his life's work and was dead, but I didn't know

anything about Van Gogh. I did find some foreign publi-

cations in the art library, one magazine especially, called
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Per Sturm , a German magazine, which was devoted to the

most advanced art and art ideas of the time. I regretted

I couldn't read the articles, but the pictures interested

me. It was, curiously enough, in spite of the atmosphere

in which I was working, one which was dominantly French

in its influence. It was the academic painting, to a

certain extent, of the Ecole des Beaux-Arts and the Julian

Academy, plus a certain amount of the influence of the

Impressionist painters. Impressionism was the modern

art when I was a boy. That was the most modem, that was

really the most adventurous thing that I had experienced,

which reminds me of one of the old masters of American

painting, Alexander Harrison. When I was a boy, he had

a picture m the Corcoran Gallery in Washington called

The Wave , which was supposed to be quite a masterpiece

of marine painting. When I sat next to him at a dinner

one evening at the Artists' Club in Paris, I was quite

thrilled to meet this man who as a boy I thought was one

of our really great painters. Of course, by that time

the modern movement was in full swing, and so I asked

Mr. Harrison, "What do you think of the condition of

painting nowadays and of the things that people are doing?"

And he spoke up very cheerfully, "Oh, I think much of it

is very interesting. " That rather surprised me because

his work was so meticulous and so realistic, and to have

him speak so cheerfully about a period in which Cubism and

Picasso and Matisse and those people were already, to a
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certain extent, old masters, rather startled me. But

then he went on to say, "Of course, I myself don't use

broken color very much, but I've seen things in broken

color I found very interesting." [laughter] I was

completely flabbergasted, and it really stopped the

conversation completely. But he was an extraordinary

old gentleman.

I used to see him walk past the building in which

I had my studio, everyday at a certain hour. He took

his walk out to Lion de Belfort and back, and once in

a while I'd meet him and would ask him if he's doing

some painting. "Oh," he'd say, "I'm just touching up

some old things." But the spirit of painting in Boston

in those days was not quite so antiquated as Harrison.

Of course, the strong painters of the Boston school

in those days were much younger men; there was nothing

of mode2?n art about them but an appreciation of people

of the period of the Impressionists. I think that

Degas had quite a lot of influence on Tarbell. So I

felt that my instruction there ought to be really the

best in the world. Nothing could be finer. These men

were so very accomplished and were winning big prizes,

Carnegie prizes and that sort of thing, so what more do

you want? So I was very much concerned to find myself

rather \inhappy. It didn't seem to be leading to anything

that my natural feelings seemed to be driving me toward.
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This finding of the European publications on art

had quite a lot of influence on me, and I became very

much interested in painters- that were really very German

and quite foreign to the feeling of any of my fellow

students or teachers. Most of them were looked upon as

not too important in the history of art. I don't think

there's anything wrong in that. I v/as very much impressed

in reading the letters of "Van Gogh, for example. He

was a great collector of prints and reproductions. If

somebody would send him a clipping from a magazine of

some painter that he was interested in, he seemed to

treasure that very much. It's quite amazing the people

that he admired. You can't see that there's anything

in their work that may have any meaning to him at all.

If I found the work of people like Arnold Bdcklin, for

example, or Max Klinger, something that had meaning to

me, well maybe they aren't too great in the history of

art, but we must not forget that di Chirico ' s early v;ork

was veiy mucy influenced by Arnold B8cklin, and really the

Scuola Metafisica in Italy, of which di Chirico was a

most important exponent, seems to have really started

more from the off-hand, let us call it the metaphysical

painting of the north in contrast to the classic outlook

of southern painting.

One summer (I've forgotten what year it was, but it

was after my father had gone to Mexico on this job, and
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I'd been down there and came back) a woman wanted me to

be a companion to her son and teach him drawing and also

to go on trips with him. She wanted him to get out and

spend a good summer, but she seemed to have an idea to

let the boy do what he wanted, so long as he had somebody

to go along with him. He was a nice fellow, about eighteen

or nineteen, and he wasn't at all feebleminded but ap-

parently he had difficulty in school and the family felt

concerned about him. So they paid me very well, and that

summer I earned more money than I had ever earned before

-

I had done a little work in engineering parties as back-

flag, but these were wealthy people and they paid me

well. I saw him almost everyday, and then we went off

together and took a long walking trip in the Berkshires.

He had had some experience in hiking, so it was no problem.

We put together packs and we walked and unrolled our

blankets at night and slept in the open. We climbed

Mount Vhiteface and really had a very interesting vacation.

But I also had some time to myself, and I set to v;ork and

painted a picture. It was a very non-Bostonian sort of

a picture, v/hat the students used to call the St. Botolph-

Vermeer School. These men—Tarbell and Paxton and Hale,

the son of Edward Everett Hale, who taught anatomy at the

school—belonged to St. Botolph Club, and I think they

looked upon Vermeer probably as the most important painter,

at least I had that feeling. They all painted interiors,
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and they painted them very meticulously and with an

effort at a very subtle effect of tone and light, and so

they got the nickname of the St. Botolph-Vermeer School.

I wasn't doing the St. Botolph-Vermeer School. I

did a couple of figures on a lonely beach, with some

flying drapery and some waves rolling in and I think

that was my first real effort at doing a painting. I

had always put off trying to do something. I'd say, "I

must know more. I must learn more before I really try

to make a painting." This idea of just plunging in and

making a painting I thought was arrogance that wouldn't

be forgiven \inless you know more, that it would be silly.

I must first learn to draw and do good work in school,

and you did composition sketches. They got criticized

from the point of view of arrangement and all sorts of

theories of composition. But you never took those

sketches and went ahead and tried to do something with

them. You simply went ahead and did another composition

sketch, but you made no effort to produce a picture.

But I took the bit in my teeth and I painted a

picture, about a twenty-by-twenty-four thing. It was

very interesting, as I remember now, the strange release

that the doing of that thing gave me. I finally got it

done. I got people around the house to pose, and I

made sketches from the movements of figure. I did my

seascape and rocks from memory, without any reference to
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nalTure very much. In fact, there wasn't too much reference

directly to nature in the whole thing. But it was a

curiously strong experience and seemed to really blow

the lid off some of my inhibitions and gave me an amazing

sense of exhilaration. I ran up and down the stairs and

danced around and tore around like a puppy dog [laughter]

because of the strange happiness from having done this

thing, you know. I don't know what became of that

canvas. I think that my father's cousin with whom I

was staying kept it, and whether it exists now or not I

don't know.

After I went to Europe, I got a clipping from one

of the magazines, and there was a picture in it by quite

a well-known painter, a member of the National Academy.

The amazing thing was that this man's painting, v;hich I

had never seen before, was exactly the same composition

as my painting. It was published after I had done my

painting. My cousin sent it to me and wanted to know,

"Is this plagiarism? Has he seen your picture?" Of

course, he hadn't, and it wouldn't have had any influence

on him if he had, as a matter of fact. It was, though, a

strange coincidence. If anybody had seen mine, they'd

thought that this young fellow had simply taken a clipping

out of the magazine and had tried to copy it, more or

less. Well, it v;asn't a copy; it wasn't as close as

that. If it were a copy, it v;ould have been a better
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picture in a way, but v;hat I did was mj; imagination, my

feeling.

Then I went back to Mexico, and after Mother's

death, I stayed down v;ith Father for some months, because

he said, "You can go back now if you want to, but if you

want to wait, I'll be going back to New York, and we can

go back together. " I thought that was a nice idea and

I'd like to go back with him.

In the meantime, it was very interesting dovm there.

I got natives to pose for me, and I painted heads. There

was one young fellow, a young contractor, in southern

Tamaulipas, down in the oil fields, and he had his wife

down there, and he wanted a portrait for her. I made

fifty dollars painting a portrait of his wife, and I

made a lot of drawings and sketches and painted natives.

They didn't know what I wanted at first, but when they

found out that all they had to do was to sit still for

a while while I painted and were paid pretty well—I mean,

so far as they were concerned, because I suppose they

weren't used to money at all— I had all the models I

wanted. I didn't mind staying, and I got some profit

from doing some landscape and people and painting from

nature

.

Then my father and I went back to New York, and he

helped me find a place to live, and I had another winter

in New York. The next spring [there arose] the problem
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of how to go on with my education, for "by that time I

had lost really quite a lot of time because of certain

setbacks in my health, which was perfectly all right

except that I was inclined to overwork which meant that

my work was forced. I didn't have the energy to really

accomplish what I ought to. I put in the hours and effort,

but it was very discouraging because I didn't make the

progress I wanted, partly that and partly because of this

psychological situation which I just described, which

got its first release when I actually got busy on my

own and made a painting.

Well, the fact is that the more romantic spirit

—

that ' s the only term I can think of to use at the moment

—

of the north began really [ to influence me] from the very

beginning; as I said, the most vivid memory I have of the

first picture I saw was that of Gustave Dore ' s The Deluge .

I got acquainted with English painting somewhat through

Ruskin, Turner, and even the realism of Constable.

Although the very imaginative compositions of Blake always

seemed to me to have meaning—a girl sitting in a room

sewing, with a certain kind of light and a beautiful tone.

That's wonderful; that's fine, but they didn't seem to

have any real significance to me, whereas, the people I

mentioned were exciting. They seemed to be opening up

some kind of a strange and very wonderful world that I

wanted to get into. The painters like the two that I
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mentioned, Arnold B(9cklin and Max Klinger, if people that

I knew among the artists knev/ anything about them, they

sniffed at them: "It is not great art. You mustn't

look at that sort of stuff too much. It's not good for

you!" But it's interesting. At least to me it was

interesting.

One of the large canvases that got burned here was

of these three figures that I painted in Paris while in

the atmosphere of Derain, of Matisse, of Picasso, of

Braque (people that I admired tremendously) , but still

that's what came out when I did my own stuff. Being

somewhat offbeat, so far as the painting v;as concerned

that we were looking at in the exhibitions, I felt rather

depressed about it. In other words, I wasn't a loner;

I did have a strong desire to be involved, to be one

with the workers in a significant field of painting. It

was on the v;all in my studio on Clark Street when Professor

With was in one evening, and he looked at it and he seemed

quite pleased with it. He said he liked that. He said,

"You have quite a bit of Hans von Marees in it," which I

had never thought of.

The first of the influences in modem painting that

I saw over there v/as a series of rather large canvases

of Hans von Marees that had been installed in the Museum

of Modern Art in Miinich. I did like him enormously, but

I never thought of his being especially an influence.
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The subconscious seemed to have taken something from him,

and I suppose, as I look back, that maybe he was somewhat

of an influence.

Munich was an art center and had great influence on

some of our very best painters (Chase and Duveneck and

other people had been trained in Munich), and would

therefore be really ideal [for me]. All you had to do was

to go down and buy a ticket—and go to Germany. So I

went on the Hamburg-American Line to Cuxhaven, and then

to Hamburg and saw galleries there, and in Berlin and

Dresden, and then wound up in Munich where I spent the

winter. My idea was to get into the Academy in Munich.

All of the influential painters were professors in the

Academy, so far as I knew, and I discovered that, whereas,

at most places in this country, if you can pay the tuition,

why, you can go to school, but in an academy of that sort,

that's not at all true. You had to pass an examination,

the concours , as the French call it, to be accepted in

the atelier of some professors.

There were a number of American boys who were in the

Academy, but in the first place, I was rather late to

enter, and in the second place, I didn't have the material

to show. So in spite of an interview with Carl Marr,

an American painter who studied in Germany and afterwards

went back and lived in Mxinich and became a professor at

the Academy, I couldn't enter.
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Carl Marr was very nice. He said that the thing

to do was to spend at least a few months in one of the

art schools in Munich. Of course, there were a great

many of them, and he gave me the name of one or two. He

said, "You work there and then next time" (I think in

the next semester one had another chance to enter the

Academy), "and you can try again. You'll have done

something then and have something to show.

"

I found one of the schools that he had recommended

and entered that. It was very cheap; I was really quite

amazed, because I didn't have very much to spend but it

was ample. I could not only pay at my little pension

where I was staying, but I found that it wouldn't be too

hard, to make my money stretch so that I could have a

studio of my own.

I got a little studio. As a matter of fact, I

shared it with a French boy who was also studying sculpture

in Munich, and I would work in the morning in the school

and in the afternoon in my studio. Ihiring all my spare

time, I went running around to the Glyptotek and the

Pinakothek and to exhibitions. .

One thing that did happen was that I saw for the

first time really modern art in the sense of the movement

generated by Cezanne and Van Gogh, by Expressionism and

Cubism. 1 remember a very fine exhibition of Odilon

Eedon, a painter that I had never heard of before and
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whose work delighted me. The Expressionist movement was

really well under way in those days. I found that ex-

tremely intriguing and strange. When I left Boston,

Matisse had at least gotten some sort of a news value,

and exhibitions of his had caused people a lot of amuse-

ment. They even had an exhibition in the Boston Museum,

that I described. One student saw it, and she said, "It's

'awfully easy to do. When I was in Paris, we used to do

Matisse drawings. Anybody can do Matisse drawings. That's

no trouble at all." Well, here was much more than Matisse,

because German Expressionism had a certain violence and

robustness that made even Matisse look quite refined and

delicate.

I didn't know German, and I couldn't discuss these

things with any of the Germans that I met at the time,

which was very unfortunate. If I could have associated

with German students and had gone to cafes and got into

arguments, why it would have been a tremendous education

for me. All I could do was to see things.

There was quite a group of American painters working

either at the Academy or in the schools there, and they

formed a little coterie or club. They even chipped in

together and got a room where they used to meet and put

up their work. But they were all studying very conservative

painting; so even though I was in the atmosphere of modern

art, so far as my fellow workers were concerned, I was
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still in the atmosphere of conservative painting. I

still had this conflict—of leaving a philosophy and

theories I had been brought up with and of trying to

understand what was happening in the world around me at

that time.

Well, in Munich I simply studied. I got models;

I painted. I worked in the art school in the morning.

That was in October that I got to Munich (I don't know

why it was as late as that; I don't remember), and I

remember the Oktober Fest was on, which in those days v/as

quite delightful. They had carnivals and balls and seemed

to have a wonderful time. I may have described that

before.

Then the question of what use to make of my summer

came up. I met this German boy who v/as xvorking in one

of the art galleries as one of the salesmen, and I told

him that I would like very much to go to Italy. I thought

that if I spent the summer seeing things in Italy, it

probably v;ould be the most profitable thing I could do.

He said, "I'll go with you." And it wound up that v;e

did go down together. In a way, it helped quite a lot,

because he had very little to spend and was very clever

at getting along on very little. That was one thing

that had worried me, because I wanted to keep my expenses

down as much as possible.

I always felt great qualms about the money that I
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spent. I was always looking for the most inexpensive

way of living, the most inexpensive way of eating, and

everything else to save as much as I possibly could.

But this boy had saved up some money and he wanted to

go to Italy for a vacation, and not having money to

spend, the result was we did travel very cheaply. We

traveled third-class, and he knew how to get breakfast

at workmen's places and knew all sorts of things. Instead

of going to hotels, he'd run around wherever we happened

to be and find somebody who had a room for rent and maybe

give us coffee for very little.

We wound up in Venice. We went to Bologna, Florence

and Venice; we didn't get very far. I wanted to stay a

while in Venice because Venetian painting really bowled

me over completely.

Ilhere's another case of where it's hard to tell

what influences a young artist—and I think that's

probably true of the young writer, too—because it's

not necessarily the masterpieces, or the works that are

felt to be the most important in art history, that are

going to have meaning to him. I had more than average

familiarity with Venetian painting due to my collection

of prints and magazines and to a certain extent books.

I think that most of my first knowledge of Titian and

Tintoretto and Giorgione and Bellini came through my

reading of Ruskin. Every time Ruskin enthused about
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somebody, then I couldn't rest xzntil I found some book

or reproduction of something that would give me some idea

of what his work was like. So I had that much familiarity,

but he never mentioned Tiepolo, except very disparagingly,

and in those days Tiepolo was a person that people really

sniffed at. He was rococo; he was superficial; he was

very clever. People didn't want to look at his work;

they wanted to look at Piero Francesca, v/hich was very

good advice, as Piero Francesca is still a powerful

influence even among our most modern painters. They look

at him with awe and respect, though their own work may

seem to be miles removed from his work.

I did see Tiepolo, and I became enthusiastic and

wanted to see everything that Tiepolo did. I was fortunate

enough to see probably the finest ceiling that he did in

Venice, a huge fresco, and was quite marvelously done.

To anybody who had even thought about the problems of

painting, it was fantastic that this man could do what

seemed almost an acre of ceiling with a lightness and a

freedom of doing a small canvas. Usually you see these

big works, and you say, "My what a lot of work he put in

them." But you look at that Tiepolo, and it looks as

though he somehow reeled it out, tossed an angel up here,

you know, and threw clouds over there, and by some kind

of magic, he'd juggle his forms around, with a freedom

and relation of tonality and color, and played one against
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another, that was unbelievable when you think he had to

get up there and, being close to it, do it piece by

piece, then get down and see this thing. That it held

together in such a rhythmical, beautiful way was to me

unbelievable and very inspiring. His small works, too,

and especially his drawings were very beautiful. He

was a very, very prolific draftsman. They too have had

quite a lot of influence [on me]. Tiepolo still is a

man that I enjoy very much, very much indeed, but I don't

think that anybody would ever see any of his influence

directly in my work or sense it. I don't think there is.

I don't know exactly what meaning he had to me.

I got married in Venice. I met my wife in Munich.

We corresponded, and the upshot of it was she came down

to Venice and we got married. We v/ent to Florence and

to Rome. In the meantime, the war had started, World

War I, and we expected to come back home. But we didn't.

She was enjoying her life in Europe very much. Her

trip to Europe had come after some years of rather severe

difficulties. She'd had some family cares and the making

of her living and the taking care of aunts. Those

responsibilities ended with the death of the aunt that

she was responsible for and supporting. She had an

inheritance, and she was enjoying her life over there.

She wasn't at all anxious to come home.

She was a person with a very wide curiosity. She

enjoyed a great many things: she enjoyed music; she
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enjoyed history; she enjoyed reading; she enjoyed

painting. She had the type of mind that could get much

more out of life over there than most people do.

With the beginning of the war, we went to Rome.

I started doing not so much student work in the sense of

art school work—in some ways it would have been good if

I had budgeted my time to enter an academy or someplace

where I would have had competent technical instruction

of certain things and good discipline that I could make

use of—but instead of that, I decided that I londerstood

what the problems were and that I would work entirely

on my own. I was influenced in that decision, as I think

I have described before, by Albert Besnard. He said,

"Paint a big picture. Paint a big one; it doesn't make

any difference." For some reason, he seemed to think

that that was the kind of experience that I needed. He

himself painted big pictures on every opportunity.

He painted a ceiling, a huge thing in the opera

house in Paris, and some big things for the School of

Pharmacy, which, incidentally, are quite nice. A number

of his easel pictures also were very large; he rather

enjoyed that. For some reason, he thought that that was

the next step, that I should pliinge in and do a picture,

so I went to a shop and ordered a canvas six feet by nine

feet, I think it was. I thought he might call that a

pretty big picture, so far as I was concerned, because I
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had not gone beyond a twenty-by-twenty-four- inch, canvas

up until then. I looked at this thing, and I was quite

appalled. But I got busy and did charcoal sketches of

a drawing, and dreamed up this and dreamed up that, and

finally settled on a motif which for a long time was

almost obsessional, so far as my thinking was concerned,

pictorially—and there's still a little bit of it left,

not too much—that the sea and the ocean and rocks and

figures was the first thing I would think about.

This was the same old thing. It was a little bit

like this picture that I described in Boston— some standing

figures v;ho looked down on a bay, with waves rolling in

and some big rocks. I had a lot of trouble with the

rocks because there was no place near Rome where I could

find the kind of structure that I wanted, and I couldn't

seem to find any illustration; so I Just had to fake up

my rocks and my figures and then did my six-by-nine

canvas, which was a very fine experience. It involved a

lot of things and I learned a lot.

Models were very cheap in Rome then. The Via

Margutta, which now, I take it from what people have

described to me, is a street of rather expensive shops

and art studios, was in those days Just a plain little

street of artists' studios and do;\mstairs were people

who did work for the artists, men who cast things in

plaster. There were quite a number of sculptors working
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in the Via Margutta, and after the clay was finished,

these men would move it downstairs and would convert

them into plaster—and other little shops of that sort.

Having so many artists [living there], all you had to do

was to poke your head out the window and you'd see all

these people wandering up and down, waiting for a job.

In those days a model was quite important— all sorts

of types and figures that people use, because exhibition

pictures v/ere always of subject matter of some sort. If

they weren't simply like Tarbell's picture, maybe a girl

sitting by the window, and of a Vermeer sort of a com-

position, why, then they were historical or religious. For

example, there was one man who was veiy successful as a

model for St. John [laughter] and whenever anybody did a

picture for a church and they wanted St. John, why, he

seemed to be the first one they thought of, and so he

got quite a lot of work being St. John. Men and women

of all types and in all sorts of costumes.

Of course, in those days you saw quite a lot of the

peasant costumes on the street, of people who came in

from out of town. I imagine that's disappeared completely

now. Instead of shoes [they wore] a leather sandal,

really tied on with thongs, the simplest kind of a sandal

imaginable, with the kerchief over the head and this

sort of corset effect on the outside of their dress.

They v;ere very popular for pictures of Italian life; they
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got lots of work.

If you wanted a model you'd look out and say (after

a while you knew them all by name), "Dominica, come here."

I'd get Dominica, and I'd make drawings and studies and

paintings for this big canvas. I worked quite a long

time on it, and that was my first really ambitious effort.

SCHIPEEES: What happened to the canvas?

NUTTING: I was trying to remember that as I talked. I

think I destroyed it when I left Rome. I had a great way

of destroying everything. I never seemed to have any

faith in my work, for some reason.

SCHIPEERS: Did you do other big ones?

NUTTING: Nothing as large as that, but quite good-sized can-

vases, and I even exhibited some of them. Some of the

technical things were quite interesting, especially as I

always had this idea that I'd like to do mural painting,

which is a desire that has more or less waned with the

years, but in those days I dreamt of doing things on a

very large scale. I had just a little bit of the feeling

of Rubens, who said he didn't enjoy doing "little curiosities."

They were called cabinet pictures, the picture in a frame

that you v/alked around with trying to find a place to put

it. He wanted to have area, and I thought that was of

course the ideal—to incorporate a painting with archi-

tecture, and to have its place^ was to me the grandest

field of painting. To find, for example, that you'd do
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your sketch very carefully and your color arrangement,

then climb up on the ladder and paint in this area, and

to come down and find it was much too dank v;as a kind of

startling experience. It took me quite a long time to

get over that, that as your values seemed to increase in

area, the contrast seems to become stronger, so that a

thing that seemed to be very close in values on a sixteen-

by-twenty canvas, when you get it on an eight-by-twelve

canvas, the relationships are much less. The contrast

seems to be greater. To get the equal effect of contrast

on a large canvas that you have on a small canvas, you

have to make your tonal values on the large canvas much

closer, and it was a hard thing to learn. But I finally

mastered it, and it was very valuable.

SCHIPEEES: Did that become a crucial experience in

determining the size of the canvases you worked on there-

after?

NUTTING: No. I did engoy having plenty of room. I had

four fairly good-sized canvases that got burned up; they

were larger than people usually show—now, of course,

they do. The abstract expressionists, like Pollock, and

even the graphic artists work on a very large scale, but

that is fairly recent, within the last few years. They're

right to do it. For what they're after, you really need

a very large scale to have its meaning on the canvas carry

over. With a thing which is more representative, more
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figurative , I think it ' s very seldom that you gain too

much. There's some very powerful compositions that are

really quite small. Vermeer's Lace Maker is only

about eight-by-ten inches. It's quite amazing to see

it. And the Pollaiuollo that v;as found and was on

exhibition here at the museum some years ago. I knew

those Pollaiuollos from reproduction as a kid, and I

had supposed, because they had this powerful Eenaissance

feeling in them, that they would be frescoes like

Michelangelo's or Raphael's, that someplace you would see

these big figures on the wall. I finally found them in

the museum; I found these two little pictures in one

frame, and the frame was smaller than a sixteen-by-twenty-

inch frame. And these tv/o pictures v/ere in the same

frame! It was quite flabbergasting, and it drove home to

me that the bigness of feeling is not necessarily the

area of the canvas. But that has to be qualified too,

because I think everything has its scale, as Steichen

demonstrated in that wonderful exhibition of photographs.

He had enlarged some photographs \intil they were mural-

size, and others were little things, you know, but you

felt that each one was the size that it should be. I

don't know whether I really have a monumental feeling in

painting or not. I doubt if a very large canvas would

add any value to what I do.
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MJTTING: The doing of this large canvas that Besnard

advised me to tackle in Rome didn't have too much as far

as a background of experience in painting during the

time that I had been in Europe. Of course, I arrived in

Europe with the escperience of Boston and New York. New

York had been the most vitalizing experience that I had

had. I was also still in a state of considerable

confusion, because I was really in contact [in Europe]

with the modern movements in art, which even in New York

I didn't see very much of. I began to get a little

appreciation of men like Gauguin and Matisse. Some of

my fellow students in New York were very enthusiastic

about these artists, but I sill felt that to plunge out

and do creative work without proper training, skill and

knowledge was somehow immoral.

The influence of modern art, of course, struck this

country terrifically with the famous Armory show, in

which the representatives of what we felt at the time to

be the best of modem American art were supposed to get

a showing and get a wider appreciation. It consisted

largely of the influence of people like Robert Henri and

his group, the "Eight." The Ash Can School was looked

upon as quite revolutionary, and they were painters that
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excited me quite a lot, especially some of the things of

Bellows. I remember a painting of his called Men of

the Jocks that made a strong impression on me. But,

of course, as we know, the Armory show somewhat back-

fired on its organizers, because they showed an excellent

collection of the most advanced art of Europe, and it

rather overpowered our representatives of what we felt to

be the modem movement. It made it look really somewhat

dated and really had much more influence in an appreciation

of the movements in Europe, especially those in Paris. If

I remember rightly, the only people that weren't well

represented were the Futurists. But the people in Paris

were very well represented, and they had a tremendous

impact on it.

Back of that was my experience in Munich as a student

there, in which I still attended rather academic schools,

at the same time frequenting galleries and exhibitions

and becoming more acquainted with what was going on in

modem art. But the influence of the more romantic

spirit of the north seemed to be something that I could

not completely shake off. I say "shalie off, " because

there was a conflict between my impulses and my reason.

I felt that the work being done by people not only like

Matisse and Derain but also the more strictly formal

research of the Cubists was very important, but it never

seemed to really move me to do it myself or to find some
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application of it.

Maybe I was somewhat influenced by a man who was

one of the organizers of the Armory show, Arthur B.

Davies, who for a while was influenced by the Cubists.

All he did was to superimpose geometric forms on his

very romantic figure compositions and landscapes, but

they didn't look at all successful or at all convincing.

When I tried to get more in touch with what I felt

to be significant in the painting in Paris, I went for

a while to Andre Lhote, which was a very good experience.

I meet people nowadays who rather sniff at Andre Lhote.

But I think his contribution was excellent and was very

valuable to a lot of young painters. It resulted again

in the same dilemma that Davies found himself in v;hen he

was influenced by Cubism. I had a large canvas on shov;

at a gallery in Paris, and it got some notices. But I

think the really understanding one was that "Myron Nutting

paints DavidLan nudes seen through a Lhote prism, " which

I thought was not bad and was quite right.

So I made efforts to paint in Rome. It was in war-

time and I didn't attend any of the academies or schools.

The fact is that there wasn't too much opportunity for

that sort of thing, nor did I find anything that I thought

was very valuable to me that I couldn't do by myself. I

was lucky in getting a nice big studio in Rome very cheaply.

A Russian v;oman had a beautiful place in the Via Margutta,
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and she had had to go back to Russia quickly. She

partitioned off a portion of the studio for the storage

of her furniture and belongings and then subrented the

place. I got that, and it was such a big place that the

loss of the space where she stored her stuff didn't

harm the studio in the least. It was in the Via Margutta

and the window looked up the Pincian Hill to the Villa

Medici and was really quite a delightful place and an

excellent place to work and right in the center of the

artistic life of Rome. In those days, most of the

painters and sculptors had their studios in the Via

Margutta near the Piazza di Spagna.

I set to work and I worked rather hard. I don't

say with any extraordinary diligence, because I was

still too much interested and excited by the life of

Europe and in seeing things. I spent all my spare time

in the galleries and museums and visited the sights of

the city and took trips outside of Rome. Models were very

cheap; so I was very well set to study by myself. This

advice of Besnard's was really very good because it gave

me more self-confidence and made me move out of the

feeling of being simply in the student stage and to take

my place as a creative artist. I commenced to send to

the exhibitions.

In wartime they still kept up a number of exhibitions,

and the Art Society of Rome had a big annual show. The
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first year I was turned down; the second year I was

accepted and was accepted after th.at as long as I stayed

in Italy. I sent a variety of things, from rather

conventional portraits to imaginative compositions,

usually of figures combined with rocks and the seashore,

which seemed to be a motif that in those days especially

haunted me, I think largely due to the tremendous impression

of my boyhood year up in the wilds of the coast of Washing-

ton, where the landscape is extremely dramatic and the

ocean is very impressive.

Well, it was again—it is rather hard to express

exactly—the feeling of trying to solve the problem

between the subjective experience and objective experience,

to really look at the world as a source of all of your

material and thought and feeling, but I was quite unhappy

if it were merely a matter of transcribing it v;ith great

ability and realistically. I envied people who could

do that very well, but when I tried to do it myself, it

was always a chore. It was a matter of slave labor.

I remember one summer on Capri, for example, when I

tried to paint out-of-doors. There was a Pole who spent

his summers on Capri painting and was quite well known

in Poland and in Germany for his rather academic work, but

which was still in some ways very fine painting. He had

a canvas he was working on that summer and every morning

he spent the whole morning on this canvas. For six weeks,
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day after day, he went down and did some more on this one

canvas (he did something else in the afternoon). But

after I had worked for four or five days on a canvas,

I was sick and tired of it. I wouldn't have any interest

in it anymore. Of course, I could have been more influenced

by the philosophy of the Impressionist painters, which

would be a matter of just as serious study but would be

in terms of many canvases instead of tiring yourself out

with one canvas and one motif, each time being able to

carry it further, with more refinement, with more ability,

with more knowledge.

I loved the Impressionists' painting. I was intro-

duced to them as a boy in St. Paul. Durand-Ruel had an

exhibition that circulated, and it went to Minneapolis

and St. Paul and some of the Western museiims. It made an

impression upon me and in some ways influenced my painting,

more in concepts of light and a freedom in composition.

In Rome artists could have meant, and did mean a

lot to me. One was at the Scuola Metafisica of which

diChirico was the most important figure. The strange

tragedy—it seems to me—of di Chirico ' s painting life is

that his career practically ended when he was young and

that in some strange way he completely lost faith in

what he had to contribute and which still is really

significant. I don't know that that would have dis-

turbed me too much. It wasn't happening so much at
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that time; by that time I think he had done all his

important work.

Well, what I did in my research was to alternate

between the direct painting from nature and from life

and the doing of an immense niimber of sketches and

drawings which I would then carry out on can:vas, not

many of which I preserved. The fact is that I was quite

destructive with my work. I'm afraid I always have been

to a certain extent. I've saved things as a matter of

reference because they had hints of something that I

could make use of, but I find that I have lost a good

many things that were really more significant than. I

thought at the time. In regard to what I am talking

about now, I've been looking over photographs of my work

over the years and again I'm rather distressed that the

photographing of my painting has been more or less a

hit-or-miss matter. I'm sorry that I don't have at least

some Kodak records of some of my early things that v;ould

have shown the tendencies and helped me to \inderstand my

problem, because I think it's only when you see things

in context that you can. make use of them so far as your

own growth and development is concerned. An isolated

thing may not seem of any importance, but then you see

the same thing carried on in something else and trying

to get it to come into being, and maybe in a later canvas,

you realize that there's something there that's trying to
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be something. This indescribable sensation, which I

have always felt to be essential in the work of an

artist, that he himself doesn't really know what he's

doing or where things come from but which has that feeling

of something that is trying to be, trying to exist,

gives him somewhat a feeling of a split personality.

Well, those were the days before I knew anything about

Freud or Jung, but nowadays we'd say that because of

unconscious motivation you find certain things happening.

And if you have faith in them and bring them into being,

you have some chance of evaluation, and it gives you

another point of departure.

I was still continually haunted by the fact that I

had embarked upon a career as a professional painter,

and therefore I must justify myself as one. What I did

in those days was to send quite regularly to exhibitions,

and I was very pleased if I would get some kind of

recognition. It began to a certain extent in Rome. I

used to have my things noticed in the quite large exhibition

they had in Rome, and as a foreigner, I felt rather flattered

that my name should also appear with some sort of a remark

about it. I still had the idea (that had been instilled

in me from my earliest art schooling) that the painter had

two real outlets if he was going to make a living as a

painter: one as a portrait painter and the other as a

landscape painter. I had a friend in St. Paul who was
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both a portrait and landscape painter, and he sold a

great many landscapes, a very prolific painter. He

raised a large family. He was my idea at first of a man

who really justified his career as a painter. My

admiration as a boy for Howard Pyie had made me think

of magazine illustration, which in those days was a

relatively more important field of art than it has been

since, not that we haven't had remarkable talent in the

field of magazine illustration, but in the days of the

old Century and Harper'

s

magazine, the illustrators were

very serious artists. They didn't feel the separation

between the commercial field and the field of the fine

arts that afterwards grew up when the magazines wanted
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separated from that of significant painting.

I have always had the idea also [of doing] mural

painting. That's one reason that I embarked upon this

big canvas with considerable enthusiasm, because it

suggested a large thing for a mural painting. Ity idea

of mural painting was again one that I never completely

solved as a painter, because wall painters or the

painters of large canvases that to me were very significant

were real painters- They were the Veroneses, the Titians,

the Tintorettos, with their wonderful color. Even in

the Renaissance, the Florentine painters, with their

emphasis more on form and on drawing than on color

organization, were essentially painters. But, as I saw
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more and more of the work of the boys at the American

Academy in Rome who were doing mural compositions, I

felt that mural painting had "become more the doing of a

pattern with certain color harmonies but without any

sense of painting. Powerful compositions were done by

people who could have done things on a large scale, like

the seventeenth-century Ihitch examples of painting on

a small scale that could have great monumental importance.

The Piero France seas and the Signorellis, and above all

the Venetian paintings, didn't seem to me to have the

interpretation or the influence that they ought to have

on anything that I would call mural painting. To just

be a designer of some kind of nice wallpaper with some

kind of symbolical intent discouraged me quite a bit from

that field. So that left me with the idea of portrait

painting being not an essential part but an important

part of my activity, in which field I had plenty of

examples of important painters in the nineteenth century

who had led just such a life. Not that I imagined

Cezanne ever got ma2ay commissions for his portraits, but

there were many excellent and rather significant painters

who were also painters of quite distinguished portraits.

So I worked in Rome quite hard at painting from life, the

study of the head, more from a sense of duty than from

any real impulse to do a fine portrait. It may be some

sort of subconscious resistance on my part, but I look
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tirrough my things and I find hardly anything of the

portraiture that I've done in my lifetime. I've done

quite a number, but I don't seem to have any photographs.

The only ones I have are things that I've done for my

own pleasure and not the sort of thing that would get

me any commissions. Here's a Corsican boy which has a

certain amount of vitality and here's where I'm working

on a Russian woman in Paris. The wife of a man had

been an admiral under the Tsar. I liked to do things

very quickly. This one is of Herbert Veinstock who's

now writing musical criticism for the Saturday Revievj
,

and is well knovm in the field of music. He was a

Milwaukee boy. He was one of my friends while I was in

?iilwaiikee. And, of course, this thing of Nora Joyce,

again done just for my own pleasure. I was doing a portrait

of Victor Llona. Llona was a writer in Paris. He and

his wife were living there. He was South American by

birth, but I think he was doing his writing in French

at the time, [tape off]

SCHIPPEES: For the sake of the record, I have asked you

to describe the photographs you are working with right

now in a little bit more detail, [tape off]

NUTTING: Looking over the few photos I have of my early

days as a portrait painter, it seems quite evident that

the influences were varied. I think that the most

successful ones are the ones which have a sense of design

to them and not so much the realistic, definite copying
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of nature which I was struggling for, largely because

that, of course, was what as a professional portrait

painter I felt would have to be necessary. People wanted

people to look right, a good likeness and a speaking

likeness, so that was somewhat against the grain. The

things that I did for my own pleasure have qualities which,

as I look back now, if 1 had really yielded to them, even

in the field of portraiture, I might have had some

success and a certain public for my work. Of the things

that I showed in Rome, I remember that I had one head.

I think it was this little canvas that was shown at

Amatori e Cultori di Belle Arti in the annual exhibition

of Rome. Besnard saw it, and I thought that he would

dislike it because, as I've said, he had this terrific

background of academic ability and training and this was

a sketch, sort of brushed in at one sitting, and [ I

thought] he would look upon it as something rather

superficial and pretentious on my part to show that.

However, he spoke very well of it and the only thing he

suggested was that the color of the lips v/as a little

bit cold. He thought that it should have more of the

warmth and redness of the lips, which brings up another

one of the problems I had in my development as a painter,

and that is the function of color, whether doing the

thing realistically or from imagination. I still am

inclined to look upon a thing first of all in terms of
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its organization of light and dark on the canvas, and

then from that, in cold and warm color, which if that's

successful, then to carry it into a stronger hue of

color if I feel I can orchestrate it still further. I

had a certain amoiont of comfort in finding that even

great colorists have not plunged in by simply using a

lot of color, that a man like Rubens even to the end of

his life, kept developing in a marvelous way. He antici-

pated some of the aspects of painting that were centuries

ahead of his time. Yet his early things are very dry and

sometimes rather cold in color, the ones I've seen of

his earliest work. Van Gogh's early things are brown,

more or less monochromatic sort of things, but he searched

in those terms the character and the things that really

made him Van Gogh, and eventually through the influence

again of the Impressionist painters, he began to use

color really significantly from his point of view. And

Cezanne, whose use of color influenced modern painting

so enormously, his early things that I've seen are very

much like Van Gogh's. The color is kind of incidental and

not too significant; they're sort of monochromatic.

So I've alv/ays had hopes that if I continually worked

and thought of it in that sequence, I would find what

really was important to me. Starting first with the

organization of the canvas in its simple terms of space

divisions, then of values, then of warm and cold color
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and then of hue, I would get a full and well-integrated

orchestra and get fullest expression in my painting.

SCHIPPEES: Could you describe the subject in the little

portrait that you showed in Rome?

MJTTING: Well, this is one of a great number of head

studies that I made, and it shows definitely the influence

of my teacher Chase, to whom I really felt that I owed

quite a great deal, because his enthusiasm for sheer,

direct painting was so contagious that you felt your

blood commencing to really circulate if you would use

your paint, your brush, and your materials with the joy

that he seemed to get out of working, in contrast to the

laborious manufacturing of an academic study for which

one was not at all prepared.

SCHIPPEES: I believe it ' s a Italian boy of about what

age?

MJTTING: I wish I could remember more distinctly. This

was done in Rome, and I'm wondering if it holds true today.

There used to be a town near Rome up in the moxontains,

Anticoli Corrada, in which the industry of the town was

posing for artists. Like in other towns, you drive

through Italy and you might find one little village

and everybody is doing something else. Every village

would have a special industry. Well, Anticoli was a

charming town. The people were especially good-looking,

and they made posing for the artist more or less the
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village industry. In the summertime they'd work in the

fields or vineyards, and in the wintertime they would

come down to Rome and work. A whole family, the father

and mother and sons and daughters and babies, would get

jobs posing, and I imagine this boy was probably from

one of those families of artists who I got to pose for

me. Sometimes the girls would make very good marriages.

' The people were a little different looking from the

people of the surrounding country, and if I remember

rightly, they had the idea that they were people from the

other side of the Adriatic. There were some very wonderful

sort of Greek types among them. Some of the men—with

their black beards, tall, splendid-looking fellows

—

looked like they might come out of Homer. G?hey really

had a classic appearance. The women had real classic

figures, not of the later Greek sculpture but of the

earlier in which you say, "Well, she's too heavy or she's

too big!" The Venus de Milo was not a fashionable type

of figure. But these girls really had that. It was a

genuine thing. For certain types of pictorial v/ork that

was done in those days, they were magnificent models.

This boy is not especially handsome, but he's a very

typical Italian youngster.

This other one is a similar one. He ' s a boy on

Corsica. During most of the s\immer we spent in Corsica,
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the weather was very good for outdoor painting, rather

warm, and painting outdoors v;as rather tiresome because

on Corsica it was a matter of either climbing a high

hill or going down one; you were either going up or dovm.

You were very seldom walking on a level road. But there

were interruptions, and the interruption was the mistral.

The wind would blow steadily and very hard for about three

days and would make painting out-of-doors practically

impossible. It would blow your equipment right off the

map. I tried to do it one day and was getting along very

well when all of a sudden the easel and stool and the

whole works disappeared down the mountainside. I had to

climb painfully down quite a distance and gather up my

equipment piece by piece. When the mistral was blowing,

what we did was to get somebody around town to come to

pose for us, and we'd paint indoors from life; and this

is one study that I did of this Corsican boy that we got

to pose for us.

SCHIPEEBS: I notice that is reproduced over there in a

newspaper.

NUTTING: Some of these studies I sent to exhibitions

and they got notices in the Paris papers. Oh, this is

one that was shown in the Carmine Gallery. [The notice]

says, "He is a highly proficient portraitist v;ith clean

technique." (That's speaking of my painting.) "There is

an ease which excites admiration in the manner in which
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he executed the above painting of a boy." This is from

the Paris Times . I did some portraits of my wife, which

I have lost. That was an earlier one.

Well, when I got to Milwaxikee I found myself much

busier as a teacher than I had expected to be, not that

I was spending so much time teaching— I've forgotten how

many hours a week I gave to the Job at the Layton School

of Art—but somewhat to my surprise I found that I was

running into another difficulty so far as painting v/as

concerned. That is that in my experience with teaching

I found— I don't know whether many teachers find it true

or not—that you give so much to the student that when

you go back to your studio to work, you find yourself

rather drained of your creative impulse. You've tried to

pass it on to somebody else and you find that you're left

sort of high and dry. At least that was my feeling.

However, I did do a great deal of painting. I was not

in step with anything that was being done in this country,

especially in the Middle West in those days, and although

I didn't have any great success with my work, it was

liked. A great many of my students felt that I had some-

thing to give and seemed to be very appreciative, and

on the whole my life in Milwaukee was extremely pleasant.

I taught at the Layton School iintil the Depression almost

wrecked the school; I resigned and started my own class,

an atelier. My place was seriously enough considered so
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that toward the end of my stay in Milwaukee, I was made

a member of the art commission of the city and was

president of the State Society of Wisconsin Painters and

Sculptors for one year, as well as serving as an officer

in other capacities. But I didn't press this idea of

being a portrait painter. I painted a few things of my

friends.

There was one commission I could have had. A family

.wanted portraits of their youngsters. Well, the painting

of portraits of lively small boys is difficult, to say the

least, [laughter] and I started the canvas, but then I

decided I couldn't do anything that I felt would please

me or please them either. Then came a certain amount of

portrait painting because the Federal Art Project came

along and for one period I did some portraits.

But then there was another project to do some murals

for the Museum of Natural History in Milwaukee, which

at first seemed to be rather an interesting one, one I

would have liked to have done in any case; especially as

part of the project, I was very pleased with the idea,

[tape off] Looking back over the portraits that I've

done, I was never happy with them. I think probably

because I was too much afraid to be myself in doing a

portrait, that you have a certain obligation to the

sitter, that they must like it, and if they don't like

it, why, you're cheating them to ask to be paid for
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something you've done simply because it's your personal

feeling of what the portrait ought to be. One exception,

I think, is the portrait of Nora Joyce, which has quite

strongly the qualities that I v/as searching for in

figure painting and in portraiture, and at the same time

it was very much liked because everybody seemed to think

it was an excellent likeness. People who only looked

for likeness complimented me for that, but others would

because of a certain painterly approach to the problem,

which to a certain degree was successful.

If one were to look for influences, I was never

conscious of any special influences, but it might be

little bit of Cezanne and you can also see that I have

tremendous love for El Greco. There are certain dynamic

qualities in some of the divisions of form that are

taking place through the canvas and something of the

movement which you may find in a Greco. At that time I

was very enthusiastic [about Greco's work] . There was

a crucifixion in the Louvre, with a couple of portrait

heads in the lov/er corners, which I used to look at again

and again. Not with the idea of trying to do something

like it, but in the case of the thing 'which Karl With

likened to Hans von Marees. I suppose that, although it

never entered my head to think of von Marees, he in a

certain way was there and influenced the painting. This

thing of Nora Joyce is now at Northwestern University,
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along with some other material that I had of Joyce and

his fajnily, and it's owned by Northwestern University.

One of my friends described me as being out of step

because of two things. The artists in ascendancy then

were exponents of the "American scene" —Benton, Curry

and Grant Wood—and also the Mexicans. So there were

two things: the American scene and social significance,

'which they were always talking about. Well, I certainly

didn't object to the American scene in the least. I was

very glad to get back and to savor the country in which

I was born and hear its language about me all the time.

I still had this feeling, which I suppose was more or

less a movement that generated the American scene (the

Ash Can School of New York, Henri and those people whose

work influenced me a great deal), that painting was not

just illustrating the life around you. It v;as rooted in

the life around you, but it was not an illustration of

it, and clearly using the material didn't make it a fine

painting. When it came to social significance, of course,

then I was still further removed from anything that I

have thought about. They would argue that a Goya or a

Daumier's work was terribly important -because of its

social significance, and I would argue that it was not,

that if they lived very intensely at their place and time

and assimilated it, what made it great was not the fact

of Goya's excoriation of the cruelties of the war in
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Spain or that Daumier was trying to appeal to your emotions

in depicting the people who were poor and underprivileged,

but that in both cases, these were the works of men who

were seers. They were not preachers and they were not

illustrators. But, of course, that argument in those

days didn't go over very big at all. I was not at all

successful. I was always looked upon I think as somewhat

of an outsider so far as being in any significant movement

was concerned, though, as I say, with a great deal of

sympathy and respect in many quarters.
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October 51, 1966

SGHIPPEES: The last time we were recording you were

commenting about working on a large canvas on the prompting

of Besnard, and since then v;e've gone through a lot of

your photographs of paintings, and we've decided to use

them as a memory prompter for the sort of things you were

doing. Before us, we have one folder of a period that

we call "Rome" in general, and I was asking for your

comments on some of the material.

NUTTING: Well, I began my work in Italy there, and I

was still, I feel now, rather too concerned with what

you might call an academic approach to painting. I

hadn't gotten over the idea, which had been sort of

drilled into me by my association with the school in

Boston and to a large extent also in New York, that a

student should first of all be a student, and concentrate

on the elements of his job. For the student nowadays,

it seems strange, because even in a commercial art school

they begin right away doing rather creative or imaginative

or inventive things, along with learning their techniques,

whereas in the old-fashioned art school, it was working

from the model day after day, with a weekly criticism of

some kind of a composition sketch, v/hich was usually

rather of a short period of looking over stuff that you
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would put on the wall and somebody would give maybe an

hour's talk and comments. That's about all that I had

ever had, and that was not looked upon as the serious

work of an art school.

One summer in Florence I found a little art school

that was run by a couple of young fellows who were

graduates of the academy and were quite accomplished,

and I worked there. Then we went down to Amalfi. (I

don't know how many of my photographs I've lost, but the

unfortunate thing is that I was never systematic in

keeping records of my work or photographing even some

rather ambitious canvases. The things that have been

photographed v/ere [done so] almost by accident. If I

v;ould send something to a show, sometimes I would get a

photographer to take a picture of it, and I think that,

in all probability, a lot of my best work never got

photographed. Also in my travels, I lost baggage two

or three times; so I have no idea how much material that

had to do with that period of my life I lost in that way.)

Going down to Amalfi I wanted to still paint from life,

and I think one of the earliest things that I did of

my Italian period v;as of a young priest who was con-

nected with the cathedral in the Amalfi. I got in

conversation with him and got him to sit. I painted a

portrait of him, and he was very well pleased.

And another thing happened there. I v;as out walking

one day and passed a villa overlooking the sea, about a
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half a mile or a mile from Amalfi, amd saw somebody was

outside painting. I got into conversation and it turned

out they were Americans. We afterwards became very

great friends. Earl Henry Brewster and his wife were

both quite ambitious painters, and Earl also had been

a pupil of Chase. They had rented a villa near Amalfi,

and with them was a friend, Frederick Shaler. Shaler

had been a commercial artist in New York, and apparently

quite a capable one, and had saved his money for a

period of European study. He was living with the Brewsters

at that time, and he was the first man that I had real

association with v;ho was definitely devoted to the

modern movement which was then becoming very powerful

in Pans. He had spent some months in Paris, aiid he

was doing quite abstract sort of canvases and very colorful

things.

One thing in which he was a very good example to me

and which I wish I had followed was that he was very

methodical in his work. 1 think that came from having

to earn his living by his work, and he made the best use

of any time or any activity that he was engaged in. I

was quite impressed. He would be sitting on the beach,

reading the newspaper, then all of a sudden he'd make a

little pencil drawing on the margin of the newspaper and

carefully tear it off and put it in his pocket and then

go on reading. Next 1 would see that in his room this
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little note had been developed into a larger drawing,

and on a table in his room were little stacks of drav/ings,

about six or a dozen stacks of drawings, and he would

carefully sort them, putting this sketch here and this one

there, this connection with this connection, and maybe

a day or so later I would drop in, and among the other

things he'd been doing, this little sketch by that time

had become a color study. Maybe later there would be a

large canvas developed from it. You could see a very

logical development of an idea which occurred to him at

a moment when he was not even thinking of it, but all of

a sudden he would make a note of something that would

pass through his mind. He didn't lose it; it didn't

fall to the wayside. And I think Frederick Shaler would

have been one of our really important American modernists

if he had lived. He stayed with the Brewsters in Italy

for the rest of his life, which was, I think, only two

or three years. He worked there and exhibited.

The Brewsters had a very pleasant way of living.

For a certain period of their life they would find a

region or a country they liked, and they'd look around

and find a place for rent and would lease it for some

time and settle down and work hard. From Amalfi, they

went to Taormina, Sicily, and did the same thing. They

found a little villa and settled down and worked.

Out walking one day up in the hills, Frederick Shaler
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did something that one must be rather wary of, especially

in southern Europe and out-of-the-way Mediterranean

places. He drank some well water, with the result that

he got typhoid and died not long after. In the meantime,

he had had an exhibition in Rome which promised considerable

success for him. Giacomo Balla, who was one of the most

important of the Futurist painters, visited his show

and left a note in the guest book [expressing] great

enthusiasm for his work. He congratulated him in very

flowery Italian language on his fine talent. The talent

that Shaler had was one that Achsa and Earl Brewster

didn't really share. They had a considerable degree of

it, and Earl was doing quite imaginative sort of com-

positions, influenced maybe somewhat by people like

Puvis de Chavannes, with a little touch of Gauguin maybe.

Very nice but nothing of importance. Achsa, his wife,

was very ambitious; she was doing very large canvases.

But she didn't have the training as a painter that

justified her efforts on a large scale. She couldn't

draw very well, and she made no bones about getting

somebody to help her out in her drawing [ laughter]

or some difficulty she'd get in. "Now. you try that. See

if you can draw that head. See if you can draw that hand."

So Earl or Shaler or myself would correct a little of her

faults here or there. She turned out a lot of work, but

I'm afraid that she didn't have much chance of any great
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success. They both had a show some years later in Paris,

but it didn't get them anywhere. They were very charming

people; we were very fond of them.

They met D. H. Lawrence in his travels in Italy,

and then he and Earl took a walking trip up in the region

around Orvieto where the Etruscan tombs and archeology

is found. In one of D. H. Lawrence's books, an account

of his travels in Italy, he made some remark about Achsa

which was very funny and very descriptive. They had a

certain amount of influence because they encouraged me

to get away from being just a student. "After all,

you're getting along in years." They didn't say so,

but they made me feel that I should get busy and do

something. But that winter in Amalfi, I didn't do much

more than painting from models. People would pose for me,

which wasn't very difficult [to arrange] and it's a

very nice thing about Europe. They seem to take the

artist in his stride, and they don't find it anything

strange about being asked to pose. The peasants and

people were very glad to make a fev; extra soldos by posing

for you. I'd work from models in the courtyard of the

Hotel Luna and also did quite a lot of painting out-of-

doors. Nothing very large or very ambitious, but a great

many small paintings. Both Earl and Shaler spent quite

a little time in painting directly from nature, though

they both spent the major part of their work and efforts
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on what I suppose you'd call imaginative or creative

painting.

Well, then we went to Rome and I commenced sending

my things to the annual exhibition in Rome. I was refused

the first year, but after that, though, I think that as

long as I was in Italy I showed something every year at

the annual show in Rome, not with any success in the way

of getting any special attention or mention, but a

reasonable amount for a beginner.

Ve also had a studio in Rome which we were lucky

in getting very cheaply. Living in Italy in those days

was extremely reasonable. It was during the wartime and

places v;ere for rent of all sorts. My studio was a

large one and a delightful place to work, and also it

was an ideal place for doing large canvases. As I think

I have described before how I went up to the Villa Medici

and called on the director, Albert Besnard; and, encouraged

by him, I did a nine-foot canvas of three fig^ares which

got me into doing things which were really what I was

dreaming about, but I never got around to doing. It's

another case in which I didn't take some very good advice

that Robert Henri used to give his students. He would

tell them, "Don't put off painting that picture that you

want to paint. That thing that you want to paint and are

dreaming of doing when you get more ability and more

knowledge is something that you ought to do now, because

when the time comes, there's something else that you will
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want to do then. Now is the time to do it." And I v;as

impressed by that advice, but I never really followed it,

unfortunately. But I began in Rome doing a great many

canvases, both from nature and from imagination.

There was of course the influence in that period

of the Futurist painters, who were most active at that

time. It was before World War I, I think about 191O

or 1911, that Marinetti started the Futurist movement,

which began more as a literary movement, very much as the

Surrealists did, which also started among literaiy people

and not among painters. Many of the painters who were

in that movement— and the most talented ones—were in the

war because then the war was in full swing and Italy had

joined. I didn't have a chance to meet many of them.

[Umberto] Boccioni, who I have always felt was the most

interesting and the most talented of the group, was

killed not long after he went to the front. There was

one young fellov; who was lame. He had to use a cane,

but he had to walk slowly because he had a very bad limp.

That was Enrico Prampolini. I've forgotten how I met

him, but when we started our little magazine there in

Rome, Atys , I asked Prampolini to do something for us.

He was very obliging and seemed quite pleased with the

idea and v;anted to cooperate. He did a great many of

our cover cuts for Atys , always linoleum cuts, but in tv;o

blocks, so it was very seldom that the cover didn't have
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color. It'd have two colors. Ve lost track of Prampolini

after I left Italy, but he became quite a important figure

in art in Italy, at least to the extent that his death

[was reported] in Time . What he did, I don't know exactly.

There was another painter also that I met. I knew

his brother rather better because he was not drafted. His

health or something, I've forgotten what, kept him out

of the army. But Ferxxicio Ferrazzi was a very talented

painter, and, if I remember rightly, he got a Carnegie

Prize one year. Although he was a graduate of the academy

there, he was given a studio for v;hat you might call

graduate work for a year. He was very adventurous in

his painting and very convincing because he had all of

the knowledge that the school could give him, plus a very

active mind and very sensitive, very fine talent. I

liked him very much. His year was up not long after we

went to Rome, and he didn't have the means to get himself

a studio in the Via Margutta. The next thing I knew he

was out in the outskirts of Rome do;^m in back of some

kind of a soap factory, I think it was. On the lot was

this shed which he could get very inexpensively, and he had

taken the great mass of his work down there. He borrowed

a very large kettle someplace—maybe he got it from the

soap factory—and built a fire and heated water and boiled

the canvases he didn't v;ant to keep, cleaned off the

pictures and restretched the linen and prepared the linen.
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Even if he didn't have the money to do anything else, he

painted with the finest materials. By that time, he was

knovvTi to a certain extent. The government bought one

of his pictures for the Museum of Modem Art in Rome,

but it wasn't a time, of course, when the artist could

make money selling, especially in Europe. People weren't

buying pictures in the days as distressing as [those of]

wartime. So I don't know exactly how he lived. It

must have been with great difficulty.

But a doctor in Switzerland took an interest in him

and invited him up to Switzerland to stay there. Well,

Eerrucio went. At first the doctor provided him with

living quarters and a place to work in his house, but

Eerrucio couldn't stand being so close to the family.

The doctor apparently was very well-to-do and had a large

property with some kind of a little building or shack

someplace off in the woods up in the mountains, and so

Eerrucio moved up there and slept and v;orked and painted

for some time as the doctor's guest. I expected to hear

great things of Eerrucio. He had the success of the

Carnegie Prize and once in a while I have seen some

mention of him, but he didn't become one of the really

important Italian painters.

At that time, there was also a movement of the

metaphysical school of Italy; Giorgio di Chirico was the

most important figure. There were some magazines of
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modem art, the Valori Plastici was a magazine that was

quite influential in Italy and recognized these painters,

wrote and published their work quite a lot. There was

I think in their painting something that appealed to me

very much. To a degree I suppose you might say it would

be influential, and again as I look back I'm really

surprised that I didn't yield more to [this influence].

At least I might have delved, experimentally, in the forms

and ideas of people like di Chirico and Carra and other

painters of that group. Afterwards, in reading about

di Chirico, I was rather impressed that in a v;ay he

seemed to have gone through some of the same sort of

feeling that I had as a young fellov/. In spite of the

fact that he was from the south (I think that, if I'm not

mistaken, he's part Italian, part Greek), instead of

going to Paris or some of the centers that were more

recognized in those days as places for study and where

things were really happening in modern art, he went to

Munich as I did. He also was influenced by painters who

nobody else was paying any attention to. A man like

Arnold B<5cklin, who is spoken of rather disparagingly in

most art histories that you read nowadays, was I thirJc

a bigger talent than people realize. When you get by a

certain rather tiresome romanticism in his work, like

the famous thing of his called the Isle of the Dead—
which he repeated in several versions and which was
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enormously popular at one time many years ago, and those

other things that may turn you away from his art—you

find that he had something that was really rather important

and quite genuine in the history of modem art. Not

enough to "be of any great influence, hut at least he and

some of the people he influenced in the first part of this

century always rather fascinated me. Sometimes I would

get really enthusiastic about them. I got certain

satisfactions from these painters. Above all, the work

of Hans von Marees, who had large canvases that had just

been installed in the Museum of Modern Art in Munich, was

probably the strongest influence I had on my work in

Eome. Well, as a matter of fact, all the way through,

because I never seemed to be able to get away from it.

From a purely rational point of view, I would try because

I recognized that the really significant work being done

at that time was in—roughly I would express it just now

as the Latin spirit in contrast to the romantic, because

Picasso, as a Spaniard with a Spanish heritage, is

intensely so, and he has a certain realistic attitude

which we find I think in Spanish art all through histoiy.

Granting Spanish mysticism, it's still people like

Cervantes who stands out among the Spanish writers. When

they show talent, they have very little patience with

the fairy tale or the fantasy or anything of that sort.

In France, too, you can feel to a large extent that
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that is true. Braque was a thorough Frenchman, hut again

he wasn't dealing with gods or fairies or spirits of the

sea or anything of that sort. He was looking at the

world around him and was not doing too much dreaming, if

any; whereas, of course, I was a dreamer. I had been

since childhood. I could be lost in dreams by the hour.

Probably for that reason the northern art has had a

hold that I have never been able to completely shake,

even as I say, when I felt that somehow it was a hindrance

to me. Even though I hadn't been in actual combat, for

example, in the war, the visions that I had had of the

war when I was in the Red Cross in Italy were certainly

severe enough to shake one loose from v;hat was overly

unrealistic in one's life and attitude and agreement with

one's art. It didn't do so as much as one might expect.

What I'm thinking of just now are the people who were

terrifically influenced, not so much the French but

the Germans, who also had this background of romanticism.

A man like George Grosz, for example, turned into the

most bitter, vitriolic satirist of his time and of the

Kultur of Germany that one could imagine, probably more

so than anybody who has ever used drawing as a graphic

medium to really tell the world what he thought and felt

about the worst side of humanity as was shown in those

wartimes.

I'm wondering—this is somewhat of a digression

—
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if maybe the yoiing artist was much more shocked at that

time than he has been since, because we had World War I;

then we had World War II, and war has become almost a

part of life; whereas the declaration of World War I

was rather unbelievable. I can remember we thought that

now in modern times it simply can't last. It was all

right in the old days. The Civil War went on for years

in this country. But, nowadays, with what we have of

technological development in warfare, civilized nations

can't keep this up. When the year passed and another

year and another year, it was incredible. The reaction

of the German young painters—with a few exceptions like

Franz Marc, for example, who kept his serenity up till

the day he was killed at Verdun, and a few others—v;as

to give a terrifically subjective evaluation of the life

and times.

Another movement which was a result of the same

sort of thing was the Dada thing of Tristan Tzara and

of the writers, sculptors and painters who did it with

such a different attitude. To tell the truth, I'm

digressing now and I have not thought exactly how it

expressed that. It occurs to me just now as I'm talking

of the tremendous difference, though the same sort of

experience, and of the people who gave expression to it.

The Dadaists, of course, gave it by making enormous fvm

of the civilization and the culture that we valued so
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much, which is an idea that took on in Germany too.

But it wasn't a German reaction. The typical German

reaction was much more serious in its way, much more

violent. Well, that was very disturbing to anybody in

creative work—how to find yourself in a world so dis-

rupted; what's the use of being a painter anyway? Isn't

it rather silly? All of this is going on and here

you're in a studio trying to make a good composition,

trying to get nice color on the canvas. What does it

mean when the world is being remade? Of course, as we

know, that was a personal problem. Nobody could help

anybody out, and various talents reacted in various v;ays.

For instance, e. e. cummings wrote his Enormous Room .

Afterwards, when I knew Joyce, I was tremendously impressed

with the quiet serenity with which he v;ent ahead and did

what he wanted to do, and how he looked upon politics

and world conditions with a strange sort of calmness that

the rest of us found difficult. He was still at work on

what has to do with Dublin back in 1906. He read and

learned languages and did all sorts of things which

seemed to have no connection with [contemporary life].

Of course, afterwards, what I felt was so impressive was

that he is the one who really v/as the product of that

ethos, and so many others who were trying to be part of it

weren't part of it at all.

SCHIPPERS: We have tv;o things here that are still
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existing from Rome, and one is the canvas here in your

studio.

NUTTING: For the moment, I can only think of tv;o things

in painting that survive from my Roman period. One was

of a girl that we knev; as Teresina. She was Italian,

but if I remember rightly, she was part Spanish and was

one of the models in the Via Margutta. I have that head

of her. People who don't care anything about painting

think it's a very charming picture. Of course, she was

a veiy charming girl and the painting does give some

expression of her appeal.

The other thing that I have is a small study of the

American painter Elihu Vedder. It was done at the tea

table one afternoon. I don't know whether either one of

them was typical of what I was doing at that time, but

at least they're examples of v;hat I was striving for,

especially in objective painting, painting from life.

SCHIPPEES: Certainly they are very different treatments.

The Teresina is quite academic and the Vedder may have

shown some of the influence of the Impressionists.

NUTTING: Yes, as a matter of fact, the Impressionists had

been quite a strong influence since my days in St. Paul

when Durand -Rue 1 circulated an exhibition of Impressionist

painting and it went to St. Paul. I've forgotten whether

it v/ent to Minneapolis or not. We saw it in St. Paul. I

was very much impressed by it. Everybody was talking
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about Impressionism. In those days, it was looked upon

as the last word in modem art, in spite of the fact

that there was the school of Henjri in New York, which in

some ways anticipated modern art more than the American

Impressionists did. In the Chase class, when I was

studying in New York, I had seen some work of the

Impressionist painters and studied them very carefully

and went back and made a painting from the model in his

class, using broken color in small strokes. I didn't

mix my tones on my palette. I juxtaposed small gobs of

paint, somewhat in the spirit of a man like Pissarro.

Other students in the class were quite impressed by it.

Chase had so definite an idea of what is good painting

and how to paint that to digress in that way was looked

upon by the other students as something extremely daring,

and they'd say, "You gonna let Chase see that picture?"

I said, "Why, yes, of course. Why not?" "Well, I don't

know. " Some of the other students who were wandering

up and down the hall would look in to see v;hat the Chase

class was doing, and they'd see this thing and say, "Gosh,

you gonna let Chase see that?" So I v/ondered what in the

world they expected Chase was going to do to me—was he

going to fire me out of the class or something? I was

more curious than anything else. He came and made his

rounds of the class. He came to mine, stopped and looked

at it, pulled his moustache, and he turned, and after a
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few seconds of quiet, he said, "Are you in the habit of

painting this way?"

And I said, "No, I never tried it before. I never

did anything like this before." "Well, some people seem

to like this sort of painting that looks as though worms

have been crawling about over the canvas. Personally,

I don't . " [laughter] Then he gave me a pat on the

shoulder and said, "Go ahead," and went on to the next

student. He wanted us to take a full brush of paint.

He wanted us to think of Frans Hals and Velasquez,

people like that, and little colored worms moving about

over the canvas was an antithesis of good painting.

SCHIPPERS: The next group of things that we have to

refer to are some things that you did on Corsica. You

had moved on a bit in your efforts. One of the first

ones here is apparently one of your favorites.

NUTTING: Yes. If I remember rightly, I did something

like forty canvases that summer on Corsica. I wouldn't

have done it, except that other painters were so very

industrious that they'd put you to shame if you didn't

go out and work with a little semblance of the same

intensity that they were putting into their s\immer. The

only time they worked from models was when the mistral

would blow, and then it was quite impossible to v.'ork

out-of-doors. The very strong wind would blow your

canvas all over the place. So we'd find somebody to
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pose indoors. The only thing that I kept of this sort

was a head of a boy that was done one day under those

circumstances. It still shows my Chase influence.

Although it's not especially proficient, there are several

things about it. One is that, from what I was trying

to do in the way of a certain feeling for characterization,

it was very successful. It's very much the kid. The

simplification of fonm shows a little bit of the influence

of the modern painters, maybe to a certain extent even

of Cezanne, though it's a long way from being anything

done with any real understanding of Cezanne's painting.

SCHIPPEES: You mentioned that you were with five painters

during that summer. There was the Belgian, Kvapil.

NUTTING: Yes, Kvapil was a very good painter. When I

first knew him, it was gust after the war. His wife had

a job in a government office, and they were just barely

getting along. But he got recognition quite rapidly

and started to do quite well in the sale of his pictures.

I was going to say they were mostly landscapes, but come

to think of it, I think it was about half-and-half. He

would spend his summer painting out-of-doors and his

winters painting from the model. He had a lot of the

Flemish feeling in his painting, a certain richness of

color that showed he was growing up under the influences

of the Flemish painters, such as Rubens. A veiy fine

and rich color of painting. He had gone through the war
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and kept up his painting all through the war. He said

he used to have his paint box with him, and for canvas,

he would get window shades from bombed-out buildings and

tack those up on some crude stretcher and paint portraits

of his officers, one thing and another. The way in v;hich

the artist would keep working was really quite impressive

sometimes under those terrific conditions. Like one

fellow that I knew who was a musician, a cellist, and he

constructed some kind of a folding contraption and

attached the head of a cello to it and the means to string

it as you would a cello. Of course, there v;as no sound

box or anything. So, anytime he had the advantage, he

would unfold this thing and tune it up and go through

his exercises and studies, more or less silently, just

like the pianos and violins and things made for that

purpose. But his devotion to his music kept him hard

at work, all through the war, and Kvapll was the same

way.

He had been some sort of an observer during the war.

His eyesight was very good, and apparently that experience

affected him, so that on a walk he was always conscious

of every little tiny movement away off in the

distance. He'd say, "Well, there goes so-and-so."

(He'd mention some other party or maybe somebody in the

town.) "He's over there. Don't you see him?" We'd

look and by Jove, he'd be right, [laughter] He got so
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he could recognize the tiniest vision of a person or thing

and describe it. The practice in watching day after day

made him so sensitive. What effect it had on his painting,

I don't know. He taught me one thing that siammer. It

was on his advice that the rest of us went down to this

little town in northern Corsica, because he had been

there one year and had done quite a lot of work and was

quite enthusiastic about it. He said that the year that

he was on Corsica he had spent too much of his time

wandering around the country trying to find motifs. He'd

go out and hunt and hunt and hunt for a motif and would

note this and note that, then go back and paint it. But

he'd gotten over that to a very large extent, not that he

wasn't always doing it to a certain extent. He always

had his eye open for everything that happened in the

whole landscape. Ve never went out walking in the

evening that he didn't suddenly see something and come

back and do it. But he never really went out of his way

too much. He rather Joked about himself, but he said

something that was largely true. He did all his painting

from nature. He didn't do them in the studio. He took

his stuff right out before his motif. He said, "The

way I paint a landscape, first I go out and I look around

and I see a nice shady spot \jjider a tree." He always

took with him a wine bottle full of very strong coffee

(Belgians love coffee). So first of all he'd make himself
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comfortable under the tree and get out his bottle of

coffee and then he would set up his canvas, and then he'd

look around and pick out something to the right or the

left or the front of him, wherever it might be, and start

painting. And he said, "I find usually that if I do it

that way, it's as good as if I'd spent hours trying to

find a motif." [laughter] Although it's not completely

true, it is surprisingly so, that it's not so much any

particular spot. The person who is experienced will

sometimes amaze you by making something from what apparently

is very little. I think we feel that especially in Van

Gogh. If anybody has seen the photographs of places that

Van Gogh had made his paintings, they looked absolutely

impossible. He would paint them without any variation,

and he v/ould paint them very objectively, as he saw them.

He produced something that you would never guess had

come from anything so empty of what you would think were

the possibilities as a painting, as were shown in the

photograph.

SGHIPPERS: Another painter who was v/ith you was Lemercier.

NUTTING: Lemercier was from a v.-ell-to-do family. He was,

I think, even of aristocratic lineage* He was a friend

of all of the important younger painters of Paris in

those days, the up-and-coming people like [Dunoyer de]

Segonzac and a close friend of La Patelliere, a very

talented painter who died of war injuries. He came to

Corsica after we'd been there for a while and brought
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with him a little automobile. I don't know whether he

was a graduate of the Ecole des Beaiix-Arts or not. He'd

been through the mill of art schooling and had a very-

fine appreciation of the modern movements in painting.

Although his work was not especially modern it was

certainly not old hat.

A very charming man, he could have made his fortune

as a mime. He was full of fun and on the spur of the

moment he'd very quietly put on some little show that

was absolutely delightful. I remember one evening after

dinner he was wandering around, while the rest of us v;ere

sitting there talking. It was out on the terrace of

this little hotel, and there was an old skillet that had

been thrown out because a large hole had finally burned

through it and it was lying there rusty. He picked this

up and put it on an old table under a tree nearby, and

proceeded to make an omelet, [laughter] There was a

little girl, a child of the family of the house, who v/as

very shy and very solemn— she never laughed—and we had

tried to make friends with her. She was very nice and

wasn't unfriendly, but these strange foreigners, I

suppose, were rather a little too much for her. So up to

that time, we hadn't made much headway in getting acquainted

with her. She was about ten or eleven years old. But

that performance of Lemercier broke the ice. The rest of

us were laughing, when all of a sudden I heard this most
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delighted squeal of laughter, and I turned around and

this little kid Just simply broke loose. That was the

funniest thing she had ever seen, [laughter]

SCHIPEEES: One of the others was Sardin?

MJTTING: I rather felt rather sorry for Sardin. They

were neighbors of ours in Paris. And he wanted very much

to be a painter. He was a rather S|hy, quiet little

man with a pointed black beard, and his wife was very

lively and a great talker. He was one of the party.

He worked quite hard, as the others did, but his painting

was quite mediocre.

Well, one other member of the party though was very

talented. That was Andre Favory. He v;as a nephew of

Hennan Paul. Herman Paul was very well known in France

for his drawings and his cartoons, his woodcuts, his

graphic v/ork in general, and Andre Favory was ambitious

to be a painter and was on the road to becoming quite a

distinguished one. He did a great deal of painting which

brought him considerable success that year at the salons

and in the galleries. He was a man of great vitality

and rather uncouth in lots of ways. Ny wife thought

rather too much so. But a very interesting fellow.

Unfortunately, not long after, he was in a motor accident

and received a head injury which caused a long period

of deterioration, and finally his death.

SCHIPPEES: What brought you together?

MJTTING: Oh, this little group? It started with Kvapil,
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and Kvapil was a friend of the Sardins, our neighbors.

We would get together, and he talked about what a wonderful

place Corsica was and that we all ought to go dovm there.

We decided that nothing could be nicer than a beautiful

place to visit, and to go with fellow painters v/ould be

something new and a delightful way to spend one ' s vacation.

I call it a vacation, but it was certainly a hard-working

one.

SCHIPPEES: Did you influence each other in any way in

your painting?

MJTTING: Not at all. I suppose I was influenced more

than anyone. The others were very much on their own,

very different, and we'd usually discuss painting all

night long—not all night long, we went to bed rather

early and got up early. We always had these very vigorous

arguments and discussions after dinner.

SCHIPPEES: You mentioned, though, earlier, that you were

all more or less under the influence of the Impressionists,

perhaps Derain and Cezanne.

MJTTING: Derain, of course, v;as not an Impressionist.

ITo. The only person who was was Sardin, and he still

showed quite a little influence of Impressionism.

Kvapil 's painting was very solid, very rich. It was by

no means what the French call pompier , which is their

expression for being old hat. At the same time, he was

not to be classed with any of the groups then representing
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modem art in France, though he was friends with them

and great admirers of many of them. Favory had a very

direct, robust way of painting, with a large, full brash,

mostly of figures. In the summertime he would do out-of-

door painting, and he again, curiously enough, was rather

Flemish in his painting, as was Kvapil. Kvapil, of course,

was Belgian. But there was something in Favory's drawing

and composition and colors that seems to stem more from

seventeenth-century Flemish painting than anything French.

SCHIPPEES: There are a number of what you call plein airs .

NUTTING: Yes. That's the French word for "outdoor."

SCHIPPEES: And what do you have to say of them?

NUTTING: I think that, on the whole, I made a rather

definite effort to get av/ay from the influence of the

Impressionist painters in painting out-of-doors. I

never have, really.
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SCHIPPERS: Last time we had left off discussing your

trip with four other artists, and during that summer 70U

did a number of outdoor or landscape things that are

quite nice, and you were commenting that that was one

time you did more than you had done at any other time.

NUTTING: Those were the days ^vhen outdoor painting

was looked upon as one of the prime necessities of an

artist's work. It's something that is not very evident

these days. I don't know many people who do really

serious painting out-of-doors. But I think one reason

that it kept up was probably the influence of Cezanne,

because Cezanne was such a fanatical outdoor painter, and

most of the important men of that period, with the ex-

ception of Picasso, for example, looked upon a certain

period of definite study out-of-doors as an essential

part of their career. And the people who had powerful

influence— such as Matisse, Derain, Segonzac, any number

of them—their big idea was to get away from Paris in

the summer. Of course, Paris was more or less deserted

in the summertime. Everybody goes if he possibly can

to get away from the city. The painters would make

great sacrifices to get away and into the country and

to paint.
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This trip to Corsica was inspired by Kvapil who

had been there once before and was fascinated by it. So

it resulted in the group of us going down to this little

town of Rogliano, which is in the northern part of Corsica,

what is known as the Cap Corse, and I did more paintings

than I ever did in one summer. I came back with about

forty canvases, if I remember, rightly. I've forgotten

how long we were there, probably about two or three

months. I was for"tunate because the men that we were

with were very accomplished and very serious artists.

With one exception—Sardin was not a very able painter.

He was a very serious one, but the others were very good,

so that I had the stimulus of their enthusiasm to work,

plus the example of some very good painting, each in his

own way. We used to get up fairly early and get out and

carry a rather heavy kit of our easel, paint box, canvases

and so forth, and would usually go more or less in the

same region. We had long evenings, because Corsica is

really further north than we imagined and the summer days

are quite long. So in the evening we'd take quite long

walks after dinner and hunt for motifs and decide on

one. The next morning we'd go to this region and paint

in the same place with various interpretations of more

or less the same motif. Then after dinner when it really

got dark, the first thing to do was to unstretch the

canvases and tack them up on the wall around the dining
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room of this little hotel, and stretch a new canvas for

the next day's v/ork, because most of the things we did

we'd do in one go. We'd spend more time than, say, an

Impressionist painter would, because none of us were

really painting very much influenced by the Impression-

ists. Men like Monet, for example, could only v/ork from

a motif for a very short time. They'd have to switch to

'another canvas. In a day's work he'd probably work on

quite a number of canvases out-of-doors. But with us,

working from the motif on one canvas in the morning and

then that afternoon, there wasn't that consideration of

simply light effects, the study of form, of structure,

of certain plastic values in the landscape; and I think

all of us in one way or another were influenced very much

by the work of Cezanne. Not imitating him but certain

principles that we had in mind. I seemed to be rather

successful in finding motifs.

I don't think any of them liked my work too much.

They weren't especially complimentary about it, anyway,

but I noticed they'd see a canvas of mine and would

ask, "Well, where did you do that?" Then the next thing

I'd note one or more of them would be out using the same

motif that I had used. It v;ould save them some trouble

sometimes. Some painters will do that sort of thing.

But a lot of our landscape painters of a more modern

movement v;ill simply use the material before them as a
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stimulus and juggle things arotind to make a composition

and to develop an idea. But Kvapil would have an

astonishing ability to take a very simple motif that

nobody else could see anything in and paint it more or

less directly as he saw it, and by Jove, he could give

something that you would only see after seeing his canvas.

!Ihat, of course, was true of Van Gogh. People who browse

through any of the books on Van Gogh or in magazine

articles about him very often find photographs that have

been taken from the point of view that he used in painting

his picture, and often they were things that to the

rest of us would seem quite impossible. He would not

distort the drawing. He would paint more or less the

motif before him, and yet the thing would turn out to

be a very beautiful canvas. Kvapil had something of

that same talent. I never acquired it. I have never

done enough outdoor painting to have that much sensitivity

in vision. 1 had to wander around quite a lot, take long

looks at what I was going to do and plan my composition

pretty well, though I did paint quite realistically in

a way. I didn't rearrange any material before me. I

took it rather literally, which at that stage of the game

was the best thing for me at least to do. And after all,

I had the precedent of Cezanne himself. Cezanne did

modify to a certain extent the shapes and forms before

him, but it was still a certain kind of a realism. He
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felt a certain tension of forms before him, and to trans-

late those things on canvas might force him to merely

make a house lean this way or that, or a wall not to be

quite the way it was in the motif before him. But he

didn't use any fantasy. It was always what he called

"ma petite sensation" ("my little sensation"), that in

observing and studying Mont Ste-Victoire or a house or a

road, to get on his canvas what he felt in regard to

certain architectural qualities. I say "architectural,"

because the sense of planes and volumes, the precession

and recession of solid shapes, is alv/ays really evident

in his work, in contrast to the Impressionists who were

simply sensitive to light and color values and the poetry

of nature as seen in those terms. Cezanne, in a sense,

reverted to a more classic sort of a feeling of nature.

In fact, he said that what he wanted to do, was to do

Poussin after nature, Poussin being a very classical

sort of a painter. To the nonpainter, no two people could

seem further apart than Poussin and Cezanne. But, as a

matter of fact, a man like Poussin had a great deal of

influence on all of the French painters dovm into the

modern painters and is appreciated by them very much. He

was thoroughly a French painter in his vision and his

philosophy and his sensibility. Ihat sense of formal

relationship that Poussin had, Cezanne appreciated, but

without his subject matter and his classical feeling.
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He used that in his principles in rendering what he called

his "little sensation, " v;hich I think is a rather good

term, because the sincere painter doesn't start with any

very clear idea. He doesn't know exactly what he sees

nor what appeals to him, but he gets a little glimmer of

something that is promising, and if you can nourish that

into real significance, well then, he has a real painting.

Of course, I feel that's true of any art. Though

I'm not a novelist, I can imagine, for example, that some

small incident or some striking little happening in some

human relationship would appeal to a person, and by not

willfully trying to create something out of it, but by

trying to feel deeper into what has happened, maybe a

whole book will evolve from it.

I know that it's felt by some people in other lines

of thought. The famous French philosopher, Henri Bergson,

said that one moment's intuition results in a whole

volume of philosophy. The whole secret of it is that

he grasped that moment of intuition; and in the painter,

I think it's the same thing that happens, that if one

moment's intuition is held onto and nourished into some

sort of fulfillment, it will result in something that is

really significant and that is art.

SGHIPPEES: In your summer on Corsica, there's one

painting at least that still exists, the one of the church

at Rogliano. Is that something you did in one day?
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NUTTING: Yes, that's probably the quickest thing that I

ever did. It's a ruined church on top of the hill above

old Rogliano. At that time it was pretty well falling

to pieces. The roof had caved in and only part of it was

kept up, because there were some tombs of some old

Corsican families that went back for many generations

which were in the church. Therefore, they kept that part

in repair, if I remember rightly. It was rather a diffi-

cult place to get to; it's rather a hard climb up to the

place. It was a very hot day. Ve used up most of our

energy because it's very hilly in that part of the country,

and it ' s a matter of going up and down very steep hill-

sides—no level ground at all.

In this painting, as one can see, the horizon is

very low. When I got up there, I couldn't get close

enough to see it properly so I had to do it from belov;

where I could get far enough away. In some ways it was

one of my most successful canvases, and I think I did it

in between two and three hours.

SCHIPPERS: There's another one here; you say the original

is in Wisconsin. It's a house with trees, which apparently

was done in or near the village.

NUTTING: Yes. The village itself was a very interesting

place. There were innumerable motifs of that sort, such

as the old houses. It was a very old town and it had

interesting landscapes: the olive trees, the rocks, the
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hills and the old houses and also these square towers.

They had the square towers and the round towers (I've

forgotten which are the oldest), which were built for

protection from piracy.

SCHIPPEBS: Is there anything more you might say about

the efforts?

NUTTING: No. I don't think there is. r tape off]

SCHIPPEES: We've been going through folders of your

photographs of paintings that you had done and we're now

on one that's labeled "Portraits." 'These were done

largely while you were in Paris. One of the first is

one that you did of your first wife.

NUTTING: Yes. I did quite a number of portraits of her,

none of them very successful. The one that we're looking

at now shows an effort to get away from what would probably

be looked upon as an academic sort of an approach to

portraiture which I had received in the art schools.

I remember that the color was very subdued. At the same

time, I think it had real color in a significant way.

It was very much influenced by some of the Renaissance

Italians where you have a very thought-out design, not

to the extent of being Gubistic, though at that time I

was working with Andre' Lhote. But the idea of trying to

paint something that could be called a portrait, in as

Gubistic a way as he would do it, was something that I

didn't feel was real in my case; it would only be an
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exercise, but it never seemed to have any special sig-

nificance. At the same time, the use of parallels and

certain angles, the design of the picture in a geometric

way that wouldn't give it solidity, but having a certain

dignity without being forced, was my effort in this case,

plus a certain interpretation of light and transparency

of values.

SCHIPPEBS: We have a very interesting one here. You

call it The Jewess .

ITOTTING: Yes. She was an art student in New York, and

she came to Paris apparently with very little money. She

wanted to get some experience in Paris, and to eke out

her living. She got a few chances to pose for people

and had classes in the art schools, and I engaged her.

That [portrait] was done very quickly, and it's sort of

a compromise. The one we were just looking at I had

used geometrical shapes more obviously, and in this,

which was a study done in one sitting, I still was

searching for— I don't like to use the word "decorative,"

it wasn't that—but it was a certain simplification and

organization of shapes and forms and values in the canvas

instead of simply translating literally the head and its

surroiindings that I'd been doing in the art schools. In

other words, Piero della Prancesca and other Renaissance

Italians were very much in my mind, as well as some of

the Parisian painters of a more formal nature.
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SCHIPPERS: You mentioned once that it may have been

done after you took your trip to Spain and that there

would be perhaps a suggestion of the El Greco influence

in it.

MJTTING: Yes. My enthusiasm for El Greco really began

in Boston, with the thing they had in the Boston Museum.

I was about the only student that admired that very much.

The others in the Tarbell class couldn't see too much

in it, but I was very much struck by it and v;as on the

lookout for El Greco ever afterwards. Then, in Spain,

of course, he did have a tremendous impact on my feeling

for painting. There is not very much, except maybe for

a certain emphasis of that very long neck and simplification

of form, that would suggest that I had been looking very

much at El Greco. I was sorry to lose it. It was a

small canvas. I would guess that it was about 12 x 16.

SCHIPPERS: Yes, it was burned. You also said that it

was one of your favorites.

MJTTING: Yes. Of coiorse, one never really knows, because

in one's ov.tl work, it is not only being critical of your

effort, as objective as you possibly can, but you can't

get away from certain subjective things and associations.

I was very much impressed by this young woman because I

think she was a very sincere artist. She was making a

great sacrifice to study and to learn, and at the same

time, I don't knov/ whether it was because of a melancholy
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disposition, but she was rather sad in her general attitude,

due to the fact that life was really a little difficult

for her. I never made any pretense to be psychological

in my portraiture. I didn't search to render the soul.

I've always been a little bit like Courbet or Sargent

or some painter who said that if he saw a soul he'd paint

it, but he only paints what he sees, [laughter] I was

only painting. I didn't try to render a mood or character

or be psychological; and at the same time, there's some-

thing about it that evokes her personality very strongly.

Whether it's my memory of her or whether I succeeded in

rendering it, I don't know, but it gives me a certain

satisfaction that it got beyond gust transcription of

nature

.

SCHIPPEES: V/ell, it certainly is a very pov/erful piece

of work. Here we have one that is a study of a model.

Again, it's small, 16 x 20, and very obviously a definite

reference to Cubism.

ITUTTING: Yes. That is when I was v/orking with Lhote

and I think its great weakness is that it's a compromise.

I don't know exactly how to express it, but it is willed.

It's trying to put into practice something that I'd been

taught that didn't really fiinction, so it falls betv;een

two schools. It's not a realistic picture, and yet it's

not courageously broken up into real Cubism. Maybe if I

had done that in clay, and worked it out, I might have
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been much more successful, because the general idea is

perfectly all right. There is a certain simplification

and abstraction of forms and of structure and an inter-

penetration of planes and volumes, which in a piece of

sculpture or modeling might have been quite convincing.

But here it doesn't quite make it.

SCHIPPERS: We have another one here: it's Daphne Carr ,

20 X 40. This is something you said was slightly

Whistlerian in tone.

NUTTING: Yes, it was not strong in color, but the color

was rather good in a subdued sort of way. I think most

of these things of that period show some effort to get

away from the purely naturalistic sort of art school

stuff that I had been taught, which was very valuable

in its way, but which seemed to me superficial. In this

case, it's more of a decorative pattern. The head we

were Just looking at was a search for real solid forms

and their relationships; whereas, this is more of the

contours and areas and contrasts of light and dark and

warm and cold color.

SGHIPPEES: There appears to be a rather easier texture

on this canvas than on some of the others.

NUTTING: In a way it was quite natural, because by that

time I had gotten a certain facility in the boTush and

enjoyed the movement of paint across the canvas with

a full brush, not worrying too much about the third
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dimension and keeping it two-dimensional, and with a

certain pleasure in its texture and pattern.

SCHIPPEES: It certainly is a very lovely thing. Is

there anything you might say about the sitter?

NUTTING: Daplme Carr was a correspondent for fashion

magazines in Paris and also in New York and in London,

and was a friend of ours. She was supporting herself

there after an inifortiinate marriage. She'd been divorced

and she went back to Journalism.

SCHIPPEES: Here's a reproduction of a charcoal of

Thelma Lewisohn.

NUTTING: Yes, it was really Conte crayon. I think it

was brown Conte crayon.

SCHIPPEES: You said you did rather many of this sort.

NUTTING: Yes, in the first place I lost quite a few,

apparently, and I don't know what happened to a great

many drawings that I made in Paris. A few I had, and I

think that a few still survive, but not many. Thelma

Lewisohn was the second wife of Ludwig Lewisohn, and

they were near neighbors of ours in Paris. We saw a

great deal of them.

SCHIPPEES: Now this is an interesting one. This is the

portrait of Mrs. Joyce.

NUTTING: Curiously enough, I think that's one of my

most successful portraits of that period, in spite of the

fact that there is a little bit of, what you might call,
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a willful use of geometric shapes, the conscious con-

trasting of straight and curved lines and planes. One

of the basic principles of Lhote ' s teaching was the

relationship of straight and curved, both in opposing

each other and in sequence, but it doesn't seem to have

tied me down too much and has given the canvas a certain

simplification in character which was rather successful,

and plus that it did not weaken the feeling of character.

I always felt that it looked very much like her, and

everybody who saw it and knew Mrs. Joyce was impressed

that it was, first of all, a very good portrait of

Mrs. Joyce, as well as being a very interesting painting.

SCHIPPEES: Was this done in a series of sittings?

mJTTING: Yes. That was when I had my studio in the

Palguiere. It was the first period of my stay in Paris,

and I not only worked in the Julian Academy with Maurice

Denis and Andre Lhote while I was in that studio, but

I also sometimes would hire models and work in my studio

and also would get people to sit for me. I did quite

a number of pictures of friends. I did the Joyces quite

a number of times. I never got very far, except with

this one I got a certain sense of completion and one of

Lucia Joyce that, along with this one of her mother, is at

Northwestern now.

SCHIPPERS: Did they come to your studio?

MJTTING: Yes.
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SCHIPEERS: About how many times?

NUTTING: I couldn't say in this case. But sometimes

—

like that one of the Jewess, for example, and others

—

I would do them at one sitting. Then again I would have

not more than half-a-dozen sittings. Especially with your

friends, you can't keep them and impose on them. You

can have a hired model for hours, but for some people

it's very tiresome work to pose.

SCHIPPERS: Here we have another one. This is a Conte

crayon of Joyce.

NUTTING: Yes. I was quite anxious to do something of

Joyce, and he was very nice about coming to pose. But

in the first place, of course, he was a tremendous worker

and he needed to take time away from his work, and

another thing was that his work was interrupted a great

deal by his eye trouble, so I never did as much as I

would have liked to [have done] of him. I started a

large portrait, and after that he became quite ill.

The beginning of the portrait is also at Northwestern.

I did a number of drawings, three of which I saved;

the others were not successful.

SCHIPPERS: Now, the one we were referring to is

apparently one of your sketches, and this one we're

looking at now is one that you feel is one of the best

sketches of him. This was in conjunction with the

painting at Northwestern.
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MJTTING: Yes. They were all around the same time. The

painting was not that pose. I think it's not bad of him.

Sylvia Beach, someplace in that book of hers, Shakespeare

and Company , says, "I wonder what became of the drawing

that Myron Nutting did of Joyce? I liked it," or some-

thing of that sort. Well, she remembered it. She was

a pretty good critic, and she knew Joyce very well.

SCHIPPEES: Now, is this the one that she was referring

to?

MJTTING: Yes.

SCHIPPEES: And this is in the possession of Paul Kieffer

in New York?

NUTTING: Yes. It's certainly very different from most

things of Joyce. He doesn't look as worried, as quizzical

as he does in most of his pictures.

SCHIPPEES: We have a charcoal here of Joseph Collins.

NUTTING: Yes, I think I've talked about Joseph Collins

when I talked of my Eoman days, and afterwards we used

to see him quite often. I think he spent most of his

vacations every year in Europe. He used to go for a

cure someplace; I've forgotten where. He'd spend some

time in Paris and we'd get our friends together. I did

a painting of him, but I afterwards destroyed the painting.

I did a number of drawings. It was through him, of

course, that I met Joyce, as I think I've described.

SCHIPPEES: Another one here is of Bob Wolf.
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NUTTING: Yes. Bob Wolf was the husband of Genevieve

Taggard, the poetess. He was a very brilliant young man,

apparently, and graduated cum laude from Harvard, and I've

forgotten what. Afterwards he lost his mind. He was in

a sanitarium the last I heard. The last time I saw him

I was rather puzzled by him. He seemed so distracted,

as though he had something on his mind. Apparently it

was the beginning of his trouble.

SGHIPPERS: It certainly is a very striking use of

charcoal.

NUTTING: Yes, that's a charcoal drawing.

SCHIPPEBS: We have a portrait here of Usana Kohl.

NUTTING: They were a young couple whom we v;ere very fond

of. She was a great-grandaughter of Noah Webster, of

dictionary fame, and her mother was English and her

father Swiss, I believe. She was raised in Switzerland

and had English and French education. Ernest Kohl^ her

husband, was a young Swiss painter and also had an

English education. They both spoke perfect English as

well as perfect French. Ernest Kohl was on his way to

become rather successful when I left Paris, but I have

never seen anything or managed to hear anything about

him since. We saw a great deal of them and v;ere very

fond of them.

SCHIPPERS: You said you rather liked this because of its

painterly quality.
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MJTTING: Yes. Also it was a very real portrait. It's

very much Usana and was nice in color, with the red dress,

cool tones in flesh and backgroiind. That started off in

a rather curious way. It started out as a charcoal

drawing, and as the thing progressed, I regretted that

I hadn't started to paint instead of making the drawings,

so I started to put some oil paint on the charcoal

'drawing. I got rather ambitious about it and took it

down to a framing place, and they mounted the drawing

on a canvas and on a stretcher. So then the paper was

the ground for the painting. All I had to do was to

render it a little less absorbent by a light coating of

mastic varnish as sort of a filler. So I had a very

nice surface and the pure white paper was very effective

as a surface. I got some very nice tones and trans-

parent quality.

SCHIPPERS: Too bad it was destroyed, seeing how that

would have held up over a period of time.

NUTTING: Yes. I was sorry to lose that. I think [it

would have kept] perfectly v;ell. As a matter of fact,

there's some very old things on paper—even some

Rembrandt s on paper, if I'm not mistaken, and a few

things of Delacroix. Some of them have gone to pieces,

but I think that's more from lack of proper care.

Constable also did some of his small oil studies and

notes on paper, and they seem to be all right. There
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is no reason why it shouldn't be, but of course paper is

fragile and it gets very brittle on accoiint of the oil,

so it has to be mounted to really be safely preserved.

SCHIPPEES: Here's one that was done. Manning?

NUTTING: Yes, I've forgotten her first name. Her

father was an Englishman and was a horse trainer for

racing stables in Paris. He died. She posed a great

'deal. She would get quite a few engagements. I don't

know what else she did. She was quite a nice English

girl, and I used her [ as a model] quite a lot.

SCHIPPEES: Do you see anything outstanding about the

effort?

NUTTING: I think the intentions were pretty good. I

see where it falls down here and there rather badly,

but again it ' s getting away from the superficial sort of

portraiture. It shows some of the beneficial influences

of Andre Lhote.

Earl Henry Brewster was my oldest friend in Paris.

They rented a place down at Amalfi and then in Rome and

then they were at Paris. He was from a New England

family and his wife, Achsa, also was from an old New

England family. Earl had been also a -pupil of Chase,

and he was in the throes of trying to get away from his

art schooling into something more personal and more

his ovm. It's rather what I would call, maybe a little

bit artificial. It looks as though he has an academic
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gown on. I'm afraid I was trying to make more an

impression in composition than I was tiying to malce a

real portrait of him. But so far as the portraiture is

concerned, it was very like him.

This is the portrait of the Belgian painter, Kvapil,

done down at Rogliano. They had really marvelous weather

down there except when the mistral would blow, and that

was a very heavy, very steady wind that lasted about

three days and made painting out-of-doors rather im-

possible. I tried it once or twice and wound up climbing

a hundred feet down a gorge to rescue my equipment. All

of a sudden, it would be wisked away and would vanish off

across the country. I remember that day especially.

I was at quite a deep sort of place, and all of my paints

and brushes and my canvas and my easel were scattered up

and down this cliff. I was climbing up and down there

for hours trying to rescue things. Well, during those

days of the mistral, we painted each other or we hired

somebody from the village or got somebody around the

place to pose for us, and we kept on painting. This has

the appearance of being out-of-doors, but I doubt if it

was. It was probably painted in the court or some

sheltered place on a windy day. Afterwards I added the

landscape of some other part of the country as a back-

ground .

SCHIPEERS: It's of interest though, that the treatment

is very much like the landscapes that you were doing at
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the time. What is the element that's carried across?

MJTTING: I think in all of my things, in my very small

way, I had something of the same idea that Cezanne had

when he said he wanted to do a Poussin from nature, that

his "little sensation, " which resulted in his getting

a greater reality, was not simply transcribing but feeling

formal relationships—the certain simplification of form,

the emphasis of these angles and parallels, a certain

architecture of the material of the canvas, of its stressed

values. In other words, it's a movement toward a certain

conscious abstraction.

SCHIPPERS: There's also something in the way you've used

the brush, for example, in the head area to convey a

certain flesh tone and warmth.

NUTTING: I never gave up the feeling for that. Of

course, one thing I found difficult: if I was really

trying to apply some theory which I felt ought to work,

it became very evident and made for a very artificial,

manufactured sort of a painting. I felt that what I

had been doing before I went to Europe, which was simply

the translation of the impression of colors and values

and textures, was not enough; and I had a strong desire

for more organization in my canvas. At the same time,

I was troubled because, in doing that, I would lose certain

tactile values that I felt were very important. And that

is where Greco gave me great encouragement, because nobody
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could paint more beautifully than Greco, for sheer paint,

for all the wonder of using your material for its

intrinsic beauty and charm. Of course, a great many of

his things seem to us extremely austere ajad sometimes

rather cold and gray. But in his earlier things, he

still had the feeling of the Venetians. You can see it

very definitely, like that big canvas in Chicago—and

there are others—in which, although it's very austere

in its color and restrained in many ways, it is very

beautiful and a very real painting. So that is something

that Chase gave me that I didn't want to lose. At the

same time, I wanted to carry it on to something more

solid, more monumental— a term a little bit too grandiose

for the purpose, but "monumental" in rhe sense of something

that you felt was lasting, that had the essence of some-

thing that was not just an illustration of the object

but something that was more timeless.
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SCHIPFERS: We're again working with a folder of photo-

graphs of some of the works you've done, and this one is

a folder of paintings that were done in Paris. One of

the first is a circus scene, a girl on a horse.

NUTTING: I suppose the first thing is the motif. During

my life in Rome, I became interested in the theater and

the circus or any of the performing arts. I've forgotten

what gave me the most stimulus. I think it was because

in those days Diaghilev's Russian ballet was tops as

one of the art forms that were alive at that time. I

liked theater, and I was very fond of music and painting

—

the fact is I was really more musical in those days than

I am now. I had a better musical memory and had more

knowledge of musical literature. I was thrilled with

the idea that here we had a field in which one could work

very happily in collaboration with the other artists

—

the dance, the music and the decor, and in the case of a

ballet, the theater also. It seems to me it would be

something that I would very much enjoy doing. That was

of course intensified a great deal by my friendship with

Gordon Craig. I knew Gordon Craig's art, his drawings

and his writings, before I met him. I got some copies

of The Mask [1908] at some time or another (a magazine
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that he edited and published), and one or two of his

books, and it was really my knowledge of his work that

caused me to take advantage of meeting him and after-

wards to enjoy quite a real friendship with him.

While we lived in Paris, the theater was very cheap

and was very much alive. Nowadays we hesitate to pay

the prices of a good play and budget our money pretty

carefully to get full advantage of it. But then, anytime

we felt in the mood, if we saw something interesting, we

didn't thinlv anything of going to see it. And that

extended from the subsidized theaters, like the Odeon

and the Opera, to other little theaters. One of the most

famous at that time was the one at which Jouvet was the

principal actor, the Vieux-Golombier. It was very small;

it was hardly big enough for a decent-sized movie. It

wasn't originally a theater at all. But they did

marvelous work, and we were great patrons of it. There

was a little theater that was operated by a couple of

Russians, Pitoeff and his wife. She was a very talented

actress, and he did very well. He had apparently one

fault that he was criticized for a great deal, but we

weren't able to recognize that his French accent was not

perfect. It seemed to annoy the French people to have

the French plays with the Russian accent. Otherwise his

work was excellent. He also had great talent in stage

sets, because he had to work on an extremely small budget,
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but he could do a great deal in an abstract v/ay, simply

by a few formal relationships and color and lines, and

could set the mood of a scene very fascinatingly with

hardly anything at all. He had a sense of rhythmic

relationships that could express violence or express

sadness or some general tone of an act, v/ithout having

any realistic scenery— simply abstract form.

His theater interested me, and that extended to the

circus because the circus was especially good then.

I've forgotten the name of the circus. Cirque d'Hiver may

have been the circus, in which the stars were the Fratellini

brothers, clowns, and they were real artists. They were

a sheer delight. They could play on all sorts of feeling

in a very humorous and very inventive way. The great

English clown, Greek, used to come to Paris every year,

and he certainly was a great artist in the same way that

Charlie Chaplin was a great artist, one v;ith technical

ability but also making his art something more than

simple clowing. It became something very subtle and

marvelously appealing. So it's rather natural that I

did a great many drawings and sketches and paintings

based on the idea of the theater, but not so much of

the dance. Most of the paintings I remember really

were inspired more by the circus and the Fratellini

performances than by anything else.

The stage itself would have been more difficult
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because there you have the problem of a definite scene

and not so much the purely visual, I mean a definite

scene in the literary sense and not so much the sheer

visual delight that you get in the performances of acrobats

and actors and horses and animals and color and the

general feeling of a circus. Not many of the canvases

I did have survived, and I don't think that the best

ones did. I don't know as any are left now after the

fire, but this is one of a number of things that I did,

which suffer, I think, quite a bit from being a bit too

formal, not enough spontaneity of drawing. It seems as

though I was trying to get good composition, when in that

sort of thing it should have been more free, maybe a

little bit more in the direction of possibly Saoul IXify.

The spontaneity and gaiety of the thing would have been

better than a rigorously formal sort of an approach.

This was a large canvas that we'have here. It was

reproduced in American Art News , and it has, maybe more

than any that I now remember, a combination of a freedom

of movement and gesture and forms, which were put together

in a more or less incongruous sort of a way. But I never

got, especially in those days, away from the idea of a

well-composed and rather architectonic approach, with the

idea of mural painting in mind.

SCHIPPEES: This canvas was 30 x 36, and it was reproduced

in the Art News or Digest . We didn't know the name, did
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we? April 1, 1928.

MJTTING: A European editor saw it and wanted a photograph

of it, and it was published as a two-column cut.

SCHIPPERS: Here we have a photograph with the painting

as you were working on it. There's a model in the

photograph.

MJTTIUG: It looks in the photograph as though I used a

model directly. But that wasn't true.

SCHIPPERS: You did not?

MJTTING: I never did, especially in compositions. I'd

make drawings and pastel sketches, or maybe even an oil

study from life, but I never painted directly on my

canvas from nature. That sketch was one of the first

things I did after I went to Paris.

SCHIPPERS: Yes. It was four figures on a canvas and

was destroyed in the fire. You said that this began

your first real emphasis on figures.

MJTTING: Yes. One sees a certain amount of influences

of that period in it. It's a little bit of the Cubistic,

with a certain conflict between a fonnal design and a

search for a painting quality. The conviction was growing

on me then that there's not very much that one can do, at

least, immediately, in trying to shape oneself. One has

to let things happen, and not be too critical. There

must be a tremendous degree of self-acceptance. No

matter how much you disapprove of yoiirself , accept what
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happens. It
' s an if, and I emphasize if_ approach,

[for it] is about the best we can do a lot of these

things, as though you are not trying to do it. It

is trying to be. That idea got a hold on me at that

time, because I found continually that my reason and

my intuition were at odds. Things that I felt were

vastly important, or were better than another, were

questions that ought not to enter into what you're trying

to do, at least until the thing has gotten to some sort

of objective reality. Then you can tear it to pieces

and go off in sackcloth and ashes and say you'll never

do that again. But you have no business doing it until

you pass that period. So that when I got that idea, I

was a little bit happier, because as I said before, I

was troubled by the fact that I would be tremendously

enthusiastic about somebody's work or their great talent

—

"Now there is what direction one should take to accomplish

something!" Then I would knock myself out for days on

things, and I would always come back to the French

proverb : Plus ca change, plus c' est la meme chos£--the more

it changes, the more it's the same thing, [laughter]

As long as I am what I am, that's going to be what is

happening and what my work must be.

One fundamental thing that I had some difficulty in

completely accepting was that, whatever my specific

impulse to paint is, it has the tradition of painting and
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not of drawing; that is to say that people who really

could give me something directly in terms of what I was

trying to do came through the line of people like Giotto,

and then not so much the Florentines, but the Venetians,

Giorgione especially, from Giorgione to Titian, Titian

to Tintoretto, Tintoretto to Rembrandt and Velasquez,

with maybe a glance at Caravaggio in betv;een, v;ith the

Flemish painters, beginning v;ith those marvelous little

things of the Book of Hours for the Due de Berry, pictures

on vellum, that are so small and yet so big in feeling

and also such a very fine feeling for nature. And from

then on to the Flemish painters. You already feel it

even in their veiy highly finished work. The Van Eycks,

for example, in contrast to the early Florentines, were

essentially painters, with a sense of paint, a sense of

material, what the French call matiere , and which we

translate as "quality." It was very thrilling to me.

Winding up with Rubens, a man who is very difficult for

the general public, understandably so, unless you do have

that great love of painting. In his finest things,

you have a marvelous sense of the use of color and the

quality of color and of pigment, to get the most out of

it— a feeling that developed in his work till the very

end. I think if he lived another twenty years he would

have amazed us. He amazes me because he anticipates

real painting in some of his works that you don't see
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until you get down to men like Constable, for example.

In the last part of his life, Rubens did landscape, which

don't remind you too much of Constable, but you look at

some of those late things and late sketches for his

paintings and parts of his landscape, and it's hard to

find through the Dutch, anything that quite anticipates

Constable. Constable, in turn, had a great influence on

another hero of mine, and that was Delacroix, who was

essentially a painter. After Delacroix, it comes then

to Courbet, Courbet maybe to Manet, and Manet to Cezarjie.

That current, that feeling in the history of art, was

one that would give me great strength. But, at the same

time, I had a great excitement from the Florentines

—

Piero della Francesca, for example—in which the organi-

zation of the canvas, as we finally find it in a man like

Seurat, was so mysterious and so wonderful that I kept

feeling for it.

But in this period, I feel there was somewhat of a

conflict, in that what you might call a more intuitive

or possibly a more expressionistic sort of an approach

would be tethered by some effort to rationally organize

my canvas instead of getting the means and letting it

take care of itself. This thing we are looking at Just

now, I think illustrates that quite a bit.

SCHIPPEES: You also mentioned that it was an effort to

depict the timeless aspect of the subject rather than to
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be restricted by, oh, costumes or other references.

NUTTING: That brings up a thing which is profoundly

interesting in all of the arts. In my experience, you

look at the work of a man or you read some v/riter, if he

has real talent, he dominates you and you feel, "Well,

that makes everything else or any other approach artificial

or false." I don't know how many people have it, but

that experience is sometimes to me disconcerting because

I often think of Emerson's idea: "It's better never to

read the book than in by so doing be warped out of your

own orbit." I remember when I went down to Madrid, I

spent day after day in the Prado, and at that time I

think that Velasquez and Goya were probably making the

greatest impression on me. Afterwards, Greco [was an

influence], especially in Toledo, but in the Prado, it

was "Velasquez and Goya. I would look at these things of

Velasquez with awe and admiration, one after another,

and then, when I turned to go out of the building, I

would look down the hall and I'd say, "Look, Velasquez!

Look, Velasquez!" I wanted to go around pointing, "Look

down there. There's Velasquez! Look there!. There's

Velasquez!" Everything was this tonality; the beautiful

relationship of shape and color that he had in his canvas,

you could find all over the place. I couldn't see anything

else. And that is true.

We went to see the big Monet show. I felt, "Good
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gracious! I've gromi up on Monet. I've seen thousands

of Monets, originals and reproductions. It seems to me

Monet is old-hat, in a way." But I went dovm there and

I was rather flabbergasted at the old man's career

up to the very end. I really got a terrific bang out of

it. Not only that but, when I left the building—

I

remember we were with the Millier's one day—I kept

saying, "Arthur, look there!- Monet, Monet! Look at that

over there, Monet!" I couldn't see anything else but

color and scintillation and some kind of immersing

yourself in atmosphere and the powerful experience of

nature, which is the antithesis in a way of Velasquez,

with his low tones, his broad treatment of nature. Yet

it is the same nature and it "^ives "''"ou the feelin"* that

nature doesn't exist until somebody shows it to you,

which again I think is a theme which could be developed

tremendously, that the things that we admire. Like that

story of the old chap who went into Yosemite Valley (he

was one of the first ones there), and he said that if he'd

known it was going to be so famous he'd have taken another

look at it. And he said, "I guess you're right. I

guess it is rather wonderful. I guess it is beautiful.

What's this?" Well, somebody comes along with vision

and intuition and gives a presentation of it. Landscapes

are especially true in that way. In the old idea of land-

scape, mountains were something rather obnoxious, you

know. Petrarch, I think, was the first one to climb up
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to the top of a mountain or something. Little by little,

the idea [grew] that even the infertile parts of a country

could "be very beautiful and have meaning.

SCHIPEERS: Here's another that's called Three Figures ,

and it was shown in the Tuileries Salon.

NUTTING: Yes. There's another case of drawing on some

of the ideas of Lhote and other theories of composition.

It ' s a small canvas. It rather amazed me that it was

accepted at the Tuileries. The Tuileries Salon was very

selective. The president at that time was Besnard and the

vice-president of the society was Emile Bourdelle, the

sculptor. As one can rather guess, even from the photo-

graph, that was very quickly done, done at one go.

Probably I made a number of drawings first, and after a

certain amount of preparation I decided what the design

was going to be. I may even have had some figure studies

or something as part of my vocabulary of the picture, but

after I began to paint, I think I did it in one morning

without any special trouble. So many of my things v;ere

successful that have been done rather quickly. I never

have learned to really hang on and keep a thing developing

properly, which is something that I always felt rather

bad about, but I discovered in the whole history of art,

there are painters in more or less the same position.

I don't think Goya ever spent much time tormenting himself

about finishing a picture. They always look as though

they were done just bang—there was a canvas all of a
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sudden! That doesn't mean that a Vermeer should be done

in the same way, that a Vermeer should paint things at

one go, like Goya. Again it's in terms of this mysterious

force that you can't do much about. If that's the way

you are , that ' s the way you are , and if you change , it's

not going to be something that's willed, it's going to

be felt for very gradually, dedicated work.

SCHIPPEES: Now in your exploration of figures, this

seems to be a rather important effort. This also was

burned in the fire. It's two figures and it was about

24 X 36. You mentioned that you had by this time—this

was probably done, oh, between 1925 and 1929, you couldn't

say for sure—that you had gone beyond the Fauve influence.

MJTTING: It was still there but not so obvious. I

assimilated it and could make use of it when I wanted to.

I understood it much better. That again of course was

one that had apparently been worked on for quite a long

time. It shows it. No. I don't say that it does, but

I do know that I worked quite a long time on it, largely

scraping out and recasting.

SGHIPPERS: You mention too that there ' s an emphasis on

the tactile quality of the forms in many of these studies.

NUTTING: Yes. I think the searching for those qualities

was again a certain recognition of the fact that any

work of art is not simply of the eye or the ear. It's

the sum total of one's sense of perceptions that has
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influence. Just as a v/riter has, of course, vision.

People are always saying, "This is a wonderful description

of this landscape, such a wonderful description." But,

it isn't something that can be narrated. You can't narrate

a tree. You see a tree, [laughter] And if he says

something about a tree that evokes the image of a tree,

then it's part of the way a painter senses that the

'writer has. Of course, what happens to the painter when

he tries to tell a story, it usually means the wreck of

the picture. I don't say usually , because a great many

things are. After all, Michelangelo's Sistine Chapel

is the stoiy of the Bible, so far as that goes, but it

never gets away from the fact that he ' s primarily a

draftsman and a sculptor. And to a large extent, a very

good painter. I was surprised to find that his color

was much more interesting and successful than I imagined

it would be before I saw the original. The people in the

modern movement who stressed that more than anyone else,

and usually very unsuccessfully, were the Italian Futurists,

especially the ones just before Vorld War I and a certain

amount of work done afterwards. They'd try by jagged

streaks to get the sound of a machine gun, for example,

and things of that sort, which of course v;as a fallacious

idea.

SCHIPPEES: You mentioned the sculpturesque quality of

some of these studies and previously said you wondered
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why you didn't do more modeling or more work v/ith sculpture

in that period.

NUTTING: Well, ever since I was a youngster, sculpture

has interested me very much. One of my favorite books

when I v;as a boy was a large catalogue of a concern that

used to be in Boston and made plaster casts. You see

very few of those things now, and the ones that you do

see are terribly bad. They made quite good ones, and I

think probably most of their clientele were art schools,

in the days when they used plaster casts a great deal

in the art schools. Now you don't see any at all. In

fact Mrs. Chouinard boasted there wasn't a single plaster

cast in her art school, which I thought was rather un-

fortunate because I like plaster casts. A good cast of

something is a beautiful thing. It gives us a thing as

to form, independent of color, and I used to pore over

this thing and make little drawings from this catalogue

of photographs of classical sculpture. I remember I

had a print when I was a youngster of Hermes by Praxiteles,

and I worked quite a long time trying to make a good

pencil drawing of that. That I think probably also

influenced me in what you mentioned, a while ago, and I

always seemed to be trying to find in the immediate

experience something that was timeless. I had three

reasons for my interest on the figure: one was I think

the experience as a youngster of these prints I had of

classical sculpture, and from that, onto making drawings
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from sculpture. Another thing is that it really crystallized

fairly early, in my efforts to think these problems out,

that everything that we enjoy or that we are conscious

of in the world around us is in someway a projection of

ourselves, our likes and dislikes. Otherwise it is

almost nonexistent, unless it gets in our way. Usually

I notice that we describe things not in a purely factual

way, but very often in a sort of dynamic way. We express

something happening, not what a thing is. We'll say,

"This street goes do^cn in this direction." Well, a

street doesn't _go, it ±s. [laughter] "There's a tre-

mendous fall from the height of this cliff to the house

at the base of the cliff." Well, nothing is falling. We

describe the uprightness and dignity of a tree, which is

a moral value or characteristic. Of course, there's the

pathetic fallacy of the raging or angry sea, all of which

is a matter of empathy to a certain extent, isn't it?

That's what I was saying a while ago. What we feel,

what we hear, what we taste—all of it goes into the

appeal that the world around us has, that makes it part

of ourselves and gives it some reality. The artist is the

explorer. Well, that means that it's [perceived through]

his hands, his eyes, his whole nervous system. The dance

enters very interestingly into this question. In painting,

v;here you are trying for some reason or another to find

something back of the topical and incidental to a greater
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reality, the first thing that strikes you when you take

the figure, for example, is that clothing is already a

work of art. So it is an artist copying another work of

art. All the things around us, houses and everything

that you would paint or draw or study, are works of art.

So you have the combination of the thing which is nature

and the thing which is art. You originally would draw

a house because it is that house for some sort of a

function; or you'd paint it because that is a sort of a

house like in an old Dutch city scene; or if a church,

that is the church in which they go to church and the

services are performed and that sort of thing. Finally

the culmination of realistic painting, or of anything

illustrative, was with the Impressionists, who saw things

independently, whether it is a work of art or whether

it is nature. Their slogan was that one should paint

with an innocent eye—that is, not say, what is it, or

what is it about, but what do you see?—which, of course,

was a very glorious period of painting and corresponded

to a certain psychological development in our culture.

More or less the same thing would happen in science, which

made modern science ask, beginning much further back,

and the ordinary person to this day still asks, "What

use is it going to be? What are you doing that for?

What use is that?" It must serve some sort of a purpose.

You're not in a state of mind as Julius Sumner Miller is
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when he gives those very delightful physics talks to the

kids, and he's always quoting Kepler: "Why are things

as they are and not otherwise?" The Impressionists sat

down before a landscape and the world around them and

really looked. They brushed aside [the attitude]: "Well,

this is this kind of a tree; and therefore, one must know

exactly how an oak tree is made. This house is this

kind of a house and this kind of character, and you can

see that this sort of thing would happen in this house

that wouldn't happen in that house." Instead he simply

opens his eyes in all innocence and looks and sees that

there is a color, a shape, and all those things together,

and that the light is falling with this result. He broke

sound barriers. He crashed through a wall of experience,

which I think we don't find very rarely in any painting

before that time. If we do, we see it in retrospect,

in a man like Velasquez.

In the time of Velasquez, any intelligent, very

highly cultivated man would see that is a picture of

Philip IV, or this is Balthazar, or this is maids-in-

waiting, or this is his dwarf and commence to read the

picture in terms of all these things. But this terrific

symphony of tone and shapes and subtle color relations,

though he might be quite responsive to it, didn't enter

into anything that he could put into words. As you can

very easily see by reading contemporary criticism, up
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iintil the time of the Impressionists, the fame and

importance in the minds of the public of the Mona Lisa

is due much more to Walter Pater than it is to Leonardo

da Vinci.

SCHIPPEES: Not all of your efforts apparently v/ere things

that you liked. Here's one that won a prize.

NUTTING: Yes, I see that was 1925. They had a large

exhibition of decorative arts in Paris. Quite a beautiful

one. Every country had a pavilion there. It was quite

exciting because you could see what was being done in

Austria and in Scandinavia and England, and we are

allotted space there but apparently we couldn't get

together on any way of getting up a good shov;ing of our
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architecture, of furnishings—furniture, textiles and

designs of all sorts—but painting also entered into most

of them quite a bit. It v;as really the art of the country.

I remember Austria especially was interesting in those

days, because the design in all forms, from architecture

to printing and typography, was very much alive. They

offered a prize in the French section. The color manu-

facturer, Paillard, put up a pavilion and the company

wanted some murals in this pavilion, and they sent out to

all of the artists in Paris a little leaflet giving the

terms of the competition for it. I didn't think very

much about it, but my wife said, "Why don't you paint it?

Why, look, they will provide the materials at cost. It
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won't cost you much. You may as well be painting that

as something else," which was a perfectly reasonable

idea. So without much idea of really taking it too

seriously, I got the canvas and painted this composition.

It was very fairly done ; they took extra pains that the

painter would be anonymous, as much as possible. You

made some kind of a little mark of some sort that you

put on the back of the canvas to identify it, and then

you did that on a piece of paper which was sealed up in

an envelope, not to be opened until after the competition

was over and then they'd find out who did these pictures.

I guess they really were very, very fair about it. They

had an exhibition of the works (the canvases were of an

uniform size) in the Patio Marsan of the Louvre, which

is part of the decorative arts section of the Louvre.

There was a very good jury and the painter Jean Louis

Forain, who was a very famous and a very important figure

in French art, was chairman of the Jury. There were two

first prizes given. I was having breakfast one morning,

when there was a knock at the door, and a boy came in

and asked me if this little mark that he had was mine,

and I said yes. So then he sort of clicked his heels

and bowed and said that he had the honor of announcing

that I had gotten a first prize in the competition,

which amazed me, but of course pleased me quite a lot.

But when I left Paris (it was a very large canvas), I

didn't feel like going to the expense of having it packed
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and shipped home. The more I looked at it the more I

thought it wasn't very good anyway. It was not too

pleasant in its paint quality, and its color was rather

ordinary. I never felt it was any special loss. I

destroyed it. Though it was afterwards used in their

advertising in this country quite a lot. Every once in

a while I'd pick up an art magazine and see this thing

reproduced.

SCHIPPEES: What did the prize consist of? Was it a

cash prize?

MJTTING: It was a cash prize. I've forgotten how much

it was. The exchange fluctuated so much. I do know

that there was enough so that my wife suggested, "Why

don't you take a trip? You've never seen the galleries

in Belgium. I don't feel very much like going." So

it wound up that Paul Burlin and I went through Holland,

stopping at all the towns in Holland, and spent some days

in Amsterdam, then went over to Berlin and spent a day

there. I got home and the prize paid for my trip. I

think it was four or five thousand francs, something

like that. In those days, of course, a franc was a lot

more than it is now. It was devaluated quite a lot. It

was enough money for quite a marvelous trip, a very

profitable one.

Here's another one of those things that was done

very quickly. That was very successful in color and

tonality. I commenced to really control the relationship
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of transparent and opaque painting.

SCHIPPERS: You said this was more an effort toward

luminosity in your work, less impasto.

NUTTIITG: Well, parts of it were quite impasto. But

it had a rather nice relationship of opaque and impasto

painting with lighter, more transparent areas as foils,

one to another.

SCHIPPERS: We have some more figures here, two figures.

NUTTING: That was a small thing and one of the early

things of Paris.

SGHIPPEES: When we were discussing some of these, you

were pointing out that you were very much influenced by

Rubens' dictum that shadows should be thin and light

areas impasto.

NUTTING: Yes. When I spoke of the relationship of the

opaque sLnd the lights and the transparent shadows, that

happened to be one which has some degree of success in

applying the idea.

SCHIPPERS: Here's one of three figures, and this one

was also destroyed in the fire.

NUTTING: Yes, that was in a way the most successful.

What we were looking at before were things that led up

to this. There are parts of this that I feel v/ere not,

but especially the right-hand side and the upper part

of that figure. I grew to be more and more satisfied

and more pleased with it.
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SCHIPPERS: Could you say specifically why?

NUTTING: In the last analysis, of course, that is quite

impossible. But one can do something about it. To go

back to what I was saying about reality, I've experienced

again and again that a very strong talent will sv;eep me

off my feet until I don't see or feel other than what he

seems to have seen and felt. But in the case of the ones

that I have mentioned, it was the objective world, but

that is also true of the more subjective feeling v;hich

has always been present in my problem. Although v;e look

upon Thomas Eakins, for example, as one of the most powerful

figures in American painting—after his years of neglect

—

that is also true of Ryder. Nov; both those men v;ere

painters with a tremendous sensitivity of the v/orld around

them, and although Ryder didn't actually take literally

scenes from his environment but seemed to go into dreams,

those dreams were based on a very strong feeling of the

world in which he was living. It wasn't a man who was

a recluse. People get the idea of Ryder as being a man

who lives in a little room and so devoted to painting

that the place was a rat's nest, that he never got around

to straightening it up because he had' to keep on painting.

It wasn't altogether true. He'd take long walks, not

for his health but because he wanted to see things. He

wanted to see the marvels and the wonders of the world

around him. He didn't however see them as things or
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functionings which are significant for this period, v;hich

have social significance or some other kind of meaning.

It was just a sheer wonder and marvel which stirred up

these visions, and which he was indefatigable in putting

into his pictures. It's very unfortunate he didn't know

more about painting, because so many of his things now

are pretty badly wrecked. His working over and over in

very bad technical procedures caused darkening and

cracking and that sort of thing. He expressed that idea

himself very beautifully. He was watching a little

inchworm moving along a twig, and when it came to the

end of the twig, it reached out and waved this way and

that out into the mystery of the universe, and he said

that's the way we are—when we're on the twig and we

come to a place where we look out into the beyond. I

think that expresses the feeling we get from his work,

and what makes it so appealing to some of us. Not all

of us. It still depends on temperamental feeling, of

course. I have the conviction that he was really a very

great artist in the history of American painting.

SCHIPPERS: In your figure study efforts, there's quite

a number here of one-study and two-study things. Here's

a rather unusual one. It's three figures. This was

done in about 1928. It ' s an 8 x 12, and again was one

that was burned in the fire.

NUTTING: Yes. That was quite small. It could have
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been developed into a large canvas.

SCHIPPERS: It seems to be rather a departure from. . .

MJTTING: In what do you feel it ' s a departure? It's

interesting to have someone make a remark like that

because it's undoubtedly based on a very definite. . .

SCHIPEEES: Well, I would say only in that the figures

are less definitely described and the reliance is more

on the paint aspects of conveying the form than in the

line.

NUTTING: Yes. I was using more and more my feeling for

a sensuous quality of pigment to put on paint—not to

conceal my methods.

SGHIPPEES: And here we have a figure. This is quite

out of order. This is one of your very early things.

NUTTING: Yes, that's quite an amusing thing. It's

not very v/ell done, even as a piece of schoolwork, but

for some strange reason, I was rather spoiled in a way

in Paris because I seemed to get more acceptance than

one would normally expect. I'd send to the Spring Salon,

which is very conservative, and I would get accepted.

I sent some canvases to the Tuileries show, and that

was supposed to be quite a select sort of a salon of what

this group considered the most significant of the modern

movement, and I was accepted. I used to show at the

Autumn Salon. Somebody found an old catalogue of the

Autumn Salon in which my name was listed, and I was
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surprised that I had four canvases in the Autumn Salon

that year, [laughter] But in this case, I think it was

quite undeserved. The Spring Salon was a huge show,

and they had lots of pretty poor things, so I had lots

of company. But on the other hand, I knew numbers of

people who were painting in Paris for years and years

—

and they didn't paint badly at all—but they'd send to

the salon every year and get turned down. I could never

understand it.

SCHIPPEES: Here's one that you were preparing for the

salon, which has an interesting tale about it. It's a

figure, and you said it was done in about 1925.

MJTTING: Yes. Most of it was pretty v/ell painted, and

although it's an academic sort of thing in a way, it v;as

by no means simply a school study and portions of it

were quite successful. I seemed to have had it photographed

before I was quite through with it, for some reason. I

suppose the photographer happened to be around and took a

picture of it.

I saw a great deal of Paul Burlin in those days.

He came and said, "Well, that's all right but you ought

to do this or do that. It lacks this. Let me show you."

So he took the palette and commenced to paint on it.

That's all right. I thought Paul Burlin 's ideas v/ere

pretty good. He was a very serious painter, very

intelligent, and maybe he had something I could profit
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by. "Go ahead, go ahead. Paint on it all you want."

He worked very hard on that thing for three days. He

worked all that morning, came back the next morning and

worked all morning, came back the third morning and worked

like the devil on that thing. When he got through, it

had two or three little spots on it, I think, where a

figure had been, and the rest was kind of jumbled up and

hadn't gotten any place, [laughter] And so he said he'd

give it up. So I didn't have anything for the salon

that year.

SCHIPPERS: We have a number of small works here. This

was a wash. Again it was burned in the fire. This is

of three figures bathing.

MJTTING: Yes. Prom a purely decorative point of view,

that was more or less in the spirit of the times. I

thought it was rather successful. It had nice tone and

color. On a large scale, it would be a very good

decorative panel. I was using gouache quite a lot in

those days. You can make your studies and sketches for

compositions so rapidly with it.

SCHIPPERS: Now here's a photograph of a painting of three

figures. You don't know where the original is?

NUTTING: I have no memory of what happened to that. It

was a large canvas, too.

SCHIPPERS: It was about 50 x ^0.

NUTTING: It was at least that. I have an idea it was
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bigger. I may have destroyed it when I left Paris. I

don't know. I remember that v;hat I disliked about it

was that the more I had it around, the more I became

unhappy with the color. It was a blue picture, but it

wasn't blue in the interesting way in which Picasso's

Blue Period is blue. It was rather an unpleasant cold

kind of a blue and at odds with the general feeling of

the composition, so it may be that I destroyed it

—

I'm not sure—which I think is unfortunate, because I

could have done something with the canvas, and as a

composition, it holds together quite well. It is obviously

still under the not-too-well-assimilated influence of

Lhote.

SCHIPPEES: Here is a study of a model that was done in

1925- It seems to suggest another trend in effort.

NUTTING: The tonal point of view was rather more success-

ful than the photograph suggests, because it's obvious

that the photographer didn't like it very well. Re-

flection spoils quite a lot of the picture, especially

the lower half, and the strong shadows of the frame on

the picture could have been avoided in some way by a

better use of light. There's nothing vei^ different

there, except a little bit more emphasis on the freedom

of the form, not so much on calculated and obvious

composition.
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SCHIPPEES: Before us this morning, we have a commission

of a painting for the chapel in Saveterre de Beam.

NUTTING: John Corbett, one of our Rome friends whom we

used to visit on occasion, had this quite charming old

manor house and estate in the south of France, and he

was determined that I should do an important picture of

some sort. He decided he'd make a present of a picture

to the church in the vicinity of his place and asked me

to do it. It resulted in this very bad painting. I

don't know why, but a commission always paralyzes me to

a large extent. I was rather relieved the other day

when I was reading a book on the life and work of the

very excellent French painter, Vuillard, because he also

was always embarrassed at selling a picture, although it

was his means of livelihood and he was a professional

painter. At the same time, he never felt that putting a

price on his work was quite the right thing. If I had

done work systematically, having regular exhibitions,

and getting more into the life of my colleagues, I would

have gotten over that feeling almost of paralysis when

I get a commission. The first thing that I thirJk of is,

"Well, they're going to spend maybe not too great a sum

of money but a substantial sum, and they want to like it
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when I paint it." So the first thing I think of is, "What

are their tastes? What kind of a thing would they feel

to be a great success?" In spite of myself, I turn

myself over to just trying to please them. And Mr. Corbett

being an Englishman and having had an English education

and with English tastes and who looked upon the Royal

Academy as the quintessence of good art, I set about

trying to do something that I thought that he would like

of St. Paul preaching in Rome which was rather under-

standable, because if I had really even compromised my

interest then (at that time I was under the influence of

people like Lhote and some of the more cubistically influenced

French painters), I naturally would do something that

would be more abstract. If I did a thing which seemed to

be my own feeling, my own line of research of that time,

I probably would have made an even worse picture than

I did do. I don't know. But also I was very much

embarrassed that I didn't even know my iconology, because

I put a halo on St. Paul before his martyrdom. Nobody

ever seemed to mention that. I don't know why. I thought,

"Well, saints have halos," so I put a halo on him.

[laughter] Afterwards I saw the picture, and I was quite

stunned how I pulled such a faux pas as that. I don't

know what happened to the picture. I think it had to

go through not the church but the government control of

art on things of that sort, and I imagine that they turned
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it down, which I'm very glad of. I'd be very sorry to

think that it was hanging anyplace. I think I shall even

dispose of the photograph. I don't know v;hy, to that

extent, it should survive for posterity.

SCHIPPEES: This one is called Three Figures and Child .

NUTTING: Yes. I did two large canvases, figure compositions

of that sort, which I showed in Paris. I kept them until

recently, when the fire destroyed them. On the whole,

I don't think they're bad. They're very definitely the

influence of that semicubistic feeling for the organization

of the canvas, and it's an example of what one critic

wrote of another thing I showed: "Nutting had some

Davidian nudes seen through a Lhote prism. " I think these

were the ones he was referring to, which, as a matter of

fact, I think was a rather apt description of them. In

other words the emphasis on geometry is a little bit too

obvious. That, along with a certain realism and interest

in the handling of paint, makes for a conflict of feeling

that hasn't been completely resolved. But it does more

so in those large canvases than in anything that I did

before.

SCHIPPEES: This one was about 6' x 4'-.

NUTTING: Yes. It was a large canvas, large for me.

SCHIPPEES: Could you say something about the coloration

on it?

NUTTING: The color in that case—and in most of the

things of that period—was a matter, so far as I was
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concerned, of how it functioned in relation to form. I

don't think at that time, for example, that I ever thought

especially of a color scheme, and I also had a great yen

to get away from Just the idea of objective color. The

result was that they were very restrained in color, but

my efforts to get the transition from warm to cold color

over a form were somewhat influenced by something that

Cezanne said about modulating color, that color has its

plenitudes, form has its... I've forgotten exactly hov; he

expressed it. His idea was that color and form were the

same thing in real painting, which goes back to my early

experiences in color. The pictures that I had as a boy

were mostly black-and-white reproductions. We didn't

have color reproductions so much in those days— so I got

to know many pictures very well in black and white.

The first ones that really impressed me were those

things that I saw in the Metropolitan Museum, and very

often I liked the picture immensely, but the color didn't

seem to add anything to the picture. I was right because

very often they were simply colored pictures. In some

of the old-fashioned academic paintings, after they had

gotten it beautifully drawn and very ably done, maybe

they would make a handsome red robe or a nice blue over

here; they sort of poured a pleasing sauce over the whole

picture, which didn't add too much to what they said when

they simply had it dravvn on the canvas. But little by
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little, I commenced to see that color did have a function

besides being something that was sensuously pleasant.

Not that I'm against decorative color—no, by no means

—

but in painting of the great painters, the Velasquezs,

the Titians, the Rembrandts, the Courbets and the Cezannes,

one can feel there's something more to color than simply

making it pleasant. That resulted I think in the

canvases and paintings of this period being more restrained

in color than I believe they would have been.

SCHIPPEES: Here's another large one of four figures and

a child.

NUTTING: Yes. That was done at the same time, the same

idea, the same treatment. There the drawing and modeling

hold together rather better than the other one. It's

the same sort of a canvas.

SCHIPPEES: You mentioned that Lhote criticized this.

MJTTING; He didn't tell me. He told somebody else who

told me that it was all right, but that there were too

many passages . Passage was where you break the contour

and carry the form through without any contour. If you

notice, there is no line on one side of the leg; on the

front of the leg it goes around the leg and then

disappears into an area and is picked up by another

contour. He thought that I had broken down my composition

too much by these passages , that I didn't make as much

use of the contours of the figures as I should have. It
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may have been quite a just criticism, I don't know.

SCHIPPERS: Was the canvas as luminous in these light

areas as the photograph suggests?

NUTTING: Not altogether. This photograph is obviously

faded. The pictures would have been better if I had

maintained that simplicity, even granting Lhote ' s criticism,

if I had gotten some of those qualities of luminosity.

SCHIPPEES: Here's a canvas of two figures.

NUTTING: That's a somewhat earlier one. In the things

of the early part of the twenties, I wasn't as self-

conscious about certain principles, such as the idea you

got from the Cubists as to the contrast of straight and

curved, alternating straight and curved, which were not

exactly rules but part of their vocabulary. Instead I

just painted, and in so doing, was in some ways more

successful.

SCHIPPEES: Here we come to a photo of your studio, of a

sitter and a canvas that you were working on. You said

this was done in about 192? or 1928.

NUTTING: Yes. That v/as in the latter part of the twenties

after we had moved to our very nice studio on Rue Schoelcher,

One of our neighbors in the saune building was Saxe Cummings

and his wife, Dorothy Berliner, who was a concert pianist.

I started a large portrait of her. I eventually only

saved the head part of the canvas. I wasn't satisfied

with the canvas as a v/hole. It wasn't a commission; it
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was because she enjoyed posing. She was a new neighbor

and a friend, which gave me plenty of time to do what

I wanted to do. Here is a photograph of a portrait of

Lucia Joyce which is now at Northwestern.

SCHIPPEES: I think we have a repeat on some of those.

Here's another photograph of you in a studio v;ith a

sitter.

•NUTTING: Yes. Again, that was a portrait of a friend; it

wasn't a commission. Victor Llona, who was a South American

by birth. I think it was Peru, but I'm not sure. He

was a very interesting man. He was a writer and had

aspirations of eventually becoming an academician.

SCHIPPEES: I don't believe I've ever asked you, but

could you roughly estimate how many portraits you did

in all?

NUTTING: Portraits or portrait commissions?

SCHIPPEES: Well, break it down.

NUTTING; Not too many portrait commissions. I did

pastel heads and drawings. In Eome I did no portrait

commissions. In Paris I commenced to get a few.

SCHIPPEES: Have you done two dozen or four dozen?

NUTTING: A couple of dozen, I suppose-. It always rather

puzzled me that Americans would come to Paris, and the

first thing, they would want me to do something. You

would think that they would be interested in getting some

native French painter, especially with the standing the
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French painters have. But they'd be brought to my studio

and the first thing I'd know I would have something in

the way of a portrait they wanted to take home, and they'd

have it done by a compatriot instead of having some real

souvenir of their stay in France.

SCHIPPERS: Here we have another photo.

NUTTING: In this case, that was of a model that I hired.

She was a Russian. Her husband had been an admiral in

the Navy before the Revolution, and I think her husband

was killed in the war. She was living in Paris in very

strained circumstances; so I employed her for two or three

weeks and did quite an elaborate portrait study.

The one down at the left is Muriel Ciolkowska, who

was the correspondent for American Art Nevjs . Among other

things. She did quite a lot of journalistic work. She

was English by birth but her husband was Polish. Hence the

name Ciolkowska.

SCHIPPERS: We gust noted that there's a note on the back,

referring to the painting of four figures in the back-

ground, and it mentions that it won the Paillard Prize.

You said that was in error.

NUTTING: Tes. That's a mistake. I don't know how that

happened to be made. Apparently the photograph was used

someplace in a magazine, but the Paillard Prize was quite

a different looking picture.

SCHIPPERS: I believe we've made mention of this one

before, haven't we?
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NUTTING: Well, I just spoke about her, the Russian.

SCHIPPEES: Right. Now we have this photograph of six

paintings. The most important—we've talked about the

others—is the center one called The Huntress which was

destroyed in the fire.

NUTTING: Yes. It's very curious. I worked very hard

on that canvas, and in many ways I think very successfully.

There were only one or two places that I could question.

It was shown at the Autumn Salon, next to an enormous

picture which v/as almost a life-size portrait of an ocean

liner. So this thing looked very small, and it v;as

completely squelched by this big canvas. But that wasn't

altogether the reason for my feeling about it. It was

rather curious that after doing it and having shown it at

a very good exhibition, I got terribly depressed about

it. I felt that everything about it was wrong, that I

was on the wrong path. A strange reaction set in that

lasted for a long time. Only Tintil long afterwards did

I commence to feel that I misjudged it. Afterwards I

showed it quite a bit, and it was one of the canvases

that Professor Karl With of UCLA spoke about one evening

when he came into the studio. He spoke very nicely about

it and said it reminded him of Hans von Marees, which

rather surprised me because I certainly wasn't thinking

about Von Harees when I did it, in spite of the fact

that he's one of the few German painters of the nineteenth
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centrury that I have really great admiration for.

SCHIPEERS: This certainly v;as one of the best expressions

of your explorations in this period.

NUTTING: Yes. I feel that what I had learned from a

painter like Lhote, I assimilated it. So that this

painting has more integrity, both as painting and as

form, than I feel a good many of my things of that

period had. There's a little bit of the upper corners

that I always have been a little bit annoyed with. It

is a little bit too much on the decorative side and put

in for superficial ornament. This reverse curve up here

and that sort of thing is kind of an easy way to pull

the composition together, instead of really carrying the

mood of the pictujre clear to the top. But maybe I'm

wrong there. I don't know.

SCHIPPEES: You also mentioned that it may show some of

the El Greco influence.

NUTTING: Well, yes. I think that's obvious in a way.

One of the rather striking things about Greco—and

especially in the case of his son who painted in his manner,

and in some other paintings that are attributed to Greco

—

is that alternate light and dark is used more or less as

a formula in order to hold the forms on the picture plane.

I don't think I'm too guilty of that here, but it means

a certain accentuation of the reflected lights on a form,

where it meets a dark and then a light and then a dark,

so that you get a sequence, and although you have space
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and distance as your problems, at the same time the

picture plane is much more maintained than it would be

in a more realistic painting. That's true of the other

pictures on the same photo.

SCHIPPERS: Here's one that reverts to your earlier

efforts with the circus.

NUTTING: La Petite Acrobate . My wife gave it that name

because there was a family—a father and a mother and two

or three kids, a little boy and an adolescent girl—who

used to go around and spread the carpet in front of the

cafe and put on a little acrobatic show and then pass the

hat. The father always spoke of his daughter as "la

petite acrobate." And when I did that picture my wife

called it La Petite Acrobate . In 192? when I came to

New York, some publisher in Paris circulated among all

the painters in Paris a request for submission of examples

of anything that had to do with the theater or the circus

in their paintings, and my wife took this picture do^vn,

and it was published in rather of a nice book of the

circus and theater in art. I was an American representative,

and a very good woman painter in England represented

England.

SCHIPPERS: Here's a photo of an exhibit.

NUTTING: The Knoedler Gallery in Paris.

SCHIPPERS: Yes. Pour of these are yours. The large one

over the mantelpiece is of significance.
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NUTTING: Yes. That was from the period of The Huntresses .

It must have been 1950 because I know it was very soon

after I came back and was in Milwaukee. I sent it to

the Pennsylvania Academy in Philadelphia, and it was

accepted that year. It was one of the few times that

I've shipped my larger canvases very far from home. As

for the other pictures, there's a portrait of mine

(that was a commissioned portrait, not a very good painting,

I don't know why I showed it there), and The Corsican Boy ,

and a decorative composition, and two paintings by

Frederick Prieseke. The photograph was a part of an

exhibition of the group we had in Paris, the Paris-

American Painters and Sculptors, which showed at Knoedler

Galleries; and afterwards it went to the Brooklyn Museum

and several other places in this coiuitry. I don't think

it came out West, but it went to several galleries and

museums in the East.

SGHIPPERS: Here we have a photograph of your studio.

NUTTING: That's in the earlier part of the twenties

because that's the first studio that I had in Paris.

SGHIPPERS: The photograph in the top left corner is of

a gypsy model.

NUTTING: Yes. That's a study. Some gypsies came to

Paris and were there for a while, and they wandered

around the Latin Quarter getting oo"bs posing. In the

case of this girl, she had a colorful gypsy costume, and
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I did that for a study. Next to that is a strange Russian

girl who turned up one day looking very chic in her black

costume. It turned out that it was her own handiwork,

though it looked really as though it might have come out

of Vogue or something. She was certainly very clever,

because the dress was sort of wrapped around and pinned.

It wasn't a made costiime. She could put it on and pin

'it here and there, and it looked like a very nice dress.

I engaged her and painted her portrait. She was the one

that I spoke about before who had learned English in

Constantinople. She went from Russia to Constantinople,

and she wasn't at all timid about using her few words of

English. I was working in very hot weather and she said,

"Are you hot not? Now take your dress off!" [laughter]

SCHIPPERS: Below that is a portrait of your wife's

niece.

NUTTING: Yes, of Helen Kieffer, who stayed with us a

year in Paris and went to school there. I think she

enjoyed and profited veiy much by her year in Paris.

SCHIPPERS: And to the left of that?

NUTTING: That was sort of concocted by my wife. She had

a costume for a ball. That was a period when they had

so many costume balls. Everybody went crazy about costume

balls and would improvise costume balls in the studios,

and they had big artists' balls and all sorts of things.

So we used to have costumes. She got a Spanish effect,
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but I didn't do very much v/ith it. It was a very much

nicer costume than that. Below that is a lithograph

from Roman days, and another lithograph from Roman days

on the extreme left.

SCHIPPERS: We have here something called A Potted Flower ,

done in 1923 or 1924.

NUTTING: It isn't a flower, though, it's a succulent.

SCHIPPERS: It is a still life, which you didn't do too

many of.

NUTTING: No. Unfortunately, I wish I had done more,

because still life is a wonderful school of painting.

This, as one can see, is very carefree and not tied by

any theory or special effort, just the pleasure of using

paint on these strange forms. The next one also is a

still life in the same spirit, rather more colorful than

this. This was tones of sort of olive green and warm

red and one thing and another; whereas, the other had

more positive color in it.

SCHIPPERS: Now v;e have a folder that would take you

back to the United States. The first one is a photo-

graph of an exhibit that was at the Layton Gallery,

showing many of the paintings that we've already

discussed. It certainly is a handsome exhibit.

NUTTING: I think I told how I came to go to Milwaukee.

SCHIPPERS: Yes, you have.

NUTTING: I gave you an account of that. Well, I went
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there to take that position at the Layton Art School,

and so naturally the school would want to put on an

exhibition of my work. So as soon as it arrived and

was iinpacked, they turned over a large gallery and I

had quite a big show of everything I had done up to the

date, a large proportion of which shows in this photo.

There ought to be another photo shov;ing the other end

of the gallery. All the things I've talked about are

recognizable in this photo. The only one that I see

that I haven't mentioned is one in the extreme lower

right. The others we have been looking at. But this

portrait was rather nice. It was silvery sort of tones.

The color was getting more pleasing. It was still

restrained. It wasn't Whistlerian at all, but warm, cool

colors and a rather nice quality.

SCHIPPERS: Here's an oil that you did in about 193^

in Milwaukee.

NUTTING: That was of Herbert Veinstock, the music

critic. I see his criticism now in Saturday Review .

At that time, he was living with his parents in Milwaukee

and had a very nice little bookstore as a means of

livelihood. He played the piano beautifully and was a

very interesting friend. He would drop around and I

did a couple of studies of this sort at one sitting.

SCHIPPERS: This is the second study.
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NUTTING: That's the other one. I may have done more, I

don't know. These are the only ones that I remember,

and I seem to have photographs of them. Otherwise I

would have probably forgotten them.

SCHIPPEES: They're rather good.

NUTTING: Muriel was saying the other day that I do my

best things when I do them quickly.

SCHIPPEES: And these were done in one sitting.

NUTTING: When I get to tormenting myself about work,

why, it's bound to show, [laughter]

SCHIPPEES: Here's a charcoal sketch of [Judge] John D.

Vickhem.

NUTTING: He was running for office in Milwaukee, and

a friend of mine who was doing publicity for him asked

if I would do a charcoal sketch for the newspaper. Un-

fortunately, I did a pretty poor drawing.

SCHIPPEES: Here's another charcoal of Carl Eppert.

NUTTING: Yes. That's rather of a more developed charcoal

drawing of Carl. The Epperts became great friends of

ours. He was a composer and a winner of a ^2,000 prize

for an orchestral composition given by the NBC network,

I think. I'll have to check on that. I'm in correspondence

now with his widow. I had a very nice letter from her

not long ago. A very hard working, very well-trained

musician. His father was more or less affluent and was

determined that the boy should have all the advantages.
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and after organizing a little band and one thing and

another in his hometown in Indiana, he went to Berlin

and 13605006 a pupil of [Arthur] Nikisch in orchestral

conducting. After he came back, he didn't do very much

conducting, but he did a great deal of very serious work

in composition. He didn't make any very great name for

himself, but he did this thing that he won the prize on,

called City Nights , which was inspired by his living in

Cleveland. His father had lost his money, and he had to

come back and support himself. I believe he told me his

first Job was in a cigar store in Cleveland. When I

knew them, they were better off than that. He taught,

and this gave him a source of income as well as from his

music.

SCHIPPEES: Here is a brown chalk drawing of Miriam

Erink.

NUTTING: Yes. Miriam Frink and Charlotte Partridge

were teachers, and after World War I, they started the

Layton Art School.

SCHIPPEES: Here we have a rather whimsical sketch made

of Pritz Feld.

NUTTING: Fritz Feld, yes. Fritz Feld is an actor in

Los Angeles now and was in the Max Reinhardt production

of The Miracle that came to Milwaukee. Somebody who was

in the theater business and also a member of the men's

sketch club, brought him around to the men's sketch club
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at the Art Institute, which was next door to the Layton

Art Gallery. He posed there one evening, and I did several

charcoal sketches of him. This one he signed for me.

I've forgotten exactly what, but he had a very agile,

whimsical sort of a part, and played a pipe.

SCHIPPERS: Ve have a portrait here v;hich was done in about

1935 or 1956, and you said it was the wife of the Janitor...

MJTTING: Yes—of the building that we lived in. It

was the sort of thing I would do once in a while, purely

for study, and I still have the idea that portraiture

should be part of my career.

SCHIPPERS: And that explains its very realistic approach.

NUTTING: Yes. It is straight art- student kind of

painting from the model. Part of it was probably one of

the most nicely done paintings that I ever did in the

way of a portrait. Not at the time but later I sold a

portion of the canvas. When I left Texas, I decided that

in spite of some very nice painting in the left arm—the

color, and this flower here was quite nice—I was very

much dissatisfied with the lower part of it; so I only

saved the upper part, and a few years ago I sold it to

her family.

SCHIPPERS: And this is Dorothy Norris, right?

NUTTING: Yes.

SCHIPPERS: Done in about 1956.

NUTTING: They v/ere very charming people. He was quite a
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talented man, with a very lively mind, and he was on the

staff of the Milv/aukee Sentinel .

SCHIPPERS: Here we have a 1935 portrait of a very hand-

some young man.

NUTTING. Yes, but quite a lousy painting. I don't know

why I got that head so badly drawn, because I knew

better, [laughter]

SCHIPPEES: And this is a self-portrait.

NUTTING: Yes. I eventually destroyed it. I did get

a little money out of it, although I just did it for my

own fun. There was some lithographic concern that had

some new process of reproduction of color and I sold them

the rights to use it for reproduction in some kind of a

trade magazine that they had. One page was in a regular

three-color process, or four-color process, and the other

page was reproduced in the process that they were ad-

vertising.

SCHIPPEES: And this is another portrait done in about

1935. This is Mrs. Tillama?

NUTTING: That was not a commission. Funny, I have hardly

any photographs of anything that was ever commissioned.

SCHIPPERS: Here we come to a sort of a transition period

for you. This was done, you said, in the latter part of

the thirties. It's a study of the nude.

NUTTING: Yes. It was rather of a better painting than

the photograph suggests, but not too good a one. It was
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an effort to combine a painterly feeling with a formal

treatment of the composition. Mildly successful.

SCHIPPEBS: You said that it in some ways reflects the

impact of Orozco in the Mexican Aztec art.

NUTTING: Well, maybe not so much Orozco himself, except

in that you are influenced, I suppose, by anything that

you're enthusiastic about or feel very deeply. As I

'said the other day, it's really disconcerting, because I

found that if you become immersed in a painter's work,

all of a sudden you see the world through their eyes.

They had a very fine exhibition of Mexican art in Milwaukee,

organized by the man who is now director of the Museum

of Modern Art in New York. Rene d'Harnoncourt was in

for a while with this exhibition that he had organized.

D'Harnoncourt, who is now head of the Museum of Modern

Art in New York, was a very delightful person and very

highly educated and apparently in his youth was used to

considerable affluence. But the family fortunes were

lost in World War I, and the story that he told me was

that he settled up his affairs in Austria and used up

nearly all of his little remaining cash to set up one

of his family retainers in a little business in Vienna.

Then he went down to a travel agency and found passage to

Mexico. It was about the cheapest thing he could find,

and he wanted to go someplace, so he booked passage to

Mexico. In Mexico he made good use of his time. He
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drew very nicely; he made very nice drawings for some

books tie wrote, a couple of which I was trying to find

just now.

In Mexico he made the acquaintance of the ambassador

[Dwight W. Morrow], He was the sort of a person to make

his way among people with the greatest of ease. He had

great charm and was a delightful talker. In any company

he would be very acceptable, and he apparently made a

great hit with the people in Mexico. He organized an

exhibition of Mexican art, which included everything from

just five-cent little objects of native art, to things of

Eivera and Orozco, very representative, somewhat on the

order of that very large Mexican show we had here, though

the one here was of course much bigger. But the same

idea—the total feeling of Mexican art. So v;hat I may

have meant was that maybe the certain austerity of Aztec

forms influenced me in some of the things I did at that

time.

I remember it did very much in one case that I've

always rather regretted. I was on a jury for the Wisconsin

Painters and Sculptors and the choice for the prize came

up between the work of two people: one was a person

who was very accomplished in his modeling, and the other

was a student in the art department of what is now, I

think, the junior college in Milwaiikee. Well, I disliked

the work of the accomplished sculptor. It was of a
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slightly rococo feeling, which I didn't object to, but

it wasn't utilized, it seemed to me, to give it any real

distinction. On the other hand, you had to admit that

the fellow really could make things rather beautifully.

On the other hand, this girl had some pieces in the

exhibition that were very simple in form, not especially

with the idea of being modern, in the sense of a Zadlcine

or Lipchitz, but a very fine feeling of formal relation-

ships without any too great skills. So the question of

to whom to give the prize worried me to death. I finally

gave it to her. Afterwards, I think I was mistaken. I

don't think she had as much talent as I gave her credit

for, and the other fellow was a serious artist and really

dessr^/ed it.

SCHIPPEES: Well, if you deny it in the previous one,

here's another nude that you did in the late thirties.

NUTTING: The same idea.

SCHIPPEES: Wouldn't you say there is a very definite

reference to the Mexican in the face and perhaps in the

arm form. However, one would certainly say this is a

blending of your previous emphasis on sculpture-like

qualities.

NUTTING: Yes. A certain exaggeration of the forms.

SCHIPEEES: Here's a nude that was done perhaps around

1934.

NUTTING: That was a small sketch. Probably about that

period.
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SCHIPPEES: It is decidedly different from the others.

This one is called Sibyl . It's done in 1959.

MJTTING: That lasted over several years, and it was

recast continually. I was fascinated by it. In the

final version, I took out the figure and turned it,

moving in the other direction. I did all sorts of things.

I modified the tree and the sky a great deal. That is

the only one among these photographs which represents

a certain influence. I won't say it's an influence because

it was a feeling I had almost from the beginning. The

reason I went to Germany, for example, was because of

people like Hans von Marees and also some other painters

who interested me, who are forgotten now, and if they're

mentioned, usually somewhat disparagingly, people like

Arnold Bdcklin and Flax Klinger.

It was a feeling that was revivified by my friend

Ramon Guthrie, who was then teaching at Dartmouth. He

sent me a copy of a magazine. The Minotaur . The Minotaur

was a beautifully made magazine and one of the first

really ambitious ones with the surrealistic tendencies.

When I finally got this thing to express partially what

I had in mind, it had a slightly dream-like quality—the

deserted street, the house, the strange figure passing

by—which would evoke a mood without being at all illustra-

tive. I think the only reason I called it Sibyl was that

my friend Elihu Vedder, who today is dead, did a thing
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of a strange figure striding across a landscape which

he called The Cumaen Sibyl . Maybe in the back of my

mind I had that memoxy of his picture that I had enjoyed

when I v/as a boy and I cajne out with my ovm version of

it. I don't know.

SCHIPPEES: Now we get into another aspect of your

activities in Milwaiikee about 195^ or 1935.

NUTTING: V/ell, it was during the Federal Art Project,

whatever period or years those were.

SCHIPPEES: This is a sketch for a mural, but it was

really a panel, wasn't it?

NUTTING: They called them murals. It was on canvas and

hung up on the wall. It didn't have much to do with

being a mural.

SCHIPPEES: The subject was to depict the Druids.

NUTTING: Yes. It was done in the days of the Depression,

and work was given in the art project to a great many

of the painters and writers. Those were the days when

they did those beautifully written guides to the states,

and the American Index of Design was a wonderful project.

They got me to take on the idea of doing these paintings

for the Museum of Natural History in Milwa\ikee. It's

quite a fine museum, pretty well financed by wealthy

people there. The director had a German, whose name I've

forgotten, but he was a friendly old man who retired very

soon after I went down to the museum. He had been with
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them a good many years. He came to this coimtry to work

on the cycloramas that they used to do in the old days.

I think he specialized in horses, the cavalry parts for

these huge paintings. He stayed on in Milwaukee, and

then they gave him this job at the museum to do paintings

illustrating Indian life and all sorts of things. His

paintings got worse and worse. He was very industrious,

but he would sort of improvise these things without any

special care for his use of nature. So long as the

director of the museum was satisfied that they were right

in the costumes and designs and all that sort of thing,

why, pictorially he wasn't interested. They had to be

good illustrations. I've often wondered what they did

with all those rather terrible things that were all over

the place. He suggested that I do a series of large

panels on the religions, and I did one of the Acropolis,

with a procession down at the base of the Acropolis. It

was supposed to be a religious procession. He seemed to

like that pretty well. Then, "What about the Druids?"

I suggested that we didn't know very much about what

they looked like or what their activities were, except

their being sun worshippers. "Well, sun worshipping,

that's fine." Then we put in Stonehenge. I did the

sketch, and he liked it. I set to work on the big canvas.

The big canvas in its present state was j^st the

beginning. Unlike my colleague the German painter, I
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went to great pains in the drawing of the figures to

really make a proficiently painted picture. Of course,

it had to be as realistic as possible. There was no

idea of modern art in those problems. That's the last

thing that they would allow. When I started to do them

somewhat in a mural sense, v/ith being rather decorative,

that was one thing they always jumped on me. They didn't

want that. They wanted a picture of what it probably

looked like. There was a young fellow, working there,

who turned out to be an awfully good model, and he posed

for me. The photographic department provided the photo-

graphs that I wanted. I got the thing drawn in, and the

director came to see it. (They gave me a big room to work

in during the latter part of my stay. ) He came to see it

and said, "No. That won't do at all. It won't do at all.

You've got to have this remains and that remains."

Well, heck, if he'd said so in the first place, I'd

have composed my picture accordingly. But I felt my

picture was composed, and I wasn't going to Just stick

things in hither and yon. So after he went away, I

put what Kipling called his "traps and calamities" into a

suitcase and walked out without saying anything at all.

I never went back [laughter], which maybe wasn't a very

nice thing to do. I don't know. Anyway that's as far

as it got.

SCHIPPERS: Did that bring to an end your dealings with

the Federal Art Project?
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ITOTim.- No. aey were quite nice and didn't co^lain
at all because cf u^ bad behavior. I did some portraits.
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SCHIPPERS: At the close of our last session I asked you

if you did any more Federal Art Project work after you

left the museum.

NUTTING: Well, yes. After that they asked me to do some

portraits. I've forgotten how many I did. I did one,

portrait of the head of the medical affairs at the

University of Wisconsin in Madison. That was easier to

do because I could have sittings from life. Then I

remember there was an.other that caused me a lot of

trouble. It was for somebody who foxinded one of the

schools, the first director of a normal school—or some-

thing, someplace—and they wanted a portrait. They

sent me a lot of photographs and some descriptions of

the man by people who were old enough to remember him.

I remember slaving over that thing quite a long time.

I think there were some others, too, that I was glad to

forget, because it wasn't a very pleasant job. I

usually had to work with people who wanted to fill up

the pictorial records of their schools, especially

schools, and I think that was the end of my efforts in

the Federal Art Project, [tape off]

SCHIPPERS: We have here a photograph of a rather large

canvas.
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NUTTING: That was really one of the early things that I

did after going to Milwaukee; it was for the Walrus Ball.

There was a committee formed to supervise and make the

decorations for the ballroom of the Pfister Hotel in

Milwaukee, and for some strange reason I suddenly had an

idea of doing a large panel for the affair. The others

worked on small things all around the room and did quite

a successful Job. The subject of the ball that year

was Dante ' s Inferno . The whole scheme was designed

around this, costuming and decorations and everything

else.

I've forgotten the mediiim I used. I remember

getting a very large stretcher made; if I remember, it

would be about a 10' x 12' stretcher. I had it stretched

with cotton, not cotton canvas, because I think I used

some kind of watercolor medium. I could work faster that

way than with oil, more like a scene painter's medium

with glue color. I imagine I thought to use poster color

would be the simplest thing. I put glue over the cotton

and then I could brush this thing rather rapidly. So

I did this big thing which was supposed to set the mood

of the Inferno , which of course was ra'ther of a rough

performance, especially a thing of that size. But nicely

lighted, it was quite effective. It made a big panel at

the end of the room. I think I described my own performance

there, earlier in the game.
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SCHIPPEES: Here's a photograph of a canvas.

NUTTING: That's a canvas that I destroyed. I didn't

like it. It was rather large.

SCHIPPEES: You said 5' x 4'.

NUTTING: Yes. I imagine it would be at least that.

SCHIPPEES: Why did you destroy it?

NUTTING: About that time, I did quite a number of canvases

that were good-sized. I remember a couple of them must

have been about 5' x 6' at least. And just exactly why,

I don't knov;.

SCHIPPEES: Again, doesn't this show some of the influence

of the mural approach, also the aspect of Mexican art?

NUTTING: I suppose it does to a certain extent. I

don't remember what I was thinking about at that time,

especially what painters I was especially enthusiastic

about. I think I was under some sort of influence and

probably they were part of it. I can see that it v;as

obviously an unfinished canvas. These large things being

rather ciimbersome things to pack and to ship was probably

one of the reasons that I destroyed them. It's especially

unfinished from its point of view of design. The riding

boy on the horse, for example, is not well planned.

There would be a lot of revisions to make to make it a

composition that really had any vitality. That period

was during my wife's illness, and my ambitions had more

or less cooled in even thinking about those things.
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SCHIPPERS: Here we have a drawing.

NUTTING: Yes, a line drawing. They had a national

exhibition of drawing here in Los Angeles in 1945, and I

submitted some drawings. This is one of the ones they

accepted. It traveled around the country and was exhibited

in other places. I think at the time they had an idea

of having a drawing exhibition periodically, once every

two years or something of that sort. It didn't materialize.

It was fairly large, a rather interesting national exhibition

of that sort of thing.

SCHIPPERS: Here we have a nude that you did in about 1957.

NUTTING: Yes. If this canvas that I just spoke about,

with the few figures and the boy on the horse, had been

conceived more in this way, I think that I might have had

quite a successful canvas, in spite of a certain banality

of subject matter and approach. This canvas is one that

I showed several times. It's not one that was especially

noticed. This was lost, wasn't it?

SCHIPPERS: That was burned in the fire.

NUTTING: I did a version of it v/hich is nov; owned in

Milwaiikee.

SCHIPPERS: By Mrs. Holtz?

NUTTING: Yes, by Adelle Holtz. She had liked it very

much and I didn't want to part with this, and so I

painted a sort of slight variation of it for her.

SCHIPPERS: Here we have a photo of a rather whimsical
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sketch of a Christmas tree.

NUTTING: That is now owned by someone who was in Milwaukee

at the time. I don't think that he lives there now. I

haven't heard from him for a great many years. It was

a rather smallish canvas painted one Christmas. We had

a small tree and the four little toy animals attracted

my attention, both for their character and their color.

Contrasting that with the one we've Just been looking

at shows that I still had not found a form that I was

completely satisfied with, which exists even to this day.

In working directly from nature, with complete spontaneity,

I forget what I have felt was so essential to the success

of a canvas, and that is the more abstract qualities of

a certain geometrical organization. It has led me to

think that probably my concern with that sort of thing

has been exaggerated, that it started primarily in the

days that I dreamt of doing very large things, such as

mural painting, which would cause one to be interested

in such things as dynamic symmetry. For example, at

one time 1 got ahold of Hambidge ' s books and other things

on dynamic symmetry, with the idea that that would be a

good tool in composing a picture that would relate well

architecturally, that there should be an architectonic

feeling in a fine mural and that might help in that sort

of a problem. But to this day, I don't know whether or

not I have denied myself certain experiences along those
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lines that ought to have had expression for the complete

fulfillment of whatever I was trying to do. More and

more, I have been convinced that wherever I would find a

vitality in my work, it came from something that was more

spontaneous, more expressionistic, more subjective. It's

a little hard to give a very clear example, but just

recently I thought of it in connection with the American

painters who have become most significant in the history

of our painting in this country, and three of them whose

stars seem to be continually rising are Vinslow Homer

and Albert Eyder and Thomas Eakins, men who were personally

very different and who in their work of course were very

different. But each had such complete faith and seemed

to have found himself rather early and didn't seem

apparently to be too much worried about directions, except

possibly in the case of Winslow Homer. But think

of those two very contrasting figures of Ryder and Eakins

—

Eakins with his rather mathematical, scientific mind, his

vigorous realism, his minute and axduous study of his

motif, especially of the figure; and the complete dream

world in v/hich Ryder lived. At the same time, one feels

that the very fact that they understood themselves

sufficiently to follov; their paths so courageously is

evident that that is something that can't be thought out.

It must be lived out, and v/as lived out comparatively

successfully in both cases.
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SCHIPPERS: Here we have a photograph of an exhibit at

the Atelier.

NUTTING: One of our annual shows. In the picture I'm

holding my charcoal drawing of Carl Eppert, v/hile on the

wall are the works of my students, with the exception

of the larger thing which is a combination figure-landscape

with what one might speak of as kind of a Daphne motif,

that is to say, the figure of a young girl which is also

a tree, [laughter] I've noticed that several times in

my work there seems to be an effort to merge the figure

and the environment in one, so that the landscape becomes

the figure, the figure becomes the landscape, without

breaking them up to superimpose but simply through

characterization. Tlie figure and the sea is also sort

of the sea and the figure. Not intentionally so. Never

in that sort of thing did I plan it ahead of time or think

it out, but in the effort to express the feeling of my

composition, that sort of thing seemed to happen, [tape

off] Where you're using a figure and a landscape, where

they both are described in a degree of realism, when

there is a conflict between the two v/here you didn't

know if it was a figure in a landscape or a landscape

with a figure, you are not completely happy. There must

be an emphasis one way or the other. I got into the

habit of asking myself, "Now am I painting a landscape

with a figure, or is this a figure with a landscape?"

Later I ceased to think of that so much because of the
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fact that once they went together and in somev/ay became

one in my composition, it didn't make any difference. It

soionds as though you had to make a wave look like a iiuman

being or a human being take on some kind of an anthropo-

morphic significance, but it didn't go as far as that. '

SCHIPPERS: Now we have a folder of photos of things you

might call your Los Angeles efforts. First, there is a

'whole series of little sketches that are veiy interesting.

NUTTING: Yes. Those were small things. I think they

were about 8" x 10" little circus things. One is always

very happy to do things for people who enjoy your work

and appreciate it.

We had a man who was doing building for us, and it

turned out that he was quite an enthusiastic collector

of circus material. He belonged to some society of

amateurs of the circus who had models of circuses, and

he had made, very beautifully, a whole circus parade,

wagons and all the things that went into the old-fashioned

circus. He said that he did wish he had somebody to

paint some of these circus posters to go on the sides of

these wagons. Well, I couldn't resist it, and it sounded

like an interesting project. I knew that it was a chance

to give somebody real pleasure if I could do something he

liked. So I said, "Well, I'll do them." But I didn't

realize that I was biting off quite a lot [laughter]

because I did quite a number of them. In spite of doing
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what research I could do in the library, I couldn't find

too much of the real style of old-fashioned circus

posters. They were lithographed by hand in those days

on large sheets of zinc. They had a special character

that's rather hard to imitate. But I finished doing

these little things to paste on the sides of his circus

wagons. Taking all the various characters in the circus

—

the fat woman, the sword-swallower, the lion-tamer and

everything I could think of— I made these little paintings,

I think I did them in oil on thin prepared panels.

Anyway he was appreciative, and in spite of the fact that

it was really quite a lot of work, I enjoyed it quite a

lot.

SCHIPPEBS: It's certainly remarkably successful work.

NUTTING: The only thing I regret about them: I'd have

liked to have had some of the dryness and awkv/ardne s s of

the real old-fashioned circus poster, but I didn't succeed.

I was too free; there is too much of myself in it. It

ought to have been the real pastiche of old-fashioned

advertising. But I couldn't find enough stuff to imitate

and to copy to really inject that element. However, I

think that it had the circus spirit, anyway. Is this

the only one there is?

SCHIPPEES: No. There are about fourteen of them.

NUTTING: That's all right. We have the whole set.

MURIEL NUTTING: He had them reproduced in a circus
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magazine, too.

RUTTING: If I remember rightly, he didn't paste them on

his wagons. I think he put them in little frames up

along the walls or something.

SCHIPPEES: Here's a photograph of an ink drawing. It

says that it was photographed during the Esther Eobles

gallery show.

NUTTING: Yes. I had a number of drawings in that

exhibition or showing, and one of the few cases in which

I had my work photographed. I've forgotten who did it.

SCHIPPEES: Floyd Faxon.

NUTTING: He is an excellent photographer of painting and

does a lot of work for the artist. But I think this was

before I knew him. I don't remember whether I picked

out the pictures to be photographed for publicity or

whether Esther Eobles did it. Probably she did. It

was one of the few occasions which I have had any

systematic photographing of my work. Of course, as we

have noted before, most of the photographs were rather

casual and missed probably much more significant examples

of my work.

SCHIPPEES: Do you have any comment on the drawings?

NUTTING: These drawings were not for any special purpose.

It's the sort of thing that's happened all my life. My

first wife, Helen Nutting, said that I was a spendthrift

in drawing, and I realized that she was right, but I
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didn't really realize it. The experience of this past

summer has had rather a terrific impact on a lot of my

thinking about what I have been doing, the realization

that an immense amount of energy has gone off into thin

air.

I thirik: I mentioned my friend Shaler who died when

I was in Italy and he was visiting Sicily. He seemed to

be able to so organize his efforts that he knew how

every little piece he did would fit into his general

activity, so even his most casual sketch, he'd put care-

fully aside and relate it to some other line of thought

and that to something else, or maybe that it ought to be

thrown away, but then, from that would eventually come

maybe quite an important canvas.

Another man that's supposed to be a very prime

example of that sort of control of one's activity would

be Joyce, who was an inveterate notetaker. Whether his

eyes were bandaged, or whether he was walking down the

street or wherever he was, he was jotting things dovvn.

Nothing went to waste. He'd organize and relate them to

this famous chart of his, this big piece of wrapping paper,

and when he got through, he tied up in a neat, twelve-kilo

b\indle the unused notes for Ulysses . So he knew his

activity very clearly.

After this summer's experience, I feel very poignantly

that my own activity has been one of tremendous waste.
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so now I am making rather a definite effort to reform in

what remains of my activity.

SCHIPPEES: You have a number of these little folders

of sketches.

NUTTING: V/ell, one has survived; it's framed in the

other room. I think: most of them are gone.

SCHIPPERS: Your pen-and-ink drawings carry quite a bit

of force.

NUTTING: I've used pen a great deal—the sharpness and

clarity of the line. They ought not to have been done

so casually. The paper very often I find is yellowing.

I would use most any ballpoint or other kind of a pen

that happened to be lying aroiuad, and there's no reason

why they shouldn't have been done in India ink and on

decent material and therefore have more chance of living,

rather than to be treated as casually as that, even if

they were unsuccessful.

SGHIPPEES: Now there's an industrious India ink effort.

It • s on Bristol.

NUTTING: Yes. I did a series of those drawings—not a

series but quite a niimber during whatever year it was.

I don't remember.

SCHIPPERS: It would be the early 1940s.

NUTTING: Yes. It was during the first years of my life

in California. In this case, I did get the best quality

of Bristol board, and this was a definite project on my
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part in study. They were sheer improvisations without

any preparation at all. I simply took the Bristol board

and started drawing. I dipped the pen in the ink and

gritted my teeth and plunged right in and started to make

something happen. The advantage of using the board, and

the reason I did use it, was to expand the use of line

a little bit more into tone without using wash or brush,

but by simply rubbing the ink onto the paper. By using

a hard ink eraser, you could rub down lights, a little

bit on the same principle as the mezzotint engravings.

It had a certain quality which I found was unattainable,

which I liked very much. This was the only one of the

series that was exhibited.

I remember that when Frank Perls x-zas head of a

gallery of American artists, he showed that in an

exhibition in the galleiy and he seemed to like it quite

a lot. Another one I remember selling. What became of

the others, I've forgotten.

SCHIPPEBS: Here we have some photos of things you did

with Maroger's medium.

NUTTING: Yes, Maroger's medi\im. I first heard about

Maroger in Milwaukee when some of the boys were asking

me if I knew anything about Maroger's medium. I never

heard of Maroger. I don't know where they got a hold

of that idea, because at that time his book wasn't published.

Later, he published a book which was supposed to be sort
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of the secret of the old masters, and it did sound rather

fascinating. He was apparently connected with the

department of restoration or care of the paintings in the

Louvre, and knew quite a lot about the subject of painting.

He came to this country and he had quite a following. He

taught in New York and in Baltimore and quite a number of

well-known painters studied with him. It turned out that

it was not a good technique. It really amoimts to rather

of an old and completely outdated medium for painting,

that was called meglip, which was sort of a slightly

jelly-like substance that was made with mastic and linseed

oil. I think it is only mastic resin that will fonn

that sort of a substance. The principal characteristic

of this man's medium was using litharge, which is a

very powerful drier, with the resins and oil, to make

black oil. Well, it was very delightful to handle because

even a very thin application of paint seemed to have a

certain quality and didn't simply stain your surface.

Of course, that's true if you use resin straight. But

this also had an ease in getting the relationship of the

impasto and the transparent color, which was quite fas-

cinating. I prepared the black oil, which is a dangerous

thing to do because you have to heat the oil to high

temperature, and I did manage to burn a hole through a

piece of furniture, [laughter] That didn't set the

house afire, fortunately. I prepared this material and
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painted quite a number of small panels, with a ground

which he recommended. I've forgotten now what combination

it was. These little things are now I suppose about

twenty-years old, but I can see that in another twenty

years, they won't be in too good shape. Incidentally,

I think that the Maroger medium and all that idea of

painting has been completely discredited; I don't think

anybody pays any attention to it anymore. I did read

in a magazine article the other day where somebody said

he always used it. It was rather startling to read of

anybody even mentioning the process.

SCHIPPEES: Now here's a photo of a nude apparently against

a seascape. Was this also done in that medium?

FUTTIlNG: Wo. I didn't do anything of any size. The

only things that I did were rather small. The one we're

Just looking at is owned by Ruth Ludlow, my daughter, and

I think I have the only others that exist. I have a few,

not many, that I saved.

SCHIPPEES: There seem to be quite a niimber of paintings

in this period of the forties that have to do with the

same conjunction of subject matter—nudes and the rocks

and sea.

NUTTING: Yes. As I mentioned before, I imagine that my

experiences as a boy, all those long days by myself with

my big dog on the coast of Washington, where maybe I

wouldn't see a soul all day long, and living with the
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.turbulence and the rocks, may have become somewhat an

obsession with me in composition. It hasn't been for a

long time. I still introduce water and sea, usually-

quiet though, and no special turbulence. Maybe I take

life more calmly, I don't know. But it seemed to have

very definite meaning for me.

SCHIPPEES: Here's a rather interesting effort of a girl

by the sea holding a basket of fish. It's owned by

Mrs. Tyrrell up in Paradise, California.

NUTTING: I remember she was showing it once at a gallery

in Palm Springs. Unless she sold it, why, she still has

it. She sold a great many of my things that she had.

Veil, it is that same theme over again. I ^^;as wondering

about these things the other day, the fact that in my

boyhood there was a tendency to skip over, really, the

biggest part of American life. In other words, there

were two things that interested me very much: one was

just the timeless, eternal sort of things of wild nature.

You'd look at the sea and you'd feel that it has been

that way for untold ages, the waves crashing on rocks.

Long before there was anybody to dream that there v^as

such a thing existing, that thing was happening. I don't

know why the time-and-space concern entered my thinking

so very early. And I thought of human beings, not as of

a certain place, a certain time, a certain character, and

a certain culture, but simply as an abstract human being.
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I think this accounted somewhat for my interest in the

nude, "because a person's clothes are already works of

art, so an artist making a work of art of another work

of art [laughter] was nothing that interested me. At

the same time, I was very conscious of it, and so I

loved "being out in complete wilderness, and I was never

quite happy in a small town. A Winesburg, Ohio was an

atmosphere that I found suffocating. In the meantime, I

could get into something that seemed to break dovm these

confines of that sort of a life, and it might simply be

that the reading room of a big library would give me a

sense of liberation. What did it most of all, was some

tremendous place like the Metropolitan Museum, or a

bigger city which had character. I found this to be true

very much in Europe, because then there was such an

extension of time. Rome, you start down layers underneath

and you keep coming up to the present moment. The v/hole

sweep of history is right around you. Wherever I got

that sensation, I'd get great exhiliration. This, of

course, is another one of those very large series of

compositions which were getting freer in handling and

approach, more integrated, with less concern about how

things ought to be, but rather letting things happen.

SCHIPPEES: Could you comment on the difference between

the form of the figure in the one you're speaking of now,

and the one that preceded it. The one that preceded it
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(the girl with the basket of the fish), is a fuller, more

conventionally proportioned form. Here you seem to have

started to take a liberty with the anatomy that seems to

characterize some of your works after this point.

NUTTING: Well, in a way I think it's v;hat I was trying

to do, and it may have a little bit of the same sort of

thing that Cezanne said when he tried to realize his

"little sensation. " You start with a certain feeling,

and the only thing is not to question it but let it

happen, to look upon what you're trying to do as something

that has a life and a will to being of its own, apart

from you. And if that's what it wants to be, go ahead

and let it be that. And then, when it's realized as

much as you can, criticize it and maybe condemn it or

accept it as you like. But don't try to do both at the

same time. In other words, don't be a thinker and a

painter at the same time. Do a lot of hard thinking,

but when you think, think. When you paint, paint.

SCHIPPERS: I notice that element that I am referring to

is very highly developed in your figure seascape, The

Daughter of Nereus .

NUTTING: I think I redid that about three or four times,

each effort starting from the very beginning and going

very steadily through. Finally I arrived at this

conclusion. That's an example, a little bit, of what

I was speaking about. There is this reformation of
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anatomy, but it's not a marine with figures, rior figures

in a marine, but part of the whole.

SCHIPPERS: Quite.

NUTTING: I mean I can see that that is what was trying

to happen, not that I tried to make it happen, but to

realize my feelings about this thing, that is what

resulted.

SCHIPPEES: Here's a monochrome.

NUTTING: Yes. That was a charcoal and wash drawing, a

small one. It was one of innumerable studies of that

sort. In trying to find the significance of my material,

at various periods of my life I would take certain definite

approaches. It might be, for example, to simply stop every-

thing but take a good long look at the world, uncritically,

and see what's happened, not what I think a thing ought to

be, but what it i_s— as Kepler would say, "Why are things

as they are and not otherwise?" Accept them, which in

its way is a kind of self-acceptance, because naturally

any object that you're trying to draw or look at is in

some way a projection of yourself. You feel that, and

you can't get away from it. You'd like to break down the

barrier and find some sort of reality.- One is evident

of that in the great mass of studies of this sort that

I've done and it is allied to what I just mentioned: not

to be critical of what you're doing. Pt is trying to be .

It's almost as though you were in what has been expressed

in very early thinking along these lines, the Greek idea
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of the genius, this little spirit sitting up on your

shoulder whispering in your ear. Without subscribing to

anything of that sort, you do realize, I think, that the

writer or the creative worker, as Ruskin says, has the

feeling that things are not done by him but through him.

If he doesn't know, there is no way of knowing where the

thing starts and what it's all about, but only the fact

that the realization brings a certain state of mind, a

certain consciousness or awareness, which contributes to

the value of living. So Balzac will turn out reams and

reams of novels, and Beethoven wonderful masses of sound,

fundamentally for that reason. There comes a place that

he knows nothing except that he's on his way. And it

does seem, so far as his sense of life is concerned, to

be valid or worthwhile.

SCHIPPERS: Here we are looking at something what you

called an exploration in composition and paint. It's a

figure and also a head study of the same model, apparently.

NUTTING: As I have found in my own effort, the tremendous

problem is the relation between your objective experience

and what's happening inside of you. You're sort of

standing on a dividing line at a certain height where you

see to infinity in both directions. You look inward and

it's infinity, and you look outward and it's infinity.

And it's where these two experiences come together that

something happens, that the book gets written or the
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symphony composed or the cathedral built. When it comes

to the objective part, thought has much more use; when

it comes to the interior part, you have hardly anything

but sheer intuition to work with. From the objective

point of view, you have the tremendous interest of nature

and to find out what it's all about. You can measure

it; you can weigh it; you can do all sorts of exciting

things. You can watch the way it behaves; you can look

at the way things function, such as this mysterious thing:

your own hand, the mechanism of it and how it's put

together. You can get all excited about it, as Da Vinci

did, for example, or the other Renaissance painters.

Even a man like Eyder, who seems so completely visionary,

was very sensitive to the world around him. He didn't

analyze it in the mathematics of the painter, but he

also happened to be interested in the mathematical aspects

of the world. He wasn't a complete introvert by any

means. He was a man who took his long v/alks and was

keenly aware of what he saw and what he experienced,

which contributed to his work. Even though there might

be a fair carelessness in the drawing of these compo-

sitions, I think it shows what I believe is known as a

haptic approach or a tactile-sensual appreciation of

environment. The things have v;eight; they have mood;

they have qualities. In other words in the final

accomplishment, your touch, your hearing—all your
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sensibilities, all your senses—contribute.

SCHIPPERS: Now we have before us one of your works that

you said was a major effort. It's two figures against

a seascape and rocks.

NUTTING: Yes. My motifs don't seem to change very much.

That is obviously not as improvised as these smaller

things we've been looking at, and the fact is that I

worked quite a long time on it. I've used a device, but

I don't think I used it consciously. It amounted to the

same thing, that the figures and environment should in

some way become one. The device I used here of course

is the breaking of the contours, so that the figure flows

outward and the outside flows inward, what Lhote called

passage . You have a very sharp contour carried in, then

a hiatus, and then picked up by another contour. In that

way you got an interlocking of areas of what would be

commonly called the background and the figure, but in

this case you can't, because there is no background, and

in places there is no figure. You can't say where one

leaves off and the other begins.

SCHIPPERS: In this particular effort, it appears that

one figure is disrobing. The other one is still in

robes. As you were saying about the Lhote influence in

it, it certainly is representative of the many influences

and the very many things that you had been trying. More

or less, it's all put out together in this one very
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carefully worked out effort. It looks almost like a summa .

MJTTHJG: Yes. I think it is to a large extent. It has

a certain richness of paint quality which is something

that I can't get away from—it always has great meaning

to me—the real painter, instead of simply the man who

makes color designs, or who conceals his handling by

extreme smoothness.

SCHIPPEES: The modeling on the nude body is particularly

sculpturesque.

MJTTING: Yes. I'm sorry that I haven't done more

modeling. I think it would have contributed quite a lot

to finding myself along these lines.

SCHIPPERS: Here we have another major effort that was

unfortunately destroyed in the fire. It's called,

Remembrance of Things Past . You did this in about 19^8.

NUTTING: I took a portion of a title of Proust's work

[ X La recherche du temps nerdu ] , largely because of the

use of a mask of myself (which was made when I was about

sixteen or seventeen years old) as part of the composition.

Again, it wasn't a composition in which I set out to do

a biographical sort of thing. If I remember, in the

beginning of that, I got a little projector which v;e both

used. It's quite a useful little object, and it's very

cheap. In making a composition, we could do them on a

very small scale, and after deciding upon the design that

we wanted to use, we could throw this up on the canvas and
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trace it very quickly, which is much faster than squaring

up your drawing and copying it that way. You can do it

in a very much less time. One day I was playing with

this, and I put some bits of drawing and I think a

thumbtack and some other little object in the thing, and

threw them up on the screen. I was rather impressed,

and as I was watching what was happening, this kind of a

dream developed and I drew it in in charcoal. This I

think was the thumbtack. I went ahead and used some of

my other materials: my bottle of linseed oil and a paint

rag and a bottle of brushes and a triangle from my drawing

equipment and I put the mask up in the corner. For some

reason, I had a yen to give it a moonlight sort of effect,

the beginning of night, I suppose to accentuate, sub-

consciously anyiAfay, some kind of an idea of a dream.

Part of your equipment is paper; so I had to spread out

a big sheet of paper and thumbtack it on a board, with

part of it rolled up and some sort of experimental figiire

drawing on the paper, which was of things past, in the

sense that they represent continual research all my life.

So I suppose it ' s a subconscious idea of myself as a joung

fellow, due to the mask and my struggles with the problems

of drawing and of painting, and a certain enjoyment of

his actual materials, which I think is an essential part.

If you don't love paint, if you don't love paper, if you

don't love the wonder of a beautiful tool, you're not an

artist. That's where things begin.
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SCHIPPERS: It certainly v;as a very impressive canvas as

far as the color scale on it was concerned.

NUTTING: Well, I was talking last night to a man who

teaches color, and I said I was regretting that I didn't

know more of the theory of color; but I never could get

especially interested in it. I still feel that a greater

knowledge of what has been accomplished in research in

•color, and its significance, would be valuable, but of

course a lot of very marvelous things have been done by

people who had no scientific idea of color.

I imagine maybe Goethe was one of the first ones to

think of color scientifically. In the nineteenth century,

[Michel Eugene] Chevreul and Delacroix gave it very

thoughtful consideration by studying and analyzing

color. Color is an emotional thing. In the last analysis,

it is purely a matter of feeling. Even though you can

make color organs and find analogies between color and

music, it's qualitative appeal more than quantitative.

You can't tune a palette like you can tune a piano

[laughter], that a note is exactly in tune because of so

many vibrations. Color is not to be measured that way,

or if it could, it wouldn't have any special meaning.

But we are extremely sensitive to the quality—that ' s a

beautiful red, or a beautiful violet, or something

—

from a decorative point of view. The relationships too

give us pleasure or we find dissonance. Some of those
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facts can be observed but not measured sufficiently to

make it something that one can handle in one's painting

scientifically.

That is especially true when it has to do with the

treatment of form and of space. I've always had a very

definite feeling that I didn't want color in my painting

to be an addition, a superimposed decoration to something

really thought of in other terms. If it's going to be a

monochrome, let it be a monochrome. If it can be

orchestrated by color, so as to be enriched in the

essential quality of the picture, why then, I am extremely

happy. I've never been able to carry color into something

that was very clear, very brilliant, or very high-keyed.

SCHIPPEKS: Another thing that struck me about this

painting was the high glaze on it, which is unusual for

your work.

MJTTING: Yes. I don't know why I did that exactly.

I painted it on a rather smooth ground and not very much

impasto. I kept the handling and everything very quiet.

I don't know exactly, but in all probability I used a

medium containing, not only resin but probably stand oil

or something of that sort, which gives an enamel sort of

quality to the painting instead of a mat feeling, that

so many painters find most desirable. Possibly [I used it]

because of my great admiration for the seventeenth-century

Flemish painters.
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SCHIPPEES: Were you trying particularly for the

transparency, for example, that the bottle has?

NUTTING: I don't think there is very much transparency

in the bottle. I think that is rather impasto, and the

lights give it the [ transparency]

.

SCHIPPEES: I see.

NUTTING: Some of the qualities of the light and the

transparency of the shadows on the paper and that sort of

thing, I could gain by using more transparent color, and

then unifying it by probably a final varnish.

SCHIPPEES: We have one here called Goyesca .

NUTTING: Yeah, I don't know v;hy, because it isn't very '

much like Goya, but for some reason I seemed to have him

in mind. When I showed the canvas, I had to have it

titled, and the first thing that occurred to me was Goya

and also [Enrique] Granados' music Goyescas . So I said,

"Well, call it Goyesca ."

SCHIPPEES: Again there's a certain elongation of the

upper regions of the forms in this one.

NUTTING: The only Goya thing about it was in its tonality,

I think, in the use of black, which was rather successful,

if I remember rightly, and the wann tones of flesh was

something of Goya and also a certain exuberance of

handling.

SCHIPPEES: You mentioned for the next one that we're

looking at that also there v;as a dark tone value of this
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particular period that you were exploring.

NUTTING: The photograph is extremely unsatisfactory,

because apparently the photographer tried to get more

contrast than there was in the painting. The values are

very close and the whole picture was quite low in tone.

There the body has a lot of strong lights, which in the

original are quite absent. That was just very subtle

modeling, not this chalky contrast.

SCHIPPERS: I have here a head. It's very expressionistic.

You said that in the middle forties you did quite a few

of these.

NUTTING: Yes. I don't know how that one survived. I

think probably Tyrrell acquired it.

SCHIPPEEB: And again this was just a period of exploration

for you.

NUTTING: Yes.

SCHIPPERS: Here we have one that's a bit more fonnal.

NUTTING: This is a small one.

SCHIPPERS: Yes, 8" x 12" you, said, approximately.

NUTTING: I don't know what possessed me to do that

composition, what I had in mind. I can remember that I

did that little picture quite well. I was interested then

in indirect methods of painting, and I painted a little

figure and overpainted and then glazed it. I tried out

a number of techniques. It seemed to work quite well

because although it sounds as though I did it in a very
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fussy sort of way, the final result was quite spontaneous,
quite fresh, and it holds together. The picture itself

looks like an illustration for an old romance.





TAPE NUMBER: XXVI, SIDE TWO

December 5, 1966

SCHIPPEES: Again we have a folder of photographs of your

paintings open, and this one of Ensenada. You mentioned

that you had done several versions of this, and you said

the original was burned in the fire, [tape off]

NUTTING: Well, it's a landscape which I made from this

sketch in Mexico after a long drive south from Ensenada

one day. Coming back in the evening, we got into town

towards sunset, and there was quite a dramatic sky, v/ith

the effects of light on the buildings. I stopped and

made some notes and tried to memorize it. Afterwards I

was interested in developing them. I've forgotten how

many attempts I made to establish my feeling for the

subject. It's not at all literal. The actual material,

of course, was taken from certain spots, at a certain

time, but without any effort to really make it a view of

a street in Ensenada, but rather the mood of evening.

There had been a shower. The streets were wet. It was

more a matter of feeling than of anything geographic in the

subject.

SCHIPPEES: This version of it is hanging out in the

hallway?

NUTTING: No. The one in the hallway is this last one.

The sky is much more developed in that one, possibly
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even overdramatized, I'm not sure.

When I did those Corsican things, they were all

done on location, directly from nature, and an effort

really to learn to paint a landscape. I have never

taken landscape very seriously with the idea of becoming

a landscape painter. I have exhibited landscapes. I'm

rather sorry in a way that I haven't really done more

continuous work, especially out-of-doors. That is some-

thing that is not done very much now. I think it's a

very interesting problem in painting, that we have a

period in which landscape has been very important, so

that for even some of our most significant painters,

their motifs have been purely landscape—in England,

people like Constable and Turner, and through the nineteenth

century the Barbizon school, and the Impressionists. The

Impressionists maybe especially, because true Impressionist

painting was always done directly from the motif; they

left their studios and made the outdoors their studio,

which doesn't mean they weren't Impressionists when they

were painting indoors, but they painted indoors with the

same attitude towards the motif that they did anyplace

else. Very few of my colleagues no^^f systematically

paint out-of-doors. The few who I can think of are

among the older painters. Of the men who have really

influenced modern painting—Matisse of course in the

beginning did a great deal. I never saw anything of
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Picasso's that gave me the feeling that he ever actually

took his easel out before nature and painted. Very, very-

few of his things really are landscape motifs. Their

contemporaries, like Derain, and some who were very

excellent painters hut not so well-known, like [Albert]

Marquet, did quite wonderful things out-of-doors. In

the painting of landscape now—and I think of it quite

often and occasionally do something— I have a rather

different approach. I feel that [when I am] directly

before the motif, I'm too much bound by it. I say, "Well,

there is this object, and there is that, and I must put

it in just because I see it." And not what the thing

really means in its totality, as a whole, instead of

being an aggregation of recognizable forms. That of

course was recognized, I think, by all of the important

painters of the modern movement, including Matisse and

Derain, that memory plays an enormous part in anything

that is really significant. Even as much of a realist

as Degas was (Degas of course was not a landscape painter

and he didn't paint out-of-doors), he said, "After all,

painting isn't a sport." What landscapes we have of his

seem to have been done from sketches o'r notes in pastel

and then developed in his studio. But even his other

work was not of the academic idea of having always a

posed model. I read someplace where he said that if he

had a school— so far as I know he never had real 'pupils,
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he influenced his friends, like Mary Cassatt and one

English painter, a friend of his, was very much influenced

ty him—when they were learning to draw, he would have

the model posing on the top floor of a six-story building.

The beginners would work directly from the model, and

as they advanced, they'd go dovm a floor, so that the

advanced students would have to run up six flights of

•stairs to take a look at the model, [laughter] In

other words, he insisted upon knowing your subject, not

simply representing it. To cultivate analysis and

observation and your feeling was the important thing.

It seems to me to be especially true in landscape painting.

In the earlier days, views of this, that and the other

thing were prised and it gave the painter an opportunity

to express himself in landscape, but nowadays we have

such a surfeit of pictures of things and of places

(National Geographic or Westways or Arizona Highways

provides you with magnificent illustrative material that

nobody ever looks at more than once and then they forget

about them), so that feeling has disappeared. I think

that a young painter loses quite a bit by not having

more disciplined research in the world about him, what it

actually looks like.

This happens to be one of the things that I did which

was along that line of thought. I was rather haunted by

the subject. Very often you'll do a canvas and you'll
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feel exhausted. You may try to do it again, or try to

do it better, but nothing happens- Your first effort is

the best, no matter how serious or how hard you try to

push it Just a little further or to do something a little

more important. In this case, though, for some reason

—

I don't know v/hy— I enjoyed trying it once more and then

once more. Two of the efforts I saved; one I still have,

but the last one, the one here photographed, was lost

in the fire.

SCHIPPEES: It certainly shows, shall we say, quite an

evolution in the handling of the paint.

NUTTING: It's freer and I think more creative in color.

It's quite a long way from the somev;hat drab things I

did in Corsica, in which I was rather timid about color.

SCHIPPEES: We have here a still life.

NUTTING: Yes. Amaryllis . It is a still life of flowers.

Another phase of painting I wish that I had given more

consideration to is the painting of still life. After

all, you thirik what it meant to a man like Cezanne; it

is something which has a chance for much deeper experience,

especially than is realized by the student. They really

feel rather bored to set up a still life and paint that.

They want to paint something that is a real picture, you

know. A still life has a little bit the feeling to them

of something for the beginner to study, which is not at

all true. This was a very rapidly done study of flowers,
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and it was one of the first things that I sold when I

came to Los Angeles. Someone called me up on the tele-

phone, who had seen it at a show and wanted to know

how much I wanted for it, and eventually bought it.

SCHIPPEES: Here we have a photo of an exhibit at the

County Museum that was given in 19^-7 approximately. I

think we've discussed most of them.

NUTTING: I had that, a showing on one wall in a large

gallery down in the County Museum, in the old museum,

and there were other groups in that showing. I've for-

gotten now who they were. At least four in the showing

were done here, and the others were done in Milwaukee.

One was done in Paris—the large one. The Daughters of

Nereus was done in Los An""eles.

SCHIPPEES: The original of that is hanging in your

hallway.

NUTTING: Yes. That was saved because it was in the

apartment and not in the studio during the fire. The

one at the extreme left was a gouache, which I sold.

SCHIPPEES: The Daughters is one that was used on the

brochure for your exhibit.

NUTTING: Yes, very badly photographed. I don't know

whether it was the fault of the photographer or the fault

of the engraver. As a matter of fact, it photographs

very nicely; I did have some rather beautiful photographs

of it.
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SCHIPPEES: And this show was given at the Royce Galleries.

NUTTING: That was the last showing that I had of my

work.

SCHIPPEES: Why don't you comment on The Daughters ?

NUTTING: Well, that was another canvas which I did several

times. It started out as a small sketch. It was one of

these things that haunted you, and for some reason, you

want to try again and try again. This is the final version

and the only one that I sold. I think it's more repre-

sentative of that period of my painting than anything

that I did. I don't say it was the best. I don't know

that I could really make an analysis of it, except that

so far as the materials are concerned—the use of the

figure, the use of nature and still the tremendous appeal

,of the sea and the moving waters—that always has had a

very curious fascination for me. Not in the tremendous

and rather tragic way of Winslow Homer, but with some

analogous kind of significance to me. I don't know if

I'm right, but I think I succeeded in making a suggestion

of figure and nature [being as] one, to a larger extent

than I ever had before. In some vague way, I alv/ays v;as

disturbed by the idea that you were taking a landscape

in which you put figures or else you had figures which

were in a landscape, and I wanted to get an interpenetration

of feeling from one to the other so that it would have

a certain oneness of material instead of simply related
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forms and objects. That is in the sense of their being

nameable: that is a figure; this is a rock; this is a

tree or this is something else.

When I was a youngster I used to take my drawings

and show them to my grandmother, and she would pull her

spectacles down off the top of her head and place them on

her nose verj carefully and examine my drawing and say,

"Now, what is this supposed to represent?" [laughter]

It always rather disturbed me. I thought it was quite

obvious what it was supposed to represent, [tape off]

SCHIPPERS: We're now going to walk around the apartment

and identify and comment on some of the canvases that are

hanging. There is a small one that you said was about

1^" X 18". It's a landscape.

MJTTING: Yes. That was a landscape that I did, from

memory to a certain extent, driving down to La Jolla or

someplace else. I was not doing the driving, so I had a

chance to watch the landscape. I was very much interested

in the sky and the hills, and I made a lot of little

pencil notes, partly written and partly drawn, and this

is one of the results of that day's drive. In the

landscape, the emphasis is on the clouds and hills in the

lower parts and is more or less subdued.

SCHIPPEES: There's another landscape on the far wall.

NUTTING: That's the same inspiration.

SCHIPPERS: And when was that done?
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MJTTING: A few years ago. I've forgotten when it was.

SCHIPPERS: And also of Califomia?

NUTTING: Yes. It's in the direction of San Antonio,

Texas. It's a 1^" x 18" canvas. This is of Morro Bay.

It's an 8" X 12". It was done, curiously enough, directly

from nature, but one in which I was not so bound by

literalness as I usually am when painting directly from

nature. It's very close to an actual drawing; the tones

are somewhat translated to emphasize what I felt—it

seemed to me—rather than to actually copy carefully the

color and tone values of the subject—one, incidentally,

which personally I always have been very fond of. I

don't know why. But I kept it.

SCHIPPERS: One of your first is in the library now.

NUTTING: It ' s a panel, 8" x 10". That was done in Mexico,

and I have rather personal reasons for liking it. It

happens to be down in southern Tamaulipas when I was dov.n

there with my mother. My father was working for El

Aguila Oil Company putting in a railroad down there into

the oil field, and it's rather near where she is buried.

It's not far from the village called Tierra Amarilla.

I used to take long horseback rides around that part

of the country, and I took my paint box with me. This

is about the only thing that has survived of my outdoor

painting at that time. It's not one of my first; but

it's a very early one. I mean I hadn't done much outdoor
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painting at the time.

SCHIPPERS: It's very interesting in comparing this very-

early effort with these recent ones, in that the division

of the canvas is approximately the same, with the emphasis

on sky and clouds, although there is certainly a develop-

ment of skill in the handling of the paint and perhaps

a change in color.

MJTTING: Yes. I hadn't noticed that myself. It is

rather interesting. One thing is that when out-of-doors,

I'm really as conscious of the sky as of anything else,

and maybe often more so. I have always been very much

impressed by skies, the enormous variety of forms and

colors and effects of the sky.

SCHIPPERS: Now over on the side there are some other

large canvases. There's one down in the corner that is

about, what? It's a figure of the back of a nude.

NUTTING: I'm rather surprised that people are sometimes

confused, because they think it is a real figure, in spite

of it being headless. But the idea was a fragment of

sculpture. It's rather monochromatic, and I suppose

the fact that I didn't make it definitely the feeling

of marble or some special stone is rather ambiguous. It's

halfway between being a real figure and being a fragment

of sculpture. But it is headless and armless, so it's

obviously a sculpture, not a living figure. It's a very

romantic sort of thing, one of a mood; it's an example
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of the influence that people have had on me, such as

ones I have mentioned, like Pastoral Concert , for example,

or the painting of Hans von Marees. It has a certain

dream-like quality in its feeling.

SCHIPPERS: When was it done?

NUTTING: It was done in the early fifties, in Los

Angeles; it was done after I built the studio on Clark

Street. That's where I painted it.

SCHIPPERS: Now, is there anything more on this wall

we [ should comment on]

?

NUTTING: I'm surprised how many people seem to like this

landscape very much. It's a thing that I did in Texas.

We had more snow there than we get in Los Angeles.

SGHIPPEBS: And its size is about?

NUTTING: It ' s a strange size. It seems to be 1?" x 22".

SCHIPPERS: And it's a composition mostly of trees on snow.

NUTTING: Yes. I remember painting it and putting it away,

and I don't think anybody even saw it for years. Then

it was shown at the Royce Galleries in the showing I had

there. I had it framed and I found that it turned out to

be rather more interesting than I imagined at first. As

I say, I'm surprised to find that many people seem to

engoy it far more than I would expect because at the time

that I did it, I didn't value it at all. That very often

happens with my work. Things that I have been on the

point of throwing away, afterwards I haul them out and
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find that they're not at all what I thought they were

when I painted them, which gives me reason to think that

I have destroyed an immense amount of work, which would

include maybe some of my "best paintings.

SCHIPPEES: It certainly is very low in key and color.

NUTTING: Yes. It's very moody. It's almost mono-

chromatic, a little shift between the dried leaves and

rain on winter trees.

SCHIPPERS: We have a little one down there.

NUTTING: That was a part of a series; it seems to be

about 5)^" X 7}^", which was a number of small panels.

I think that was one of the things that I did when I

was experimenting with the Maroger medium, a fev; of which

have survived. Although it is now old enough to show

signs of deterioration, it doesn't show any. One or tv;o

of the others do seem to show the bad effects of using

the Maroger medium.

SCHIPPEES: And it ' s a nude.

NUTTING: Yes, a little male nude. I remember it was

shown at the Esther Robles Gallery when I had an exhibition

there. She was considering buying it, but I don't sell

my things, curiously enough, very easily, and I didn't

bring the price dov\,'n to make any bargain with her. I

think partly because I liked it myself quite a lot. It's

rather, in some ways, a bit unique. I think it's nicely
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painted, and it represents something in the quality of

paint and composition that I wanted to have at least

for reference.

SCHIPPEES: Does it have that big feeling for being so

small? [laughter]

MJTTHTG: I think if it were photographed you wouldn't

think it was as small as that, would you?

SCHIPPEES: No. You wouldn't. It's rather remarkable

how much of the proportion comes through.

On this v;all we have, on one corner to the right, a

what?

NUTTING: That's a 16" x 20" of my wife in a red gown.

SCHIPPEES: This is the one that when I asked who it

was, Muriel said that everyone recognizes it's me. It's

one of my favorites. I wonder if you could tell me why?

NUTTING: There's one thing that I've always tried to

encourage in a student when I'm teaching, because I

think it means a great deal. I don't know how to express

it other than to say that you must have a great deal of

self-acceptance. You may want to be different, or you

may want to be like somebody else—you want to do this,

or you want to do that. But it's not in your nature

really, and you mustn't torment yourself if you can't do

it. Be what you are and you'll have much more chance of

success. I didn't subscribe to that idea. During the

years, I find it meant much more to me, and I think it
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takes really a very talented person who has much more a

sense of freedom than most young artists have. You have

to fight for it. What I'm leading up to is that as a

painter, to paint very directly and don't anticipate either

success or failure, but let the thing be when it wants

to be, and you will have a chance not only of getting

satisfaction for yourself (the experience itself is

worthwhile), but you have much more chance of giving

pleasure to other people in your work. Otherwise they'll

say, "Well, that's very well done, but it looks like

So-and-so's. It's all right." I think that, although they

may rationalize their appreciation of a piece of work,

what they're really enjoying is something that can not

be put into words. It appeals to them and they get a

certain experience from it, and that is evidence that it

has something that is real. Although the picture that

we were just speaking of (the ambiguous broken statue,

or something that looks something like a real figure)

was worked on quite a long time and studied very carefully,

I think that probably in things of this sort, my real

ability—whatever it may be—comes out. The real

significance of my work is in things that are done,

starting and going straight through, Just as you would

with a piece of music; if you don't play it well, you do

it again until you can do it well. That Daughters of

Nereus, for example, if I had hiing onto that same canvas
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day after day and day after day, I don't think it would

have succeeded. But it didn't quite come off and, maybe

a few days later, I would take a day and do it again.

It was finally done in a very few hours because I had

all the materials at my fingertips and it was just a

matter of trying to play that sonata better than I had ever

done before.

SCHIPPEES: It certainly is one of your very good efforts

in bringing light and texture together in composition,

without slaving it, to create quite an impact. When was

the one of Muriel in the red dress done?

NURIEL MJTTIITG: I had been ill up in Cambria, and it

was done then. He did it at one quick time.

SCHIPPEBS: About what year was that?

NUTTING: That we can verify in our diaries. [19553.

SCHIPPEES: There's another one of Muriel over there on

the far wall. That's about 16" x 22".

NUTTING: Yes. It looks a little bit big on account of

the composition.

SCHIPPEES: Apparently she's standing in this one, correct?

NUTTING: Yes.

SCHIPPEES: And the background is rock and sky?

NUTTING: I have no very clear memory of doing it, but

a few things I do remember. I don't know whether I did

it from sketches or not, especially the use of the back-

ground. I can remember more or less what was in the back
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of my mind—the figure and my memories of Italian hill

towns and rocks and buildings up on top of cliffs,

such as I saw in Corsica and in certain parts of Italy.

The color, curiously enough, was influenced by Veronese,

though that would probably make people laugh if they know

Veronese very well, because the material was not from

nature nor from any special documentation. I remember

that I had been looking at reproductions of Veronese

with tremendous enthusiasm and I had studied his use of

color very closely at one time. Even though I had the

memory, maybe the influence isn't there. At least it's

not anything one can put one ' s finger on.

SCHIPPERS: I might add, for those of us who know her,

that you certainly captured one of her most character-

istic poses in both of these portrait paintings.

NUTTING: Well, I've done an awful lot of drawing from

her. [laughter]

mJRIEL NUTTING: I did not pose for that one.

NUTTING: You did not? No. I find it more and more

difficult to work directly from life. For example, I'm

doing a portrait now, a little portrait, and every time I

see the girl, I look at her very closely and watch her,

and make notes. I've also taken a couple of Polaroid

photographs of her, and I take a magnifying glass and

see what kind of an eye she has and what kind of a

mouth she has. When I can really absorb her, I will have
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some hopes of doing something that may be rather

interesting, that I would not get if I were right there

and copying it piece by piece. Although these two

portraits may be considered as abstractions, very

definitely, at least if you recognize that, it shows that

I have abstracted something that I really felt an.d not

something that was simply a visual experience.

SCHIPEEES: On this wall we have a painting of a man with

a beard, and a mountainscape behind him with some clouds.

The color of them is rather interesting. You've used a

pretty rich green there.

NUTTING: Yes. I am rather more courageous in some use

of color. Not especially colorful, but at least it's

not so much the purely tonal thing that I usually do.

Well, this again is 16" x 20". I don't know whether with

things of this sort it is worthwhile to give a history

of it or not, or what inspired itbecause^ again, we get

down to looking at things [from the point of view]

—

"What is this supposed to represent? What's it about?"

If you commence to say what inspired it or what was in

your mind while doing it, you don't contribute. The

thing exists in itself, and if it's any good, why, it's

enjoyed for its own sake. It's not something that you

can put into words. But it so happens that this did

have a very definite, shall we call it inspiration or

stimulus, which was the Oedipus at Colonus of Sophocles.
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From Anti£one, I think I also got very much the same kind

of a lift. But in this case, I thought it was a grand

thing, and there was something about Oedipus in his

old age at Colonus that I foxind impressive. I really

was not trying to illustrate it or anything of that

sort, but I remember I had it in mind. I was under the

influence of my reading in the process of painting it.

But it was only an influence; it was not an illustration

of Sophocles by any means.

SCHIPPEES: When did you do it? Do you remember, about

what year?

NUTTING: Within the last three or four years.

SCHIPPEES: Now the big one here, which is how large?

i^uxxxi^u-: xnaT; is :?u x 40 .

SCHIPPEES: And when was that done?

NUTTING: That was done at the studio on Clark Street.

SCHIPPEES: And it ' s a model.

NUTTING: Well, no. It's not a model. It's again one

of these things. I make these thousands of sketches,

not with anything special in mind but every once in a

while something will sort of genninate. I've forgotten

where I got the motif, or what stimulated it. In the case

of the Sophocles, I happen to remember it rather distinctly,

but in this case I don't. I don't think that I had

anything definite in mind, except a certain quality of

painting, which in passages shows v;hat I was driving at--
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a certain trajisparency of tone, a certain solidity to

the impasto, without using any excessive amoxint of paint

to get a rich and vigorous feeling of painting.

SCHIPPERS: Does it have a name?

NUTTING: No. I never thought of a name for it.

SCHIPPERS: It's simply a figure, very dark complected.

NUTTING: Yes. I may have been looking at Delacroix,

or the idea of Africa, or a colored mural, or a dancer,

or a biblical figure. Heavens, it could be most

anything. It has a sort of exotic feeling. I may have

been especially inspired by something I saw of that sort.

SCHIPPERS: It is rather darker in mood than most of the

things that you did at that time.

NUTTING: Yes. It's lower in tone. I think that the

theme is really a way of painting more than anything else.

SCHIPPERS: I just pointed out that there's a small

abstract of about 6" x 8". That one I think I would not

know was yours. It has a certain almost watercolor

effect, for an oil.

NUTTING: As a matter of fact, there is a certain reason

for that. There is a very old trick that painters have

used. It goes back to Da Vinci who looked at the stains

on the wall and wrote down very carefully in his note-

book how useful it could be to study these because you

could imagine all sorts of things in these stains—battles

and clouds and one thing and another. I remember as art
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students, we used to have quite a lot of fun in cleaning

up the palette after a day's work; we'd spread some of

the palette scrapings on a piece of paper, fold it over

and unfold it, and we would get curious patterns and

strange shapes. And this is a little bit of that same

sort of thing. There's a way of splashing some color

on a piece of paper and then by pressing another piece

of paper down and lifting it up, the colors would run

together in an interesting form. I mounted one of these

things on a panel and painted over it, modifying here

and there, and developing a special color scheme that was

appropriate to the interest of the pattern. So it's

partly the pure accident of splashing color on a piece

of paper and partly the reading of something into it

and trying to reinforce and develop what you found

interesting in the subject.

SCHIPPEES: Now we have discussed Muriel's portrait, and

we've discussed the Vedder one before. What are the other

things up on that wall? The large portrait [tape off]

is 20" X 24", and who is it?

NUTTING: Curiously enough, I have no idea. For example,

if I am making a copy—which I do sometimes, a so-called

copy for study, say from a Velasquez or a Rembrandt

—

I'm inclined to work in variations, because to translate

what is there into something else, sometimes is more

illuminating than actually trying to copy it literally.
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If you make it Just the way it is there, you may learn

something, but if you take that and do this to see what

will happen, then you understand the original source

sometimes more than by actually trying to make a

replica. I think this was not done from life; it was

done in some spirit of that sort. But I don't remember

what I was using. I took something, and while I

painted, I was thinking, "Well, I'll take this and it

looks sort of like this." I might have had something

like Sargent or somebody in mind. I was trying to paint

very freely and get a certain luminosity and character

in the quality of painting.

SCHIPPEES: So it's a nameless portrait? [laughter]

NUTTING: I did that in San Antonio because I remember

our friend there from Austin looking at it and was very

much impressed by it. He said that I was better than

Adams . [ laughter]

SCHIPPERS: There's a drawing on the wall over there.

NUTTING: It ' s a matted drawing, and I don't know how

much I profited from it. The window of the mat is 15" x

18". It's one of quite a number of drawings that I did

up around Cambria. It was done with felt pen. I had

just been introduced to the felt pen, and I bought one

and found it was a very delightful thing to use for

sketching because it's a very versatile tool. It is

also good for that sort of thing; there's no danger of its
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rubbing, as with a crayon or pastel or pencil or things

of that sort, which have to be treated very gently. 1!his

dries immediately, and I made myself a large sketchbook

and made a lot of drawings with a felt pen. This is of

an old abandoned farm near Cambria.

SCHIPPEES: It certainly has almost a lithographic

quality.

NUTTING: You can get something with a lithographic

quality by using various points. You can even make your

own points by taking the razor blade and sharpening your

piece of felt to get a sharp point which will make a

fine line, or if you let it dry a little bit, you get

some very delicate tones—it is surprising—and of course

with a full ink you get a deep rich black, unfortunately,

I don't think that it's very permanent. One thing, if

a draftsman is going to make drawings that people might

want to save, or even buy, he should use good materials

and everything else. I'm afraid that [particular drawing]

will fade in the course of time, though that hasn't shown

the slightest semblance of fading so far, and that's a

number of years old. I saw a rather delicate drawing at

home not too long ago that v;as done at about the same

time which I felt had weakened somewhat in time.

SCHIPPEES: We have another painting on the wall over

there, a small one, a study of a head against a rather

lov;-level landscape, a bay.
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MJTTING: That is a small panel, [tape off]

SCHIPPERS: It is 6" x 8". When did you do it?

NUTTING: That was done in this studio, so it's been

done in the last three years. It's another case in

point, and it's one of a great many things I've done of

that sort: I feel in the mood to paint and I just start

painting, [laughter] In this case, I did it and put it

away, and nobody saw it until this show of mine at the

Eoyce Galleries was being organized. It was hauled out

and taken to be framed. To my surprise it was one of the

most successful things in the show, and more people remarked

upon it and more people seemed to enjoy it, both painters

and laymen.

SCHIPPERS: There's something forlorn about the line and

the mood that it creates.

NUTTING: I have no idea. Again, it's very hard to

rationalize. It's like this winter landscape--people

never say a word about a thing that I think is not too

bad, and then all of a sudden they say, "Oh, I like that!"

So I open my eyes and go look at it myself, [laughter]

This seems to be in perfect condition, [tape off]

SCHIPPERS: We're out in the hallway now. There are a

couple of small things, that you were just describing,

done in Maroger's medium. You mentioned that one was

twenty-years old and still held up.

NUTTING: They're all the same age. I prepared a stack
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of little panels, and I wanted to experiment with the

medium to see if it was something that I wanted to maJce

use of. I made the stuff according to Maroger's recipe

and painted a whole series of little compositions.

SCHIPPEES: We have one that you said is showing some

age, and this is a back of a nude male, up against a

rock.

NUTTING: All of these things are sheer improvisations.

This is sort of a somewhat Surrealistic approach—bare

trees and rocks. One of the panels is downstairs, and

there's one here showing a little cracking, but I don't

think that's the fault of the medium. I think it ' s a

fault of the way I painted it. What's supposed to happen,

I'm not sure. I've been watching for deterioration.

SCHIPPEES: We have a interesting portrait here.

NUTTING: That's Edgar Allan Poe. It was another one of

these occasions where, "Well, I've got a little time.

I can do a little painting." I happened to see in a

magazine a reproduction of an old daguerreotype of Poe.

I thought it was a very interesting head; so I made a

quick sketch of him. It was low in tone, and you can

see the person was a lover of Velasquez. I don't say

anymore than that.

SCHIPPEES: We have out here a rather powerful drawing.

It ' s a very wild sort of subject.

NUTTING: That was another series of drawings I made.
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I don't think I have any now. I have this one, and another

that was one of my more successful ones I sold. It's an

ink drawing, Indian ink on good Bristol board, which

of course will take more punishment than most paper will.

It was done with a certain definite approach, as were the

other drawings in the series. It was done without any

preparatory sketches or any preparatory penciling on the

paper, but simply taking the ink and pen and brush and

making a drawing. I think it was an important kind of

experience for me, because a painter must be very careful

of his preparation. Otherwise, he's exhausted himself

getting ready to make the picture, and v;hen he makes the

picture, why, he's given what he has to give and the

thing will lack vitality because it's gone into all

sorts of preparation. In reading the biographies of

painters, I've found that they've all been conscious of

that to a very large extent. The painter [ Ignacio]

Zuloaga, a Spanish painter, who in his day v;as very v;ell-

known— a forgotten painter now, though his things I

think are far more interesting than people seem to find

them—made no sketches. He used to write all his ideas

in a little notebook. He v/ould carry an idea around in

his head maybe for years, and finally \vhen it jelled in

his mind, he'd take a canvas and paint and make his

picture. These drawings I think had a certain vitality

that I obtain.
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Again it goes back to the fact that you have to have

self-acceptance. The Flemish painters undoubtedly made

very careful preparations, step by step, and did

marvelous things. One will say, "Well, if I could only

do that." But you try to do it, and find that you're

simply slugging along and nothing very much happens.

You get a little comfort when you find that other painters

in the same boat were very great painters. I can't

imagine Goya, for example, mooning over the thing and

tracing his drawings and rearranging this and Juggling

that and making studies and sketches and so forth. If

he had, he would have never gotten anything done. But

that doesn't mean that he's any less one of the very

great ones. Hans Holbein's work, for example, was the

antithesis to that sort of a feeling; so that your

temperament, your feeling, what you can do, the way in

which it wants to exist, is what one must search for.

Frank Perls had an exhibition years ago when he

was directing the American Artists' Galleries. He liked

this drawing quite a lot. I don't know how much he liked

it, but he was very nice about it. He had it in a

showing at the gallery. Nobody bought it.

This is one of the Naroger things that's crackling.

As I say, it's the only one that's done that, so I don't

blame Maroger for that. The rest of it seems to be in

very good shape.
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SCHIPEERS: Now, below it is one of the. . .?

NUTTING: It is a little palette knife sketch inspired by,

not representing, a church not far from Monterey, Mexico.

and is in a little Mexican frame.

SCHIPPERS: And that was one you did very early?

NUTTING: No. That was done on a trip to Mexico in the

fifties [1952]. Again I can verify that because I have

a diary of that period.

SCHIPPERS: Apparently we have another one of your small

ones that was done fairly early.

NUTTING: This is the one we were just looking at a while

ago. That was done sometime in the fifties.

SCHIPPERS: And it ' s a woman in white, standing before a

table.

NUTTING: Yes. It is a framed picture and a suggestion of

art objects, [tape off] It seems to be about 10" x 11".

That was a memory sketch, or rather an adaptation of

memory. I'm continually these days trying to store my

memory with sensations and visions and feelings, using

them more than direct painting from nature.

SCHIPPERS: That green is rather an interesting hue for

you. I think I see that popping up more in some of your

more recent efforts.

NUTTING: I've found I have to be careful of green. I'm

inclined sometimes to get rather an unpleasant green, but

I would like to use it and control it well.
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SCHIPPEES: This week we're continuing the tour of the house

to make comments on your paintings, and we're in the

bedroom. Starting on this wall, there are several

drawings. This one in the center is very much like several

of the ones that have been photographed and that we have

talked about. About when were they done?

NUTTING: A few years ago. I don't remember Just when.

I do an immense amount of this sort of thing. On the

wall here, one is rather old, a curiously baroque sort

of figure drawing, and next to that is a sheet of pen

studies: a little composition sketch of three figures

and some figure studies and a couple of heads. They

seem to be more or less either memories or improvisations,

I don't remember exactly which. I'm very fond of using

a pen. Next to that is a composition of figures and some

forms, more or less the sort of thing you'd see along

the beach—rotten pieces of wood, piers, bits of rock

and one thing and another. It is defirdtely a romantic

sort of a composition, more a feeling of, or a searching

for a mood than anything else, in contrast to the one

next to it, which is more a research in natural form.

If anybody wants to figure out exactly what it's all about,

the composition would be a little bit confusing, but it
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reminds me of a little cartoon I saw in a French paper

once, of a man looking at a rather abstract painting of

a still life and says, "Hm. Evidently, an allusion to

some well-known comesti ." [laughter] This of course has

a little more obvious feeling of figures in relation to

rock and water, and even a suggestion of a sailboat in

it. Next to it is the sort of thing that one does an

immense amount of, if one draws very much, a number of

sketches on a rather somewhat toned paper, with sepia

or possibly burnt umber. Like so many of my drawings,

they have not gone any further than the sketches, which

I thirik is one of the very definite weaknesses of my

activities in drawing. I draw too much just for the

pleasure of drawing. Looking at great collections of

drawings, those of people who did a great deal, such as

Paolo Veronese or Rubens, you can feel that they were

all definitely in relation to other activities. The

drawing might be quite beautiful in itself, but it was

always some development on a larger scale in mind, either

a search for a composition or for procuring data and

studies for the use in painting. Of course, some painters

did very little drawing. There are hardly any drawings

of Greco or Velasquez or Caravaggio. Apparently they

painted; they didn't draw very much. In contrast to

Rembrandt, who did thousands of these marvelous little

drawings—landscapes, figures, compositions—and
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apparently largely for the delight of drawing. Some of

them are studies for his paintings or his etchings, but

again his etchings are the same love of graphic expression

that would parallel his work in painting.

SCHIPPEES: Here's a drawing over on this back wall.

NUTTING: That's a drawing from nature, a sketch of my

wife.

SCHIPPEES: Was that in any way a preparation for one

of the paintings?

NUTTING: No, not directly. If people knew the amount

of drawing that I've done, they'd rather wonder that I

didn't draw better, because it must run into quite a

fabulous number. I don't know the actual quantity that

I have turned out in the course of my life, and so much

of it of course has fallen by the wayside, which is

regrettable.

SCHIPPEES: There are also a number of your paintings in

the room. This one that we're looking at is what?

NUTTING: That is a small canvas; it's about l-^-" x 18".

SCHIPPEES: And do you recall when that was done?

NUTTING: Well, that was done about five, six, seven

years ago.

SCHIPPEES: And it's very definitely a figure with clothes

on, which is something of a departure for you.

NUTTING: It didn't have any special theme. I've

forgotten what inspired it. If it were more successfully
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developed, there 'd be a feeling of light shining into the

room, with a woman descending stairs, and the bare

suggestion of other people outside this house. To be

successful, it would be something that would be very

subtly painted in tonal relations, the light quality,

the reflected light, tone, color. It's abstract in the

sense that it is no special costume, no special place,

no special feeling of trying to represent nature, but

rather the appeal of light and form and a certain move-

ment. Again, it is definitely [an example ofl the

romantic side of my work. As I've described myself

before: people ask me what sort of work do you do, and I

sometimes say, "Well, I'm an incorrigible romanticist."

It is something I have had the idea that I would work out

of. I am very much against trying to force yourself

into something that is different from what you're trying

to do—to intellectualize too much. If you change in

your feeling and your attitude, the picture will take

care of itself. An idea that I think is very useful

for the student is not to will your picture too much into

being and not to criticize it while you're doing it. Look

upon it as something rather living in itself. It wants

to be, and it's your business to find out-- what does it

want to be? What sort of life does it want to live? It's

a sort of an "as if" approach to the thing, instead of

criticizing it because the composition is not good
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because of this; or the color is not good because of

that; or the drawing is not good because of some pre-

conceived idea. Iliere must be that period in which

you're absolutely uncritical and in which you accept

what you are and what happens. Then, go on from there

and use your intellect in-between times. Do some hard

thinking the next day, or after the thing cools off and

you see it objectively, but don't smash it on the head

while it's trying to be. If it's going to be a very

strong romantic feeling, as in my case, and has been all

through my life, I don't resist it, even though I may

intellectually resist it or criticize it. That is,

its life, not mine really.

SCHIPEEES: Does the romantic show up in that still life

over there?

NUTTING: To a certain extent, yes. I don't know if I'm

wrong or not, but I feel that it does. There were some

objects on a table before me v;hen I painted it. But I

used it as a point of departure more than an actual

rendering of the thing. Mr. Chase would criticize it

right av;ay because of a certain falsity of values, because

I hadn't got the color of the object, and he'd talk

about handling and light and texture and things— "Now

look at nature, you must represent nature." I wasn't

too keen about representing nature. Back of those things,

in abstract forms, in a certain tonality of grays, there
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was a quality I foiind appealing.

SCHIPPERS: Again it's about 14" x 18". It is several

bottles and a bowl. When was it done?

NUTTING: About the same time as this thing of the v;oman

descending the steps. I imagine between five and eight

years ago.

SCHIPPERS: When was the landscape done?

NUTTING: The landscape was done after one of our trips

to Texas in the trailer. We made a good many trips back

and forth between California and Texas, and I always

enjoyed them very much. The only really tiresome part

to me was west Texas, but I always got a great feeling

of exhiliration in the states of New Mexico and Arizona.

I didn't make very elaborate sketches or studies, but I

used to watch the bare hills and plains and make notes

in small pocket sketchbooks, trying to memorize and

understand things. The skies especially in that part of

the country seem to be especially beautiful. One thing

that I miss in southern California are those v/onderful

dramatic skies. This was not exactly a memory thing,

but composed from my notes and sketches in my pocket

sketchbook, after getting back to Los Angeles.

SCHIPPERS: It's about 12" x 16". And the texture on it

is very deceptive.

NUTTING: It ' s an oil. It is very roughly framed; a lot

of my things are just casually framed, with most anything
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I happen to have around to stick my pictures into, (^tape off\

SCHIPPERS: Would you say it is one of your more successful

or more carefully worked out landscapes?

NUTTING: Yes. I think it's rather successful. It's

rather literal, in a way rather illustrative. There's

not much search for anything. It's very simply to express

a feeling and the pleasure that I had in that sort of

motif — the hills and the impressive horizontal feeling,

plain and flat, the bare sculpturesque rocks and hills

and mountains, also a certain sense of loneliness that

you can get out in that part of the v;orld that's not so

common elsewhere.

SCHIPPERS: We have some over here, starting left to right.

NUTTING: A study of a head, which is 11" x 1^". This

has a certain amoiint of significance to me. The idea of

portraiture in which you're naturalistic is something

that I have struggled against, and one reason why I don't

like to do commissioned portraits too much is because the

average person wants something that is life-like; and

on the other hand, I don't want to willfully get too

abstract. Not that I don't think that some of the

portraits that Vuillard did in the last years of his life

aren't quite remarkable, but to make it more of a painting

and convincing in simplification is v;hat I was trying to

attain in this study.

SCHIPPERS: Do you recall when you did it?
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NUTTING: Well, it's since 1960, I think. Some years

ago, but not too old.

SCHIPPERS: The one next to it is 16" x 20".

NUTTING: Sometimes the fonns in the canvas seem to influence

one's feeling for size.

SCHIPPERS: Now when was that done?

NUTTING: At about the same time as the head.

SCHIPPERS: And that really is a departure for you,

isn't it, as far as subject matter?

NUTTING: Yes. That seems to be. All of the things in

here, I think, are Mrs. Nutting's choice among my pictures.

I don't know that they're the ones that I would have

chosen, but if people enjoy them, of course I'm glad to

have them up. And she likes that.

SCHIPPERS: It is the buildings and the bay and railroad

tracks.

NUTTING: Yes. I see the top of a freight car there.

It's a composed picture, resulting more from looking at

things than actually painting a scene. I had the idea of

a waterfront, I suppose, with a freight car, and also

to make use of the various simplified forms of archi-

tecture that we see so much of nowadays.

SCHIPPERS: The one on the right over there is 16" x 20".

NUTTING: I'm sorry because that was so close to being a

successful thing and it could very easily have been, if

I had been a little more courageous in my use of my

paint. It was done out-of-doors, directly from nature,
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in a comparatively short time, but it's typical of the

sort of thing that I have done quite a lot of—to the

extent which I've painted out-of-doors—except for my

Corsican things. It is a going back to my boyish en-

thusiasm for the Impressionist painters. In other words,

my one idea was to translate, as well as I could, what

I saw before me, but under the influence of Impressionism.

Ve went on a painting expedition down to "Venice with a

couple of friends of ours.

SCHIPPERS: And that was done how many years ago?

NUTTING: About 1950. A little more clarity of color

through some of these passages here, I think, would

strengthen the painting. Of course, the framing is a

disadvantage. Properly framed, it would probably have

a little more life. I'm sorry that I haven't done a

great deal more of that sort of work. I really have more

faith in it now than I've had recently, a certain pene-

tration of nature and the things that you see around you,

which then could be assimilated into more subjective

things if you feel your work demands it.

SCHIPPERS: Now we have an outdoor [scene]. That's

16" X 20".

NUTTING: That was rather quickly done, of necessity

because it was done late in the evening when the light

was changing so very fast. It was of some trees down in

Santa Monica Canyon. That has one quality which this
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other thing I was just speaking of needs, because there

the quality, what the French speak of as being well-

nourished, is present. I mean it's not exaggerated; at

the same time, it has texture, richness, and a feeling

of the light and the out-of-doors. These I think were

the only two things that have survived of that sort of

painting, of the direct objective translation of the

effects before me, with as little as possible any

preconceptions, the influences being inevitable, because

one doesn't learn to paint from nature, one learns to

paint from other painters. They asked Renoir, "How does

one learn to paint?" Renoir's reply, I think, was

probably rather unorthodox so far as his fellow painters

at that time were concerned, such as Monet and Sisley

and others, whose one idea was to look at nature and

forget all about museums. But Renoir's reply was:

"Dans le musee
,
parbleu ! " (In the muse\im, by Jove, one

learns to paint!) [laughter] But I wasn't thinking of

Impressionism. I wasn't thinking of anything except that

I experienced this sunlight on a very late afternoon. The

sun was setting, and it was getting very warm.

SCHIPPERS: How was the seascape done?

NUTTING: That is memory. It is up at Cambria. I spent

a lot of time on the seashore, and I did a large number

of things of that size from nature. But this one was

not done from nature. It was an effort to use what I
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had learned in painting from nature to express a feeling

more than an objective immediate experience, [tape off]

SCHIPEEES: This is 16" x 1?". And that looks like

Maroger's medium?

NUTTING: Yes. That is Maroger's medium, curiously

enough. You're right. I had forgotten about that. It

seems to be in very solid condition. That Maroger's

medium is rather mysterious. They prophesy that all

sorts of horrible things are going to happen to your

pictures, but that is fairly old. I don't know how old

that would be now, but ten years anyway. I remember that

Karl With was the last director of that Museum of Modern

Arts that they had in Beverly Hills, and he picked that

out for an exhibition, much to my surprise, and I did it

just as an experiment in the use of the medium. It's

just a spontaneous improvisation.

SCHIPPERS: And almost completely abstract, although

there's a definite reference to a small form over on the

right

.

NUTTING: Like the man with his come_sti is delivering

them to the ship, which seems to be in a rather tattered

condition, and a figure and water and -sky, a certain

drama of movement.

The little one next to it over here is one of the

oldest ones that have survived of my work. That was very

shortly after my first marriage. We went do\^'n to Florence
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and spent the sununer there, and I had a paint box of that

size. I used to go out and paint out-of-doors quite a

lot. It's about a 9" x 12" panel. It v/as done on the

banks of the Arno, with a palette knife. That quiet-looking

water is the one that has been so disasterously on the

rampage recently.

Then the little painting of my wife's of nasturtiums.

[tape off] The one on the chair is another one of that

series of small things that I did with the Maroger's

medium. It seems to be square, about 11" x 11". A

curious size. Again, it seems to be surviving quite

well. I'm not quite sure whether anything is happening

to it or not. I have a little feeling that it's going

down in tone a bit, but I'm not sure. They were all done

at the same time. I suppose it was along about 19^8,

somewhere in the latter part of the forties.

SCHIPPEES: And there are five figures on it, some draped

and one nude.

NUTTING: And that theme which has been so common in

my work— sea, sky and arrangements of figures.

SCHIPPEES: That red or crimson is quite a vivid bit of

color in that particular relationship.-

NUTTING: Yes, it has a quality that I like very much.

SCHIPPEES: And is that because of a certain viscosity

of the medium that you were able to achieve that?

NUTTING: I can't quite analyze it. It did help. I
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mean, if you have a medium that's very responsive, very

pleasant to use, your feeling comes out more easily.

All of the forms hold their place so well on the picture

plane; at the same time the recession of the figures in

the distance is very evident without using the differences

in tonal value that you'd be studying in Impressionism,

that the shadows in the distance would be lighter and

cooler than they would in figures near you. It is partly

in the actual feeling of the paint. It gives you, I think,

that feeling, and the fact that the medium did help me

out quite a lot, in being able to paint lightly and yet

with a certain feeling of solidity, in contrast to the

impasto.

SCHIPPERS: And we have one over the fireplace?

NUTTING: Yes. The other day I got out that sketch,

which I've always liked quite a lot. It was done directly

from nature, up near Cambria. I thought it was completely

ruined because the heat and the smoke had reduced it to

a ghost of a picture, and I thought that it had completely

destroyed it. But apparently a lot of the damage was

surface damage. So I gave it a good scrubbing with Ajax

[laughter] and got off a lot of I-don ' t-know-what . I

suppose the combination of the heated paint and the smoke

made this ghostly brovm landscape. Well, it did destroy

the color quite a bit. It's now much more of a monochrome

than it was originally, but all of my drawing of the
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trees and the composition is there. It may be even

improved, I don't know. I can't tell, [tape off]

SCHIPPERS: Now we're back in the studio. There are a

number of things. One's on the floor here; that's a

watercolor.

NUTTING: That of course is obviously a sketch directly

from nature. It was done inside the trailer on one of

our trips to Texas. A still life, very rapidly brushed

in. A study from nature. More or less of the same spirit

as the one on the middle wall above it. A still life

with autumn leaves and a champagne bottle and one of my

own watercolors in the background.

SCHIPPERS: And when was that one done?

NUTTING: It was done in the studio across the street

from Clark, my first studio that we built. In the middle

fifties, I'd say.

SCHIPPERS: And is there another watercolor up there?

NUTTING: No. The watercolor we were speaking of is

in the middle, and to the left is a sketch done one

evening of my first wife. It's another one of these

things where if I stop soon enough, I seem to retain some

of the real reason for doing it. To me, it's very evocative

of her, much more so than a complete portrait would be.

If I had it aroiind, I would always feel that I had more

a picture of her than any photograph, for example, or

even one of my more elaborate efforts. It seems to be
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more her, for some strange reason. It was done very,

very quickly and was done by lamplight and on a small

panel, 8" x 10". And two very charming things of Muriel's

on each side of my watercolor. They are oil, small

panels.

SCHIPPERS: Now there's one just around the comer.

NUTTING: That was a composition made by putting two

plaster casts together in a rather iinusual position.

SCHIPPERS: Yes, 16" x 12".

NUTTING: Two plaster casts: one of a horse in rather

active movement; and Venus de Milo which I have laid

beside it in a prone position, with the head towards us,

making two rather strong diagonals across the canvas,

with the line movement of the horse in one direction,

and I think there ' s sort of a downward feeling of the

movement of the figure in the other direction. In

other words, I was not making a setup of anything that

you'd see naturally in relating any of the objects, but

was finding an interesting relationship—and a rather

dramatic one—of the two figures, so the painting is

rather indirect. It's painted over again and glazed and

painted into, an effort to get depths.

SCHIPPEKS: And when did you do that?

NUTTING: I would imagine that was in the late fifties.

That was done in the studio after this watercolor that

I just mentioned. That was before I had my present studio.
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SCHIPPERS: We have a small one up here on the wall.

MJTTING: Yes, a little composition sketch, more or less

in the same mood as those figure compositions done in

the Maroger medium, though this was not done with that

medium. It's a simple painting in oil, without any

tricks whatsoever, the sort of thing I did a great deal

of—small compositions, searching for color and tone.

SCHIPPERS: Now these things over here on the window

side are some of your very latest efforts.

NUTTING: Yes. I wouldn't say "efforts" in the sense

that I gave them too much consideration, but after the

fire and not having had a chance to do anything for some

time, I just picked up my paint and started to paint.

One is a figure composition, again the old theme of the

ocean, sea, sky, and nude figures. Another is a quick

study of a still life. And a head which is very super-

ficial. A head of Rubens that fascinated me quite a lot

and I made sort of a variation of Rubens in an effort

to get a little more acquainted with him from a reproduction

or print.

SCHIPPERS: Would you say something is happening to your

color?

NUTTING: Yes, I think there is. Again without planning

ahead, as I say, I'm watching what happens more than

trying to make something happen, and I think there's

going to be more clarity of color, more pleasure in
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colorful things. I was speaking the other day that I

was inclined not to notice the actual hue. Instead, I

notice relations of light and dark, warm and cold, but

if you asked me whether a tone was towards the green or

the violet, I wouldn't think for a moment. I'd think

of it as a certain cool tone against a light one, or

maybe against a dark, warm tone. And when somebody

would say, "Well, that tone was green." Why, then I'd

suddenly realize that it was green, [laughter] But

it didn't impress me too much in that direction; I was

looking for its function as color in particular. Now

I think I am getting rather younger in my feeling for

the gaiety of hue, that in my early work is completely

absent, in a way. It seems to be gaining on me in my

late things, which has happened, I've noticed, with a

great many painters. It happened with Bonnard—his

amazingly inventive use of color when he was quite an

old man. Beautiful, joyous, wonderful color. His

earlier things are more tonal and more subdued and quiet.

Early Delacroixs are not very colorful, but get

marvelously colorful towards the end. With Van Gogh, the

same thing happened. So the same sort of psychological

development may be taking place in my work. I don't

really know, but I think it's very probable, [tape off]

SCHIPPEES: I was just taking notice of some of the little

oil sketches here on the desk.
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NUTTING: Well, they are the sort of things that acciomu-

late through the years. You forget when you did them or

why you did them. The first one I remember very distinctly.

It was done in Italy after my first marriage, in Venice.

I got myself a little thumb box, a little paint box that

you can hold in your left hand, more or less as you would

a palette. It was very small, and you could set the

palette and wrap up a couple of brushes and a rag and

put them in your pocket, and you could go out and stop and

make a sketch. In those days, I felt I must do a great

deal of work out-of-doors. As I have said before, those

were the days when painting out-of-doors was looked upon

as a much more essential part of an artist's experience

than it is now. I did a great many of these things. I

said that the oldest thing in the way of a painting that

survived was the one in the bathroom, but as a matter of

fact, this was done a month or so before [the other],

because this was done in Venice before we went to Florence.

It is the Piazza San Marco during some sort of a festive

occasion, when they had huge banners floating in the

breeze in front of the Church of St. Mark.

Here is a little composition of nude figures.

SCHIPPERS: That's a rather unusual watercolor.

NUTTING: That, curiously enough, is by the brother of

Eaoul Dufy. That's by Jean Dufy. I don't remember how

or v/hen I acquired it. I bought it, I think, in Paris

at some sale or exhibition.
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SCHIPPERS: One of your own above it was of Muriel,

right?

NUTTING: Yes. That was a little demonstration. Not

long ago, one of my pupils had a way of painting in which

she would do the thing piece by piece without consideration

of her picture as a whole. So I made a ten-minute sketch

in which I tried to show her that by keeping the thing

going all at once you had much more chance of success

than when you pieced on, piece by piece, without any idea

of what your final effect was going to be. You get

relationships of values and shapes. It would be extremely

difficult [to paint piece by piece], unless you had

extraordinary powers of visualization. There are painters

who can, and I had a friend who was rather wonderful that

way. He could begin up at one corner of the canvas and

paint that part and keep on going. When he got to the

other corners of the canvas, the picture was finished,

and perfectly. But apparently he had an almost eidetic

sort of vision, that he could project on the canvas what

he was going to do, and all he had to do was go in and

put the paint as the picture demanded. But there are

very few of us who have that. It's sort of like the

sense of absolute pitch that some musicians have. It

doesn't mean that having it makes him a talented musician,

or having that faculty makes him essentially a better

painter, but it's a very convenient one to have. A vast
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majority of us, especially in direct painting, have some

means of keeping the thing going as a whole, with a sense

of the relative arrangement of part to part to keep the

integrity of the picture. In other words, if one does

a painting that way, it is really finished from the

very beginning. You could stop any place and it would

be one picture.
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8li», 872

960, 967, 1023, 1027
950, 973-975, 976
^17, ^78, ^79, 676, 1068,
1137
807-808
295
599-600, 606, 607, 608,
611-612, 638
1187
75^^

883, 885, 888, 989, 990
376

2153, ^75-2i76
^431

816, 835-836, 852, 869,
888, 989
8^6, 852
979
136
886-887
91^
913,
68
i)8l,

621
888,
651
61, 62, 66, 330-331
263, ^^83, 689, 1126
1115
181

IDS'!

1036, 1068, 1082, 115^4,
1168, 1212
273, 586
190, 319, 3^45

120^
97, 118, 1037-1038
167, 1119

91*^, 919, 967

^^85-^86

989

1263





Matisse, Henri

Maugham, W. Somerset
Maurer, Edgar
Maurois, Andre
Memory In Art (Luard)
Menard , Rene
Menjou, Adolphe
Me re e re au,^ Alexandre
Mercier, Desire
Merida, Carlos
Merrild, Knud
Messer, Dr.J -

Metropolitan Museum of Art, New York

Mexico
Michelangelo

The Last Judgment
Miller, Julius Sumner
Milles, Carl
Millier, Arthur
Milwaukee, Wisconsin

Milwaukee
Milwaukee
Milwaukee
Milv;aukee
Minnesota
Minnesota

Art Com.mission
Art Institute
Museum of Natural History
Sentinel (nev^spaper)

Art Society
The Minotaur (magazine)
Miro, Joan
Modigliani, Amedeo
Monet, Claude

Monroe, Harriet
Montana
Montmorency, ]^.
Montparnasse, Paris
Moore Henry

519,
650,
10?8,

1051,

99-100, 117, 158,
576, 611, 6l'l-6l5
653, 692-693, 929
3036, 1039, 1050,
1097, 1203, 120^1

832
2^7-2^19
il77

607
269
888, 989
583, 590
176, 189
888, 989
889-890, 990
875
28-29, 80, i;oi, 5ii7^

1021, 1022-1023, 11^9
903-905
68, 75, 86, 12^, 11^5,

315, 3*^8, iJ22, hS6, 566,
603-60^, 605-606, 682,
709, 73^^, 755, 857, 859,
932,
755
113^
803,
883,

1025, 10^19, 1131

917
96Q

,
Q80
1128

7^3, 771,

Morrow, Dwight W.

7^1-7^2,
806, Q80
803-806
721, 756, 806, 1163
765, 1067, 1169

53, 55, 59
6Q
li68
888, 989
861, 862
70, Hti2,

1127-1128
802
975
326
256, liHi-hh2

^53[?]. ''55[?],
^57, 888[?],
1166

803-

628-629, 1099,

1456-

989[?]
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Morse, .Samuel P. B.
A '''oveable Feast (Hemingway)
Munich, Germany

Munich Academy of Fine Arts
Munich Museum^of Modern Art
Munkacsy, ""ihaly von
Munnings, Alfred
Murillo, Bartolome
Mushrush family
Muter, Mela
My Little Maryland Garden (Hays)

Naples, Italy
National Geogr'aohic (magazine)
Naudin, Bernard
Netherlands
New Iberia, Louisiana
New York City

New York Post (newspaper)
Ney, Elizabe;:h
Nijinsky, Was law
Nikisch, Arthur
Ninth Symphony (Beethoven)
Noble, John
Nordland (pension)
Norris, Dorothy
Northern Pacific Railroad
Northv;estern University, Evanston,

Illinois
Notebooks of Leonardo da Vinci
Nutting, Adelaide
Nutting, Anna

Nutting, Arthur ("Arlie")

Nutting, Eli
Nutting, Helen (Hays)

9^5-9^6
270, 271, 381
95, 96, 98-99, 103, lOl-
105, 113, 116-117, 125,
155, 250, 319, ^^2, 622,
1037, 10^40

97
1036, 1082
723, 72i*

871
i»91

12
il02, i»0il

122

1*16

1205
Sl'i

m9-'^21, ^423, 68a
97^4-975
381, 530, 5^6-5^B,
622, 1050
122
986
291, 7^3
1162
340
257
110-111
1163
21, 32, 39, n, 61, 6U

1111, 1152

806
322
I, 3-^, 95, 337, 781,
8'40, 876, 378, BSa
II, la, 16-17, 18, 19,
20, 21, 32^-327, 1008
3

97,
111,

lOtJ, 107-108, 110,
118, 120-12';, 127,

162, 185, 23^, 238-239,
385, 389, 301, ^403, ^05,
'Jll-^IS, '<17, 4l8, H29,
l}33_il3Zi, J451, HqS, 504,
517, 522, 531, S99, 774

1265





Nutting, Helen (Hays) [cont'd]

Nutting, Ida (Carnenter)

Nutting, John (b. England)
Nutting, John (b. 'Massachusetts)
Nutting, Muriel (Tyler)

Nutting, Myron Chester (paintings of)
Amaryllis
The Cor?





Nutting, Myron Eli [cont'd]

Nutting, V/allace
Nyman, Ciyda

Nyman , Uno

O'Connor, Roger
Odeon, Paris
Oedipus at Colonus (Sophocles)
"Oliver"
Onderdonk, Eleanor
On Trial (Rice)
Opera, Paris
Orozco, Jose

Otis Art Institute, Los Angeles

Pabst Theater, 'vjiiv/aukee

Padua, Italy
Palllard (artists' materials)
Paine, Albert Bigelou
Panaca, Nevada
Paradise Lost C^^ilton)
Paris, France

Paris-American Society of Painters
and Sculptors

Paris Times (newspaper)
Parnigianino , II
Partridge, Charlotte

Pasadena Art ?^useum
Pascin, Jules

The Last Sunner
Patenier, Joachim de
Pater, V.'alter

Patterns of Culture (Benedict)

337, 339, 378, 559, 780,
781-782, 831, 8^0, 876-
881, 88i|-885, 886, 950,
95^^, 1005, 1011, 1019-
1020, 1022-1023, 1030,
103^^, 1210
2, 321-322
777-779
777-779

578
289-290,
1218
5iJl_5/j2

918
396
1120

865,
8il6,

1120

675, 737, 763,
1165, 1166
852, 85^

leu

796
228-230,
ill7, ^2k
52, 1020
9

127
82, 2ke,
255-257,

235, 2^48

1136

219-251, 25*^,

272 28O-282
288, 289, 293, 310-311,
318-319, 320, 376, 380,
390, ^^25, Hi\2-^nj>, h^l,

^476, '178, l4Q2-'4Q3,

58I, 619, 621, 622
1097, 1157

i\5^

563,
623,
376, 380, 563. 579, 115'

1066
93*4

69Q,
72^4,

1162
960
273-
27^4

i480,

1136
1002

700,
7^1,

703,
759,

718,
767,

721,
777,

277,

ii87

381, 507, 961

1267





Paul, Dorothy
Paul, Herman
Pauly, ^loyd
Paxton, WilllaTi w!.

Peake, Charming
Pelican, ^.
Penn Yan, Nev; York
Peploe, Ralph
Pepys , SaTiuel
Perls, Frank
Perry Pictures (prints)
Perugino , II
Picasso, Pablo

Pierce, Naldo
Piloty, Ferdinand
Pinakothek [museum], Munich
Pissarro, Carr.ille

Pitoeff, Geor^-^es

Poe , Edgar Allan
Poetry (magazine)
Poiret, Paul
Pollaiuolo, Antonio
Pollock, Jackson
"Pompllia"
Poor, Kenry Varnum
Pope, Alexander
A Portrait of the Artist as a Young

Man (Joy c e

)

Pound, Ezra
Pousette, Nathaniel
Poussin, Nicolas
Power, Arthur
Povrys, Mr.
Prado, Madrid
Prampollnl, Enrico
Price, Vincent
ProuGt, Marcel
Puget Sound, V/ashington
Punch (magazine)
Pyle Hov';ard

The Battle of Gettysburg

990

1227

312,
7^!?,

971
109^
718-719
87, 6l6, 1027, 1031
892, 991
721
2'4-25, 2f}

889, 891,
598
872, 1185,
29-30, 67^
299, 770
117, 180, 292, ?09
519, 576, 608, 65^^

888, 980, 1017, 1028,
1036, 1082, 1097, llii5,
1204
585
250
99
70, '^'12, 1087
290, 292, 293
506, 1225
802
383
932, 1049
889-890, 1048
244-245
760
25, 252
425, 446-447, 458

443

635, 1120

1117

429,
84
1101,
443
373
481,
185,
888,
362,
61
602, 754
52, 69, 134,
1058
697

482,
193,
989
1195

487,
195,

1127
1078-1079

139, 697,

1268





Queet (Indians)
Qulnault (Indians)
Quinn, John

Rabelais, Francois
Racine, Jean
Randall, Dell

^ Rank, Otto

Raphael
Rasputin, Grigori
Ray , Man
Read, Herbert
Reckless, Stanley
Redon, Odilon

Reinach, Salcrr.on
Reinhardt, Max
Rembrandt

The AnatorriY Lesson
The night •-at ch
Supper ac Enmiaus

Remington, Frederick
Renoir, Pierre

The Frog Pond
Madarrie Charpentier and Her Children

Ret , Etienne
Reynolds, Joshua
PJiule, Mr.
Rice, Elmer
Rimbaud, Arthur
Rivera, Mr.-
Rivera, Diego

Robeson, Paul
Robinson, Edward G.

Robinson, Mrs . Edward G.

Robles, Esther
R o c kv;e 1 1 , il orman
Rodin, Auguste

Roesch, Kurt

851, 852
1021,

^3
^3
592

832
252
67, 86
3U3, 3iizj, 3iJ9, 351-356,
358-352, 363, 36^ 367,
368, 931
299, 606, 770, 10^9
789
65^
897
837, 8'J5-8'i6,

100, ii70, 920
1038
382, 383
292, lh6, 1162
75, 89, 513, 566, 573,
6oi|, 68i|, 687, 73^^, 932,
1021, 1025, 1026, mil,
1125, 1150, 1221
932
51^
676,
613
189, 263, '^oi, 627-628,
65^^, 657, 1238
628
iJOl

92'],

613,
119
39^-397
506
164, 166
67'l-675, 737, 763, 76^1,

772, 865, 1166
552-553
817-818
818

687

263,
657,

933
833

968,
216
152,
607,
888,

1182, 1213

2H3-2I5, 600
621, 861-862
989

603

1269





Rogllano, Corsica
Rome, Italy

Rosebud Indian Reservation, South Dakota
Rosny, J. H.
Rothensteln, William
Rotterdam, Netherlands
Rouault, Georges
Royce Galleries, Los Angeles
Rubalyat of Omar Khayyam
Rubens, Peter Paul

Rubinstein, Artur
Ruskin, John

Charles
Morgan

Russell,
Russell,
Russia
Ryder, Albert

'<10-illl, 1102-lloa, 1116
110, 1^46-1^8, 151-152,
159-151, 175-181, 188-
189, 199, 202, 232-233,
^h2, 622, 10U<^-ir)l\7, 1052
1053, 1077, 1189
7
177
919
513-51'^
298-299, 309, 639
958, 1208, 1212
139, 150
89, 113, 299, ^BH,
503, 676, 770, 93^^

10^7, 1062, 1089,
1126, 1139, 1230,
862
26-27, 29, 601, 102^1

1035, loi^i, 1192
612, 616
852
sue
85, 117, 11^0, 1178,
1193

'<85,

, 1021,
1125-
12ii1

Sables d'Olonne, France





Saturday Review (magazine)
Savage , Eugene
Saveterre de Eearn, France
Schaad, Bentley
Schevenln^ien, Netherlands
Schonfeld, Ambassador
Schongauer, Martin
Sclortino, Antonio
Scribner ' 5 "'Isgazine
Script (magazine)

Seabrook, V/illy
Serrurier, Zenna
Serusier, Paul
Sessler, Alfred
Seurat , Georges
Severance Club
Shakespeare, William
Shakesreare and Comnany (Beach)
Shauensee, Baron
Shaler, Frederick

Shav;, George Bernard
Shelley, Percy Bysshe
Sherry, Laura
Shinn, Everett
Shirlaw, Walter
Shoukaiev, Basil

Shreveport, Louisiana
Signac, Paul
Signorelli, Luca
Simon, Lucien
Simolicissimus (magazine)
Sinclair, Catherine
Sinclair, Garrett
Siquieros , David
Sisley, Alfred
Sistine Chaoel, St. Peter's
Sitwell, Edith
Slade School (En.^land)
Slusser, Jean Paul
Smith, F. Ilopkinson
Snov; , C . P .

Societe Nationale, Paris
Sorbonne, University of Paris
South Amherst, Massachusetts

1060, 1160





Southern California Art Society
South Kensington School of Art (England)
Soutine, Halm
Spain

Spinoza, Baruch
Sookane, Washington
Squires, Roy
Stanhardlns-Krayl , Mrs .

Stanislavskl
Starr, Jack
Stein, Gertrude
Stein, Leo
Stelnlen, Theophlle
Stendahl, Earl
Stevenson, Robert Louis
Stockton, Dr.
Storer, Edvrard
Strand ^'a.za.'. In^.

Stravinsky, I?:or
Strohl-^ern, ''^.

Studio (magazine)
Studio Publications, London
The Sun Also Rises (Kenlngv/ay)
Synge, Theodora

816
601
567
^80-^82, ^^83, ^^86

^491, 683, 1082
573
39-^0
970
196-201
293-295
896, 992

693
692-693, 695

acn_

692,

851
872
300,
35,
175,
328
180,
189-190
72, 505
719
270
162-163

771
36-37
181-185, 698

2Q2

719

Taggard, Genevieve
Tanguy, Yves
Tanner, H. 0.

Daniel in the Lions '

Taormina, Italy
Tarbell, Edmund C.

Den

Beverly Kills,Taylor Gallery,
California

Teasdale, Barry
Teasdale, Veree
Tennlel, John
"Teresina"
Terry, Ellen
Texas

Thackeray, V/1 111am Makepeace
Thayer, Abbott
Theatre des Champs Elysees, Paris
Therond, Professor

592, 1113
888, Q80

211, 577-578
577
130-132
86-87, 88, 251,
615, 616, 1027,
1031, 10^6, 1106
871

613,
1029,

989
989

888
888
75^4

1086
166
902-903,
935, 972
569
723
290, 293
1405-^06

913,
, 975

681

915, 917

1272





Thomas, Dylan
Thompson, '^r .—
Thurber, James
Thv;ais, Mr.-
Tiber River, Italy
Tieoolo, Dor.enlco
Tlepolo, Giambattista

l^'^rs .•Tillama,
Time (map;azine)
Tintoretto, II

Origin of the "-Tilky Way
Paradise

Titian, Vecelli

Bacchus
Titus, Edward
Toledo, Spain
Toulouse-Lautrec
Toynbee, Arnold
Transatlantic Pevievf (m.agazine)
Trilb y (du

(play)
"aurier)

Tsar Fyodor Ivanovitch
Tucson, Arizona
Tunnard, John
Turner, Josenh
Twentieth Century Ciallery, Los Angeles
Tyler, Alan

Tyler, Leslie
Tyler, Mae
Tyrrell, Mrs .

Tyrrell, Jaraes
Tzara, Tristan

James (Vivian)

Ullnan
Ulys es

Eugene Paul
(Joyce)

Upstream (Lewisohn)
USO

1010
231
56Q
23^
199-200
120
120, 158, ^^90, 683,
10^12-10^3
ll6i<

651, 71^^, 1079
il81, 67^, 682, 76^, 10^1
1058, 1125
702
682
117, ^S^, 513,
76h, 93^^, 1021

67^
10^1

682

1058, 1125, 1150
702
701
^88
661, 818, 851
6i*5

271
257
29^
89'»-896
989
300, 770
883, 886
906-907,
935, 936

907, 913
867, 1188
866, 893, 1200
108^1

1035, 1203
88B, 896, 92^

9oq, 912, 913,

376,
iJ28,

^59,
i»72,

1183
368,
834

380,

iJ60,

^^73,

369

HS2~ti6H,
^58,
'J65,

^^76,

Vallom.brosa, Italy
Valori Plastici (magazine)
Van Arsdale, Mr.

127
lOPl
H2

1273





Vanderoyl, Fritz
Van Dyck, Anthony
Van Dyke, Dr.
Vedder, Anita
Vedder, Elihu

The Curr.aen Sibyl
Velasquez, Diego

Venus
Veneto Plains, Italy
Venice, Italy

Venus de ^''ilo

Vermeer, Jan

Lace Maker
Veronese, Paolo

Vichon, Dr.
Vico, Giovanni Battista
Vienna, Austria
Vieux-Colonbier , Paris
Villa Medici, Rome

Vinci, Leonardo da

Mona Lisa
Vo?ue (rnag^aelne

)

Vollard, Ambrose
Vuillard, Edouard

Wagner, Rob
V/a i 1 1 , General
V/allace, Lillian

\/ Wallace, Richard

V.'alrus Club, Milv/aukee
Warshaw, Kovard
Washington (state)
V/atts, George Frederic
V.'ebster, Rorr.a

Weinstock, Herbert

501
29P, 770
31^
I'JO, 162
139, I'^O, 1^2, 150
1086, 1168, 1221
1169
117, i^Sl, H82, n^h
^87,
1026,
1128,
1225,
702
229
llQ-120
12*46

106h , 12*43

60*4, 68*4, 933,
10*46, 1130
10*19

229, *JB*J, 76*4, '^3*4,

1058, 1217, 1230
363
i47*4

111-113
289-2Q0, 1120
1*42, 1*43, 1*4*4, 161,

189, 207, 2*42,

832, 932,

'481, *482, *48*i, *486-

*488, *493, 683, 702,
1088, 1125, 1127,
1135, 1150, 1221,
1230

10*41, 10*42

1031,

1193, 1220

177,
73*4,

1136,
1136
1158
660
290, 11*46, 1235

1025,

176-
1077

816-817,
926, 927

819, 869-870

218,
137,
230,
593,
7*48

892-893, 991
*43-'45, 105*4,

678-679
175, 181-182
1060, 1160

'473, 593
215-218, 221, 226,
390, ^425, ^473, ^475,

620-621, 6*41, 698

1187

127'4





West, Benjamin
Westvja.ys (magazine)
Weyhe , E.
What Is Art (Tolstoy)
Whistler, James
Wickhem, John D.
Williams, Tennessee
Wisconsin
Wisconsin Painters and Sculptors
Wisconsin Players

With, Gerda
With, Karl

Wltte Museum, San Antonio

Wolf, Bob
Wood, Grant
V/ray , Mrs .

Wyeth, Newell

Yeats, William Butler
Ysaye, Eugene

Zadkine, Ossip
Zeitlin, Jake
Zolotov;, Milton
Zuloaga, Ignacio

669
1205
51^, 517
567
89, 117, ^83, 516, 601
1161
ens
797-798
756-757
7/42, 7'^3-7'^5,

790, 859-860
896-898, 092-993
897, 992, 99^, 1036,
1068, 115^^, 1239
916, 918, 923, 92i», 960,

967
1112-1113
1069

806, 1067, 1166
7^8, 733,

961,
592,
336,
928
13^,

HkS
250,

697

38iJ

666, 888, 989, II67
51^, 970
892, 991
188

1275
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